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PREFACE

These arce exciting times for the aircraft test and evaluation community. Over the past 15 years. aircraft flight test
emphasis has shifted from airworthiness ad aerodynamics testing to avioni:,s subsystem test and integration. Aircraft
systems and aircraft test programmes havebecome highly integrated, increasing the technical and management challenges.
The advances in weapons systems technology have had significant impacts on the test process as well as on the testability of
our systems. Today's systems require new aid innovative technical and management approaches. There is a need for greater
use of simulators and other hardware-in-the-oop ground test facilities to accelerate the integration and checkout of
software-intensive systems.

The Symposium addressed these critical isues: starting with overviews of a variety of military and commercial test
programmes. The latest test methodologies for light dynamics and systems testing were reviewed. A report was ,nade on a
systems approach to flight test safety, with emphsis on payoffs to be realised in test safety. Presentations were given on state-
of-the-art test instrumentation and facilities usedn support of flight tests. Innovative applications of information processing
and display technologies to the real-time test decilon-making process were reviewed.

The Symposium was structured to give attendes the opportunity to see and touch as well as hear about the latest in test
techniques. Each day's agenda included tours and biefings on U.S. Air Force NASA test aircraft and facilities, and the
Symposium closed with an airshow. There was consosus on the importance of the AGARD flight test community meeting

regularly to review new techniques for flight test, instirmentation and data analysis to ensure that safe, efficient and timely
testing is accomplished.

La communautd d'essais et d'dvaluation adronautiques it une t~oque passionnante. Au con's des quinze dernierez
anndes raptitude au vol et les essais adrodynamiques ont dfi cider la Fkace i lintegration et aux eisais des sous-systimes
avioniques qui est devenu le nouveau centre dinttrdt des essas en vol.*.es sysitmes avion et les orogrammes d'essai
aeronautiques sont ddsormais hautement integraes et, par consquent prfaentent de nouveaux ddlls techmques et
technocratiques. Lcs progres rdaisds dans le domaine de la tecinologie Cts systme, d'armes oat eu un impact considrable
sur Ia modalite des essais, ainsi que sur raptitude aux essais de nos systinmua. Les systdmes modemes appelle"' Ge nouvelles
philosophies innovatrices sur le plan technique comme sur le plan du managment. L'emploi plus intensif ': simulateurs et
d'autres moyens d'essai au sol i base de materiel informatique est demandd ain d'accdldrer I'imegratiott la rnse au point
des systimes i forte composante logicielle.

Le Symposium a examine ces questions de premidre importance, en commencset Par un toi. d'horizon des differents
programmes d'essai civils et militaires. Les demiires methodologies d'essa en dynamjue du v, et en systemes ont diti

revues. Un rapport a ditd presenitd sur une mdthode 'systemeas destinde d argeliorer la kuritoes essais en vol. Des

communications sur I'ditat de rart de l'instrumentation d'essai et des servitudes utilisdeasit , prdsentees. Des applications
orginales des technologies de linformatique et de Ia visualisation au processus de la pr*e ddcision en essais temps reel

ont dgalement dtd examindes.
Le Symposium a idi structuce de fa~on it r aux participants l;occasion de voLde manipuler les appareils de test.

snasi que de s'informer sur les denidres techniques d'essaL Des visites et des briefingies avions dessai et les installations

de US Air Force NASA ont 6t organisds chaque jour. Les activ ts du Symposium nt. termindes par une fdte aerienne.

Tous les participants s'accordaicot ii reconnaitre limportance pour Is communautei 45m en vol de se reiumr
rdgulirement afin d'examiner les nouvelles techniques d'a-, essais en vol. dltrumentation et des donndes,
permettant de rdaliser 's essais en temps voulu, de faqon t ,e ,i dan les meille ditions de securite.
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U.S. NAVY PRINCIPAL SITE TESTING CONCEPT AND THE F-18
by

Joe L. Dunn*
Naval Air Test Center

Patuxent River, Maryland 20670-5304
USA

ABSTRACT

In 1975, a decision was made by the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIRSYSCOM)
to conduct the F-18 Full Scale Development (FSD) Program at a primary Navy location,
the U.S. Naval Air Test Center (NAVAIRTESTCEN). Previous FSD programs had utilized
multiple test locations (contractor and Navy) which resulted in significant program
dupli 'ation from a facilities, logistics, and test data viewpoint. The principal
site concept provides for a primary Navy location where all test assets are
co-located. These assets include developmental aircraft, contractor and Navy test
personnel, maintenance personnel, and all unique test equipment. The suzcess of
the F-18 principal site testing program paved the way for the AV-8B and LAMPS MK
III programs at the NAVAIRTESTCEN. The principal site concept has had excellent
benefits for the U.S. Navy in terms of improved test aircraft utilization, better
visibility into the contractor's test program, elimination of redundant testing
by utilizing a common data base, and improved utilization of government test
facilities.

From the Navy's T&E community viewpoint, it is preferable to conduct the
programs at a Navy test activity. Due to program funding constraints, this may
not always be possible. With the F-14D and A-6F upgrade programs, the testing
is being conducted at the contractor's facility as opposed to a Navy facility.
In this case, the Navy has established a Navy Test Team on-site and is participating
actively with the contractor during the FSD programs.

The impact of the principal site testing concept will be examined from the
prospective of both the Navy and the contractor in terms of impact on the individual
organizations.

Introduction

In the 1975 time frame, the U.S. Navy made the decision to principal site
the F/A-1S Full Scale Development (FSD) program at the U.S. Naval Air Test Center,
Patuxent River, Maryland. This represented a significant departure from the earlier
philosophy of allowing the prime contractor to conduct the majority of the FSD
test program at his own flight test facility with minimal involvement by the U.S.
Navy test activities. With the F-14A FSD test program, which was conducteA during
the 1971-1974 time period, Navy involvement was limited basically to periodic
evaluations (Navy Preliminary Evaluations) by the Naval Air Test Center at the
contractor's facilities. These evaluations consisted of 15-25 test flights flown
at approximately 6-9 month intervals during the FSD program. The F-14A test program
was conducted simultaneously at three separate test sites. The flying qualities,
high angle-of-attack, propulsion, performance, structural dynamics and structural
loads program was conducted at the contractor's facility in New York. The carrier
suitability test program was conducted at the Naval Air Test Center where catapult
and arresting gear facilities are located, and the avionics and weapons integration
program was conducted on the West Coast at the Pacific Missile Test Center, Pt.
Mugu, California. The three test Sites resulted in a large support infrastructure
in terms of data reduction facilities, logistics support systems with lengthy
pipelines, three separate flight test support organizations, a,,d a large number
of test assets.

Due to the complexities of the F-14A test program, the decision was made to

principal site the F/A-18 at Patuxent River. Considerations that went into this
decision process centered around the premise that if all the FSD testing was
conducted primarily at one location, the number of test aircraft required could
be reduced, the logistics and maintenance support requirements could be drastically
reduced, both the contractor and the Navy could jointly share all data which would

result in elimination of much redundant testing between the contractor and the
Navy, and also the Navy in the role of the customer would have much better visibility
into the overall progress of the contractor's test program. The view was held
that by having better visibility into the contractor's test program, the Navy could
do a better job of identifying deficiencies and getting them corrected early in
the program. It should be noted that during this time period, most FSD contracts
being awarded by the U.S. Navy were on a Cost Plus Incentive Fee Basis.

-Program Manager for Advanced Tactical Aircraft Program.
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Another major consideration in the 1975 time period centered around improveU
utilization of existing Department of Defense test facilities. Given the large
number of airframe manufacturers that the U.S. Navy buys aircraft from, it is
impossible and unreasonable to expect the U.S. Government to underwrite the cost
of unique test and evaluation facilities at each of the contractor's facilities.
The argument was made that it made more sense and was most cost efficient to Invest
in state-of-the-art test and evaluation facilities at Department of Defense
facilities and require the contractor's to utilize these facilities as opposed
to each developing their own. These facilities typically include telemetry tracking
systems, space positioning systems, real-time data computation systems, engine
test facilities, avionics test laboratories, weapons firing ranges, and other
associated infrastructure, to mention a few.

F-18 Full Scale Development Program

Immediately after the decision by the Commander, Naval Air Systems Command
in 1975 to principal site the F-18 FSD program at Patuxent River, joint planning
was begun by the Navy and McDonnell Aircraft Company as to how best to support
and execute the program. The FSD program consisted of 11 FSD aircraft with first
flight occurring at the McDonnell facility in St. Louis in November of 1978. After
limited expansion of the flight envelope in St. Louis, the aircraft was ferried
to Patuxent River in January 1979. Existing hangar and office facilities at Patuxent
River were modified to meet the needs of McDonnell. At the peak of the program,
over 600 McDonnell employees (including many local hires) were involved in the
support of the FSP program. The Naval Air Test Center provided the majority of
support effort for the program. This effort included telemetry tracking, range
support consisting of space positioning, radar coverage, video coverage, target
support, chase and target aircraft support, tanker aircraft support, search and
rescue aircraft support, and extensive laboratory services support. During the
period from November 1978 to February 1982, a total of 3,205 flights were flown
for 4,799 flight hours. Extensive use of the Naval Air Test Center Real-Time
Telemetry Processing System during the FSD program contributed to quick turnaround
of the data. Nine of the 11 test aircraft were fully instrumented.

Tne F/A-I8 Principal Site test program resulted in all the participants being
co-located at one activity. This included McDonnell, General Electric, and Northrop
from the contractor side. The Navy team included representatives from the Naval
Air Test Center, Pacific Missile Test center, Naval Weapons Center, Board of
Inspection and Survey, and the Operational Test and Evaluation Forces. The
co-location of personnel allowed for good face-to-face communications, sharing
cf data, and a building of an overall team spirit. A series of Memoranda of
Ag cement (MOA) was established in writing to define the duties and responsibilities
of 11 involved parties. These MOA's spelled out the various relationships necessary
to a complish FSD testing in a smooth and efficient manner. For example, the MOA
with ACAIR spelled out to what extent the Navy could be present during MCAIR flight
briefings and debriefs and to what level the Navy had access to contractor data
during the development phase of the program. These MOA's also provided a means
of continuity in procedures for personnel rotating into the test program.

Navy Test Philosophy

The Navy has now completed three major FSD programs (i.e., F/A-18, AV-8B,
and SH-60B) utilizing the principal site test concept at government facilities.
From the Navy's viewpoint, some of the major advantages to this concept have
included:

a. High utilization of existing DOD facilities.

b. Reduced number of test assets required.

c. Significantly improvcd customer visibility into the contractor development
program.

d. Early identification and correction of design problems.

e. Establishment of common contractor-Navy data base.

f. Elimination of redundant testing.

Even though the testing is accomplished primarily at a Navy facility, the
Navy has been very careful to recognize the contractual authority of the contractor
to be responsible for the successful development of the aircraft. In doing this,
the Navy recognizes the need for the contractor to be in charge of the day-to-day
control of his operation and to be able to make programmatc decisions accordingly.
Although the contractor has control, experience on the F/A-18, AV-SB, and SH-60B
has shown that it is important to involve the customer (i.e., U.S. Navy) early
in the development effort. This involvement may include Navy flight test engineers
attending the contractor's preflight and postflight briefs, monitoring the flight
at the telemetry ground station, and having qualified Navy test pilots flying the
chase aircraft for each of the test flights. The next step that has evolved is
the limited participation of Navy test pilot into the contractor's flight program.
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The amc'!nt of Navy pilot participation is determined in general terms prior to
the start of the actual flight test program. This involvement is often referred
to as the participatory approach. Based on our experience, this type of
participation gives us a good insight into the development program, allows for
early identification and correction of design deficiencies, and maintains flight
proficiency in the tevt aircraft for a limited number of test pilots,

By maintaining this active involvement in the contractor's test program, the
Navy has been able to eliminate a significant amount of dedicated testing that
was accomplished under the previous way of doing business which allowed fur blocks
of dedicated Navy test time at specific intervals during the test program. The
amount of contractor generated data utilized to satisfy Navy requsremen-s has
increased greatly under the participatory approach.

Under the previous way of accomplishing FSD programs, the contractor would
conduct his envelope expansion to the 100% build-up point and would then repeat
the point during a series of formal demonstrations which were witnessed by U.S.
Navy engineers. Under the principal site concept, the Navy engzneers will accept
the completion of the 100% build-up point as meeting the intent of the formal
demonstration if all the necessary specification conditions are satisfied.

Although the term "principal site" is used extensively, the Navy's position
is that it will go orf site as necessary to take advantage of other existing
Department of Defense test facilIties. For example, climatic testing is accomplished
at the Climatic Test Facility at Eglin Air Force Base and cross-wing landing tests
are conducted at Edwards Air Force Base. This ensures best utilization of existing
Department of Defense facilities and keeps the facilitization cost for the program
manager down to a minimum.

Navy/Contractor Persoective

There has been much discussion during the last 10 years concerning the overall
benefits of principal site testing. From the Navy's perspective the concept has
provided for best use of limited resources, resulted in the development of
state-of-the-art test and evaluation facilities available to all contractors,
increased productivity in terms of flight rate, eliiinated much redundant testing
between the contractor and the Navy, provided for a single set of facts to be
utilized by all participants, and has provided up-front customer participation
resulting in much better overall Navy visibility into the development progress.

No. all contractors share toe Navy's perspective on the benefits of principal
site testing. Some of the comments expressed by the contractor community when
forced to utilize government test and evaluation facilities include concern over
potential decreased productivity, longer concept-to-operation cycles, dislike of
the military being too deeply involved, concern over sharing cummon facilities
in terms of scheduling conflicts and lack of control over support resources, and
too many government rules and regulations.

It is up to the Navy to convince the contractors that these concerns are not
valid and that the Navy test and evaluation personnel are sensitive to their schneule
and resource requirements from a contractual viewpoint. In terms of FSI program
productivity, the F/A-18 FSD conducted at Patuxent River achieved the highest flight
rate (approximately 17.5 hr/month/aircraft) of any recent Department of Defense
tactical aircraft development program.

Measurements of Success

Although it is difficult to quantify absolute measures of success, it is the
Navy's position that the principal site test philosophy has significantly contributed
to the outstanding success presently being enjoyed by the F/A-18, AV-SB, and SH-60B
in the fleet today. This success can be measured by the following factors:

a. Fleet Acceptance - All three weapon systems have been extremely well
received by fleet users with a high degree of satisfaction.

b. Reliability and Maintainability We are seeing some of the best R&M
statistics with these systems in the history of Naval aviation. These
statistics translate directly into flight hour availability to the fleet
commandei .

c. Safety Record - These aircraft are enjoying a safety record unparalleled
by any previous comparable weapon system. The attrition rate of each
of these aircraft is running well below the predicted loss rate.

d. Configuration Changes - Due to the high state of maturity of these aircraft
at the time of fleet introduction, the need for major engineering changes
and updates have been minimal when compared to their predecessors. This
translates into significant dollar savings in terms Of life cycle costs
to the Navy.
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A

imoact of New Navy Acqulsition Strateqv

Recently revised Navy acquisition policy states that Full-Scalb Engineering
Development will be conducted under a firm fixed-price contrac. Recent programs
in which this policy has been implemented are the V-22, F-14D, A-6F, and T-45
programs. This is in contrast to the cost plus incentive fee type coxtract used
on previous r'SD prog--ms. Because the contractor is in the position of having
to accept a greater financial risk, the Navy has in turn given the contractors
more latitude in determining how and where the FSD programs will be conducted.
In the case oi the V-22, F-14D, and A-6F programs, the contractors have elected
to conduct the majority of their test programs at their home facilities. Navy
facilities will be utilized for testing for which the contractor does not have
the necessary facilities such as carrier suitability and missile firing testing.
The Navy test activities will support the FSD programs at the contractor location
by locating Navy test teaus at the contractor's facilities during the FSD program
to preserve as much Navy involvement in the programs as possible. It is the Navy's
intent -o maintain the same type of involvement and participation at the contrac-or's
facilities that it would at Navy test and evaluation activities. The Navy position
is that regardless of test site location, we will maintain a full time involvement
throughout the FSD prog-ams. This will include on-site monitoring by Navy engineers
and participatory flying by Navy test pilots. This will be accomplished fully
recognizing the contractor's responsibility to develop the new aircraft and to
control the day-to-day decision making process during the FSD program.

In summary, t'- test site location decision process will be made based on
economics, projected test productivity, available support facilities, flight safety
considerations, and technical capability.

Summary

From the Navy's viewpoint, the principal site has been successfully proven
with the F/A-18, AV-8B, and SH-60B FSD programs. The concept has helped to improce
utilization of DOD test facilities by reducing facilitization of contractor
facilities at government expense, has provided improved customer visibility into
contractor test programs, and has provided a better product to the fleet in terms
of high fleet acceptance, improved reliability and maintainability, improved safety
records, and minimal in-service conf-guration changes.
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ATTAS FLIGHT TESTING EXPERIENCES
by

H.-H. Lange. D. Rohlf, A. Zach, H.-L. Meyer v
Institute for Flight Mechanics

Flight Operations

Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt

f r Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V.

ugnfen. D-3300 Braunschweig, FKG

SUMMARY

Ar overview of recent development and flight test experiences of the DFVLP's flight
test venicle ATTAS (Advanced Jechnologies Jesting Aircraft _.Ystem) equipped with a digi-
tal fly-by-wire/light flight control system is presented. System design, multiprocessor

communication management, parallel data processing, redundancy management as well as
software development and validation are summarized.

Further, the role of ground based system simulation for development and testing,
flight test procedures an interesting flight test results are dealt with in several
examples.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last six years a modern flying simuldtor and demonstrator airraft called
ATTAS (Advanced Jeohnologies Jesting Aircraft Alystem) has been developed by DFVLR and MBB
supported by the Ministry of Research and Technology of Germany El]. ATTAS is based on a
MBB developed twin-turbofzn. short haul passenger aircraft VFW 614 (figure 1), which is
ideally suited for this puxpose due to it spacious cabin, test equipment loading cavabil-
ity. flight performances and excellent handling qualities.

Over the next 15 to 20 years ATTAS will serve as the primary DFVLR flight test vehi-
cle for research and development to demonstrate and validate new methods and technologies
in the area of flight control, flight guidance, navigation, man-machine interactions and
in-flight simulation (figure 2) [2.31.

In addition to method oriented research application ATTAS provides a wide integra-
tion and testing capability for aircraft equipment as it is summarized in figure 3. Be-
side ground based simulation and advanced computation methods flying testbe.s for
in-flight simulation techniques have increasingly gained attention because the overall

pilot/aircraft system can be investigated under real environmental conditions [4,5).

Within the DFVLR research programs ATTAS will mainly be used as flying simulator [6]
in a broad sense. In this role ATTAS is able to represent the dynamic behavicr of model
aircraft or systems under real enviroamental conditlons in total missions providing the
pilot with exact visual and motion cues in at early stage of a development. To fulfil-
lall these testing capabilities ATTAS was modified and equipped witO a powerful
fly-by-wire/light flight control system.

is system, designed -y DFVLR. fulfills also the requirements to be very easily adapted to
changing flight tests and to give the experimenter clear and simple to handle software
and hardware interfaces (7].

The fly-by-wire/light flight control system (FBW-system) development, integration

and flight test experiences will be dealt with in this paper.

2. Aircraft Modifications and Equipment

The main aircraft modifications, test equipment (8] and features are summarized as
follows (see also figure 1):

- right hand seat safety pilot with conventional control system,

- left hand seat evaluation pilot with full axis fly-by-wire controls,

- freely programmable flight instruments/displays, CRT's (figure 5).

- fly-by-wire controls/column or sidestiok with adjustable force feel system,

- dual channel digital on board computer system with fiber optic data bus providing

freely programmable control laws and flying qualities.

- duplex inertial referene and digital air data systems,

- comprehensive on board data acquisition system, recording anO PCM-telemetrY,

- 15 eleotro-hydraullo self monitored actuators, partly duplex linked by NIL-BUS

1553B to the FBW-system,



- antennas installation provisions,

- dual redundant hydraulic system,

- dual redundant electrical system,

- fly-by-wire actuators for

o elevator.
o stabilizer.

o rudder,

o both ailerons (also with symmetrical deflection capability),

o both engines,

o landing flaps,
o six direct lift flaps.

- on board operator consoles (four places),

- nose boom with , #- and TAS- probe.

2.1 Additional Control Capability

To give ATTAS a 5-DOF simulation capability five independent control surfaces must
be available. Therefore. ATTAS was equipped with a specifically developed 'Direct Lift

Control' System (DLC) for pitch/heave motion decoupling and gust/load control. For low

frequency DLC operation the basic VFW 614 landing flap system can electrically be de-
flected between 1 to 14 degrees. The rear part of the landing flaps have been divided in
six (three on each wing) fast moving flaps having about 85 deg/sec flap rate and :35

degrees flap deflection capability for high frequency direct lift modulation. Both lift
devices can simultaneously be used between 1 to 14 degrees landing flap position. Fur-
ther, DLc flap pairs can be individually controlled. The permissible flight envelope is

also shown in figure 17 demonstrating that DLC can also be used in the high speed region

up to 285 kts, compare 3.4.

Another important feature of the ATTAS FBW-system is the superimposed symmetrical
aileron actuation capability which will be used for wing bending mode control. Because
the ailerons are mechanically connected in the basic aircraft's flight control system.

the symmetrical aileron deflections, "flaperons", are compensated on pilot's wheel by

using a differential gear.

2.2 Data Aqulsitlon System

The aircraft is equipped with all sensors which are necessary to measure the air-

craft body rates, accelerations and attitudes as well as all control surface positions,
pilot command inputs and engine data. Air data are calculated by two air data computers,

inertial data by two laser gyro Inertial reference units (1TH 90). Analog sensor outputs
are conditioned (amplified, filtered etc.) in a DFVLR developed signal conditioning sys-

tem [9,10). A very important feature of this system is that all parameters for each chan-
nel can be set, checked, and electrically calibrated from an on board master computer
(figure 6).

2.3 glectro-Hydraulio Actuators

The electro-hydreulic actuators have been developed for ATTAS by Liebberr Aerotech-

nik, LAT. in Germany.

In total 15 self-monitored high bandwidth actuators are used to drive all the actua-
tors mentioned above.

The actuators are installed in parallel to the basic aircraft control system. They

are linked by integrated electro-hydraulic actuated clutches which can be opened in any
situation by pressing a switch on the safety pilots control wheel or by introducing a
certain amount of force in safety pilot's controls.

The actuator electronic is fully digital using duo-duplex microprocessor configura-
tion for failure detection and failure handling. The complete actuator electronic is

included in four boxes. Data communication with the FBW/Light compuer system is realized

by a duplex HIL-BUS 1553B. Due to safety reasons elevator and rudder actuators are do-
ubled providing duo-duplex failure behavior. For DLC control surface redundancy was ap-
plied by using three independent pairs of DLC flaps which are in addition monitored by a

separate device as it is shown in figure 7.

2 Fly-By-Wire/Light Control System

Fly-by-Wire/Light Flight Control System as heart of ATTAS has to provide all

0. z.onal functions needed for
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- normal fly-by-wire operation (control laws, mode switching),

- interfacing external devices,

- data processing and recording.

- monitoring and error detection,

- computation of experimental funotions.

The performance has to meet the requirements for

- computational cycle time of less than 20 as for all functions,

- required redundancy for flights in critical maneuvers (take off and landing
etc.).

- airborne equipment and interfacing of aircraft systems (ARINC 429. NIL BO 1553
B, etc.),

- freely programmable capacities for user applications in a high order programming
language.

To meet these requirements the system has been designed as a two channel computer
network consisting of four processors in each channel with one common central processor
for communications and data recording (figure 8). All on board .computers are of MIL-Speo.
LORAL/ROLM types (MSE/14 and Hawk/32) which are sofL..re compatible to the commercial
Data General Eclipse S1140 and MV/8000 series (11].

The network in each channel is based on a ring structured serial fiber optical bus
system providing actual data rate in each channel of 150 kWords/sec. Network redundancy
is used for failure detection by comparing exchanged input and output data. In the case
of exceeding given amplitudes and time thresholds the system will be passivated and enab-
ling the safety pilot to convert to the basic aircraft control by providing smooth tran-
sients. Software is identical in both channels.

The data processing system operates A/D converters and digital inputs and outputs,
interfacing the signal conditioning system, the ABINC 429 BUS connected to the air data
computer, inertial reference and avionic systems, as well as NIL BUS 1553B for data ex-
change with the actuator electronic units (AEU). In total more than 400 input and 300
output signals are processed in each channel.

The computational power of the system is about 3.1 Mega Floating Point Operations
(MFLOPS) in each channel. 1.4 MFLOPS are available for experimental functions in the
Hawk/32 32-bit computer with up to 8 MB of memory.

System and software design allow an easy system integration of experimental func-
tions and additional hardware components.

2.5 Fly-By-Wire Control Functions

Operation of ATTAS is performed in the following three principal modes, as illus-
trated in figure 9:

- BASIC Mode

- Fly-By-Wire Mode (FBW-Mode)

- Simulation Mode (SIM-Mode)

In the BASIC Mode ATTAS is operated using the basic mechaninal controls of the safe-
ty pilot on tLe right hand seat in the cockpit.

In this mode of operation ATTAS is used for all the experiments in which electrical
flight control is not required. Nevertheless on board computation, data aquisition and
data recording capability is fully available.

In the FBW-Mode the evaluation pilot on the left hand seat has control to the
FBW-3ystem by connecting the electro-hydraulic actuators to the basic aircraft control
system. Flight operation will be performed identically to the basic controls (FBW 1:1
functior). Figure 10 illustrates the FBW control functions installed for the elevator as
an example.

In the SMod the aircraft also operates under fly-by-wire control but the func-
tional connection between pilot inputs and actuator commands are given by user defined
functions such as used for in-flight simulation control laws (IFS) where the evaluation
pilot flies an aircraft model built in the computer program. Model following control laws
generate commands for all the actuators to force the test aircraft to follow the on board
computed equations of motion.
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Primarily the fly-by-wire system provide control functions for the actuators of the
primary controls

- elevator,
- ailerons and
- rudder,

and the secondary controls
- stabilizer,
- engines,
- landing flaps and
- DLC flaps.

Further, special functions for mode switching and for minimizing transient effects
based on mode switching are provided.

For electro-hydraulic actuator engagement a coincidence function moves the actuator
piston into the relevant position before clutches are closed.

Limitation functions reduce the actuator command signals in maximum rates and ampli-
tudes according to safety and flight conditions.

An automatic elevator trim system operates the stabilizer in such a way that the
aircraft is always in trim condition. In cases where the safety pilot reconverts to the
basic control system the resulting column and aircraft transients will be negligible.

Evaluation pilot's displays and instruments are controlled by the FEW-system to
represent standard symbology (FEW-Mode). In the SIM-Mode display representation is freely
programmable due to user purposes. For system checkout and preflight check procedures
special functions are included in the FEW/Light software program.

2.6 ATTAS Simulator

Essential part of the total ATTAS is the ground based ATTAS simulator (figure 11)
which was designed and developed in parallel to the aircraft. The ATTAS simulator is a
complete copy of the flying system simulating all system functions in real-time on the
ground. This facility is the primary tool for software and functional testing.

Further, the simulator assists the ATTAS operation by validating user applied soft-
ware (experiments) and by preparing flight test procedures. The ground simulation cons-
ists of an identical ATTAS cockpit, a nearly identical computer configuration based on
commercial Data General computers which are software compatible to the LOEAL EOLM on
board system, a hybrid computer EAI 600 and the high speed multiprocessor system AD 10.
These both computers simulate the complete aircraft flight dynamics, actuator response as
well as engine and sensor informations of the aircraft. All sensor data are connected to
the ground based FBW-system via connector identical interfaces (A/D, D/A, ARIEC 429,
MIL-BUS 1553B), so that flight test hardware can be plugged into the simulation. By this
all in-flight computer programs can be developed and checked out on the ground under real
time conditions before they are transferred via magnetic tape on board the aircraft.
Further, for 'hardware in the loop' simulation and testing purposes ATTAS can be linked
with the ground simulator via fibre optic bus extension while standing on the ramp or in
the hangar. This situation is illustrated in figure 12.

2.7 Software Development and Data Handling

According to the ATTAS equipment with a central FEW-system software development was

a main project of about 60 man years at DFVLE (12). Software development was organized in
**-.r down' stepwise method and had to be considered for hardware and software together.

So from the beginning of the system design software functions were analyzed and designed
in parallel to the hardware design in progress. With the structure of the data processing
system the functional structure of the software was defined and resulted in the Software
Requirements Document (SED).

Mainly the involved subsystems and their interfaces (ARINC, MIL BUS 1553B) specified
the requirements to be fulfilled by the software. Also user requirements for minimum
controller cycle time and computing power with reusable software had to be considered.

2.7.1 Software Structure

According to the design of the data processing system three main software functions
can be identified to be embedded in the computer network:

- Input/Output Operations (Terminal Computer Functions)
- Fly-Dy-Wire and Experimental Functions
- Communication Functions with different subsystems

Innut/Outnut Onerations are installed in the Cockpit and Tail Terminal Computer
(CTC, TTC). They include the interface drivers, data checks with the second channel,
scaling and data communication to the parallel processors in the network. Synchronization
of all components is done with a Programmable Interval Timer (PIT) interrupt in the cock-
pit terminal computer program.



Ply-Bt-Wire Functions are mainly installed in the FBW Computer (FBWC) to fulfil all
operations of the FBW control law. The software structure has to consider timing require-
cents and switching problems as well as special monitoring functions.

User functions are installed in the Experimental and Control Computer (ECC) to give
free space and full performance for experimental programs. With the chosen program struc-
ture user programs can be included without changes in the operating system and the run-
time structure.

Communination Functions include the interfacing to the telemetry system, data re-
cording on magnetic tape, quicklook presentation on displays, program loading and offline
handling. Functions, being not essential for fail passive behavior of the FBW control
system, are installed in the single central communication computer (CCC) which communi-
cates with all computers in both channels in the duplex data processing system.

2.7.2 Software Development. Integration and Validation

Handling the ATTAS software project as a medium size project and the requirement to
maintain the system for at least 10 to 15 years special procedures and tools were manda-
tory.

The TOP DOWN design method was used in 6 steps. Each step ended with a review on the
final documents:

(1) Software Requirements Document
(2) Software Design (rough) Document
(3) Software Detailed Design Document
(4) Coding and Modul Testing Source Code
(5) Integration and Verification - Program Test Results
(6) Validation (Ground and Flight Test) - System Test Results

Test requirements had to be developed during the software design, giving the oppor-
tunity of checking programs in further steps against the requirements.

Software development was done on the ATTAS ground based data processing system using
a super mini computer MV/6000 of Data General.

The test concept for ATTAS software development was applied in two phases:

- Modul Test
- Validation

Offline tests are required for any module used in different programs. This is ful-
filled with test programs to be run on the development system where also the test results
are recorded.

The design of the ATTAS ground system followed the idea of testing all software
functions of the target system in the ground simulation. Besides the capability of test-
ing interface modules the major advantage is that validation tests can be performed on
the ATTAS ground system prior to the on board system.

Test functions generating command inputs are available to be recorded with all data
available as measured inputs or program outputs. Identical software test procedures are
used in 'firstflight' and 'preflight

t 
tests in the aircraft.

2.7.3 Data Recording and Handling

PCH signal recording and transmission to the ground station with the telemetry sys-
teM is available. Besides this data recording is done on a digital magnetic tape (800
bpi, 75 inch/sec) attached to the data processing system. The format of data recording is
the same as the data format used in the computer aystea.

Based on the header information a magnetic tape with raw data can be processed in
the ground system converting the data into a format to be exploit on the main frame com-
puter system with a standard evaluation program. DIVA - a dialogue interpretation pro-
gram.

3. Flight Tests

Special test procedures were evaluated for ATTAS according to the basic aircraft
maintenance and test instructions. The ATTAS test concept therefore divides into two
phases, 'Ground

t 
and 'In-Flight' tests.

Standardized ground tests are performed in periodical intervals or in preflight
checks. In-flight tests are normally included in the evaluation program for user flight
tests.
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3.1 Ground Teat Requirementa

The ground tests are performed as so called 'Firstflight' and 'Preflight' checks.

For Preflight checks the data processing system is involved in all parts needed for
fly-by-wire control functions. The program functions cover all modes and switching condi-
tions to obtain full scale of test conditions. The GTR's - 'Ground Test Requirements'
documents - give detailed information how tests have to be performed and how they fit in
the basic aircraft checks and operations.

Firatflight checks are also defined in OTR documents organized in different parts to
check out single components of the equipment independently. An advantage Of using the on
board computer system in check out procedures results in data recording and presentation
and of course both, hardware and identical software can be checked in connection.

An example for system checkout with software functions generated in the on board computer

system is given by the frequency response of the elevator actuator system. figure 13,
being exited by a sweep function. The results give a quick overlook how specified perfor-
manoes are met.

3.2 Operational and Certification ispacts

After implementing the data processing system different vendor systems were tested
and tuned to reach an operational status. Also experiments for parameter identification
and calibration of the measurement equipment were carried out.

ATTA3 based on the MBB/VPW 614 aircraft was certified according to FAR 25 including
amendment 32 by the German authorities (LBA), Additional certification basis for ATTAS
took the modifications into account. ATTAS will always be operated under a preliminary
certification. DFVLR is authorized to develop And verify modifications for their own.

The ATTAS safety system is based on the safety pilot and his basic hydraulic mechanical
control system. During flight tests it was demonstrated, that the safety pilot in the
right hand seat could under any condition and without any problem take over control. This
safety concept is referring to the highest authority of the safety pilot. This is assured
by limitations in the actuators forces so that in a runaway failure case the most criti-
cal resulting flight loads, attitudes and rates do not lead to a flight situation re-
aching the envelope boundaries. Presently the certification is based on a time delay for
the pilots reaction of 2 seconds in fly-by-wire operation above 500 ft GND safety alti-
tude. The simulated hardovers showed typical reaction time of about .5 see with rather
smal transients. With the duplex FBW system operation below 500 ft GND shall be tested
after more experiences.

3.3 Flight Test Results

The FBW control system acceptance and validation flight test program carried out in
1987 covered the mode switching funotions, flight control functions, switching tran-
sients. recovery procedures due to actuator hardovers, failure mode evaluation and the
fly-by-wire operation in general. Switching and transient functions occurring by switch-
ing between FBW- and BASIC-mode operation have been of main interest.

Therefore, the FBW-mode was switched off during various aircraft maneuvers such as
steep turn. ' Zb roll rates, pull ups, during landing flap operations with and without
the auto stilizer trim system. An example of the resulting transients during FBW-off
switching is shown in figure 14 demonstrating smooth transient response, which was very
well accepted by the safety pilot.

The FEW operation was tested throughout the complete flight envelope, which is pre-
sently limited to a minimum altitude of 500 ft above ground due to safety reasons.

Aircraft control behavior and control system response was evaluated by pilot induced
high frequercy inputs. A typical result is shown in figure 15 where the ailerons are
excited. Due to the complete measurement of different elements of the control system a
detailed analysis is possible. Test results of show precise aileron response at a fre-
quency of about 1.7 Hz and a time delay of about 25 ms.

3.# System Identification

Special flight tests were carried out to obtain precise liformation about the com-
plete ATTAS aircraft system. The obtained data were evaluated using a sophisticated DFVLR
developed Maximum Likelihood (MC) Identification Procedure for the estimation of parame-
ters in nonlinear systems [133. Besides the analysis of flight test data special notice
is put on the optimization of control inputs and the conduction of the flight test
itself to obtain suitable data for identification and save flight test time. The well
known 3-2-1-1 input signal (compare with figure 17) is a result of this optimization
effort now being generated as standard test function in the FBW system.
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3.4.1 Aileron Control System

The electro-hydrauliO actuators connected to the control tabs on each side and with
mechanical springs and aerodynamic forces the ailerons itself are deflected, where left
and right ailerons are still connected via cables, also with the control wheel.

The time histories in figure 16 show cutout results of Joint evaluation of five
single flight tests performed at increasing speeds. The figure shows the comparison of
the measured aileron outputs with signals of different mathematical models describing the
control system dynamics. For a precise fitting a second order model with time delay and
an influence on the characteristics frequency, depending on L,.odynamic tab forces.

3.4.2 DLC Flap S3ytem

The control input signal was identical to all six independent actuator systems. One
DLC flap step response is presented in figure 17 together with the 3-2-1-1 input signal.
DLC flap situation with actuator being connected to the landing flap is presented with
the flight envelope for DLC flap operations.

For the identification of the DLC flap system, the mean value of the six independent
flap deflection angles were calculated. Again different mathematical models were checked,
figure 18. Finally best results were obtained with a nonlinear second order system with
rate and deflection limitations due to the force limitations of the actuators for struc-
tural safety reasons.

3.4.3 DLC Control Effeotiveness

The aerodynamic efficiency of a control surface is only identifiable using the en-
tire dynamic response of the aircraft, since the aerodynamic forces and moments are not
directly measurable. To determine nonlinear control effectiveness it is necessary to
excite the system with inputs of several different amplitudes oL with inputs at different
reference control surface positions. In figure 19 time histories represent one run for
DLC flap operations in different reference positions for vertical acceleration pitch rate
and angle of attack, together with the result of a lift coefficient, reaching ± . 35 g
vertical acceleration as maximum.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The flight control concept designed and developed for ATTAS proved as suitable and
effective to fulfill the requirements of a powerful and flexible testbed for research
applications as it was demonstrated in flight.

The design of ATTAS test equipment on board and the operational concept turned out
to be suitable for applications at DFVLR. Further, the software development concept and
software development system configuration choosen for ATTAS development and operation was
very well accepted by software design engineers and proved to be very powerful for appli-
cational programming. Using a high order language for real-time processes was a big help
for software validation for experimental programs.

Main improvements for the future are seen in computer aided software development
methodology and related tools to improve mainly system/software specification and soft-
ware maintenance.

Results from the flight tests showed that the required performances could be
achieved. Handling the system turned out to be very acceptable for the pilots In use for
in-flight simulation. ATTAS proved to be an acceptable testbed for flight control systems
and applications for 5-DOF in-flight simulations.
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6. Figures

Figure I. ATTAS In flight
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SUMMARY

Among the turboprops in advanced flight testing phase, the Piaggio P-180 AVANTI (see fig.
1) possesses exciting features.
Very unconventional shape, characterized by 3 lifting surfaces, pusher props, mid wing
very rearback mounted, is coupled with outstanding speed and range performances.
Tie project and flight test programs planning has required much care for the peculiar
characteristic of the aircraft.
Areas of extensive in-flight investigation were:

- flutter expansion
- stability and control at high angle of attack
- laminar flow investigation
- flap sjstem tuning

- propeller stress

This paper focuses on the P-180 project and flight test programs presenting the project
concepts and the test results achieved to date.

The flight test program, actually in the certification phase, has achieved more than 600

flight hours and R.A.I./F.A.A. initial certification is expected for mid 1989.

1. IYSTORICAL BACKGROUND

In 1979 I.A.M. Rinaldo Piaggio S.p.A. launched a research program for the study of a new
generation F.A.R. 23 category turboprop aircraft.
rhe only design goals clear in the engineer's mind were near-jet cruise speeds, high fuel

efficiency, short runway capability and large cabin dimension for optimum passenger tom-

fort. The different configuration initially under tudy are shown in fig. 2.

Piaggio settled on a totally brand new aircraft featuring three lift.,g surfaces (3LS) and

pusher props rear mounted on high efficiency laminar flow wing.
The project code was P-180 and the commercial name chosen for the aircraft was AVANTI.
Gates Learjet Corp. ent-red the program in 1982 with a 50% partnership with the task of
piDducing the aircraft fuselage.

The AVANTI novel aerodynamic formula was extensively studied spending more than 5000 hours

in wind tunnel testing (fig. 3) at different facilities in the United States such as the
University of Kansas, the Boeing Aerospace and General Dynamics/Convair.

Low speed wing tunnel tests were made in Italy at Piaggio's Finale Ligure factory and

additionally at Aermacchi S.p.A. Varese plant.
In the same time, the Center for Research and Development Corp. based at San Diego, CA
conducted a finite element analysis for the prediction of the aircraft structure behaviour
under all conditions of static and dynamic loading.

While the theoretical analisys and the wind tunnel tests went on, in 1983 Gates Learjet

started the fuselage production for the first two prototypes at the Wichita, KS firm faci-

lities.
In the summer 1985, Gates announced its dropping out of the AVANTI partnership for

financial reasons.

Since that date, Piaggio proceeded alone toward the first prototype roll-out on the 19th

April :986.

After few months, on the 20th August 1986, during high speed taxiing trials, the chief
test pilot Enzo Traini, with the chief flight test Roberto de' Pompeis, lifteu-off the

aircraft for a little jump in the air, but the officially recorded first flight happened

later on, on September 23, 1986.



While the first prototype underwent the first development tests, the second one rl'., cor

the first time on May 14, 1987.

After the necessary Development Test Phase ( tP), the two prototypes started with the
scheduled F.A.R. 23 Certification Test Phase (CTP) on March 3, 1988.

In August 1988 Ital-an Air Force Flight Test Center (R.S.V.) flew the P-180 for a prelimi-

nary evaluation as short to medium range transport and advanced trainer aircraft.

Up to now more than 600 hours have been dedicated to achieve Federal Aviation Administra-
tion and Registro Aeronautico Italiano certifications both expected for the spring of the

1989.

2. THE AVANTI CONCEPT

2.1 AIRCRAFT GENERAL DESCRI
2
TION

The Piaggio P-180 AVANTI is a single pilot general aviation business aircraft with a 10810

lbs (4900 Kg) MTOW.
It is powered by two PT6A-66 Pratt & Whitney of Canada turboprop engines, each with a
maximum rating of about 1450 shp (1081 KW), flat rated to 850 shp (634 KW) at standard sea
level up to about 25000 ft (7620 m).
Two counter-rotati;ng Hartzell five blades aluminum propellers push the AVANTI up to 400

kts (740 km/h) top true airspeed.

The aircraft maximum operating speed (Vmo) is 300 KEAS (555 km/h) up to 20000 ft (6561 m).

From here up to the 41000 ft (13000 m) maximum operating altitude the mach limitation is0.67 Mmo (fig. 4).

The landing configuration minimum stalling airspeed is 85 kts (157 km/h).

The passenger pressurized cabin offers great internal comfort thanks to its outstanding

dimensIons, 72 in (1.84 m) wide and 69 in (1.75 m) high, and to the 8.4 psi pressure

differential.
Low level cabin noise and quite complete absence of vibration are achieved thanks to the

rear propeller position, to the high laminar flow extension on the fuselage and io the

special attachment system of the enaines.

The composite materials have been used not extensively so that only about the 20% of the

airframe is epoxy made while aluminum alloy was used for the rest.

The major composite sections are the tail, nacelles and forward wing all items out of
pressurized area and not in contact with fuel (fig. 5).

2.2 AERODYNAMIC CONCEPT

To achieve their outstanding goals Piaggio' engineers used advanced aerodynamic concepts,

some of them never seen before on production general aviation aircraft (fig. 5):

- three lifting surfaces (3LS)
- natural laminar flow (NLF) wing

- pusher propellers

- flaps on both iriOn a,- i-.ward sing

- delta fins

In many of the aircraft flight conditions, the 3LS layout provides both trim and induced
drag lower than they would be with a conventional 2LS design.

Infact during cruise, both main and forward wing produce upward quite self balancing
forces and only a negligible amount (about 1-5% of the total load) of negative lift is
generated by the horizontal tail.
Since the forward wing's balancing force acts in the same way as main one, this last has

to produce a lift lower than a conventional 2LS layout so that the induced drag lift

generated is lower too.
Thanks to the low tail load and to the lift sharing between main and forward wing, the 3LS

configuration permits smaller lifting surfaces than they would be in a conventional 2LS
design thus reducing in part profile drag too.
Setting back the main wing as in the 3LS layout allows a cabin with no internal obstruc-

tion and a mid-fuselage wing positioning that is another low drag aerodynamic solution for

it reduces interferences between the wing and the fuselage.
Finally the 3LS concept also allows a wider center of gravity travel than a conventional
2LS configuration.
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The 3LS layout is responsible for the AVANTI's low cruise drag as well as the existence of
natural laminar flow (NLF) on both aircraft wing and fuselage.
To achieve low drag in cruise the main wing has been provided with NLF airfoils studied by
the Ohio State University.
The rearloaded profiled used on the wing also give the aircraft the capability to reach a
very high critical Mach number (0.71).
Special studies on the fuselage shape and cross sections allowed to keep laminar flow over
the nose of the cabin.

In the attempt to keep as low as possible the AVANTI's drag, Piaggio's engineers applied
the pusher configuration concept to the aircraft: there being no propwash on the main
wing, the laminar flow is enhanced.
The pusher configuration also provides better flying qua.ities since the rear propeller
position gives a stabilizing effect.
To give the aircraft no critical engine the propellers are counter-rotating.
Locating the props rear the wing finally improve the aircraft crashworthiness too.

Flaps on both main and forward wing allow the AVANTI to reach stalling speeds in take-off
and landing configuration lower than those that should be achieved with a single surface
flap design.
The contemporary deflection of the flaps on the forward and main surfaces keeps the
aircraft in trim for every flap configuration change and tuning the deflection time-law
with care allows nor pitching moment variation neither pilot action on the stick during
transient.

Delta fins fixed on the fuselage aft portion, out of wing or fuselage wake, provide the
AVANTI with a longitudinal stabilizing force at low, near-stall speed keeping out the
aircraft from deep stall.
They also provide a strong directional stability contribution in every flight condition.

2.3 HYDRAULIC AND ELECTRIC SYSTEMS

The hydraulic system of the P-180 provides hydraulic power for landing gear extension and
retraction, nose wheel steer and wheel brake function.
An electric motor driven hydraulic power generating unit, whose main components are a
variable displacement pump, a reservoir, a low pressure filter and a landing gear selector
valve, is the main item of the system.
In case of lack of pressure from the hydraulic power unit, due to components or line
failure, the aircraft shall be brought to a safe landing through a hand pump and an emer-
gency independent ducting system for the brake operation.

The DC generation and distribution systems are mainly composed by:

- a nikel-cadmium 25.2 Volts, 36 Ampere-hour battery that allows the engine start without
External Power Unit

- two generators (30 Volts - 400 Amperes) working in parallel with the battery and
functioning also as starters

- two control units controlling the engine starts in manner to keep constant the genera-
tors output voltage and checking in general the two generators functionability in order
to prevent critical conditions due to overvoltage, or inverted currents or overexcita-
tion

- 6 different buses sharing the systems loads in accordance with the systems importance

All the DC systems are protected against accidental failures thanks to left and right
systems automatic separation operated by overload sensors, pilot buses cables protection
and block diods on the various multiple alimentation lines.

AC generation and distribution is achieved through two static inverters of 250 VA
installed in the aircraft radome and controlled by a control unit.
Each inverter, able to supply all the necessary utilities, in connected to a 115 V (AC)
bus and to a 26 V (AC) 400 Hz bus.
In case of primary inverter failure, the control unit set automatically the utilities on
the secondary inverter that loose the capability of supplying its own utilities.
Major utilities are protected by mean of breakers.

2.4 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS

The primary flight control systems (F.C.S.) are not power-assisted and utilize traditional
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cables and pulleys.

Only ailerons have been rigidly connected through rods because a traditional cable

connection should not ensure the sufficient stiffness on such a rearloaded wing; in fact

the subsequent not perfect ailerons positioning during high speed cruise would destroy the

original pressure distribution over the wing itself.

All the movable surfaces are mass and aerodynamically balanced.

The secondary FCS such as longitudinal, lateral and directional trims are electrically

servo-assisted.
In particular the longitudinal trim has a fail safe actuator with both electrical and
mechanical redundancy.

The AVANTI's flap system is composed of the following subsystems:

- a main wing outboard fowler flap (MWOF) located on the part of the wing outboard of the

engine nacelle.

Left and right wing flap are moved by a single electrical motor since they are

mechanically interconnected.
- a main wing inboard slotted flap (MWIF) located in the part of the wing between the

engine nacelle and the fuselage. Also this subsystem is moved by a single electrical

motor since mechanically interconnected.

- a forward wing slotted flap (FWF) which is not mechanically interconnected and each one,

left and right, is moved by a single electrical motor.
- an Electronic Control Unit (E.C.U.) receives the input from the flap lever, enables the

proper movements of the flaps, checks the proper operations of the system supplying the

electrical power to the motors and finally phasing the MID position of all the flaps.

2.5 ENGINES

Piaggio chose to install, on the AVANTI, engines of low specific fuel consumption, with
high altitude flying capability (at least 35000 ft) and belonging to a vary widely

in-flight proved engine family.
That is why AVANTI is powered by two lightweight free turbine PT6A-66 P&W of Canada, each

rated at 850 shp at standard sea level up to about 25000 ft.

The PT6A-66 engine has infact the following characteristics:

- low specific fuel consumption (SFC=0.5 lb/hr/hp)

- rear gearbox optimised for the AVANTI
- modularity
- low operation costs

- ease of maintenance
- ore than 1000000 hours flown all over the world (all the versions)

2.6 AVIONIC SYSTEM

The system installed on the aircraft, though representing the state-of-the-art avionic

technology, is quite simple and uncomplicated to use being studied for a P.A.R. 23

aircraft.
The design criteria for the avionic system were:

- single pilot operation
- low pilot workload

- long range I.F.R. navigation capability
- full integration with other aircraft system

- full provision for growth and development in the future

All the avionic systems installed on board are powered by a conventional electrical supply

system.
The prototype No. 2 cockpit is shown in fig. 6 where it is possible to see the following

systems:

- 2 CommunicaLion VHF
- 2 Navigation VHF

- 2 Transponder

- Weather Radar

- ADF
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3. DEVELOPMENT AND CERTIFICATION TEST PLAN

The overall program has been structured in such a way as to cope with the different
Customer requirements, to provide for a low risk for the manufacturer, and to design,
develop and manufacture the aircraft in a cost effective way.
The DTP and CTP phases have been organized in manner to show compliance with the normal
F.A.R. 23 rules and the additional special requirements (Special Conditions) issued by
F.A.A. on the following items:

- composite structure fatigue damage tolerances
- doors and exits
- forward and main wing flap system interconnection
- forward wing loads
- propeller ground clearance
- propeller markings
- propeller ice protection and exhaust gas impingement
- cockpit smoke evaluation
- buffet onset envelope
- contamination on laminar flow
- inadvertent excursion beyond max operatLing speeds.

To achieve these goals, thp planning of the P-180 development and certification tests have
required 5 test article6:

- 1 static tejt article
- 2 flying prototype aircrafts
- 1 flying production aircraft
- 1 fatigue test article

The planning and main milestone are shown in fig. 7. The DTP phase has lasted 30 months
while the CTP's end in expected for mid 1989.

4. FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM

The flight test programs mainly based on two flying prototypes while the first production
aircraft will be utilized only for confirming all the configuration changes either retro-
fitted on the prototype or ex-novo installed (like the brand new two pieces windshield).
Up to date more than 600 flight hours have been totalized on both prototypes (fig. 8) so
showing the aircraft good reliability.
The flight test program schedule is based on 15 productive flights per month per test
aircraft.
The test program has been prepared in agreement with the following criteria:

- utilization of the prototype No. 1 mainly for the flight envelope expansion while the
prototype No. 2 is dedicated to powerplant and systems testing

- keeping on ground one aircraft at a time and not more than 4 weeks
- enlargement of the flight test envelope through handling qualities checks and structural

flutter clearance so that step by step crew familiarization with the aircraft
characteristics is possible

- in-flight testing ol the proposed experimental modifications in order to identify the
satisfactory solutions to be included in the final production configuration

- utilization of the multimission concept to effectively evaluate and integrate the total
aircraft systems in lieu of individual component or system testing

- extensively use of model data and simulation results before testing extreme flight
conditions

The main areas tested and the tests sharing between the two aircrafts are shown in fig. 9.

Since all the modifications have been selected, the aircraft configuration has been frozen
and the test program is proceeding toward certification.
In fact, following Plaggio's own evaluation, R.A.I. accepted to fly the aircraft, on the
3rd March 1988, as having achieved an adequate standard for certification.
As already stated, according to the actual test program schedule Piaggio expects to reach
R.A.I. initial certification for the spring 1989 while F.A.A. certification is scheduled
to be achieved not long after.

5. FLIGHT DATA ACQUISITION

The flight data acquisition system was designed to satisfy the needs for a rapid exposure
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and understanding of problems.

Data measurement, recording and processing systems were geared in terms of capacity,

acquracy, resolution and rapidity of data production to facilitate and ensure expedient
tactical decisions relating to remedial action or redirection of the flight program as
required.

5.1 FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION

TC ;arry OUt te £1iii t -zt progcn. a ..cedulcd in a csL effective wav, Piaggio's engi-
neers provided both the Ist and 2nd prototypes with a number of F.T.I. facilities appro-
priate to the test program for that aircraft, plus those required by the back up role.
These facilities include data acquisition and on board recording system, a single channel
telemetry for the total PCM data stream transmission mixed with intercom speech, video
camera system, flutter excitation system, time correlation and syncronization systems.
AVANTI's data acquisition system (fig. 10) actually allows the measurement
of about 250 parameters that roughly include:

- 65 pressure measurements
- 25 motion/displacements measurements of the aircraft control surfaces or of any other

airc,-aft component
- 85 temperature measurements
- 15 electrical signals measurements
- 3 aircraft linear accelerations (body axis Jx, Jy and Jz)
- 3 aircraft angular velocity measurements
- 54 miscellaneous (flows, forces, torques, events, 'ibrations)

During both the development and certification tests, the parameters number has been
changed from test to test depending on the test purpose.
The total sample rate generally used for data acquisition is 2048 sample/second.
Any single parameter can be sampled from a maximum of 228 s/s to a minimum of 0.5 s/s.
The total sample rate of the system can be enlarged up to 32 times so permitting a maximum
sample rate of 65536 s/s.

Specific tests such as flutter or airloads survey tests have required specific F.T.I.
installations.

Flutter test F.T.I. consists in 18 pyrotechnical bonkers located on forward and main wing,
horizontal and vertical tail able to excite any airframe vibration mode.
In addition inertial shakers are placed on the two engines between the flange and the
crandle of each one to study eventual coupling between airframe and engines themselves.
The airframe free response is detected by 36 pre-amplified accelerometers whose signals
are first low pass filtered and then recorded, together with the pilot's voice on a FM
magnetic tape recorder.

Due to the different geometric and aerodynamic characteristic of the three lifting
surfaces, their pressure distribution was checked using different measurement means for
each one.
Spanwise and chordwise pressure distribution on forward wing was determined via 15 skin
pressure transducers while airloads acting upon the wing have been checked by means of 19
strain gauges.
Vertical tail was controlled through 40 pressure taps connected to a scanivalve, while the
stabilizer and the elevator were instrumented both with 15 skin pressure transducer and 40
scanivalve pressure taps.

5.2 GROUND DATA PROCESSING FACILITIES

Real time test monitoring is provided by a ground station linked to the test aircraft via
a telemetry system with a computer controlled paraboloid antenna.
The computerized ground station showed in fig. 11 allows to receive, record on back-up
tape, decode, display and analyse in real time the data acquired while testing the
aircraft.
64 parameters among the about 250 data transmitted via telemetry are available both in
digital and bar-graphs format on three color monitors all connected to thermal printers.
Furthermore it is possible to select 16 of the 64 parameters available and record them on
two 8-tracks paper recorders.

Dedicated leds properly located on the front consolle in the ground station allows the
flaps and gear position checking while a line of green light leds give information on the
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state of the pyrotechnical charges installed on the aircraft for specific flutter tests.

Telemetry antenna aiming is controlled by means of a HP-71 pocket computer that analyse
the aircraft signal quality and set the best receiving antenna angle.

Post flight data processing include primary PCM into secondary computer tape conversion
process plus total flight time history plotting.
The flight test recorded data can then be processed by each specialist via a terminal
network managed by a Digital PDP 11-44.
Compared with the flight test program complexity, the AVANTI's post processing facilities
allows a quic turn-arouiid of daua for an efficient flight program proceeding.

6. SAFETY EQUIPMENTS

Special care has been spent in the determination of the safety equipments to be installed
on the two aircrafts.
Both the aircrafts have been provided with an expecially studied egress system enabling
pilot and co-pilot to quickly reach the exit doors and bail out.
Since the first prototype has been dedicated to the flight envelope expansion it has been
equipped with a tail parachute which can be used during both flutter or high AOA
investigations.

7. FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

7.1 FLUTTER

AVANTI's high operating and dive speed coupled wiht T-tail configuration have required
much care in reaching flutter envelope borderlines.
Before flutter flight testing, extensive Ground Vibration Test (GVT) were accomplished by
French ONERA and German DFVLR at Piaggio's facilities in Genova.
First flutter investigation flight was performed at 140 keas (260 Km/h) and 14000 ft (4270
m), on the 31-10-86 and going ahead with a 10 kts step finally on the 15-2-88 the flutter
envelope has been successfully opened up to 300 keas (555 Km/h) Vmo and 0.7 Mach Mmo at
30000 ft (9144 m).
Fig. 12 shows the test point flown for the flutter envelope investigation.

Thanks to the great exteit of on ground tests and computer analysis no surprise came out
from the flight test and the frequencies and the dampings found are in agreemnt with the
calculated ones.
Fig. 13 shows the comparison between calculated and experimental dampngs/frequencies for
different surfaces vibration modes.

Though the maximum operating speed/Mach has been already cleared, dive speed/Mach is still
restricted pending completation of the airframe ongoing static tests and windscreen ground
testing.
Piaggio's engineers actually do not foresee any problem to reach the VD/MD as scheduled.

7.2 STALLS

High angle of attack handling qualities and stall characteristics were extensively inve-
stigated in the Piaggio's low speed wind tunnel to provide the aircraft with a quite usual
stalling behaviour.

Initial studies indicated a 40 forward wing angle of incidence, with respect to the air-
plane reference line, to obtain the forward wing stall before the main one in order to
avoid the hazard of pitch up at high AOA.
Moreover stalling the forward wing before the main one set back the aircraft neutral point
so that better longitudinal stability is also achieved and higher stick force is required
to stall the aircraft.
Initially experienced stall behaviour was not satisfactory because nose down was not sharp
and the main wing dropped laterally when reaching more than 250 of AOA in clean configura-
tion.
Positive considerations came from the fact that stall natural warning was well clear in
clean and landing although in take-off configuration it seemed to disappear for a while
during the deceleration.
Longitudinal, lateral and directional controls were always fully effective before, at and
after stall.
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Reducing the elevator deflection from 25- down to 22' allowed to reach lower stall angle
of attack and introducing partial leading edge stall strip on the forward wing improved
stall behaviour since resulted in a sharper nose down. Unfortunately undesired wing
dropping was still experienced.

In order to reduce the dynamically reached stalling angle of attack, the elevator
deflection was reduced progressively from 220 down to 160. Flight tests showed that wing
stalling was not yet completely satisfactory.

The outboard mAin wing was therefore fitted with a small stall strip located in the
proximity uf the engine nacelles.
Moreover delta fins were enlarged in the attempt to enhance their stabilizing directional
and longitudinal forces at high ADA.
In the same time, to unload the low aspect ratio forward wing in order to improve the
aircraft cruise performance, the canard angle of incidence was reduced to 3*.
To get the same forward wing stalling characteristics achleved with the 40 angle of
geometric incidence, a full span strip was installed on.

Final configuration testing showed satisfactory stalling characteristics no wing lateral
drop with any flap and gear position regardless of the center of gravity position and in
every flight condition required by the F.A.R. rules.

P-180 stall can be actually defined quite usual, with full control authority, with a
strong unmistakeable natural warning, with full longitudinal control deflection and strong
stick force employment.

7.3 STABILITY

Despite of its unconventional desing, P-180 has shown conventional stability and con-
trollability throughout its flight envelope (see fig. 14a)
Both dynamic and static longitudinal stability resulted within the required F.A.R. 23
limits and were satisfactory judged by the test pilots in all the flight conditions.
In particular it must be noted that at near stall speeds, both stick force and elevator
deflection to pull the aircraft are enhanced since the forward wing early stall sets back
the aircraft neutral point so increasing the stability margin (see fig. 14b).
During the development phase, static lateral-directional stability was improved installing
a new fairing on the fin in order to reduce the surface angle of swept, to increase, in
same time, the rudder surface and to achieve also as secondary effect the reduction of the
wake behind the top of the tail.
In particular to enhance the lateral directional stability in landing configuration the
aircraft was provided with brand new nose landing gear door of reduced surface (see fig.
14c)
In addition to the above mentioned modifications, to improve both lateral/directional and
longitudinal stability in all the flight conditions and expecially at high angle of attack
the delta fins were enlarged.
Final configuration includes all the modification previously outlined and it has shown
very satisfactory characteristics throughout the flight envelope.

7.4 PERFORMANCES

The test technique utilized for the cruise performance determination was the one of the
level flight stabilized points.
Because of the high speed/Mach achievable in level flight, the method used in the
performing of the tests was that named constant "W/ " typically used for jet aircraft.

Predicted speed performances of the aircraft were fully verified since top true airspeed
reached during flight test, cruising at 30000 ft (9144 m), was 403 kts (746 Km/h).
The in-flight measured specific range was slightly lower than expected (3% less).
Flying a typical I.F.R. mission as provided by the National Business Aircraft Association
(N.B.A.A.) at 39000 ft (11887 m) and 300 kts (556 Km/h) of true airspeed, the maximum
range was 1510 nm (2800 Km) carrying 4 passengers and 2700 lbs (1225 Kg) of fuel including
fuel reserves for alternate airport at 100 nm (180 Km) and 30 minutes of loiter at 5000 ft
(1520 m).
Climb performance tests were accomplished using the sawtooth climb technique.
Test results showed a 3500 fpm (18 m/s) two engine climb rate and a 1000 fpm (5 m/s) one
engine out climb rate achieved at standard sea level and MTOW.
The calibrated one engine level flight airspeed achieved was an outstanding 200 kts (370
Km/h) at I.S.A. 5000 ft (1520 m) and MTOW.
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Take-off and landing performances have been determined using the French STRADA trajecto-

graphic laser system at the Centre d'Essais en Vol homed at Bretigny sur Orge (France).
The total field lenght required for take-off the P-180 at MTOW in a standard day wts 2500
ft (760 m) while, at Maximum Landing Weight the distance necessary to land and stop the
aircraft without use of reverse was 2000 ft (610 m).

7.5 AERODYNAMIC INVESTIGATION

The aerodynamic investigation on the P-180 had mainly three tasks:

1) the verifying of the effects of contamination of laminar flow on different airframe
areas such as main and forward wing, horizontal and vertical tail, fuselage, engine
nacelles;

2) the checking of the NLF real extension on the full scale aircraft and in real operating
condition;

3) the measurements of the pressure distribution over the forward wing, the main wing, the
horizontal and vertical tail.

In particular, checking the effects of contamination on the AVANTI's NLF wing airfoils and
the pressure distribution measurements over the lifting surfaces were requested
respectively by two F.A.A. Special Condition, SC-3 and SC-5.

7.5.1. NLF visualization

Special flow visualization test on the full scale aircraft were executed to study NLF
development and transition mode on the lifting surfaces, the engine nacelles and the
fuselage nose.
NLF visualization was performed utilizing sublimating chemical paints.
The visualization method chosen is related to the fact that higher heat exchange inside
the turbulent boundary layer enables the chemicals to sublimate before the chemicals
painted on laminar flow surfaces.

Since chemicals colour is white, the aircraft areas to be checked were painted in black
(see fig. 15). Chemicals sublimating in the turbulent boundary layer area was detected by
the fact that those surfaces progressively became black loosing the paint while laminar
flow areas appeared white coloured.

Flight test technique included smooth take-off and a high speed direct climb up to the
test altitude where airspeed stabilization was performed for almost 15-20 minutes
depending on the air temperature and on the chemical used.
Camera pictures and video recordings were taken from a chase airplane and from the inside
of the test aircraft too.
Choosing with care the test sequence it was possible to take significant recordings of
more than only one point in the same flight.
The relatively low sublimation speed of the chemical used and the accomplishment of an
opportune descent and landing have allowed to recognize the transition line of the last
stabilized point also after landing.

In order to choose the chemicals to be used, two flights were performed applying diphenil
on the right wing and acenaphtene on the left one.
Test results showed that for the typical test altitudes and airspeeds acenaphtene
behaviour was better than diphenil.
After the tuning of the chemical type, the flight test program covered some typical cruise
conditions as presented in the table No. 1.
The results achieved in terms of extension of laminar flow on the surfaces investigated
are reported in table No. 2.
It must be pointed out that NLF extension reported have been measured after landing.

It is significant to note that NLF on main wing reaches the 60% on the upper and lower
surfaces of the wing tip, while on the inboard it decrease down to about 40% because of
the less favourable airfoil characteristic and a higher turbulence level due to the
forward wing wake.
An on-ground taken picture (fig. 16) shows the flow pattern over the inboard wing obtained

using acenaphtene. Small protuberances, such as insects or dust, generated vortexes that
caused the spikes visible in the picture.
The NLF investigation will be completed to cover all the aircraft flight envelope.
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7.5.2 Effects of contamination

Effects of contamination over AVANTI's NLF airfoils were simulated installing a minimum
size adhesive tape strip (trip strip), 0.12 in. (3.12 mm) wide and 0.006 in. (0.15 mm)
thick, at the 10% (m.a.c.) of the mean aerodynamic chord of the main wing. Small size trip
aLtip was selected in order to reduce the effect of the tape itself on drag.
Tests were repeated installing the trip strips on the other lifting surfaces (i.e. forward
wing, vertical and horizontal tail) and on the engine nacelles and the radome too.

Fig. 17 shows a comparison between AVANTI's speed power polars with the wing tripped at
10% m.a.c. of upper and lower surfaces and with the complete aircraft tripped at 10%
m.a.c. of every lower and upper lifting surfaces, while the fuselage and the nacelles were
tripped at 7.5 inches (19 cm) from their noses.
Artificial tripping on the wing only caused an increase of 3.6% of necessary power for
level flight, while tripping the complete aircraft the necessary power showed a 7%
increase.
No significant change in the longitudinal or directional stability or controllability was
detected during the tests.

For final certification purposes, tests will be again repeated with a wider and thicker
trip strip along all the surfaces leading edge in order to simulate the worst
contamination conditions.

7.5.3. Airloads survey

Regardless of computer analysis and wind tunnel testing, F.A.A. believed that the P-180
contains sufficient novel features in terms of aerodynamic design and construction that
flight test loads verification on the full scale aircraft was required.
In addition to concerns about load distribution, the full scale airplane was believed to
respond differently than predicted.
For those reasons, F.A.A. formally requested Piaggio, as stated in Issue Paper C-2, to
conduct in flight airloads measurement in order to verify the correctness of the data used
to calculate the aircraft loads.

The test planning included a great amount of test points since the flight conditions to be
performed were:

- level flights at 6000, 20000, 30000 ft, clean and landing configuration;
- climbs and descents at 20000 ft, clean and landing configuration;
- sideslips up to 15 deg of skid;
- coordinated turns up to 60' of bank.

In addition to the tests above mentioned, F.A.A. requested the measurement of the top roll
moment on the aircraft tail by strain gauges.
Initially pressure measurements were performed on both port and starboard lifting surfaces
to check airloads simmetry.
Later on, when airloads simmetry was verified, only port side was instrumented.

While scanivalve on vertical tail and pressure transducers on forward wing gave very good
results in every flight condition, slightly lower quality results were experienced with
the horizontal tail pressure transducer.
In order to obtain pressure measurements of good quality, horizontal tail was so fitted
with pressure taps connected with another scanivalve, leaving in site the pressure
transducers previously installed.

Example of the pressure readings obtained on forward wing via pressure transducer is shown
in the fig. 18a for a typical cruise condition (i.e. 20000 ft, 260 Kiss).
For the same flight condition, horizontal tail scanivalve data are presented in fig. 18b.
Tests regarding the determination of the top-roll moment on the AVANTI's T-tail are now
underway.

7.6 FLAP

7.6.1 Flap system schedule tuning

AVANTI's unconventional flap system configuration has required an intensive investigation
to determine the optimum flap schedule.

Initial behaviour of the aircreft was found unsatisfactory since an inversion of stick
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force was required to balance the pitching moment generated during an UP to MID flap
maneuver.

All the other possible flap deflections caused no problems since the force to apply to the

stick was without uncomfortable inversions.
In order to reduce the undesirable effects during UP to MID maneuver, the canard flap

schedule time offset was modified.
Acting directly on the system ECU, the FWF deflection was anticipated of about 3 seconds

in order to reduce the initial outboard wing flap pitching effect.

Though the desired effect was achieved in the UP to MID maneuver, the attempted solution

gave as secondary result an increasing of the stick force necessary to balance the
pitching moment variation during MID to DOWN deflection when a stronger influence is
exercited by the MWOF and MWIF.

In order to identify the best deflection schedule the test crew was abled, by a special
manual control, to choose the best deflection sequence (fig. 19) with quite negligible

stick force application or pitching moment variation.

Besides reducing FWF deflection angles from 180 down to 130 in take off position and from
380 down to 320 in landing, the positive effect of the flight test determined schedule is
shown in fig. 20 where it is possible to appreciate the lower stick force employment in
the UP to MID critical maneuver.
The flight test determined extension/retraction law was then fitted on both the prototypes

and will be fitted on the production aircrafts too.

7.6.2 Flap system failure effects.

Beyond the FAA/RAI rules, AVANTI's flap system have to meet two additional requirements:
the SC-7 Special Condition that states requirements about the forward and main wing flap

interconnection and the C-6 Issue Paper that requires the demonstration of the aircraft
capability to be safely landed in any combination of synchronized or unsynchronized
extreme position between MWOF and FWF using special flight procedures.

To demonstrate compliance with the above Special Conditions, the prototype No. 1 was

equipped with a flap failure simulation box consisting in four switches connected to the
power supply of each flap sub-system.

Such a system allowed to simulate both asymmetric and symmetric flap failure in any
desired instant of the deployment/retraction maneuver.

Though all the tests have been not completed yet, the actual test results show that all
the most critical failures involving flap position asymmetries between any intermediate
flap position are controllable and trimmable and allow a safe aircraft landing with both

forward and aft center of gravity position.

Some of the possible failures during a flap maneuver or retraction involving extreme
position require a peak stick force not greater than 77 lbs (35 kg) and constant stick
force not greater than 44 lbs (20 kg) allowing the pilot to reconfigure the aircraft in
the last symmetric flap position.

In any event hazardous attitudes are not reached and safe landing is always possible for

any failure simulated without, in general, adoption of particular flight procedures.
Only in case of failure during extreme deflection it is necessary reduce the flap

asymmetry and accomplish the landing with an higher (from 5 to 25 kts) than normal
approach airspeed depending on the type of asymmetry.

7.7 POWERPLANT

Both experimental and production PT6A-66 engines have demonstrated their reliability since

the beginning of the program.
Because of the pusher configuration the engines have been installed just the contrary of
the usual way. So the pusher installation of engine required some tunings. In fact 4

different nacelles were tested in order to improve the engine bay cooling flow. The
repositioning of oil cooler NACA inlet and the reshaping of the nacelle rear side and of
the exhaust tubes finally allowed to reach a satisfactory configuration.
Since this engine model never flew before at altitude higher than 35000 ft (10670 m),
Piaggio experienced oil lubrification system disturbances at high altitude.

The oil troubles were solved thanks to minor modifications to the engine reargearbox and

to the oil pipes size.
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The airflow behaviour at engine inlet was extensively checked using tufts and by means of
pitot probes throughtout the aircraft flight envelope, spectally during slams and rhps
transients. In all the flight conditions tested the engine inlet has shown to be able to
satisfy the engine demand.

Since the high maximum operative Mach and airspeed of the aircraft, many concerns existed
on the propeller stress levels.
The Hartzell five blades propeller that was initially tested when the flight envelope of
the aircraft was limited to 210 kias (390 Km/h), showed infact stress levels very near the
limits. Thus Hartzell provided AVANTI with new reinforced propellers.
New stress survey performed up to 305 kts (565 Km/h) have indicated that the new model
stress was well under the limits for the infinite life (fig. 21).

8. CONCLUDING EMARKS

Currently the AVANTI flight test program is proceeding as planned and no further
development problem has been identified.
Though unconventional and therefore requiring more careful flight testing, the 3LS formula
confirms itself as an aerodynamic layout capable to furnish very outstanding performances
coupled with exceptional handling qualities.
That is the reason why so many new projects of general aviation aircrafts are
characterized by the 3 lifting surface layout.
The general aviation market, so severe and competitive, will give the answer if this
layout is destined to a successfull destiny or has to remain an exciting mind exercise
only.
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Fig. 1 -P.180 Three sides view with external dimensions
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P-180-6: 3 Lifting surfaces
Mid wing

Pusher props

P-180-X: 2 Lifting surfaces

*High wing
*Pusher props

P-180-Y: 2 Lifting surfaces

*Low wing

*Tractor props

P-180-Z: 2 Lifting surfaces

*Low wing

*Pusher props mounted on pods

Fig. 2 -Layout comparison between components of the P.180 family
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Fig. 3 -P-180 wind tunnel testing
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Fig.4 -P.180 Flight envelope
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LEGCEND

(Dl Laminar flow front wing

/-0 Fixed canard (front wing)

Li "" ~ talnar flow wing

O5-blade pusher props

®Conventional flaps

ODelta fins
8Fowler flaps

Scomposites

Fig. 5 -P.160 Aerodynamic concepts and composite structures
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Fig. 6 -P.180 Prototype No.2 cockpit
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Inboard wing Forward wingr." Air Intake

outboard wing

Wing tip

Fuselage nose

Vertical tall

Fig. 15 - P.180's areas of NLF investigation
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Table 1: P.180 FLIGHT ENVELOPE INVESTIGATED FOR NLF

Test Altitude CAS Mach Re/ft CL AOA
No. ft Kts 1/ft deg

8000 220 .384 2.19 .357 1.9
2 25000 230 .558 1.89 .333 1.2
3 28000 240 .617 1.90 .306

4 8000 220 .384 2.18 .349 1.9

CAS Calibrated airspeed (knots)
Re/ft Reynolds Number per unit lenth (1/ft - millions)
CL Aircraft Lift coefficient
AOA Angle of attack

Table 2: P.180 NLF DEVELOPMENT ON MAIN AND FORWARD WING

Test WING sta. 1400 WING sta. 2600 WING sta. 6000 Fwd WING

No. (% chord) (% chord) (% chord) (% chord)
Upp./ilow. upp./low. upp./low. upp./IOW.

1 40 / n.a. n.t. / n.t. n.t. / n.t. n.t. / n.t.

2 40 / n.a. n.t. / n.t. n.t. / n.t. n.t. / n.t.
3 44 /14 30 / 21 59 /n.a. 17 / 23
4 26 / 24 33 / 25 60 / 60 20 / n.a.

n.t. not tested
n.a. not available
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Fig. 16 -P.180 inboard wing flow visualization
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Fig. 17 - P.180 Effect of contamination on speed-power polar
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Fig. 18a- Pressure distribution or the forward wing at 20000 ft, 2F! KIAS
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Fig. l~b - Presaure distribution on the horizontal tail at 20000 ft, 260 KIAS
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Fig. 20 - P.180 Stick force during UP-MID flap maneuver
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ESSAIS EN VOL A320

PARTICULARITES ET INNOVATIONS
par

G~rard GUYOT
Directeur du P~partement Essais en vol

AIRBUS fNDUSTRIE
1 Rond Point Maurice Bellonte
BP 33 31707 Blagnac Cfddex

F RANCE

L'Airhus A320, produit par AIRIBUS INDUSTRIE, eat ie premier avion commercial Ir commandes
de vol 6lectriques ot son cockpit rdvolutionnaire ear 6galement le plus avancd du monde.
Malgr& le pas technologique considdrable que reprisente cet avion, la certification de la
premi~re version A320-100 a 6t6 obtenue aprtbs douze mois d'essais au cours desquels mulle
quatre cent quatre vingt (1480) heures de vol ont dt6 effecties; stir 4 avions de
d~veloppement.
Pour arriver A ce r~sultat remarquable, des moyens particuliers ont do 6tre mis en neury

- t~l~mesure trbs puissante pour diminuer ins temps d'exploitation
- systhme embarqu6 permettant de modifier en vol la configuration de certains calculatours
- moyen permettant de virifior quo l'avion n'est pas sensible aux rayonnements

i6lectromagndt iques.

11 n'est pas nicossaire do parlor de la t6l~mesure qui est depuis quniques annies un movcn
d'essais ciassique, mais ii faut par contre insister sur los moyens particuliors utiliois
pour la mise au point et la certification de l'A320.

SYSTEME SPATIAL

Le systhme do commandes do vol 6lectriques do l'A320 (EFCS :Electrical Flight Control Panoell
est organis6 autour do trois typos do calcuLatours

- leux ELAC (Elevator Aileron Computer) qui assuroent
lei contr~le des ailerons
lei contr~le normal de la gouverno do profonideur et du plan horizontal reglablo.

-Trois SEC (Spoiler Elevator Computer) qui assurent
leI contrlle dns spoilers
lei contr~lo en secours do la gouvorno do profondeur et du plan hcrizontal riglable.

- Oux FAG (Flight Augmentation Computer) qui assuront le contrlo de la goircorno do
direct ion.

$FUGHT CONTROL SYSTEM GENERAL ARCHITECTURE

ELCI2 SE t '7F 2

2 Elevator Aileron Computers 3 Spoiler Elevator Computers 2 Fight Augmentation Computer

L -GND-SPL - G GD-SPL I LAF

ELAC 1 2 Norm CTi 1 2 ELAC
SEC 2 1 1 3 3 Norm CTL 3 3 1 t 2 SEC

SEC SLATS TI-S Actuator R. FASSEC

G y
Hytrak Y

G Green system 8 1En G
y Yelow system l A

ELAC I 2 1 lAC; M
SEC 1 2 1 2 2 1 SEC Yaw Damper

M Actuato,
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Afin de pouvoir effectuer la rise ail point des commandos do vol dans des ddlais trhs
courts, le systbme SPATIAL a MtM crMM et permet trois fonct ions :

1) Emission d, param'tres internes aux calculateurs sur bus, Essais en vol, permettant
1'analyse du fonotionnement en cas de problmes.

2E Envoi vers diffdrents Calculateurs d'o-dres de changement de configuratioh (gains,
valeurs do braquago, etc...)

,

3) Injection de sollicitations de diffdrentes formes dans les calculateurs EFCS ot AI:lS
(sinusoides, rampes, creneaux, balayages).

lluit types de calculateurs sont abonnds at systbme SPATIAL

- SEC (3) - FAC (2) - ELAC (2)
Spoiler Elevator Computer Flight Augmentation Computer Elevator Aileron Computer

- BSCU - FCDC (2) - DMC (31
Braking System Control Unit Flight Control Data Concentrator Display Management computer

- FWC (2) FMCC (2)
Flight Warning Computer Flight Management and Guidance Computer

Los configurations selectables en vol sont preprogrammies dans les calculatours ot
vdrifides systematiquement am simulateur avec des calculatOurs LFCS identiities ' ceux
sontds stir l'avion.
Naturellement, des precautions particulibres ,nt 6t6 prises pour minimiser les risques
d'errour au moment des changements de configurations par l'ingenieur navigant et pour
revenir rapidement S 1 'etat initial des calcutlateurs on cas ie prohlE?mes.
La procdduro de changement de configuration des calculateurs est la Smuivante

- selection du calculateur S modifier am moyen d'un clavier avec contrliv de I'opdration
par visuialisation stir 6cran

- sdloction du nunero do programme corrospondant ) la configuration demandse
- vrification do la configuration sur Mcran
- calidation dL nummro de programme si configuration corrccte.

A ce moment-IS, la nouvolle configuration est pr~te S itre introduite damts t calcutatomi
pour activer celle-ci, il faut encore :

- enfoncer le bouton poussoir correspondant auIx calculatours concerns
- nfoncer le bouton poussoir gsdral dactivation.

En cas de probltme de centiAle do I'avion aprbs activation do la configuration I'Qssais,
'ingdnieur navigant pout couper Ia commande gdndrale d'act ivation, maic to pioto a

Mgalement la mOm commande S sa disposition on cas d'urgonco.
Lorsque le programme comporte des solicitations automatiques au moron du gendrateur de
signaux, une simple action sur le manche lateral par to piloto suffit pour desactixer le
gendrateur et interrompre ainsi les sollicitations o le balayag en courE.

IXti.I'LS D'UTI. ISATION DU SPATIAL

1) Mise au point EFCS :

a) dans la configuration initialo des atrofreins, le miveam do buffeting, jugd trop
important, Mtait di S l'influence de I'Mcoutement aM rodvnamiQue sur l'empennag- do
I'avion lorsque le SP1iIER interne Mtait braquD :
- le SPATIAL a pormis d'essayer au cours d'un mne vol differentes combinaisoas ie

braquago des spoilers pour rtenir cello doonnant le meillur comprorsis perforsance
faible niveau do buffeting.

hr 1 I'atterrissage, Lesossais ont montrC que certains pilotes avaient tendance U mal
contrdler la phase d'arrondi 71 cause do la loi normale de pilotage on factour de
charge, mal adaptee dans ces conditions.
UDe nouvelle loi do stabilit6 en assiette longitudinale a MtM rapidemont mise au
point grice au SPATIAL e introduite manuellement par t'ingdniour navitant, avant
de I'Otre automatiqemeot h 50 ft par un signal radio-altim~tro.

2) Identification de t'acion :

JlusJu'5l present , les solticitations sur les commandos do vol ndcessarres
I'identification ties divers coeft.cients adrodynamlques de 'avion stir sos trois i3)
axes Otaiont effoctudos manuttennt par le piloto, cC o i conduisait i one cortaine
imperfection stir la uralit6 des entrees (crdnoaux, raipOs, etc...I Ot stir letur
rdpdt it ivite.
Par le SPAVIAL ct son gtnMrateur de signaux, les sollicitations sont effectutos
auitomatiquoment, cc qui garantit un mcillour accis atix fonctions de transfert des
roponses de I'avion aux signaux d'entrde.
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3) R~ponse structurale

a) les lois de commandes de vol de IIA320 assurent une fonction de diminution des
charges de la voilure en cas de rafale par braquage vera le haut des ailerons et des
s poilers 4 et S (LAF :Load Alleviation Function).
Pour analyser l~a r~ponse de lavion lors du braquage de ces surfaces et optimiser le
fcnctionnement du systilme, des signaux dlenre avec diffdrents gains ant dt envoyfs
par le SPATIAL.

b) Le gfndrateur de signaux du sysrhme SPATIAL permet dgalement d'effectuer des braquages
de gouverne d'une mani -re sinusoldale, avec balayage en frgquence, pour les essais
d'excitation forcee.
Pour effectuer les essais d'excitation forcde en dehors do domaine opfrationnel VMO/MNO
le SPATIAL a 6t6 utilisd 6galement pour inhiber la protection grande vitesse qui
oxiste sur A320.

4) Certification des performances

Sur un avian conventionnel, un certain nombre de vitesses op~rationnelles ne doivent pas
@tro infdrieures i une vitesse minimale qui oat d~finie par un facteur los associant
l~a vitesse de ddcrochage VSMIN (par exemple, V2 = 1.2 VS, V'REF =1.1 VS, etc ... )

L'avion A320, grAce aux commandos de vol dlectriques, a une protection dincidence qui
l'emp~che de pouvoir aller jusqu'au d~crochage.
Si los vitosses op~rationnelles, avajent 6t6 assocides 5 la VNI IN dfmontr~e en vol avec
Ia protection d'incidence, l'A320 aurait 6t6 do ce fait p~nal.ise' par rapport aux avions
convent ionne is.
Il a dooc dt adinis par los Autoritds do Certification Europ~ennes et Asidricaines quo
la liisite do l~a protection dincidence pouvait etto d~cal~e vers le haut pour pouvoir
d~montrer l~a vitosso minimale \'slg qui sort do r~f~rencc pour los vitesses qui lui sont
assoc ides.
Ce ddcalage ost introduit on vol d'une mani~re trhs rapide au moyon du SPATIAL avant
d'effoctuor Los essais.

S) Introduction dlinformations ndcessaires aux lois do pilotage

Los lois de pilotage utilisent des gains qui sont fonction du contrage qui ost calculd
automatiquoment par le FAC.
Au tours do la phase do la mise au point, los calculs n'6tant pas encore optimisds, los
valours do contrago 6taient introdUites dans los calculateurs au moyon du SPATIAL.

PROTECTION CONTRE LES RAYONNEMENTS ELECTROMtAGNET IQUES

Tous Los avions sont oxposds 5 la foudro et aux rayonnomonts 6loctromagndtiquos on gdndral.
Les commandos 6loctriquos ont (t6 introduites progrossivomont sur Los avions AIRBUS avant
d'arriver 5 lIA320 et des pricautions important-, ont 6t6 prises depuis le dfbut'au niveso
do Ia difinition et do l1installation de ces commandos pour quellos soient immunisios
contro Los rayonnements 6loctromagnitiques.

Des ossais particuliZbrement sdve!res ont 6td offectuds sur lIA320 pour vdrifier cette immunitd.

Trois types principaux do rayonnemonts 6loctromagndtiquos sont identifids:

- transitoiros 6lectriques ou 61ectrostatiqcs, compronant la foudro en particulier.
- champs 6loctriquos et magnitiquos do la gindration 6loctrique do bard (400 hz).
- freqluences radio-CLectriquos, compronant dmission radar, radio-diffusion et tdldrision,

entro autres.

En plus do l'apptication do riglement europdon JAR on matib re do protection, AIRBUS INIJUSTRIE
a dimontrd quo Ilavion pouvait rdsister aux agrossions los plus sdvbros considirdos par le
Dipartemont do ]a ODfense des Etats-Unis qui a 6td5 ccnsultC par la FAA (ErAC-Docembre 87),
hion qu'il air 6t6 trouv6 discutable d'appliquer deo. conditions doessais plus sdves parfois
quo cellos du NATO pour un avion civil.

Trois typos dlessais ont 6t6 offoctuds

1) Essais on laboratoiro

Los signaux dLectriques sont introduits so nivoau des c~blagos 6loctriques et des
calculateurs do I'avion sur un ban d'ossais qui simulo ILinstaLlation des 6idments
hydromdcaniquos et 6Lectriques des commandos do vol.

2Essai;, au sol sur avian

IDcs ossais do simulation de foudre sont effectuds on injoctant des signaus electriques
allant julsqul 200 tA su nivoau do la voiluro et do la nacelle, snot mosuro des courants
induits en diffirents points du cAblago avian.
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Les mesures sont effectudes Ar un nivcau infdrieur celui des conditions rdeiles de la
foudre, puis extrapoldes aux conditions les plus sdv~res estimdes.
La baje de mesure est isolde diectriquement de lavion et recoit ses informations par
fibres optiques.

IPA32O -EM COMPATIBILITY
-Test Installations.

aircraft isolated from ground

measurements ~
(fiber optics)0

Lavion est 6galement expos6, dans un centre d'essais de la Marine Nationale, aux
champs de radars et d emissions radio-6lectriques F11 d'un niveau tres 61e\C.

SA32O '-EM COMPATIBILITY
-A 320 Tests

@ Adjusted

(50 fee)- Electronic bay

Radars

I~ r (t rr Electronic bay door
./ 50 feet)/ IfSi 5m) Distance

Distance (1-0feet) (adjustedforartye
(a, limed for radar tye) L 10

j/ ® -1 fladais
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3) Essais en vol

Quinze canaux dlenregistrement sont rdserv~s 6la mesure du champ magnt~tiqUe en six (6)4
points de l'avion et de neuf (9) param~tres dlectriques. Ils sont anaiy's~s chaque fois
que Ilavion est foudroy6 pendant les essais en vol, ce qui arrive fr~quemment en
particulier au cours de la recherche de givrage.

A.320 - LIGHTNING INDUICED) TRANSIENT MEASUJREMENTS
DIGOTI IESISALAIN(TYPIC AL6

Sh,a d

CONCLUSION

L'dvolution de la technologie associ~e 6 des ddiais de certification qui doivent etre de
plus en plus Courts pour minimiser les coOts de d~veloppement, obligent les Bureaux
d'Etude et les Services d'Essais en Vol 6 faire preuve d'imagination pour pouvoir faire
dans ce s d6 1ai s les easais ndcessairea pour garantir is sdcurit 6 isl mise en service des
aviona.
Le syst~ise SPATIAL a parfaitement reapli son r~ie qui sera encore 6tendu pour les
programme A330/A340.
Sur lea avions futura, is protection contre les rayonncments 6lectromagndtiques restera
une prdoccupation idgitime et les Autoritds de Certification doivent ddfinir des crit~res
clairs et rdalistes, sans perdre de vue les m~thodes de demonstration qui doivent gtre
eprouvdes pour 6viter des improvisations tardives au cours des programmes d'essais.
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THE EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT FLIGHT TEST PROGRAMME

by

R.A. Hartley

British Aerospace PLC
Military Aircraft Division

Warton Aerodrome

Preston PR4 LAX
United Kingdom

SUMMARY

The Experimental Aircraft Programme has grown out of the studies carried out over the last decade

to investigate the needs for the next generation of fighter.

These studies resulted in the definition of a large number of neu technologies for which it was

recognised that there would be significant benefits to be gained by their integration into a
demonstrator aircraft.

This paper describes the objectives and progress of the flying programme for this demonstrator and
how it has lead on to the European Fighter Aircraft.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the late nineteen seventies, British Aerospace in common with many other Military aircraft
companies, was analysing and assessing the fighter aircraft needs for the Air Forces in the nineties and
the' next century. From this it was determined that a major requirement would be for a highly
manoeuvrable aircraft for close and medium range air combat, and with a secondary, but effective,
capability for air to surface battlefield support.

This would entail a lightweight single crew aircraft capable of carrying a wide variety of stores
and twin engined to give a high level of survivability.

To produce this within an acceptable cost would require the extensive lise of new technologies,
many of which were still in the concept or early stages of development.

For example:
" The manoeuvrability requirements would need an unstable aircraft controlled by a digital fly by

wire system

o To keep the weight and size of the aircraft to a minimum and ensure as small as possible a target
for detection and acquisition by enemy weapons; the extensive use of new materials and advanced
structural design concepts would be required.

o For the weapon system to be capable of management by a single crew would need extensive
automation, requiring an interactive network of computers, controlling the aircraft systems,
sensors and weapons. These would provide the pilot with only essential information, via
multifunctional controls and displays and thus relieve him of all hut the essential tasks.

It was also declared UK government policy that as far as possible all future major military
projects should be in collaboration with other European partners. As there was already a highly
successful collaboration in progress on the Tornado it was a natural tendency for these partners which
included BAe, to consult on this requirement. This rapidly evolved into combined studies to define an
aircraft to meet a perceived common European requirement.

In 1982 the Agile Combat Aircraft (ACA) was announced as a collaborative design programme
involving AIT, BAe and MBB. At the time the Governments and MOD's in Europe were still defining their
requirements for the aircraft of the 1

99
0's, therefore this programme was in the main privately funded

by the companies involved, It was however foreseen that to establish a good base for the development of
any future aircraft it would be necessary to build a demonstrator, to pull together all of the advance
technology areas which have been referred to and thereby shorten any prototype development phase.
However, the manufacture of such an aircraft was considered to be beyond the private resources of the
Companies without Government assistance.

2. THE EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT PROGRAMME

In June 1983 a partnership contract was signed between BAe and the UK Government to build a
Demonstrator aircraft to pull together and investigate as a whole the technologies required for a future
agile fighter.

This recognised that AIT and ME plus a number of European equipment manufacturers were also
partners is the project. Also it was intended that a second demonstrator should be built by MBB but
funded in Germany. In the event the funding for the second demonstrator could not be made available and
this led to the withdrawal of MBB from the project at the end of 1983.

This partnership, called the Experimental Aircraft Programme was essentially to design and
manufacture an aircraft. and within that it would integrate the required advanced technologies and
developed them into a viable complete concept. However, it also recognised that to follow, it would be
necessary to assess and prove the viability of these in flight. Therefore a number of objectives were
defined for a flight assessment programme.

o A progressive increase and clearance of the flight envelope during which the air vehicle would be
assessed to establish confidence in the overall design including the use of sew materials.

o Assessment of the advanced aerodynamics by a progressive increase in the manoeuvring envelope to
identify the high Incidence characteristics and demonstrate the agile handling qualities
including:-

High angle of attack including the determination of engine intake behaviour and its effect on
engine performance.
Use of a departure prevention system.
The effectiveness of a control system design for non linear interference between a canard and
wing.

o Measurement of performance during transonic acceleration, supersonic ilight and on the ,irfield,

particularly during landing; and the confirmation of the design for low drag weapon carriage.

o Determination of the low level ride qualities.

o Demonstration of active control technology by optlmisatlon of the FCS during the above aerodynamic
assessments.

o Demonstration of the use of digital control techniques by the safe and satisfactory operation of
the aircraft systems and avionics controlled by 1553 data busses.

- - --
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" Demonstration of a modern electronic cockpit design using multifunction controls and displays with
a wide angled head up display and the use of voice to provide the pilot with information and
warnings.

o Demonstration of stealth design techniques for low Radar and lofra Red signatures.

o Demonstration of integrated digital engine control.

3. AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION

The aircraft designed and built to meet these objectives was advanced both in its structure and
equipment (Fig. 1).

The airframe is an inherently very unstable configuration with moving foreplanes (canards) and a
cranked delta wing with full span trailing edge flaperons and extending leading edge droop.

Carbon fibre composites are widely used for the manufacture of the forward fuselage, foreplanes
and the wings, which use an advanced manufacturing process of co-bonding of the skin to the internal
wing structure.

The unstable configuration requires a flight control system (FCS) using active control technology
in a quadruplex, full authority computer control system without mechanical back up (Ref.1). In its
primary mode it is designed to provide full "carefree" handling. This system has been developed from
the experienced learned during the Jaguar Fly By Wire programme (Refs 2 & 3).

The utilities systems e.g. fuel, hydraulics etc, of the aircraft are monitored and controlled by a
microprocessor based utilities systems management system (USMS). The processors and other system
constituents communicate via a MIL-STD-1553B data bus. Information on this data bus also includes
equipment/system failure codes which are stored in a single unit for subsequent access by the groundcrew
via a Maintenance Data Panel (MDP).

Avionic equipment e.g. comma, navigation etc also communicate between each other and the cockpit
displays and controls via a separate 1553B data bus. All the data buses are interfaced with one another
to exchange information as required (see Fig.2) and pass it to the pilot.

The cockpit is ergonomically arranged with three multifunction displays (MFD) and controls
arranged on a main flying panel (see Fig.3). Each MFD can present in full colour selected displays of
flight information e.g. attitude, position etc, or systems status information. Two typical displays are
shown in Figs. 4 & 5.

Surrounding each display are 24 keys which are mixed with a few "hard" i.e. fixed function keys
and the remainder as "soft" keys having a multifunction capability depending on, and identified by. the
display selected. Above is a wide angled head-up display (HUD) and below and around are "get you hone"
(GUH) instruments with essential information in the event of a failure associated with the main avionics
data bus. Built in the left hand glare shield is a manual data entry facility, with selection and
moding keys for the control of communications and navigation inputs. The right hand glare shield
incorporates associated indicators.

Above the glare shield are temporary fit flight test instruments providing the normal indications
and controls associated with a high incidence handling programme. The side consoles also are a mixture
of switches and controls associated with Flight Test instrumentation and facilities and the back up
functions required by the aircraft as a new technology demonstrator. However, the control stick and
throttle is designed on the principle of HOTAS (Hands-On-Throttle-And-Stick) concept with a multiplicity
of switches for all essential in-flight functions.

The concept of the demonstrator programme entailed the use of an existing high performance engine.
For this the RBi99 - Mk.104D was selected. This is in use in the Tornado ADV and the only major
modification required, was the removal of the thrust reverser system. The engine is digitally (DECU)
controlled and this was directly interfaced with the aircraft USMS data bus. To provide high quality
(low distortion) air flow to t e engine at high angles of attack, two chin mounted intakes are provided.
These have a fixed throat but with a variable lower lip. controlled by the FCS, for high incidence and
supersonic flight.

4. THE EAP DEMONSTRATOR FLIGHT TEST PROGRAMME

To make an overall assessment of this aircraft and the previously defined objectives, including
the development of "carefree" handling and expansion of the envelope to supersonic speeds, a programme
of approximately 200 flights over a period of two years was proposed (Fig.6). That meant we had to
achieve an overall flying rate of in excess of 8 flights per month.

To achieve that it was recognised that a highly serviceable aircraft and the minimum of lay-ups
for modifications including software updates, would be required. In ile event a number of software
updates eg. FCS Carefree Handling software were identified before first flight. These were planned so
as to be available with the minimum of disruption to the flying programme by extensive rig assessment
and the minimum of on-aircraft tests.

The data handling and analysis would also have to keep up to avoid the risk of abortive or
wasteful flying. For this the already existing Warton Flight Test facilities of telemetry, which was to
be used on all programmed flights from Warton, and data reduction were considered adequate but with the
extension and development of real time computer links for flight mechanics and loads analysis, The aim
was for the objective of the flight to be cleared by basic analysis before the pilot debrief. In the
main this was achieved (in many cases before the pilot had left the cockpit).
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For this it was essential for the aircraft to have a complete instrumentation system. This
consists of a PCM processing unit handling data from the three aircraft data busses, the FCS, Avionics
and Utilities (DSMS) plus direct FTI sourced parameters. On average approximately 600 parameters are
recorded each flight with a typical mix as follows:

FTI sourced 200

FCS 125

USMS 175

Avionic " 1O0

at sampling rates between I and 64 samples per sec. Additionally up to 80 FM/FM multiplexed channels

are available in 4 selectable groups of 20.

All of the above are recorded on-board and telemetered to the Flight Test ground station.

Up to 10 high frequency channels are also available for on-board recording in addition to the
above.

5. INITIAL ASSESSMENT

The basic demonstrator design manufacturing programme was achieved in just under three years and
the aircraft rolled out at a ceremony at Warton on 16th April 1986.

Following that the normal pre-flight activities of systems checkout, engine runs and taxy trials
took place leading up to a first flight on 8th August 1986.

This occasion marked the end of the contract between BAe and the UK government. The programce now
conti Jog as a collaborative Industry programme between BAe, AT and the European eculypent

manufacturers.

The first flight by Dave Eagles (Executive Director of Flight Operations) demonstrated the
achievement of a successful design and the meeting of the manufacturing objectives, 1V carrying out a

detailed handling assessment as well as the normal shakedown functions concerning engines systems etc.
Mach 1.1 was achieved with a defect free landing after a flight duration of 67 mins.

This was the start of a, intensive flight test programme to expand th airciafts manoeuvrioc
envelope. Due to the need for having an accurate confirmation of the FCS air data for incidence a;d
sideslip before the fully scheduled control system could be invoked; the first period of flying had to
take place with the system in the reversionary mode. The first task was to measure the air data ard to

confirm the basic handling and manoeuvring envelope as well as the capability of the engines, systems
and avionics. This was also coupled with flying the aircraft at a precautionary mid, but still unstable
c of g of 34.6% s.m.c.

The handling envelope was then expanded, to provide a rolling clearance between 0 and 3g and
assess the variety of manoeuvres required in air combat or for demonstration purposes. Thc was
achieved in 20 flights and over a period of as many days. In the same time the flight envelope was
expanded to Mach 1.33/450kts and surge free engine handling confirmed up to l50iiiift (fig.7).

This provided more than adequate confidence for a participation and an extensive demonstration of

the aircraft at the Sept'86 SAC Show at Farnborough. The show, flown by Chris Yeo (Chiei Test Pilot)
was comnlited without problem with the 'ecraft performing on each of the designated days and showicu
Its --v, L',iu ' ,. ans ]' z1- -=- .I emonstrated the very high standard of serviceahilitv
possessed by the aircraft from it's first flight and which continues up to today. On returning from
Parnborough a total of 38 flights had been completed in the 35 days from first flight.

The handling envelope expansion was then continued together with comissioning and clearance of an
Emergency Power System and engine assessment at high altitude, to provide the information and envelope
clearance for the start of a full high incidence programme to clear"Carefree" handling with the full FCS
(see Fig.8). Over the same period an initial measurement of aircraft performance was completed together
with a qualitative appraisal of the low level ride qualities. The latter was completed by flying down
to 3Oft on local low flying routes over mountainous terrain. The ride qulities were considered to be

"Surprisingly good" considering the low wing loading of the selta configuration and the fact that we had
no deliberate ride control features yet installed in the ECS.

By now a total of seven test pilots had flown the aircraft, 5 from BAe and 2 from AlT and all had
found the introduction a very easy and pleasant experience.

in November 1986, 3 months after first flight the aircraft was laid-up for a work programme to
prepare for a high Incidence handling assessment, the essential prere-ulsite to a carefree handllng
clearance at subsonic airspeeds. This involved the fitting of a spin recovery parachute as well as a
FCS software update and moving the c.g aft to its design point of 36.57 smv.

The FCS software update was necessary to bring the full system into operation but additionally a
precautionary "spin recovery" mode was also introduced to work in association with the spin recovery
parachute. This mode was for use only in the event of a departure from controlled flight. It permitted
a "direct" stick to flying controls link allowing a controlled recovery of the aircraft in conjunction
with the spin recovery chute.
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6. CAREFREE HANDLING

Following this preparation, the aircraft flew again in April 1987 to assess the aircraft at high
angles of attack and clear carefree handling. This was achieved in a period of one month, 25 flights.
including the precursors of assessing the spin recovery parachute and other associated system testing.
The result was a fully carefree handling clearance between 200kts and 400kts/0.9M. Below 200kts the
general clearance is still "carefree" but snatch pulls, in particular re pulls, should be avoided to
prevent an incidence overawing.

The outstanding tasks associated with the major aspects of the objectives were then completed
prior to the aircrafts attendance at the Paris, Le Borget Airshow in June. During this show the
aircraft achieved its 100th flight birthday and continued its by now well established record of high
reliability and demonstration of exceptional manoeuvrability.

On return from Paris the major part of the objectives for this phase had been achieved. This was
marked by an invitation to the UK and Italian MOD to send their pilots to "evaluate" the aircrafts
features of new technology. An assessment was performed by three pilots, 2 UK and 1 Italian over 4
flights in a period of eight days, which included all ground school, briefing and the actual assessment
flights.

Following this the aircraft was laid up again; this time to prepare for new tasks aligned with
assessment directed towards the design of the European Fighter Aircraft - EFA.

It had achieved a total of 116 flights and 79 flying hours in a period of 11 months. This
represented an average flying rate of 10.5 fIts per month overall, but 18 flights per month for the
flying periods between major lay-ups (Fig.9).

A total of 10 test pilots had flown the aircraft made up of:

Company pilots BAe 5
AlT 2

Official pilots UK 2
Italy I

The aircraft had completed the major objectives and envelope conceived by the initial proposal; in
about half the time planned, ano in the process had proven the following features, among others, for
future use:-

o There were no major problems inhibiting the design or building of an aircrafts critical structure
i.e. wing foreplane and fuselage using Carbon fibre composite.

o The combination of foreplane/delta wing aerodynamics with a quadruplex digital FCS was completely
successful in controlling a fully unstable aircraft and providing excellent performance with ideal
handling qualities.

o Carefree handling had been demonstrated as not only a worthwhile but attainable feature.

o The use of microprocessors connected by digital data busses were shown to be viable and the
Indications are that these will provide a much higher order of reliability and maintainability
over conventional engineering and electrical systems.

o The cockpit was liked by all the pilots who flew the aircraft and, although not fully developed,
the concepts of moding, layout and control have been accepted for the next generation of fighter
aircraft.

o Although a basically "off the shelf" engine, the RB199-Mk1O4D engine intake interface showed an
excellent combination giving carefree, surge free handling throughout the envelope.

7. FUTURE PROCRAMME

The aircraft is still engaged on technology development with trials progressing to further expand
its envelope, particularly in the direction of full carefree handling and development of the FCS to
expand this into the supersonic areas. It is however now committed to do this in association with the
European Fighter Aircraft (EFA) development programme and many of its trials are being arranged to
provide information in direct support to EFA development. These will include trials to expand the use
of new controls and systems and expand the capability of the cockpit by further automation to reduce
pilot workload e.g. use of Direct Voice Input. It will also be used to develope techniques to reduce
mass and/or Improve confidence in the assessment of prototype aircraft and the clearances processes
required for Release to Service.

For the latter the flight envelope has been further expanded (Fig.1O) and the aircraft is now well
forward in the development of a technique for full scale measurement of aerodynamic loads by pressure
plotting.

A number of surface pressure transducers have been progressively attached to the left wing, the
fin and major areas of the fuselage (Fig.11). These have been used to measure the pressure distribution
over the aircraft in steady flight and during specific manoeuvres. Comparisons are then made with these
and the measurements from wind tunnel results. With this the aerodynamic load prediction methods can be
refined to a high degree of accuracy and confidence, enabling mass savings from more accurate structural
design and reduced reserve factors. This technique Is also .o be fully developed as a clearance
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technique to be use on aircraft e.g. EFA with highly complex structural load paths, where strain gauging

would be extremely difficult and costly, if not impossible, enabling the loads to be validated and the

aircraft cleared into service.

The trial commenced by introducing only a limited number of transducers plus the associated

surface wiring and multiplexor units, to check their accuracy and repeatability. This highlighted a

number of problems, the major being the overall reliability of the transducers when being used in a

flight trials environment. The failure rate initially experienced was completely incompatible with the

flying rate required, and of course attainable by EAP. Concerted efforts by our Instrumentation

department and the manufacturers isolated the problem as predominately due to freezing moisture and

improved transducers have been introduced. A further difficulty was keeping the surface wiring stuck to

the aircraft. It was found that most tape adhesives failed at approx. -500C ceasing to hold the wires

to the aircraft surface. A comprehensive review of commercially available tapes and adhesives found a

silicon based adhesive which was good down to at least -60'C and this is now being used.

As can be seen this stage of the next phase of the Demonstrator programme is only 'n its infancy,
with around 30 flights planned to perform e complete loads survey over the full EAP flight envelope

using nearly 400 transducers attached to the wing, fin and fuselage.

These flights will be integrated with other aforementioned tasks, making a total further programme

of more than 100 flights, involving a major update of the FCS and a number of major avionic

improvements. These will take PAP into the 1990's and probably overlap with the first flights of the

EPA prototype.
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SUMMARY

The X-29A advanced technology demonstrator flight envelope expansion program and the subsequent
flight research phase gave impetus to the development of several innovative real-time analysis and display
techniques. These new techniques produced significant improvements in flight test productivity, flight re-
search capabilities, and flight safety.

These techniques include real-time measurement and display of in-flight structural loads, dynamic struc-
tural mode frequency and damping, flight control system dynamic stability and control response, aeroper-
formance drag polars, and aircraft specific excess power. Several of these analysis techniques also provided
for direct comparisons of flight-measured results with analytical predictions. The aeroperformance tech-
nique was made possible by the concurrent development of a new simplified in-flight net thrust computation
method. To achieve these levels nf on-line flight test analysis, integration of ground and airborne systems
was required. The capability of NASA Ames Research Center, Dryden Flight Research Facility's Western
Aeronautical Test Range was a key factor to enable implementation of these methods.

NOMENCLATURE

AR analog reversion (flight control FM frequency modulation
system mode) HPC high-pressure compressor

BFF body-freedom flutter L aircraft lift, lb

c.g. center of gravity LPT low-pressure turbine

C loads calibration coefficient aircraft longitudinal acceleration, g
CD coefficient of drag aircraft lateral acceleration, g

CL coefficient of lift aircraft normal acceleration, g

D aircraft drag, lb ND normal digital (flight control

DR digital reversion (flight control system mode)
system mode) p roll rate, deg/sec

FCS flight control system PCM pulse-code modulation

Fe excess thrust, lb P. specific excess power, ft/sec

F9 gross thrust, lb pao freestream static pressure, lb/m.2

F, net propulsive force, lb



P46 afterburner inlet static pressure, lb/in.2  Wt aircraft gross weight, lb

p, exhaust nozzle inlet static pressure, oi angle of attack, deg
lb/M.2  

angle of sideslip, deg

PSL Propulsion System Laboratory &. differential flaperon deflection, deg
(NASA Lewis)(NS Lws)lrM2 6. canard deflection, deg

PT558 turbine discharge total pressure, lb/mn.2  t cano deflection, deg61 symmetric flaperon deflection, deg
q pitch rate, deg/sec pitch stick deflection, in.

4 dynamic pressure, lb/ft2  6r rudder deflection, deg

T yaw rate, deg/sec strake flap deflection, deg

RIG real-time interactive graphics system lateral stick deflection, in.

S reference wing area, ft2 b bank angle, deg
SGTM simplified gross thrust method loads strain gage measurement
SNTM simplified net thrust method 0 pitch attitude, deg

Vt true airspeed, ft/sec

WATR Western Aeronautical Test Range

1. INTRODUCTION

Beginning with the X-29A maiden flight in December of 1984, a key program objective has been to
evaluate several integrated advanced technologies for future military applications. The X-29A advanced
technology demonstrator flight envelope expansion program and the subsequent flight research phase gave
impetus to the development of several innovative real-time analysis and display techniques. Most of these
developments resulted from the nature of the unique technologies to be evaluated and critical requirements

for safety-of-flight assurance. The forward-swept wing design and the concern of its inherent tendency
'oward structural wing divergence created the need for constant in-flight structural loads monitoring. It was
especially important to monitor the interaction between the vehicle bending and torsion loads against load
limit envelopes for critical airframe members. In order to monitor critical structural modes, the dynamic
characteristics of the structure were determined from real-time computation of the frequency and damping of
five critical structural modes that were in turn graphically compared against predictions during the mission.

The large subsonic airframe negative static margin of 35 percent required high levels of augmentation
to artificially stabilize the aircraft. The performance of the flight control system thus became a key factor
in the flight envelope expansion. It was desirable to calculate and monitor system stability margins de-
rived from open-loop frequency response characteristics in real time. In addition to monitoring stability in
the frequency domain, actual aircraft time responses were compared with predicted responses from linear
aircraft simulation models during flight. Although not safety-of-flight critical, real-time aeroperformance
analysis in terms of in-flight net thrust and aircraft lift and drag polars would allow for immediate evalua-
tion of aircraft maneuver technique and data quality to insure premium postflight data results and minimum
flight repeats.

Such sophisticated real-time analyisis and display required careful integration of the aircraft telemetry
data downlink system and the NASA Western Aeronautical Test Range (WATR) mission control facility.

This paper describes the primary features and analytical methods of each technique. It also summarizes
how the techniques were used during flight to enhance flight safety and incr ase flight productivity. A
description of the WATR facility is given along with a discussion of the flight data processing flow. Examples
of data processed and the flight data displays are shown.
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2. X-29A AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION

The X-29A is an advanced technology demonstrator developed by the Grumman Aerospace Corporation
(Bethpage, New York) in partnership with the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, NASA, and
the Air Force. This small, single-seat fighter-type aircraft's (fig. 1) technologies include the 300 forward-
swept wing that includes a thin, supercritical airfoil section with graphite-epoxy upper and lower wing
skins configured to inhibit wing structural divergence. Other technologies are the close-coupled canard-
wing configuration, a three-surface pitch control system, an automatic wing camber control mode, a large
negative static margin, and a triplex digital fly-by-wire flight control system.

The aircraft is powered by a single General Electric (Lynn, Massachusetts) F404-GE-400 afterbuming
turbofan engine. The engine thrust rating is 16,000 lb of static thrust at sea level. Further details of the
X-29A configuration and the technology benefits can be found in reference 1.

3. AIRCRAFT DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

All pulse-code modulation (PCM) data was encrypted and telemetered to the ground as a single uncali-
brated serial PCM stream along with some high-response frequency modulation (FM) data. The instrumen-
tation system schematic can be seen in figure 2. The 10-bit PCM system sampled data 25 to 400 samples/sec,
depending on the data frequency content desired by the various engineering disciplines. Including the FM
system, a total of 691 aircraft parameters were measured. The data parameter set included measurements for
structural loads and dynamics, flight controls, aircraft subsystems, stability and control, propulsion. aerop-
erformance, aerodynamic buffet, wing deflections, and external pressure distributions.

A pitot-static noseboom system provided air data informatior' and angles of attack and sideslip from
boom-mounted vanes. A set of body-mounted accelerometers provided measurement of aircraft c.g. accel-
erations. The aircraft had an extensive array of control surface position sensors and flight control system
(FCS) performance parameters. The airframe was also heavily instrumented with strain gages and high-
response structural dynamic accelerometers.

The thrust-calibrated engine was fully instrumented for real-time thrust calculation as well as postflight
analysis using the traditional gas generator thrust calculation method. The unique real-time thrust measure-
ment instrumentation consisted simply of eight static pressure meisurements in the afterburner section along
with a 20-probe measurement rake of the turbine exhaust total pressure. A schematic of just the real-time
engine measurements is shown in figure 3.

4. TEST RANGE AND REAL-TIME SYSTEM

The NASA Ames Research Center, Dryden Flight Research Facility's Western Aeronautical Test Range,
or WATR, is a large, highly integrated facility that provides aircraft and telemetry tracking; communications
vstems; a real-time data acquisition, processing, and display system; and a mission control center.

Current capabilities of the WATR include reception of up to two simultaneous downlink data streams
from each research aircraft at a maximum rate of I Mbit/sec/stream. The data stream is decrypted, time
tagged, compressed, converted to engineering units, limit checked, and stored in real time at a maximum
rate of 200,000 words/sec/data stream. This storage area can hold 4096 calibrated parameters plus 3200
computed parameters for recording, further processing, or display.

There are three dedicated real-time minicomputers for on-line data processing and control of display
apparatus. Two of these computers are Gould 32/6780 (Gould Electronics, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio) machines
and one is a Gould 32/9780 system.

Data display capabilities in each of two identical mission control rooms include eighteen 8-channel
strip charts, numerous cathode ray tube digital data displays of either the fixed update or continuous scroll
type, color graphics displays, and conventional analog meters and discrete lights. A terminal, located in
the mission control center, controls the selection of several different engineering color graphics displays
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including aeroperformance, flight controls and stability and control, and structural dynamics and loads. A
photograph of the mission control center is shown in figure 4. Details of the WATR configuration and
operation can be found in references 2 and 3.

5. ANALYSIS AND DISPLAY TECHNIQUES

5.1 Structural Loads

The forward-swept wing's inherent tendency toward static structural divergence and the potential for
high loads on the canard, wing flaperons, and strake flaps necessitated direct real-time monitoring of certain
critical structural loads. The interaction and interrelationship between the component bending and torsional
loads was of concern and required a cross plotting routine to display these loads relative to strength en-
velopes rather than displaying separate time histories (conventional stripcharts were also used). These data
were plotted graphically and monitored continuously, particularly as the X-29A expanded its normal load
factor envelope. Extensive loads analysis of these and other structural components was also conducted post-
flight Both symmetric and asymmetric loading were carefully explored through a series of flight clearance
maneuvers (ref. 4). Point-to-point real-time loads clearance was critical for flight safety and productivity as
the X-29A's flight and maneuver envelope was expanded.

Cross-plotting canabilities were used to display strength envelopes for various vehicle stations on the
major aircraft compo, cnts. These plots were generally in the iorm of bending/torsion interaction plots
where structural limits are interdependent. Loads and flight parameters are computed on the Gould real-time
computers and passed to the real-time interactive graphics (RIG) for display. Structural loads are computed
from a conventional point load calibration where for shear, bending, or torque the general equation form is

load = Cl1AtI + C22 + ... + C. ( 1)

where A represents the individual strain gage measurements and C represents ground load calibration coef-
ficients derived from regression techniques.

Figure 5 shows the color graphics display with sample data from a windup turn maneuver where the
wing and canard plots are of primary interest. The upper left plot of the display shows the left canard root
loads; the upper right plot, the fuselage lateral and vertical bending loads; the lower left plot, the left wing
root loads; and the lower right plot, the vertical tail root loads. On the canard, wing, and vertical tail plots,
the horizontal axis is the torsional load, and the vertical axis is the bending load. During a maneuver, flight
data are plotted with 80 and 100 percent design limit "boxes" or polygons superimposed with the general
intent being to stay within the inner 80 percent box. Alternate pages are available that replace the lower right
plot with a different wing load station. Digital parameters displayed to the left of the plots contain flight
conditions and aircraft state parameters in the upper block. The lower block contains discrete load channel
outputs. All digital data are updated at one sample/sec. The cross-plotted loads are displayed along with
their stLength envelopes at a computed update rate of 5 to 10 samples/sec. Hardcopies of the display are
available in near-real time. These real-time dynamic displays allowed for the efficient and safe structural
loads envelope clearance for the X-29A.

5.2 Structural Dynamics

Tracking of the aircraft structural dynamics was a key factor in the safe expansion of the flight enve-
lope of the X-29A. Flight monitoring of the aircraft structural modal stability included both the airframe
elastic modes, or aeroelasticity, and the FCS-elastic mode interaction, or aeroservoelasticity. Some twelve
structural dynamic modes could be identified on the X-29A, of which the five most critical were tracked
in real time in flight for all three flight control system modes (normal dig.tal, ND; digital reversion, DR;
analog reversion, AR). The five modes tracked in real time included the first symmetric and antisymmetric
wing bending modes, the first fuselage vertical and lateral bending modes, and the first vertical fin bend-
ing mode. Flight-derived modal frequency and damping were compared in real time against closed-loop
aeroservoelastic predictions and provided stability trend data as a function of airspeed as the flight envelope
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was expanded. Of particular concern was monitoring for the onset of a potential dynamic interaction known
as body-freedom flutter, or BFF. This was predicted to occur when the wing-first-bending-mode frequency
decreased and coupled with the aircraft longitudinal short-period mode. Body-freedom flutter was predicted
to act as a precursor to the static wing divergence. To date no BFF tendencies have been observed in flight.
Flight data from the other seven structural modes were reduced and analyzed using postflight techniques.

Natural turbulence, pilot stick raps, and a wing flaperon eccentric rotary-mass excitation system were
used to excite the aircraft structural modes. The flaperon rotary-mass excitation system used a frequency-
sweep vibration input in an attempt to identify a predicted supersonic midflaperon torsion flutter mode.
Typically the aircraft was stabilized in level flight for I to 2 min to perform the stick raps, the rotary-mass
frequency sweeps, and for natural turbulence excitation.

The real-time data reduction technique consisted of a fast Fourier analysis method carried out on a
Fourier analyzer using a flight data frame size of 1024 data samples at 100 samples/sec. The inverse Fourier
transform was computed to obtain the autocorrelation function from which a data cutoff time could be
manually selected. Smoothing the autocorrelation function yielded an autopower-spectrum display as a
function of frequency (fig. 6) that was curve-fitted for each structural mode. The structural modal frequency
occured at the maximum amplitude of the power spectrum density curve, and the structural damping was
extracted using the half-power technique. More discussion of this technique can be found in reference 5.
Thn fight-derived frequency and damping of the five primary structural modes were compared in real time
with precomputed predictions as a function of aircraft equivalent airspeed (fig. 7).

Usually all three flight control modes were plotted and tracked at the same flight condition on the same
data plot display to observe any aeroservoelastic effect. Adverse trends in frequency or damping of a par-
ticular structural mode would halt the flight envelope expansion until the phenomenon could be understood
or further analyzed using postflight techniques.

53 Flight Control Systems

The safe and efficient flight testing of the X-29A required close monitoring of the dynamic stability
levels because of the high degree of static instability and the minimal predicted stability margins at some
flight conditions. A postflight data analysis method was used during initial envelope expansion flights for
flight control systems clearance and dynamic stability checks. This process nominally required I to 3 days
and allowed only one envelope expansion point be flown per flight to enable careful extrapolation of critical
dynamic stability levels.

Efforts to improve flight productivity and safety resulted in the development of two new real-time dy-
namic stability techniques-one based on frequency response and the other based on time response. These
methods improved flight test efficiency significantly by allowing multiple envelope expansion points on a
single flight. The direct in-flight measurement of actual aircraft dynamic stability levels and online compar-
isons with preflight predictions also provided for enhanced safety.

Even though the X-29A longitudinal control system used multiple sensor feedbacks and a three-surface
control effector mechanization (ref. 6), the control law did collapse into a single-loop configuration internally
in the software. This allowed a classical open-loop frequency response technique to be used to assess lon-
gitudinal dynamic stability levels while maintaining all feedback loop closures. Pilot-generated frequency
sweeps were used for excitation, and internal control system parameters were used for frequency response
computations.

A diagram of the implemented technique is shown in figure 8. The internal control system parameters
were telemetered to a ground computer, computations were performed using a fast Fourier transform algo-
rithm, and the flight-determined frequency response was compared with a precomputed estimate based on
simulation models. This technique provided a real-time comparison of predicted gain and phase margins
with actual flight-determined values. This information was used to assess whether to proceed to the next
flight test point immediately or to hold for further analysis.
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A typical real-time graphical display is shown in figure 9. In general, the comparisons proved to be

remarkably close, indicating that the mathematical models of the aircraft used in the predictive analyses were
quite accurate. At one flight condition, the comparison was not too close, and a modification of the overall
pitch loop gain was required to establish adequate stability margins. The successful modification (fig. 10)
was made based solely on the frequency response results, attesting to the high quality data achievable using
this technique.

A technique allowing real-time time response comparisons between flight and linear simulation data
was also developed (ref. 7) to aid assessments of X-29A's flight control system performance. A techniquet
similar to the one used for the frequency response tests was implemerted. As shown in figure 11, aircraft
sensor data was downlinked for use in ground computer algorithms, and computed results were displayed
on graphical terminals. In the longitudinal case, pilot input signals were used as the input commands to a
linear simulation of the aircraft. In the lateral-directional case, the aircraft's suface positions were used as
a direct input into the simulation model equations. The output of the simulation was overplotted directly
with the actual measured aircraft response parameters, thus allowing a real-time assessment of control sys-
tem performance.

A typical comparison plot for a series of pulse maneuvers is shown in figure 12(a) for the pitch axis
parameters and figure 12(b) for the lateral-directional axes parameters. The comparisons generally agreed
closely and were sufficient to insure the aircraft motions were near those predicted and additional test points
could be taken. Comparisons with linear simulation data rather than the full nonlinear simulation also al-
lowed for easy detection of unexpected norlinearities.

5.4 Aeroperformance

The X-29A aeroperformance real-time analysis technique development did not have a direct role in flight

safety or flight envelope clearance. It was developed, rather, to increase flight efficiency and productivity
through maneuver technique evaluation and data quality control to insure the best aeroperformance data
possible. Direct real-time evaluation of the final data analysis product, as in the case of drag polar coefficients
of lift and drag, minimized the number of flight repeats that often arise when postflight data reduction reveals
poor data quality or poor flight maneuver technique such as unacceptably high maneuver dynamics. In
addition to the value of immediate in-flight aircraft performance evaluation and immediate hard copy of
flight results for postflight evaluation, the technique has the potential added bonus of utilization for real-
time in-flight aerodynamic optimization of the aircraft.

The real-time aeroperformance data analysis method is based on the in-flight calculation of net thrust
from static pressure measurements in the engine afterburner section. This algorithm was specially developed
for the X-29A program by the Computing Devices Company (ComDev) of Ottawa, Canada and is known as
the simplified net thrust method (SNTM). It is based on ;. complete thrust calibration over the power range
of the flight test engine at the NASA Lewis Research Center Propulsion System Laboratory PSL-4 facility
(ref. 8). The method is derived from the simplified gross thrust method (SGTM) developed 15 years earlier
(ref 9). The extension of the SGTM method to the SNTM method involved the real-time calculation of ram
drag from true airspeed V and inlet mass flow rate. Net thrust was also corrected for estimated nozzle and
spillage drag, yielding the net propulsive force F,. A nominal accuracy of ±3 percent was achieved from
this algorithm for real-time net thrust calculation. Rap;,t engine throttle transients, performed to check the net
thrust algorithm dynamic response, showed the algorithm could closely follow engine transient responses.
Details of the method are found in reference 10.

Aircraft coefficients of lift CL and drag CD were calculated from the equations

CD = -- = Fp-F. (2)

qS 4S
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where excess thrust is computed from

F.z = mWt (3)

and

CL L tW--Fsincu (4)

Aircraft specific excess power P, is also computed and displayed as a function of Mach number from the
equation

P, = F Vt/Wt (5)

The maneuver techniques used were the dynamic pushover-pullup and the constant-thrust, constant-
Mach windup turn to sweep out a wide range of angle of attack at a given Mach number in two short
maneuvers. These maneuvers were flown back-to-back at a nominal 0.20 g/sec g-onset rate at fixed Mach
number increments over the speed range of 0.40 to 1.30 Mach. The maneuver pair could be completed in
less than a minute. The real-time data inputs were neither filtered nor thinned. Data were plotted on the
color graphics display at up to 12.5 times/sec, while columnar engine and aircraft digital data were updated
once per second on the same display screen.

Figures 13 and 14 show representative displays of the quality of drag polars achieved. These real-
time results were compared with later postflight-reduced drag polar results and were found to be in good
agreement. Because of the decision not to digitally filter the aircraft accelerometers in real time, aerodynamic
buffet onset could also be seen as a function of angle of attack and coefficient of lift on the drag polar and
lift curves.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Consideration for flight safety and efficient flight envelope expansion of the X-29A led to the devel-
opment of several new, innovative, real-time analysis and display techniques. Critical X-29A technologies
requiring the continuous in-flight monitoring included the forward-swept wing with its inherent tendency
toward structural wing divergence and the large degree of airframe subsonic static instability. The real-time
analysis techniques developed included structural static loads, structural dynamics, flight control system sta-
bility characteristics and aircraft flight response, and aeroperformance. Several of these analysis techniques
also provided dire:t comparisons of flight-measured results with analytical predictions. These techniques
greatly improved flight productivity both during the flight envelope expansion phase and the subsequent
flight research phase, reducing the need for repeat flights or unnecessary postflight data reduction. The
NASA Western Aeronautical Test Range capabilities enabled telemetry acquisition, real-time data process-
ing, and display of the flight data in the mission control center.
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LES TECHNIQUES D'ESSAIS
AUX AVIONS MARCEL DASSAULT - BREGUET AVIATION

Comment augmenter l'efficacit4 des essais en vol

FLIGHT TEST TECHNIQUES ADOPTED BY
AVIONS MARCEL DASSAULT - BREGUET AVIATION

How to increase the efficiency of flight testing

By Jean COSTARD
Teat Equipment Manager

AMD-BA BP 28 13801 lSTRES CEDEX (FRANCE)

RaumA:

L'augmentation de la complexit4 des avions et des systimes a
entraind une augmentation parallfle tr~s importante des essais de mise au
point, done du cort.

Les AND-BA ont adopt6 des techniques qui permettent de diminuer le
nombre d'essais en vol au profit d'essais au sol mons colteux, lea vols
devant itre des ddmonstrations en vue de la qualification.

Ces techniques ont permis de maltriser lea cadences d'acquisition
de donndes ce qui permet de conserver des moyens de calcul raisonnables et
faciliter lea analyses.

Abstract

The ever-increasing complexity of aircraft and systems entailed,
In parallel, a very substantial increase in development tests, and
consequently a rise of cost.

AMD-BA have adopted techniques enabling to reduce the number of
flight tests for the benefit of less expensive ground tests : flights must
be 'aved for demonstration with the aim of qualification.

These techniques allowed to keep in control of data acquisition
rates while preserving reasonable means of computation and facilitating
analysis.

- ~- _ _
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1 - INTRODUCTION - PRESENTATION OF THE COMPANY I - INTRODUCTION - PRESENTATION DE LA SOCIETE

The Avions Marcel DASSAUIT - BREGUET AVIATION La Soci6ti des Avions Marcel DASSAULT - BREGUET

Company was burn in 1967 from the merger of cwo AVIATION oat n6e de Is fusion en 1967 de deux

Companies witn a very rich past in aeronautics'. Sociitis 4 tris riche passi aironautique

* La Sociit6 des Avions Marcel DASSAULT, . La Socift4 des Aviona Marcel DASSAULT,

* La Sociti des Avions Louis BREGUET. . La Sociit4 des Avions Louis BREGUET.

The Avions Marcel DASSAULT Company was founded La Socfdt6 des Avions Marcel DASSAULT a 6t6
by Mister Marcel DASSAULT who in a time span of fondie par Monsieur Marcel DASSAULT, qul en 69

69 years devoted to aeronautical creation has annes de criation aironautique a produit 92

produced 92 prototype aircrafts : 56 have been prototypes ; 56 l'ont 4t6 depuis la guerre dont

developed since World War II and 20 amongst them 20 ont donnA lieu A une production de s~ric

were produced in large series (Fig. 1.1). (planche 1.1).

The era from 1947 to 1960 was the "golden age" La pdriode 1947 5 1960 a Ati l'Sge d'or des
for pilots. Numerous prototypes came Into being, pilotes. De nombreux prototypes ont vu le jour

leaning on rather vague specifications by sur des spdcifications assez vagues des

Headquarters who had to re-create their Air Etats-Majors qui devaient recrier leurs forces

Forces, and in the Design Offices of numerous adriennes et des id6es tris florissantes des

Companies innovative "brainchildren" fostered, Bureaux d'Etude de nombreuses socidts : projets

culminating in a large variety of projets d'intercepteurs 14gers i grand Mach haute

encompassing light intercepters flying at high altitude et d'avions d'appui tactique.

Mach number and high altitudes and Close Ground
Support aircraft. I1 a fallu se rendre rapidement A l'6vidence que

lea financements itaient limits.

But very quickly designers had to fly in the

face of the facts : finances were limited. Monsieur DASSAULT s'est alors imposi avec son
avion Delta MIRAGE III, polyvalent, qui a donn6

Mister DASSAULT took the lead with his poly- le jour A de nombreuses versions ; 1412

valent delta-winged aircraft MIRAGE ITT which exemplaires ont 6t4 prodults pour 21 Armies de

was the forerunner of numerous versions : 1412 l'Air.

machines have been produced for 21 Air Forces
all over the world. Cet avion ainsi que plusieurs autres : MIRAGE

IV, ETENARD et FALCON, de mgme que des

This aircraft as well as several others : MIRAGE prototypes intiressants comme le MIRAGE III V A

IV, ETENDARD, FALCON and interesting prototypes dicollage vertical et le MIRAGE C 4 giomitrie

such as the vertical take-off MIRAGE III V and variable, ont permis de divelopper des

the swing-wing MIRAGE G have contributed in the techniques de mise so point de cellules et de

progressive refinement of airframe and flight commandes de vol. Le dibuf des commandes de vol

control systems development techniques. Experi- ilectriques date de 1959 avec Is MIRAGE IV puls

mentatlon of "fly-by-wire" controls started in le MIRAGE III V en 1962.

1959 on the MIRAGE IV, followed by the MIRAGE
III V in 1962. Une autre ivolution date de 1974 avec l'arriv6e

de systimes de navigation et d'armement qui ont

Another keydate of evolution is 1974 with the augment
4 

de faron importante l'efficaciti des

arrival of navigation and weapon systems which avions, mais igalement leurs colts. Le colt de

substantially increased the efficiency of la cellule augmente quant A lui par l'intr duc-

aircraft - but also their price. Airframe tlion de nouveaux matiriaux et technologies.

development costs, in turn, started climbing
with the introduction of new materials and Le prix des itudes augmente 4galement par

technologies. l'utilisation d'heures d'ordinateurs puissants

Design Engineering costs have been upsloping . calculs airodynamiques,
too, due to the use of powerful computers :

conception $or ordinateur qui permet en

* aerodynamical computations, particulier de rialiser rapidement des

* computerized design, that offers the advantage maquettos mais avec ds colts d'essais

to enable the fast realization of mock-ups but soufflerie qui. automatis4q, suivent Is mime

calls for wind tunnel tests which, on account pente.
of their autorclon, follow the same slope.

Par contre ces moyens bien rodis donnent one

On the other hand, these means, well run in, grande confiance dons Ia conception et oat

convey a solid confidence in the design and have permis de diminuer le sombre de prototypes.

succeeded in reducing the number of prototypes

required for project development. Huilt annes ont s4pari le dernier avion
militaire MIRAGE 4000 et lo RAFALE et les

Eight years separate the penultimate military r6sultats de cet avion expirlmentsl permet.ent

aircraft, MIRAGE 4000. and the latest DASSAULT de lancer dlrectement de avions de prisirie.

creation, the RAFALE, and the results obtained
with this experimental aircraft enable us to Parall6lement A cette 6volution de nos avions,

launch, directly, the pre-production aircraft. nos responsabilitis dans Is mise as point se
sont itendues.

In parallel to this evolution of our aircraft,
the scope of our responsabilities has enlargened. En premier lieu Atant construct ur d'avions, lee

diffdrents prototypes prisentis nous ont donnA

Being aircraft manufacturer in the first place, une Iris large expirience dans lee mises au

the various prototype aircraft pres'.ted are the point de cellule
baekbne of our large experience In airframe
development
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* Flight envelope extensions with . Extensions de domaine de vol avec

Monitoring of structural vibrations to . Contrale des vibraticns de structure pour

prevent flutter prfvenir le flutter.

* Monitoring of stress and strains . Contr~le des efforts et contraintes

* Study of handlinz qualities . Etude des qualit~s de vol

* Spin and high AoA testing . Essais de vrilles et grandes incidences

* Tuning of the flight controls comprising . Mise au point des commandes de vol,
conventional systems, electrical controls for classiques, 6lectriques en vol stationnaire,
hovering, fully electrical systems with analog entiArement 6lectriques avec calculateurs
computers (MIRAGE 2000 and 4000) and digital analogiques (MIRAGE 2000 et 4000) et
processors (RAFALE). numdriques (RAFALE).

* Performance measurements . Mesure de performances

• Engine integration with air intake adaptation . Intdgration des moteurs avec adaptation des
entrdes d'air.

•Engine tune-out, for instance the GARRETT ATF

3 on FXLCON 20 GUARDIAN . Mise au point de moteurs, cas de l'ATF 3
GARRET sur FALCON 20 GUARDIAN.

* Development of the integral aircraft systems
and sub-systems. . Mise au point des circuits et sous syst~mes

intdgrds avion.
* Development engineering of landing gears, in
particular test of deck-landings on aircraft- . Mise au point de trains d'atterrissage, en
-carriers for naval aircraft. particulier avec essais d'appontage d'avions

Marine.

* Fine-tuning of arrester hooks : aircraft-

-carrier operation or emergency arrestments. . Mise au point de crosse d'arrit : porte-avions
ou ddtresse.

Noteworthy too, extensive participation in
pilot ejection testing. . A signaler 6galement une grande participation

aufl essais d'AJection pilote.

* Civil aircraft certificatton 
:

Certification d'avions civils
Business aircraft line : FALCON 10, 20, 50,
900, . srie des avions d'affaires FALCON 10, 20,

* Short and medium range transport aircraft 50, 900,
HERCURE. . Avion transport court-moyen courrier

MERCURE.
• Our experience in armament testing has been
maturing throughout the same time span . Notre expdrience dans lea essais d'armements

eat toute aussi ancienne.
Armement integration

* Gunnery and missile firing . Intdgration d'armements,
Tirs canon et missiles

and our developments of certtin weapons have
also made their proofs mais 4galement ddveloppements de certains

armements.
* gun pods,
* rocket-launcher, . Chassis canons
special tanks, . Lance roquettes
photographic recce pods. . Bidons spdciaux

Bidons de reconnaissance photo.
Development of reconnaissance aircraft can be
included in this chapter. On peut placer dana ce chapitre des

ddveloppements d'avions de reconnaissance.
In 1972, we understood that to export our
aircraft, we had to take over the responsibility En 1972, nous avona compris que pour exporter
of weapon systems integration. nos avions nous devion prendre la responsabi-

litA de l'int~gration des systdmes d'armes.
The means deployed to ensure this integration
and the experience we have been gaining in this Les moyens mis en oeuvre pour cette int6gration
process now enable us to take over this task on et l'exp~rience qua nous en avona retirke nous
other than Company-built aircraft, and thus to permettent maintenant d'assurer cette tache sur
assist countries in the renovation of their air d'autres avions que ceux de notre socidtd,
fleets. permettant ainsi A des pays de r4nover leurs

flottes.
In 1978. we moreover included countermeasures
integration and the development of tools, Depuis 1978, nous y avons ajout6 l'intigration
optimizing the Lan-machine Siterface, in our des contre-mesures et le d~veloppement d'outils
spectrum of activities. de miss au point de l'interface home/machine.
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2 - ORC.ANISATION DE LA MISE AU POINT
2 - ORGANIZATION OF DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING

To be able to understand the test techniques and Pour pouvoir comprendre les techriques d'essaise t leo aoyens utlisds dans lea diffdrents pays
means used in other countries and by the various et ce lea dlffde nsleuitets pays

et chec les diffirents constructeuro 11 eat
manufacturers, it Is indispensable to have an nicessaire de connaltre is structure de
inside knowledge of the structural organization lorganisation dana is wise au point.
of development.

To develop modern aircraft very powerful La mise au point d'un avion moderne demande des
computaton men arraft must. Syemsl moyens de calcul trds puissants. Les probl~mes
computation means are a must. Systems d'in./gration de syst6mes demandent 

4
galement

integration problems also necessitate electronic des moyens informatiques sans grosac puissance
processing tools without large computation de calcul mais avec des posaibilites d'entrees
capacity hut offering numerous and East entry sorties importantes et rapides. Si 'on y ajoute
possibilities. When adding all the peripherals tous lea priph4riques et infrastructures
and infrastructures required, the cost of nicessaires, le coat des investissements est
investment is considerable. considd-ahle.

To avoid the duplication of these means. Pour Aviter la duplicat!on de ces movens
several orientations have been adopted. plusleurs orientations ont 6t6 adoptdes.

One approach consists In Incorporating all L'une ronsiste A intigrer tous lea essais de
development, integration and evaluation test mise au point, d'intdgraton et d'6valuation au
activities within the framework of an Official sein d'un centre d'essaio officiel &tant centre
Test Center that is also the center for d'#valuation opdrarionnelle. C'est par exemple
operational evaluation. This is, for example, Is solution adoptde aux USA. Elle permet de
the solution adopted by the USA. It allows to diminuer lea investissements - blen qu'on lea
reduce investments - although the latter can be retrouve dispersis dans plusleurs centres
retraced, dispersed on serveral test centers in d'essais au lieu de plusieurs constructeurs - et
lieu of various manufacturers - and ensures a
complete integration of development teams and mse su point et utilisateurs. Par contre. ee

users. However, this solution has its drawbacks:
apporte des inconvsniens ;

Test activities have moved apart from Design 4Le esas soot d1ofgnds des Bureaux d'Etude
Offices, psychologically even sore than
geographically. et surtout plus psychologlquement que g~ogra-

phiquement.

As manufacturers' tesL teams are more

disseminated, thus less in charge, it may Lea quipea dessais cnnstructeurs plus

become more difficult to keep qualified dispersdes et #taet molns responsahiliades, il

staffers. peut devenir plus difficile de conserver des
personnels qualifis.
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• A well equipped Test Center may be tempted to . Un centre d'essais bien 
4
quip6 peut itre tent

process data more extensively before de traiter de facon plus approfondie lea
forwarding them to the Design Office, this donnes avant de les transmettre au Bureau
entailing a delay in modification proposals. d'Etude, d'ot un retard dans les modifications

A proposer.
* Inversely, the Design Office may "forget" the
existence of a test team and may fail to Inversement le Bureau d'Etude peut oublier
consult it or to inform it on modifications qu'il a une 6quipe dessals, ne pas la
that ought to be applied on aircraft under consulter, ni linformer des modifications
test, and on test requirements for validation. qu'il seralt n4cessaire d'appliquer sur len

avions en essais et des essals de validation
In EUROPE, manufacturers have upkept their own ncessaires.
test activities.

En EUROPE, les constructeurs ont gard6 leurs
Avions Marcel DASSAULT - BREGUET AVIATION essais propres.
succeedcd in reducing development costs by
integrating the Flight Test Division into the Aux Avions Marcel DASSAU.T BREGUET AVIATION is
comprehensive development cycle, encompassing diminution des co~ts de mise au point a 4t6

rdalisle en intdgrant lcs Essais en '1 dans
* Design Office, tout le cycle de misc au point.
Partial tests,

* Simultations, . Bureau d'Etude,
Global ground tests, . Essals partiels,
Flight tests. . Simulations,

Essais au sol globaux,
Thanks to this integration, it is possible to . Essais en vol.
optimize the adaptation of means to the actual
requirements, and to reduce the number of flight Cette intgration permet d'adapter au mieux les
tests for the benefit of ground tests that are moyens aux besoins ct de rdduire le sombre
less costly and often more exhaustive. d'essais en vol au profit d'essals au sol mons

cofiteux ct souvent plus complets.
On figure 2.1 are outlined the various stages of
the development cycle as well as the Sur Ia planche 2.1, on trouvera lea diffdrentes
responsibilities conferred. The same imbrication 6tapes dans ce cycle de mise au point avec lea
of tasks has been adopted to handle the diffdrentes responsabillt~s. L'imbrication des
different types of development : airframe, tiches se retrouvera dans len diffdrents types
weapon system, armaments. de mises au point : cellule, systime d'armes,

armement.
The user, Air Force or Navy Headquarters,
express their needs which are defined L'utilisateur, Etat Major de l'Armde de l'Air ou
technically by the French Official Authorities , de la Marine, exprime des besoins qui sont mis
the "Service Technique de l'Aeronautique (STA6) en forme techniquement par le Service Technique
who, in cooperation with the manufacturer's de i'A~ronautique (STA6) qui, travaillant en
Design Office, establish the global specifi- collaboration avec le Bureau d'Etude construe-
cations. At this stage is finalized the choice teur, 6labore lea spicifications globales. On
of the general form of the new aircraft, amongst aboutit A ce stade A un choix de Ia forme
several computed solutions that were tested in glnrale avion parmi plusieurs solutions
the wind tunnel. calcul6es et essaydes en soufflerie.

The following phase consists in reviewing in . La phase suivante permettra d'entrer plus en
greater detail the specifications of the ditail dans lea spdcifications des diff6rents
various equipment and sub-systems. For the Aquipements et sous systdmes.
electric flight control system for instance
(Fig. 2.2) this optimization also involves the Dana le cae des commandes de vol par exemple
means for simulation and analytic study. (planche 2.2) interviennent, pour ceite

optimisation, des moyens de simulation ct
As for weapon systems, the specifications for d'4tude analytique.
pilots' displays and man-machine interfaces
are elaborated with the help of the OASIS Dans le cas des systimes d'armes, lea
Center (Avionics Specifications Design Tool) apdcifications de visualisations pilote ct
where the users join in the manufacturer's d'interface home/machine sont ilabordes grace
team "on the job". This Center, although su centre OASIS o, se retrouveront lea
placed under the responsibility of the Design utilisateurs. Ce ceitre, bien que dipendant du
Office for conceptional functions, is accommo- Bureau d'Etude pour see fonctions de
dated within the Flight Test Division, to be conception, eat situ4 aux Essais en Vol pour
close to the pilots. Etre proche des pilores.

Equipment developments fall under the . La mise su point des 4quipements eat de Is
responsibility of their manufacturers. The responsabilit ceg fabricants. lie seront
various materials are then integrated into ensuite int4grds dens des bants
test benches :

Banc commandes de vol au Bureau d'Etude
Flight Controls Bench in the Design Office (planche 2.3).' On utilise pour cea essais
(Fig. 2.3). For these tests, the means for lea mimes moyens informatiques que pour Is
computerized processing are the same as phase prdcddente asec d'autres, adapt~s au
during the preceding phase, complemented by travail de simulateurs.
other specific tools to meet simu- tot
requirements. . Bancs d'intdgration pour lea systimes

d'armes.
Integration Benches for Weapon Systems.
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These tests are completed by ground test Ces essais seront complits par des essals auseries in order to update the different sol qui recaleront lee diffirentes bases de
computation bases. calcul.

On completion of this phase, the equipment is On aboutit, A l'issue de cette phase, A desthoroughly debugged, operating directives and ensembles bien d6vermins, des consignesprovisional limitations are defined, and the d'emploi et limitations provisoires, ainsi qu'Aperformance of the system on the whole and the des performances d'ensemble do syst me et deaircraft are "canned". After having investigated l'avion,
the results concurrently with the governmental
Authorities, the aircraft is declared L'avlon alors est diclar4 bon de vol apris"airworthy". examen des diffirents risulcats aver lee

Services Officiels.
The first tests are dedicated to identificationto introduce parameters that cannot be covered Les premiers essais seront des essatsin ground testing, as for instance the evolution d'identlficeation pour faire intervenir lesof "soft" modes and the man-machine couple. paramtres qul ne peuvent Atre obtenus au sol,Means and procedures used for test processing cosine par example l'&volution des modes souplesare identical to those described earlier, both et le couplage honme/machlne.
in the Design Office and on the test rigs (Fig.2.4). Ces essais sont exploitis par les mimes moyens

et procidures qua pricidemment, au BureauAfter having up-dated the bases, it is thus d'Etude ou asx bancs (planche 2.4).
possible to readjust the various directives andinstructions for the validation flights, prior Ceci permet apris le recalage des bases, deto general evaluation and certification, maitre A Jour lee diffirentes consignes pour les

vols de validation avant l'ivaluation giniraleFor test activities, the integration principle et certification.
was adopted again to associate the teams of the
military users and their technical delegations, Du point de vue essals i1 y a 4galement uneand the Official French Flight Test Center integration avec leas quipes des utilisateurs(C.E.V). Evaluation flights are performed very militaires et de leur dilIgatlon technique, leearly and throughout development to validate Centre d'Essais en Vol officiel (CEV). Des volsprogress status advances (see Fig. 3.2.5). d'ivaluations sont effectuis trs tt et tout le

long de Is mise au point pour valider desHomogeneity of procedures is obtained through drapes (volr planche 3.2.5).
the convergence of all operational test teams of
the Air and Naval Forces in a single technical [ne homoginditi dans les procidures est obtenueTest Center. par Ia prsence d'un centre d'essais technique

unique qui recoit lee 6quipes d'essaisThis Test Center also places at the opirationnelles des deux ames, Arme de l'Air
manufacturers disposal : et Marine.

Facilities for Trajectory measurements, Le centre 'esseal net fgalement 4 Is disposl-A Telemetry Reception Center, tion des constructeurs des facilts
Chase aircraft,

. Trajectographie,It also takes over development flight tests for . Centre de riception tilimesure,equipment manufacturers who don't have their own . Avlons d'accompagnement,
test center.

II assure 6galement les essais en vol de mse auIn the following, the users carry out point d'iquipementlers qul n'ont pas de centresoperational qualification flights in their own d'essais propres.
Flight Test Centers. New needs that may have
been revealed in the course of these Les utilisateurs effectuent ensuite les vols dequalification flights or scheduled status qualification opirationneile dans leurs propresevolutions will give rise to new specificatlons, centres. De nouveaux 5esoins mis en ividence par
undergoing the same development circuit, ces essais de qualification ou des ivolutionsprilvues feront l'objet de nouvellss spiclfica-The powerful computer backing the management of tons avec le mime circuit de dveloppement.
this organization is that of the Design Office
(Fig. 2.5) : after having been the support for Avec cette organisation l'ordinateur, A grands
the elaboration of the computional bases it also puissance de calcul, est celuf du Bureau d'Etudecomes in, in association with the flight (planche 2.5). Il a servi A 6tablir les bases decontrols simulator, to assist Design Office in calcul et aver l'aide do simulateur commands dedefining the operating directives : flight vol, le Bureau d'Etude 4tabllt lee consignes :envelope, flight manoeuvre limits... domaine de vol, limites d'ivnlutlon. L'6quipe

d'essais en vol a un rile de contrileur trisThe Flight Test Team assumes the part of a very critique qui compare is machine relle avec leacritical controller who compares the real privisiona. Cette comparaison dolt itreaircraft with design assumptions. This effectude trie rapidement de maniure icomparison has to be made very quickly, in order interrompre une snsre d'essals ou un vol s'ilto be able to interrupt a test series or a est constat4 des i arts notables,
flight, if significant 'Iscrepancies arehighlighted. Le rile de l'iquipe d'essals et particuliirement

du pilote est tr~s important dis le stade deThe role of the Plight Test Team, and especially ddfinition. Ils peuvent Inflirhir Ia Directionthat of the pilot Is very weighty, from the Socit4 pour obtenir Is machine Is mieux adapticdefinltion phase. Their practical authority they aux besoins des utilisateurs natonaux econvince Management into adjustments to obtain a potentiels "Enport"
machine perfectly talored to the requirements
of domestic users and export potentials.
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To optimize contacts with the users, the AMD-BA Pour assurer les mellieurs contacts avec les
pilots are chosen among the various operational utilisateurs, les pilotes A.M-BA sont issus des
disciplines : Air Defense, Spot Bombing, diffdrentes spicialitds : D6fense Adrlenne,
Reconnaissance, Navy. Bombardement, Reconnaissance, Marine.

The Flight Test Team is responsible for L'quipe d'essais a la responsabilit6 de

The pre-flight preparation of the aircraft and . La pr6paration de l'avion et de son
its test installation, installation de mesue,

* The organization of ground test programs, . L'organisation des essais au sol,
* The organization of flight programs . L'41aboration des progra=es de vol, leo
long-term schedules with the consent of the programmes A long terme avee 1 accord du
Design Office and Covernmental Authorities, Bureau d'Etude et des Services de I'Erat, leo
flight-to-flight calendars under their own programmes vol vol sous leur propre
responsibility. renponsabilit.

It is in charge of all the development tasks Eile est charg6e d'assurer len mises au point A
that do not necessitate extensive processing partir d'exploitations qui ne nicessitent pas de
programs. When anomalies found on a weapon gros programmes de traitement. Lorsque des
system cannot he explained by simple traces, anomalies our le svstine d'armes ne peovent etre
trouble shooting is entrusted to the integration expliqu6es par Jes tracs simples. le
bench specialists- who use play-backs of an diagnostlqse s'effectue FIr les banc
incriminated flight phase, extracted from flight d'intIgratlon par des play-back de !a phase
recordings, to reach their diagnostic. correspondante A partir des enregistrements do

vol.
For the more complex tests dedicated to
performances, handling qualities, load Pour les exploit.tfons plus cceplexes
measurements, etc .... the test data, after (performances, qualitis de vol. conandes de
check of their validity, are forwarded to the vol, efforts) les donnes, apris contrile d
Design Office which will then be In a position, validite, sont transmises au Bureau d'Ftodi qui
in association with additional Information pourra alors, A l'alde d'autres informations do
obtained by computation or wind tunnel results, sou.flerle ou d caicul. recaler Ies bases
to update the initial bases and, in the initiales pols tendre les Ilmitations.
following, to extend the limitations.

Les essais en vol assurent 4galement ]a
The Flight Test Team is also in charge of transmission des donnes qul sont n6cessalres
transmitting to equipment manufacturers the data aux Pquipementlers pour leurs mises au point.
they need to develop their products.

Pour que cet en-emhle fonctionne correctement et
To ensure the correct and expeditious operation rapidement Ii est ncessaire d'apporter un soin
of this organization as a whole, it is necessary particulier A Is standardisation des 4changes de
to attach a particular importance to the donnies (planche 2.6). Certe planche fait
standardization of data exchange (Fig.2.6. This apparaltre des standards (BY et VAR) (planches
chart outlines the standards used by AMD-BA 2.7 et 2.8) qui ont 6t6 adopt

4
s par d'autres

(also confer to figures 2.7 and 2.8) that were organismes en FRANCE.
also adopted by other Instrritlons In FRANCE.

Len monnies contrilies d'un vol effecrud

The data of flights made at ISTRES during the ISTRES peuvent $rre disponibles le lendemain

day are cherked, and can he at hand the next matin so Bureau d'Etude A SAINT-CLOUD, centres
morning in the Design Office, located 750 6loign6s de 750 Fms. Ce transport de donndes
kilometers away, at Saint-Cloud (outskirts of s'effectue de nult par camion.

PARIS). The transport is handled by lorries at
night.

17 AVIONS MARCEL DASSAULT - BREGUET AVIATION
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3 .- TEST TECHNIQUES 3 -TECIINIQUES D'ESSAIS

Through inventive test techuiques, AMD-BA have Des techniques d'essais originales ont permis
succeeded

d'accc.'Ttre la sdcurit6 des vols,
*to increase the safety of flights., diminuer le nombre de vols.
*to reduce the number of flights., diminuer lea d~lais de mise an point,
*to ahorten development times, .diminuer le nombre d'avions en essais,
*to decrease the number of meAsured parameters .diminuer le nombre de param~tres mesurfa et
and the acquisition rates. les cadences d'acquisition.

We subdivised these techniques into several Noun les avona classdes en plnsieurs rubriqoes
categories:

I Vacquisirion et traitement de donn6es en
*Daia acquisition and processing in real time, temps rid.,
*Model technique for data processing, . lexploitarion par Is mithode du modile,
*Integration tests of weapon systems and .lea essais d'intigratlon de systino de
armament, navigation et armemet-.
*Countermeasures testing. .lea essais d'int~gration des armements.

lea essais de contre-mesures.
A time history of our experience gained on these
tasks is epitomized on figure 3.0.1. The Noun donnons nut Ia pianche 3.0.1 1 rhistorfqae
keydates are de noire eapirience suc ceo sojets. Les daten

impottantes soot
l960 Model technique applied to performance

analysis. 1960 exploitation des performances par la
technique do nodille,

1965 Modelized processing of handling
qualities. Acquisition of ma netic tapes 1965 exploitation des qualit~s de vol par
of airborne analog recorders. Ia technique du modile. acquisition do

donn~es our handes d'enregistrcurs
1968 Flotter analysis technique. magn6tiques embarqu~s,

1968 Real-time acquisition of telemetyv, 1968 m~thod, d'exploitation do flutter,

1974 Integration of the weapon system on 1968 acquisition tempo rtel de la t616.mesure,
stimulable test bench,

1974 int~gration d- nystime d'ames nor bane
1978 Countermeasures testing in anechoic stinrulable,

chamber.
1978 essals de contre-oresires en rhambre

19 79 Man-machine Interface on simplified 3n,;chotde.
simulators.

1979 zinterface homeme~achine soc sinnlateurs
simp ifiiis.

EXPERIENCE ON TEST TECHNIQUES
Fig. 3U0.

I I oUSSIENOT- 3AUDOra
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3.1 - Data Acquisition and Processing in Real-Time 3.1 - Acquisition et traitement de donnes en

3.1.1 - Goal 3.1.1 - But

The primary concern of Flight Test must Le premier souci des essals en vol doit

be SAFETY. To reach this aim, a certain 9tre Is sdcurit. Rlie eat d'ab'rd
number of precautions are to be taken obtenue par un certain n-bre de

pricautions
Constitution of a closely cooperating
Test Team,headed by a Flight Test . La constitution d'une 6quipe dessais
Engineer who must have a solid bien soudde avec un ingdnieur qui dolt
knowledge of his machine to assist the bien connattre son avion pour sider le
pilot in test conduct. pilote dans Is conduite de lessa.

A perfect knowledge of the limitations . La parfalte connaissance des limites
and the possible hazards. et des risques pruvant itre encourus.

Test teams have paid a heavy tribute Lea 6quipages deassais ont pay6 un tourd
to the technical progress of aircrafts, tribut aux progr~s techniques des
despite all the necessary forethought avions, mime en prenant routes lea
and precautions. One safety rule pr4cautions ndcessaires. Une scurit6
consists in installing on board only the conaiste A ne mettre A bord que le
people indispensable for the conduct of personnel ndcessaire A is mission en se
the mission, bearing in mind that souvenant qua lea accidents arrivent
accidents frequently happen during tests souvent dans des essais qui n'etaient
that are not considered critical. pas Jugds critiques au ddpart.

A test program must be established .Les programmes d'essais doivent atre
with a maximum of core, and the pilot, prpars soigneusement. Le pilote bien
well briefed, signs it, hereby inform6 signe son ordre dessas et
assuming the responsibility of the prend alors Is responsabilit6 du vol,
flight, aided by the Flight Test l'ingnieur apportant son aide en
Engineer who monitores the various surveillant lea diff6rents paramotres
safety parameters. To increase the de sdcurit4.
efficiency of this supervision, AMD-BA
have developed, since 1968, a real- . Pour augmenter l'efficacitr de ce
time acquisition technique through contr6le lea AMD-BA ont d6velopp4
telemetry. depuis 1968 une technique d'acquisi-

tion temps r~el par t~ldmesure. Au
In the beginning focused on conven- d6but, centrie sur des surveillances
tional monitoring of risky flights : classiques pour des vole A risques

Flight envelope, flutter, structural . Domaines de vol, flutter, efforts,
loads, handling qualities, qualit6s de vol,

High AoA, spin tests, .Essais de grandes incidences, vrilles,

Engine testing .Essais moteurs.

this technique has been, progressively, ella a 6t6 progressivement 6tendue A
extended to all flights of our aircrafts tous lea vols de nas avions et A Is
and to the monitoring of all circuits surveillance de tous lea circuits.
and systems.

3.1.2 - Principes (planche 3.1.1)

3.1.2 - Principles (Figure 3.1.1)

Les donndes acquises A bord sont

The data collected aboard are multiplexdes. Un premier message eat
multiplexed. A first data frame is constitu4 par des mesures A faible bande
composed through measurements in small passants, Infirieure A 20 Hz. Ces
passband, less than 20 Hz. These mesures sont non seulement des informs-
measurements are not only conventional tions analogiques classiques mais de

analog information but, to an ever- plus en plus des informations num6riques
-increasing extent, digital data that qut circulent sur des Bus asynchrones
are circulating on asynchronous buses at qui ount don leur rythme propre. Le
and consequently at their proper rate. multiplexage eat effectu6 par un message
Multiplexing is performed through a num6rique s6rie (PCM).
digital PCM serial message (Pulse Coded
Modulation). Un deuxidme message eat constitu6 par

des mesures A bande passante interm6-
A second data frame is constituted diaire, infdrieure A 200 Hz. On trouve
through measurements in intermediate en particulier lea mesures vibratoires,
pass-band, below 200 Hz. In particular, accdlgrom~tres, efforts... Le multi-
these are measurements of vibrations, plexage eat effectu6 en analogique.
accelerometers structural loads sensors
... Analog multiplexing is used to this
end.

-- imm amm =pmmm mmmm mm
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A third mesjage covers pilot's voice Un troisi me message eat constitu6 par

transmission. Is phonie pilote.

These three data frames are multiplexed Ces trois messages sont de nouveau

again to be telemetered to the ground. multiplex6s pour atre transmis so sol

For safety reasons, to provide for range par t~l~mesure.
losses, they are also recorded aboard on
the analog magnetic tape recorder, which Par sdcurit4 en cas de pertes de portfe,

is moreover used for additional digital ils sont 4galement enregistr6s A bord

or analog recordings, especially in sur enregistreur magndtique analogique
large pass-bands, in general smaller qut eat utilis pour d'autres enregis-

than 2,500 Hz. A ground Telemetry trements numfriques ou analoglques A

Reception Center (implemented by the grande bands passante en gn~ral

French Official Flight Test Center) infdrieure A 2.500 Hz.
collects the telemetered data and
transmits the complete multiplex to La rfception eat effectuie so sol dans
AMD-BA. Back-up antennas are also on centre de r4ception (mis en oeuvre

installed in our Ground Station. par le CEV) qui nous transmet IS
multiplex complet. Des antennes de

The three messages are separated - secours sont install~es sur notre centre
d'exploitation.

During the test phases dedicated
to"vibrations", the different signals Les trois messages sont spars:
of the "vibrations" multiplex are
separated . Dans lea phases d'essais de vibrations

lea dlffirents slgnaux do multiplex
1) they are transmitted to the Flight vibrations soot sfpar6s

Control Room and to the specific
"flutter" processing room for quick 1) transmis en salle d'Acoute et en

display versus time on analog salle dddicac~e aux essais flutter

plotters and in form of spectra for pour des visualisations rapides

two signals via an analog real-time fonction du temps sur traceurs

analysor. analogiques et sous forme de
spectres pour deux signaux par un

2) they are filtred and converted into analyseur analogique temps r~el.
digital units for further processing
by a computer which carries out the 2) filtr6s et convertis en digital pour
spectral analyses of all sigiials itre trait~s par on ordinateur qui

(15), with results upon completion effectue lea analyses spectrales de

of excitation, and also performs a tons lea signaux (15), r4sultats
modal analysis, providing the obtenus juste A la fin de l'excl-
frequencies and dampings of all ration et une analyse modale
strutural modes the results being fournissant lea fr~quences et
available within only 10 to 15 amortiesements de tous les modes
seconds after the test. structuraux en 20 A 15 secondes

aprs l'essai.
The different words of the PC1 message
are dissociated by synchronizers . Leas diff6rents mots do message PCM

sont dissoci6s par des synchronisa-
teurs

1) they are transmitted to the Flight
Control Room via a decommutator 1) transmis en salle d'6coute par un
enabling simple analog displays in ddcommutateur qui assure des visua-
analog output format and digital lisations simples sous forme de
words (presentation of event sorties analogiques et mote digitaux
signals) and in the form of (prdsentation de tops) ct sous forms
bar-graphs for all parameters ; 32 de bargraphs pour tous lea
can be converted into engineering param~tres ; 32 peuvent atre
units using a first-order convertis en grandeur physique A
calibration l'aide d'un 4talonnage do let ordre

ax + b ou a + b
ax + bors + b x

x 2) transmis A l'ordinateur temps rel.
Cat ordinateur prend en compte

2) they are sent to the computer on routes lee informations transmises
line. This computer takes into soit actuellement 8.000 mots/s (avec
account all the data transmitted, one possibilit4 de 16.000). Elles
i.e. currently 8,000 words/second soot traduites an grandeur physique

(but with a capability of par de 6talonnages polynomiaux ou
16,000).They are converted into soue forme segmente.
engineering units through
polynominal calibrations or in Diff~rents traitements peuvent ftre
segmented form. effectu~s :

Various treatments can be applied . Calculs syst~matiques pendant tout
I vol de grandeurs d'int~rkt

Systematic computations throughout gdn~ral, exemples :
the flight of parameters of Altitude, vitesse et Mach corrtg4s
general interest. Examples : Masse et centrage, CZ, incidence
Corrected altitude, speed and Mach vraie ...
number, weight and center of
gravity location, lift coeffi-
clent, true AoA,
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Computations adapted to the test . Calculs adaptis A l'essai en
under progress. : cours.

All the collected and calculated Toutea lea donn6es acquies et

data are stored on magnetic tape calculdes sont stockes sur bande
throughout the flight. They are also magnitique pendant tout le vol.
accessible in the Flight Control Elles sont 6galement accessibles en

Room on graphics and alpha-numerical salle d'icoute our des 4crans
displays. The aim of these graphiques e: alphanum6riques. Le
visualizations is to enable the logiciel d'accs A ces visualisa-
Flight Test Team to react "on the tions st ralis4 pour permettre une
spur of the moment" : great raction rapids de '6quipe
conviviality of data display d'essais
arrangements tailored to test
progress, all controls being housed grande convivialit6 pour lea modifi-
in the Flight Control Room. cations de pr~sentation suivant le

ddroulement des essais, routes lea
To improve the response times of the commandes 6tant en salle d'Acoute.
FTT, the computer monitors the
litits and transmits three Pour sm4

1
iorer le temps de r6ponse

evert-signal words of 16 bits. Each de l'6quipe, l'ordinateur effectue
of these bits may assemble several des surveillances de limites at
items of information of the same tranmet trois mote tops de 16 bits.
type. Artificial intelligence Chacun de ces bits pouvant regrouper
modules are also capable of failure plusieurs informacions de mime type.
diagnostics. Des modules d'intelligence artifl-

cielle peuvent 6galement effectuer
The team has at its disposal three des diagnostics de pannes.
graphics display terminals with
hard-cony capability, two A/N L'6quipe dispose de trois consoles
terminals and one graphics console graphiques avec copiage, deux
enablint to reconstitute the consoles alphanumdriques et une
operation of the aircraft circuits console graphique permettant de
or its navigation. reconstituer le fonctionnement des

circuits de l'avion ou sa
Listings on printers and traces are navigation.
available at the end of a flight for
the debriefing. Des listages cur imprimantes et

trac6s sont disponibles A la fin du
To carry out all these functions, it vol pour le debriefing.
is necessary to resort to a
top-class computer with "real time" Pour raliser toutes ces fonctions,
capability, the CPU used is the il eat ndcessaire de disposer d'un
GOULD SEL 32.97.50. ordinateur "temps rdel" haut de

gamme, le type utilis6 eat le GOULD
The pilot's voice link is also SEL 32.97.50.
transmitted to the Flight Control
Room. A precious help, in particular 3) La phonle pilote eat 6galement
for the weapon systems tests, is the transmise en salle d'Acoute. Une
transmission of video signals aide importante, en particulier pour
through a separate telemetry lea essals de systAme d'armes, eat
transmitter, enabling to visualize rialiede par la transmission de
the pilot's Head-Up Display or the signaux vid6o par un 6metteur de
Head-Level and Head-Down CRT's. t16mesure s6par6, ce qui permet de

visualiser la tite haute pilote ou
lee sutres visualisatlons titee

3.1.3 - Gains yielded in Test Efficiency moyennes ou basses.

Thanks to our facilities, we were in a 3.1.3 - Gains apportas sour l'efficaclt4 des
position to prevent at least two mishaps-------------------- ---
which is another proof - should this essais
still be necessary - for the cogency of
the safety aspect, and the rentability
of the investment consented. Nos installations nous out permis

d'6viter au mons deux accidents ce qui
This technique still holds other - si cela 6tait ndcessaire - permettrait
advantges de d6montrer l'aspect sdcurit6 at la

rentabilit6 de l'investissement consenti
Pilot's Assistance

Cette technique a 6galement d'autres
Plight preparation has to be very avantages 2
meticulous and must be optimized.
Real-time display of the results makes Assistance au pilate
it possible to check the quality of the
tests, to help the pilot in conducting La prdparation du vol dolt Atre tres
them, thus enabling to increase test soign6e et optimis6e. La prdsentation
density. Consequently, in-flight time is des r~sultats en temps r6ael permet de
decresed. contriler la qualit des essais, eider

le pilots dans so condjite les easais
qui peuvent atre plus denses. On diminue
lea heuree de vol.
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Reduction of Processing Time Diinution des teps d'exploitation
The fact to "table" the important Le fait d'avoir tous lee rdsulcatsresults at the end of a flight substan- importante A Ia fin du vol rend letialy increases the effectiveness of debriefing avec le pilote plus efficacethe debriefing with the pilots and et permet de prdperer immdlatement Isenables to prepare the next flight vol eulvant. Lee exemples types snnt leeimmediately. Typical examples are spin vrilles et lea acais de flutter. Avecand flutter tests. Thanks to on-line le temps rdel on a pu augmenter Ismonitoring, it has become possible to nombre d'essais de vrilles par vol etincrease the number of spin tests per enchaner les vols.flight and to concatenate flights. It is On peut 6galement effectuer facilementalso feasible to carry out two envelope deux vols de doaiine par Jour puisqueextension flights daily, since the lee rdsultats peuvent Atre analysis ddresults can be analyzed upon touch-doa. la fin du vol.
Permanent Monitoring of the Aircraft and Contrgle permanent de levion et de sonits Test Installation throughout the installation de meure pendant le vol

L'accds possible A toutes le donndes
The possibility to access all data in dens la salls d'icoute permet en gdndralthe Flight Control Room generally allows d'expliquer toutes lea pannes. Dans cesto explain all failures. Under these conditions, le travail de l'dquipe deconditions, the ground engineering teem plate peut Atre entrepris efficacementcan start work effectively on arrival of dde larrivde de I'avion dane le hangar.the aircraft in the hangar. The same Il en eat de msme pour l'installation deapplies for the test installation. msure elle-mgme.
Active dawntime between flights is L'indisponibiliti entre lee vols eatreduced and, as a consequence, the rate diminuie ce qui augments la cadence etof flight is increased and development accdldre la mlse au point gdn6rale.on the whole Is accelerated.

Intcratlon de l'dquipe d'eai et desIntegration of the lght Tet Teem and aqUioementiera Cu suivi du volEq!uiment Manufacturers in the Flight
Follow-Up 

L'Aquipe qui suit le vol en comprendmieux lee buts, lee points critiques quiThe team following on line the flight In feront l'objet des exploitations enprogress has a better understanding of temps diffdrd. Le debriefing pilots estthe targeted goals, and the critical facilitA et lee exploitations complimen-points which will be analyzed in depth taires peuvent Atre entreprisesoff line. The pilot's debriefing is immddiatement.facil:.aced and complementary processing
Jobs can be undertaken at once.

3.1.4 - Realization 3.1.4 - Edalisation

La planche 3.1.2 donne le synoptique deFigure 3.1.2 gives the block diagram of l'acqufistion temps rdel.real-time acquisition in AMD-BA.

Two Air Bases are equipped with on line Deux bases sent 6uip :facilities 
ISTRES

centre principal pour la mise au point,
•ISTRES Main development Center,
5ZAU: Armament and external stores CAZALdelivery testing, pour e , ls armement et sdparation

de chs- -Prom 1978 to 198, more than 200
different aircraft have been d'veloped. De 1978 , 1988, plus de 200 avionaThey belong to about 15 different diffdrents ont 4t6 mis au point. Ilefamilies : 

appartenneiit A environ 15 familes

MIRAGE III & 5 difftrentes :

MIRAGE IV 
MIRAGE III et 3,JAGUAR 
MIRAGE T ,ALPHA-JET 
MIRAGE IV,SUPER-ETENDARD 

. JAGUAR,MIRAGE 2000 
ALPHA-JET,MIRAGE 4000 
SUPER-ETENDAR ,ATLANTIQUE ATL 2 and refurbished MIRAGE 4000,• ATLNTICMIRAGE 4000,ATLANTIC 
ATLANTIQUE ATL2 ct ATLANTIC rdnovds,

RAFALE .RAFALEThe large dynasty of MYSTERE FALCON Touts Ia famille des MYSTERE-FALCONcomprising : FALCON 20, 10, 100, 20. 10, 100, 200, 50, 90, US GUARDIAN200, 50, 900, GUARDIAN and CARDIA. et GARDIAN.
In addition to these different types of En dehors de ces types d'avionsaircraft, the number of aircraft under diff4rents le nombre d'avions en eassetstest is attributable to airframe renova- as justifle par dee rdnovatlons cellulestions, and particularly to the large at surtout par des systmes d'armesvariety of distinctive weapon systems. diff6rents.

-- -.
auto 

mess-
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The multi-role MIRAGE 2000 aircraft Pour la famille MIRAGE 2000, avion

family comprises 14 different versions, polyvalent, il y a 1. versions

distinguishing by : diff4rentes compte tenu :

. the engine (2) SNECMA M 53-5 and M 53 . du moteur (2) SNECMA M 53-5 et M 53 P2

P2 . du radar (4) THOMSON-CSF RDM, ROI, RDY

* the radar (4) THOMSON-CSF ROM, iI, et ESD ANTILOPE.

ROY and ANTILOPE manufactured by
ELECTRONIQUE Serge DASSAULT. des syst~mes d'armes : francais 2000 DA

et 2000 N et versions "export".

. the weapon systems : French versions -

2000 DA and 2000 N Export versions. Pour ces diff~rentes versions 600

configurations de charges extirieures

For these variants, 600 external stores ont 6t valid~es. Pour effectuer ces

configurations have been validated. To essais i une cadence pouvant atteindre

perform these tests at a rate that may 15 vols par jour lea moyens sont lea

reach 15 flights daily, the following suivants
means are available :

3 salles d'6coute temps rdel A ISTRES,

. 3 control Rooms for real-time

follow-up at ISTRES, . 1 salle d'6coute temps r6el A CAZAUX,

1 1 real-time Control Rom at CAZAUX, . 2 stations mobiles dont une temps r~el

avec ordinateur pour des essais A

* 2 mobile ground stations, one fully l'Atranger. La planche 3.1.3 donne la
equipped for on-line operation, with configuration informatique du centre
computer, for tests abroad, principal dISTRES.

Figures 3.1.3 roughly outlines the En plus des ordinateurs GOULD 32-97

computer network in the main AMD-BA d'acquisition temps r6el on trouve

Center at ISTRES.
1 ordinateur GOULD 32-97 pour des

In addition to the GOULD 32-97 real-time exploitations en temps diffir6 et lea
acquisition CPU, ISTRES accommodates : mises au point de programmes.

1 1 GOULD 32-87 for off-line processing . I ordinateur IBM 4341 permet d'effec-
and develpment of software programs, tuer des exploitations locales avec

des programmes simplifi6s du Bureau

1 1 IBM 4341 computer for local d'Etude.

processing tasks, with simplified
Design Office programs, . I ordinateur IBM 4381 pour la gestion

g~n~rale et lee dessins d~finition des

1 IBM 4381 computer for general installations de mesure sur programme

management and creation of definition CATIA.

drawings of measurement installations,

using CATIA CAD - CAM programs.

Fig. 3.1.1

GENERAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
ON BOARD DATA

ACQUISMON: PROCESSING

I 8X AP

VI DI PN1 1,EIEFORMAT

Li ILIEu]
SYSTEM i COWAUTER - ESIT

CONT ~~ous ~ X1  NV FI ?ER _CMUE

CHANNELSANALYZER1

__________TRAJECTORY

FT~W1BX TAPE-
AIRCRAFT PNAAMEERS
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3.2 - Airframe Tests, Model Technique 3.2 -Essais cellule technique du modle

C^nventional processing methods of perfor- Les mdthodes classiques d'exploitation des
mance, handling qualities, structural performances, qualitde de vol, efforts at
stresses and strains cozist in collecting contraintes de structure consistent A faire
in-flight data and in processing them l'acquistion des donn~es de vol et de lea

traiter
* retranscription into standard conditions
at given weight and C.G. location, . retranacription en conditions standard A

masse et eentrage donn~s,

* computation of aerodynamic coefficients, masse at cefragents I* calcul de coefficients a6rodynamiques,
* computation of aerodynamical loads. * calcul des efforts a6rodynamiques,

To obtain sufficiently accurate results, it
is mandatory to account for numerous flight Pour avoir des rsultats suffisament fins,
parameters, for instance the Reynold's il eat n4cessaire de tenir compte de
number, local air-inlet and profile drag nombreux paramAtres de vol come par exemple
variations as a function of engine le nombre de Reynold, des variations de
conditions... tratn~es locales d'entr~e d'air at culot en

fonction des conditions moteur ...
Interesting for performance mr-surements are
flight manoeuvres at high ir< idence where Lea performances int6ressantes sont lea
the flight parameters may evolve very 6volutions A grands incidence ou lea
quickly. paramAtres de vol peuvent 4voluer

rapidement.
Aircraft can no longer be considered as
rigid structures, notions of aero-elasticity Lea avions ne peuvent plus itre consid~r~s
must be taken into consideration as well as come des structures rigides, il faut faire
the position of numerous control surfaces, intervenir l'adro-Alasticit4 et des
which also depcnd on the flight conditions positions de nombreuses gouvernes qul
and the center of gravity location. d4pendent 4galement des conditions de vol et

du centrape.
To determine the different coefficients it
would be necessary to solve a great number L'obtention des diffirents coefficients
of equations. Since 1960, we have been demanderait la r~solution d'un grand nombre
developing a methods called "model d'6quations. Depuis 1960, nous avons
technique", the use of which is presently ddveloppi une technique dite du mod~le,
generalized for a large variety of cette technique eat maintenant gin4ralfs~e A
applications. beaucoup de sujets.

3.2.1 - Principle 3.2.1 - Principe

The principle is outlined on Fig. 3.2.1. Le principe eat donn6 en planche 3.2.1.
The various parameters are collected as
usual, but they are kept unchanged, On effectue Agalement l'acquisition des
except for corrections of calibrations diffdrents param~tres mais qul sont
and elementary computations, such as the conserves en lenr Atat mis A part des
mean efficiency of air intakes. These corrections d'Atalonnages at des calculs
data are transmitted to the Design Almentaires come on rendement moyen
Office computer where is stored a d'entr6e d'air.
mathematical aircraft model for
performances, handling qualities, Ces Informations sont transmises A
structural loads, ... Flight conditions l'ordinateur du Bureau d'Etude od se
and aircraft inputs (control surfaces trouve on modile math~matique de
deflections) logged in flight are l'svion.
entered into the computer, and model
response is then compared to the actual On entre lea conditions de vol et lea
aircraft response. ordres avion (positions de gouvernes)

enregistr~s en vol at on compare la
If they diverge, the model coefficients r~ponse du modAle avec la riponse avion.
are modified automatically in order to
minimize these differences and, through En cas d'Vicsrt, on modifie automatique-
deduction, a new set of coefficients is ment lee coefficients du modle de faton
established. Test points are then A minimiser ces 6carts at on en d~duit
selected to account for important un jeu de nouveaux coefficients. Si l'on
external influences aslectionne des points d'essais pour

tenir compte des influences ext~rieures
. Altitude, importantes
Speed,
Mach number, . Altitude,
Dynamic pressure, . Vitesse,

* Angle of attack, .Mach,

Pression dynamique,
Incidence,
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In this way it is possible to update the on obtient un module recal6 qui pormet-model that now allows to output the new tra de donner de nouvellea performancesperformances and limitations within the at limitations dane tout I. domain. dewhole flight envelope and, moreover, to vol at avec un contr8la de routes leecheck all possible pilot's inputs, as entr6as possibles du pilots et leawell as the C.G. configurations. configurations de centrage.

When the aircraft is fitted with an Loraque l'avion eat 6quip6 de commandeselectric flight control system, it is de vol ilectriques, il eat possiblepossible to "inject" minutely chosen d'injecter des ordres bien selectionnisand calibrated orders directly into tht et calibrds, directement en ordresservo-actuators, so-called "stimili" - servocommandes sane 1'intervention duwithout any intervention of the pilot. pilots, appelds stimuli. Ce signal eatThis signal is optimized by the optimis6 par l'ordinateur d'exploitationcomputer, whose processing is adjusted suivant lea coefficients recherchs.
to the coefficients to be determined.

3.2.2 - Avantages
3.2.2 - Advantages

Cette mdthode permet d'svoir desThis method is a reliable means to rAsultats plus affin6a at plus coupletsobtain more refined and more en balayant toute la bande peasantscomprehensive results since the complete intdre8aante. Ella permet d'effectuerpass band of interest is scanned. it des 6volutions rapides du type combat.enables to carry out very quick flightmanoeuvres of the type performed in air Nous donnons un example d'exploitationcombat. An example of processing is des qualit s de vol en planches 3.2.2 ergiven on figures 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 for 3.2.3. Sur la planche 3.2.2 on comparehandling qualities. Figure 3.2.2 le vol et le mod~le origine (roulla etcompares the flight and the original d~rapage) et aur la planche 3.2.3, lemodel (roll and sideslip) and figure r
4
sultat final apr~s recalage du modAle.

3.2.3. shows the final result, after
updating of the model. Corte mdthode permet de rdduire lehombre de points d'essais donc de vole.
This technique permits to reduce the
number of test points and, consequently, Il eat Agalement possible, avec le mimethe number of flights, stimuli, de conduire plusieurs exploita-

tions.
Moreover, it is possible to process the
same "stimuli" in several different Un premier signal de bands peasantsways, 

maximum possible par lee servocommandes
Pemet de controler lea frhquences etA first signal in the maximum band width amortissements structuraux pour Iapossible through the servo-actuators pr4vention du flutter. Ii permetenables to check the frequences and A
galement d'tre utilis pour Ia mise austructural dampings for flutter point des commandes de vol 6lectrique

prevention. It can also be used for finetuning of the electric flight control . ditermination de Ia r~ponse avion ausystem : braquage de chaque gouverne,

determination of aircraft response for . calcul de la fonction de transferteach control surface deflection, r6ponse avion sur lea ordres servocom-
mandes et r~ponse servocomeandes,

computation of the transfer function
of aircraft response to servo-actuator . on obtient ainai lee merges de gain etinputs and servo-actuator response. les frdquences critiques.

it is thus possible to obtain gain Un type de signal A basse frdquencemargins and critical frequences. permet d'acckder aux coefficients
airodynamiques (planches 3.2.2 et 3.2.3)A low-frequency type signal gives access mais galement aux measures de structure.to the aerodynamical coefficients(figures 3.2.2 and 3.2.3) and also to La planche 3.2.4 reprdsente deux effortsthe structural loads measurements. voilure, le vol eat repr~sent6 par lee
"+" et le mod~le, en trac6 continu. LeFigure 3.2.4 exemplifies 2 wing load modale correspondent eat d jA recal6 dumeasurements. The flight is represented point de vue coefficients a6rodynamiques

by + and the model Is plotted as acontinuous line. The model shown has Cette planche met 4galement en 6videncealready been updated with regards to the qua cette mdthode permet de diminuer laerodynamical coefficients. This figure cadence dacquisition. I1 eat possiblealso highlights that our method allows de valider un mod6le mime si Ia mesureto reduce the acquisition rate. It is eat un peu disperse en jugeant leapossible to validate a model even if the 6carts. Par contra, s'il fallait fairemeasurement is slightly scattered, des traitements sur la mesure du typejudged by the deviations. But, if it ddrivation, n6cessitant un lissage, iIwere necessary to apply derivational faudrait augmenter la cadence.processing on the measurement, implying
smoothing, the acquisition rate would
have to be increased.
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The model technique allows to decrease La technique du modile permet de

the number of measurement points. Let us diminuer le nombre de points de mesure.

take as example the structural loads Par exemple dans le cas des efforts : le
the model was created through modAle a 4t6 cri par des calculs par
computation on finite elements. With the 6lhments finis. Avec ce moddle on
help of this model, significant sdlectionne lee points de mesure
measurement points are selected that significatifs permettant de remonter aux
permit to close in upon in-flight loads, charges en vol.

On the RAFALE demonstrator, to make up Sur RAFALE A - qui ne disposait pas de
for the lack of a static test cell, 300 cellule d'essais statiques - il a 6t6
gauges were bonded onto the airframe for col1A 300 jauges pour un essal d'6preuve
a ground "proof test" with a 0.8 charge, au sol A charge 0,8 recalant ce modile ;

to update the model. 200 among these 200 de ces jauges ont 6t6 cibl~es bonnes
gauges had been wired to be "airworthy", de vol mats le domaine de vol a 4t6
but the flight envelope was covered with coovert avec 90 mesures. Lee autres ont
only 90 test points. The others were 6t6 utilisdes au cours de 3 vols
used for 3 flights dedicated to general sp~cialisds pour lea 6tudes gdndrales
structural studies. With the experience structure.
gained through the development of the
MIRAGE 2000, MIRAGE 4000, FALCON 900 and Avec l'expdrience acquise sur la miss au
RAFALE A aircraft, we are in a position point, des svions MIRAGE 2000, MIRAGE
to demonstrate that it is possible to 4000, FALCON 900 et RAFALE A, nous
success fully master a development task pouvons ddmontrer qu'il est possible
with a data flow of 128 kbits/second, to d'effectuer une mise au point avec un
which are to be added vibration ddbit d'information de 128 Kbits/s
measurements. auquel il faut ajouter les mesures

vibratoires.
RAFALE A exhibited the efficiency of the
definition, prediction and test RAFALE A a d6montrA l'efficacitA des
techniques adopted by Avions Marcel m4thodes de ddfinition, pr6visions et
DASSAULT-BREGUET AVIATION by completing essais en effectuant en une annie 153
153 flights in a single year (figure vols (planche 3.2.5).
3.2.5).

.7 AVIONS MARCEL DASSAULT - BREGUET AVIATION

MODELLIZATION TECHNIQUE

S IT

I ........... TI TUIIISION GI

UITIO LITIITOMODEL

TFT A T I ITI I EETT

I DESIGN OFFICE COMPUTER
- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -
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RAFALE: EXAMPLE OF AIRCRAFT MODEL AUTOMATIC CORRECTION
ORIGINAL MODEL RESPONSE COMPARED

TO THE FLIGHT RESULT
0 0 MACHJALT 0ON FT

ig. 3.2.2

I i , I

RAFALE: EXAMPLE OF AIRCRAFT MODEL AUTOMATIC CORRECTION
CORRECTED MODEL RESPONSE COMPARED

TO THE FLIGHT RESULT
, 0. MACH .5 ALT 10 000 FT

Fig. 3.2.3

I I :l + , %Ak A.t
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3.3 - Systems integration - stimulation technique 3.3 - Int6gration de svstime - La stimulation

The development cycle of a system, Le cycle de dveloppement d'un systeme
schematized on Fig. 3.3.1, is similar to prsent6 sur le planche 3.3.1 ent semblable
that of the aricraft it-self. A celut do d~veloppement de l'avion

lul-mme.
The advent of equipment with digital
outputs, integrated into complex systems L'arriv6e d'6quipements A sorties num6riques
with computerized management, makes the intigr6s dans des systimes complexes aver
explosure of operational malfunctions and gestion par calculateurs rend plus diffilcile
design anomalies more difficult and, as a la d6tection d'anomalles de fonctionnement
result, the adoption of stcict development ou de conception et rend plus impratlf
and integration rules has become an almost ladoption de r gles de mIse as point et
inevitable must. dintgration.

The equipment must have undergone beforehand Les 6quipements doivent avoir effectuA au
stand-alone tests in the manufacturer's prialable des essais individuels chez le
premises, complemented, if judged necessary, fabricant avec suivant le cas, et de faon
by increasingly generalized tests on service de plus en plus gdnkrale, des essais sur
aircraft. avion de servitude.
The work of AMD-BA begins with the arrival
of the equipment. Le travail des AMD-PA romence a leur

r6ceptlon.

The newcomers are mounted on a test bench
that reproduces as accurately as feasible, ls sont mont6s sur n banc qui reprodllt au
the aircraft wirings. The test bench allows mieux le liaisons avion. Ce bane permet de
to check : contr6ler :

the electrical connections, . lea liaisons lectriques,
- the equipment performance, its sensitivity . les performances de I'6qufpement,
to electrical 0ower generation, . sa sensibllit6 A la g~nratlon 6lectrique,
input/output sensitivity of parameters . Ia sensibilltA des sorties de paramitres
visualized on pilot's displays, vers lea visualisations pilote,
the failure logics. . les logiques de pannes.

These conventional tests are no longer Ces essais classiques sont devenus
sufficient for the new integral systems insuffisants avec len nouveaux systomes
intralinked through bus. Only a few problems int6gris avec liaisons par Bus.
can be apprehended in this way, because of
equipment interfaces and logics inconsis- Seulement quelques probl-mes peuvent itr
tencies and the limited number of sampling ainsi appr~hendis do fait de problime
possibilities. More particularly, the dinterfaces, d'6quipem nts, de logiques,
various equipment must be operated with 6chantillonnages limitis en nombre. II faut
correlated digital inputs. en particulier faire fonctionner len

6quipements avec des entries digitales
The problems linked to the dynamic variable corrilies.
only appear during in-flight operation :
filtering, exrrapolation, noise, dynamic Len problimes hi6s A la dyvanique
accuracy. na'pparaisseoc qu'en vol : filtrage,

extrapolation, bruit, pr6clsion dynamique.
In this case, the analysis an]7 the solution
of problems found are difficult Dans ce cas lanalyse et la solution den

problimes rencontris sont difficilenq
Difficulty to record the right parameters difficulti d'enregistrement des hors
(or the key parameter). The means on board paramitres (ou do paramstre clef). les
of the aircraft are limited. moyens A hord sont limitis.

The pilot sometimes fails to elucidate Le pilote a parfris des dlfflcoltis
certain malfunctions. d'interprtation de certaines anomalies. 1

eat nicessaire de refaire de nouveaux vcols
It Is necessary to carry out new flights pour routes modifications et il ent
for each modification and it is difficult difficile de rpiter la mime configuration
to repeat exactly the same flight de vol.
configuration.

Ce sont ces cons jUrations quf nous oat
The above considerations incited us to conduit A imaginer use nouvelle technique
imagine a new integration technique. d'intgration.

3.3.1 - Principles 3.3.1 - Principes

The block diagram of a standard-type Le schima d'un systime type est d,,nn en
system is plotted on Figure 3.3.2. planche 3.3.2.

The aircraft evolves Is an external L'avion se trouve dana sn envlronnement
environment : flight conditions, flight ext~rieur : conditions de vol,
manoeuvres, target, threats, terrain 6volutlons, cible, menaces, terrain.
condition.
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The system is composed of sensors Le ystfme est constitu4 de capteurs

restoring this environment and the rendant compte de cet environnement et
status of the internal sub-systems. de sols syst~mes internee.
The whole data stream transits towards L'aoaemble des dontes transire vers debcomputers on hoses. Lesml e one rnlevr e

calculateurs par des Bus. Lee r4sultats

The results of the computations that are de calcul, qui soot adaptds A des
adapted to the functions selected by the fonctions cdlectlonneq par le pilote.
pilot, are sent to the pilot's displays sont envoys en visualisation pilote et

in the cockpit and, as orders, to the en ordres vers lea armaments.

weapons. La m~thode d~veloppie par AMD-BA eat
The method developed by AND-BA is donde en planche 3.3.3.

epitomized on Figure 3.3.3. Les 6quipements r4els du systime sont

The actual system's components are months sur le bane de ciblage qui permet
mounted on the wiring rig - it is d'effectuer lea premiers essais
consequently possible to carry out the classiques mentionn6s, ci-dessue.
customary first tests specified before.

Ce bane peut Stre stimuli par un
This test bench can be stimulated ordinateur par des informations corr6-
through a computer on t e s of lee rendant compte de l'environnementthog ac .utro the bai of ~ iuvuprlacatus e

correlated information rendering account extfrleor, vu par lea capteurs. Ces
of the external environment "seen" by informations sont injectea sour le bane
the sensors. These information are A la place des capteurs avec la mime
injected into the test bench as stand-in forme grace a l'interface de
for the sensors by means of the stimulation.
stimulation interface. Ces informations peuvent provenir de
The data may proceed from different diffdrentes sources :

o cee eesais devant 8tre effectus avant
Since these tests must be carried out lavionnage cur l'avion d'armes, elles

prior to the system's aircraft peuvent provenir d'enregistrements cur
integration capability tests, the data un autre type d'avion, de bandes de
may originate from recordings made on simulation ou d'une petite simulation
another aircraft type, from a simulation r~alisAe cur le mame ordinateur.
tape or may be a short simulation
created on the same computer. Il eat possible ensuite de rejouer des

phases de vol enregistries sur t'avion
In the following, it is possible to play d'armes. On effectue sinai de riels
back flight phases recorded on the play-back qui peuvent itre reproduits.
fighter aircraft the system is intended
for. In this way it is possible to Un problime a 6t6 l'acquiaition des
create "authentic" play-backs th.t are mesures nicessaires A bord. En 1974, lea
reproducible. enregistreurs magn~tiques 6taient

limites A 2000 mots par seconds. If
A hurdle to clear was the acquisition of s'agissait de m6langer des inforsations
necessary measurements on board of the analogiques et des informations numdri-
aircraft. In 1974, the magnetic tape ques acquises sur des Bus asynchrones.
recorders were capable of only 2000
words per second. The task to tackle was Pour limiter la cadence d'acquisition,
to merge the analog data and the digital il a 6t4 nicessaire de falre des tris
information collected on asynchronous cur lea informations Bus et de limiter
buses. leurs cat,,ces A celles correspondent A

Ta banse passante du paramAr-e et non
To limit the acquisition rate, it was celles du Bus.
mandatory to sort the data on the bus
and to limit their rate to that of the Pour reconstituer la bonne cadence au
pass-band of the parameter and not to bane, 1i fallait qua cette acquisition
that of the bus. To reconstitute the soit effectu6es avec une prhcision en
proper rate on the test bench, temps de 1 ma.
acquisition had to meet a time accuracy
requirement of I ma. T1 fallait enfin simpliier l'acquisi-

tion et lea traitements qut conduiaent A
The solution to be found was to simplify Is bands de stimuli.
acquisition and the means of processing Ce soot tea diffrentes considhrscion1
eading to the "stimuli" tape. esn e ifrne osdrto

qui cous ont conduits A Is dhfinition du
These reite-tione converged it the systme d'acquisition DANIEL dont le
definition of the "DANtEL" acquisition forms du message PC4 de sortie, au
syste, n PCN ,.tput mesage, in standard IRIG, eat devenu un standard en
IRIG ..- . * has become a standard FRANCE aous Is dinomination de PCM
ir FI.N' ,own as PCM DANIEL standard. DANIEL.
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The exigencies of stimulation were the Ce sont lea exigences de Is stimulat n
primary incentives of our choice, in quf nous ont fait choisir dis 1974
1974 already, to opt for SYSTEM ordinateurs System Engineering SEL 85
ENGINEERING SEL 85 computers which, in qui ot par Is suite it remplacds par
the following, were replaced by GOULD des GOULD SEL 32/75, 32/77 et maintenant
SEL 32/75, 32/77 computers, and 32/97.
presently our CPU's are SEL 32/97.

La stimulation a po acre rialiede au

In 1974. stimulation was based on d6part en 1974 avec l'enregistrement de
recordings of 2000 words of information 2000 informations par seconde.
per second. Presently, 8000 words per Actuellement l'enregistrement a 6t6

second (128 Kbits/second) are recorded, port6 A 8.000 mots/s (128 Kbits/s)
including roughly thousand useful comprenant une centaine de paramitres
parameters. It has never been necessary utiles. 11 n'a jamais 6t6 ncessaire
to log the totality of the buses in d'enregistrer la totaliti des Bus en
flight. vol.

3.3.2 - Avantages de Is stimulation
3.3.2 - Advantages of Stimulation

En rasum6 lea avantages apportis par
The assets of this technique can be cette technique sont lps suivants :
recapitulated as follows:

Le banc stimulable permet d'itudier des
The stimulable test bench makes it phinomines dynamiques. C'est un outil
possible to study dynamic phenomena. indipendant de l'avion et qui peut
Stimulation is a tool that is travailler avant lea phases de vol. II
independent of the aircraft and that can permet ainsi de ditecter des anomalies
intervene effectively ahead of the d'iquipements ou de spicification dana
flight phases. It thus enables to lea liaisons, avant l'avionnage. Ceci se
pinpoint anomalies of equipment or traduit par une 4conomie de vols.
specifications and in links prior t,
aircraft integration. Consequently, it I1 eat igalement d'une aide (avec le
contributes to economize flights, centre OASIS) pour difinir lea

spicifications de syst~mes d;s la
It also helps (in association with the premiire phase de l'organigraome.
OASIS Center) to define the
specifications of systems, from the C'est un outil d'exploitation. 11 permet
outset of the flowchart elaboration de mieux comprendre lea problimes
stage. rencontris en vol et d'en diterminr

leur origine (problime avion ou problme
It is a processing tool, not only systime, de risoudre ces problimen ct de
allowing a better comprehension of valider Is modification avec le mime
problems found in flight and fault profil de vol.
diagnostics (aircraft or system origin),
but also assisting in solving these Pour cette recherche, la phase de vol
problems and to validate modifications itant r6productible A volont6, iI eat
with the same flight profile, plus ais qu'en vol d'avoir accis aux

paramitres intiressants et d'utiliser
For trouble hunting, since a given des moyens sol mons coflteux et plus
flight phase is reproducible at will, puissants. Economie de vol, de co~t
stimulation makes it easier to access d'iquipements et de stockage de donnies.
parameters of interest and enables to
use ground means, that are less costly Lea modes secours sont 6valuis avec le
and more powerful than airborne mime vol que lea modes normaux.
installations. Consequently : economy of
flights, equipment expenditures and data Les bance sont igalement utilisis pour
storage space. la formation des iquipes d'essais avant

les vols.
The same flight profile used for normal
modes also serves for the evaluation of Lea iconomies tris importantes sont
back-up and emergency modes. difficilement chiffrables, il suffit de

savoir que sans cat outil il nous aurait
We also take advantage of the 6ti impossible de divelopper le nombre
stimulation benches to instruct and de systimes que nous possidons sur nos
train the test teams before flights. avions et d'offrir A nos clients une

panoplie d'armements adaptis A leurs
Cost-saving through stimulation is very besoins mme avec une faible srie
substantial but hard to quantify - in coneandie.
quintessence it is enough to know that

without this tool it would not have been
possible for us to develop the great
number of systems we put on board of our
aircraft and to offer our clients a
panoply of armements adapted to their
needs, even if only small series were
ordered.
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3.3.3 - Material Realization 3.3.3 - Raliesation

Each aircraft system is installed on a Chaque systAme avion eat instald our un
test bench in the AMD-BA center at banc & BRETIGNY. 14 syst~mes snt
BRETIGNY. actuellement en dhveloppement avec 18
Currently, 14 systems are under banes complets et 7 bance partiles. Ils
development on 18 comprehensive and 7 snt stimulse par 4 ordinateurs GOULD
partial test rigs. They are stimulated SEL 32/77 et 1 GOULD SEL 32/97.
through 4 GOULD SEL 32/77 and I GOULD
SEL 32/97 computers. La stimulation a At6 de plus en pl s

6tendue au syst
4
me en stimulant certains

Stimulation has been increasingly capteurs (radar, centrale A Inertie).
extended to the entire system by Des radars et missiles couples sur le
stimulating certain sensors (radar, bant permettent de faire de rdelles
inertial navigation unit). Radars and acquisitions de cibles et contrller lea
missiles coupled to the test bench accrocheges missiles.
enable to make real target acquisitions
and to control missiles lock-on. La planche 3.3.4 donne le synoptique

d'un bant. On remarquera qua des labors-
Figure 3.3.4 is the schematic diagram of toires sont r4servds aux 6quipementiers
a test bench. A more detailed study qui conservent leur responsabilit6 de
reveals that some laboratories are miss sou point avec leurs 6quipements
reserved to equipment manufacturers who d'essais propres.
thus preserve their development
pregoratives on their own test
equipment. 3.3.4 - OASIS

3.3.4 - OASIS (Specifications Design Tool) Un probldme difficile A mettre su point
------------.-.-------------.. concerve tes figurations A donner a

pilote. Avec lea indicateure classiques
A delicate problem to bring to a on pouvait attendre la phase maquettage
successful issue concerns the develop- cabins pour lee r6partir au mieux.
ment of the symbology to present to the L'arriv6e des viseurs t~te haute rendait
pilot. With conventional indicators, It plus difficile cette adaptation. Chaque
was possible to await the cockpit modification se fait par logiciel et lea
mock-up phase to optimize their layout. d6lais de riaction sont tr6s longs.
The arrival of head-up displays compli-
cated this adaptation. Each modification Nous avons d6fini un outil simple appeld
implies a software adjustment and DAISY qu permet de pr6senter our 6crans
"reaction" lead times are very long ... (d'abord ceux affects so vol en salle

d'4coute) les visualisations proposies
We defined a very simple tool, et lee modifier facilement. On peut
christened DAISY (Synthetic Imagery ainai mieux ddfinir le cahier des
Animation System) enabling us to display charges viseur.
on screens (on displays assigned to the
Ground Station in the beginning) the Cet outil a 4t6 g6niralis dans le
proposed symbology and to modify it centre OASIS (Outil d'Aide A la
easily. This helped to define the Spdcification) avec toutes lea varidts
General Specifications for sighting de sortie, t~te haute ou thce bases
heads more efficiently. (4crans cathodiques). Compte tenu de sa

fonction dans la ddfinition avion, Is
The application spectrum of this tool responsabilitd en a 6t4 donne au Bureau
was optimized in the OASIS Center, where d'Etude male sa localisation aux Essais
are Implemented all feasible output en Vol facilite les contacts avec lea
varieties (head-up or head-down displays pilotes et 6quipes d'essais et dimlnue
(cathode ray tubes). On account of its leur temps d'indisponibilit6.
role in aircraft definition, the
responsibility of this Center was given Lea ordinateurs utilias sont du type
to the Design Office, but its GOULD *1 GOULD 32/97 et 2 GOULD 32/67.
accommodation in the Flight Test
Division facilitates the contacts with

the pilots and test teams and cuts down
their times of unavailableness.

The computers used are of GOULD brand

I GOULD 32/97 and 2 GOULW 32/67.

A.
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DEVELOPMENT CYCLE OF A NAVIGATION ATTACK SYSTEM
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Fig. 3.3.3o
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3.4 - Armament Tests 
3.4 - Essais armament

The general methodology for qualification of La mtthodologis ginfrals do qualificationa new weapon on an aircraft to prevented on d'un nouvol armaent our un avion satFigure 3.4.1 The chronological order to pr6sentie mur a Pace ... Lrespct s te folowng.chronolOgie 
qui eat i respecter got is

suivante
3.4.1 -Opening of the Flight Envelope--- ---------- 

3.4.1 -Ouverture du domaing do vol
The methods used are identical to thosespecified for airframe testing 

Lee mdchodes employ4es coot cells
menttonn~kes pour Les *asis calluleMonitoring of structural vibrations toprevent flutter and checking of gain .Surveillance den vibrations demargins of the flight control system structure pour privenir Ie flutter etchannels,

-Handling qualities, Pout controler lee merges de gain desMeasurement of stream, chaloes de comandes de vol.
Detemintio ofarmmen drg.: QU8l1C48 de Vol,Deteminaionof amamnt dag.Mesures de contraintes,

.Dtermination de la tratnie dec3.4.2 -Separation and Firing Envelope charges.

(Figure 3.4.2) 
3.4.2 -Domains ds a~paration at tir (Planche

3.4.2)The usual test procedure is applied

Ground release tests from a gantry or On retrouve Ie procesus d'esaaisdirectly from the aircraft. 
habitual

These tests allow to select theejectors that provide a satisfactory Essale au sol ans un portique onvertical speed and a correct pitch directement avec l'avlon.rate. 
Con estaie Permettent de 861ectionner
des 4jecteurs qui doonent une vitesse

The test results are checked in the verticale satisfaisante et une vita...wind tunnel within the desired de tangage corrects.envelope for release of a given

extenal oad.Can esals sont conmtrhl~s en souffle-Flight teta ne done Is domains de largae dirh.

The main purpose is to ensure safety by sa evochecking the trajectory of the external Is but principal eat d'aasurer Iastore with regard to the aircraft. This edcnrit4 en contr6lant Ia trajectoire deis achieved by meas Of a set of cameras Ia charge par rapport A l'avion ceci estfilming the attitude of the released Obteuu grace & n jeu de cameras filmantatore in the vicinity of the aircraft I's ttitude de Ia charge lrue a(Figue 3..3).voisinage 
de l'avion (Flanche 3.4.3).

To check the correct run of the firing Pour contr~ler Ie boo fonctionnement desequence, it is necessary to make sure Ia R~quence de tir, il faut s'asaurerthat the store leaves the area perturbed qua Ia charge quitte Ie champ perturb6by the aircraft with attitudes that par l'avion avec des attitudes qui luiensure its satisfactory flight from the accurent un vol atisfaisant pour Inpoint Of view of accuracy, and that pdiine u emtetd osreallow to conserve the automatic target l'rchageorqu aumtqen cuel cierelock-on, for guided weapons, pourolschages uaiuesu Ia.
The films taken by the cameras mounted Les films, pris par lea diff~rentesat different locations must enable to camiras, doivent peruettre do restiruerrectitute the attitudes up to an les attitudes jusqu'A une distance do 30
aircraft-store distance of 30 to 50 a 50 mAtres. Pour acder A Ia trajec-meters. To determine the Inertial toire inertielle de la charge, il fouttrajectory of the store. it is mandatory connattre de facon pr~cise Ie calage desto know precisely the setting of the camdras par rapport i Il'vion et leg
cameras with respect to the aircraft and mouvementa avion aprAs 86paration,the aircraft movements after separation, sYnchront-wis avec lea photos.that are to be synchronized with the
photos. 

Dana le cam de tir en calve, 11 fautAgclement contr~ler la 6crts ds temps
In case Of salvo firing, it is moreover Progranmmds entrs Iea diff~rentes bombonnecessary to check the programmed tim pour Ascurer un bon groupemtent.intervals between each bomb release toensure a correct grouping of hits.
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3.4.3 - Processing Techniques for Stores 3.4.3 - M~thodes d'exploitation de I&

Trajectory Plotting trajectographie des charges

3.4.3.1 - Pr~sent Method 3.4.3.1 -m4thnde actuelle

16-M film cameras are accoammodated On implante dens diff~rentes parties
on various aircraft stations or de lavion ou dane des r~servoirs
housed in modified pods. modifi~s des camfrss file 16 sm.

The Method used is the triangulatioc La Methode utiie4e eat Is triangu-
of two lines of sight. lation de 2 lignes de vis~e,

With Soit

Gxys trihedral of reference Gxyz is triAdre de rif~rence
linked to the aircraft 116 A lavion et

Clxlyizi trihedral of camera Cl ClXlYltl le triAdre de is camdra C1
C2x2y2z2 trihedral of camera C2 C2x2y2z2 le triAdre de Is camera C2

On eut 
4
crire

It Is Possible to rite

> > > .> >GP -GC1 + CIP C2 + UP
CP - 001 + Cl? - GC2 + U2P

__> Pour d~terminer le vecteur GP dans
To determine the GP vector in the le triAdre de rif4rence avion, ii
aircraft reference trihedral, it is faut

neces ary esurer is position de chaque

*to measure the position of each cam~ra C par rapport A ce triAdre,
camera. C, with respect to this
trihedral, 

.Identifier Is matrice de rotation
de cheque cam~ra pour permettre de*to identify the rotation matrix of d~finir is direction de cheque

each camera to be able to define >
the direction of each vector CP ir vecteur GP dams Ie tri~dre de
the reference trihedral, r~fogrence,

*to know the intrinsic .Connaltre lee caract~rietiques
characteristics of each camera intrineAques de chaque camhra
(focal distance, distorti~n of (focale. dietorsion de l'objectif,
the objective, etc... ) etc ... ).

All the abovementioned actions have Iieat n~cessaire que tous teeto be completed prior to the flight points sojent trait~a avant le volto be able to solve the above-cited &fin de pouvoir r~soudre l'Aquation
vectorial equation. vectorielie cit~e.
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As explained beforehand, the point P Nous avons vu que le point "
can be defined with respect to the pourra 3tre difini par rapport au
reference trihedral on condition to triAdre de rdfdrence que s'il eat -m
be "seen" from at least two par au mons 2 ,ostes d'oservation
different viewpoints. diff4rents.

In order to determine the relative Si l'on veut d4terminer la trajec-
trajectory of the store put to test toire relative de la charge itudike
until about 30 meters from the Jusqu'A environ 30m par rapport A la
original position (limit that is position d'origine (limite aujourd'-
sufficient today), it is necessary hui suffisante), ii eat ndcessaire
to install about 5 pairs of cameras. d'implirter sur 1'svton environ 5

couples de cam4ras.
Determination of Attitudes

Ditermination des attitudes
For a given image, it is possible to
identify "n" points on the studied Pour une image donn~e. il eat
object ; if only three points are possible d'identifier "n" points sur
determined, the relative attitudes l'objet 4tudid, si 3 points seule-
(phi, teta, psi) of the store with ment sont ddterminds, on peut
respect to the aircraft can be calculer lee attitudes relatives
computed. (Phi, T~ta, Psi) de la charge par

rapport a l'avion.
Computation is performed by means of
a NAC analyser, coupled to our Lvexploitation s'effectue par un
real-time acquisition computers. analyseur NAC coupl4 A nos

ordinateurs d'acquisition temps
rel.

3.4.3.2 - Evolution, Diminution of Cost
3.4.3.2 - Evolutions, diminution des coits

The first step to cut costs consists
in optimizing the preparation of the Une premiAre action de diminution
general release program in order to des cofts consists A bien prAparer
reduce the number of flights to the le programme gdndral de largage en
minimum, vue de faire le nombre de vole

minimum.
The second action consists in
changing the methodology with the Une deuxime action consiste A
aim to decrease the number of changer la mithodologie en vue de
cameras required. diminuer le nombre de camdras

ndcessaires.
For about 10 cameras

Avec one dizamne de camdras
Boresighting, even automated,
imobilizes the aircraft during . L'harmonisation mime automatis~e
half a day, with two technicians. immobilise l'avion pendant une

demi-Journke avec 2 opdrateurs.
The complete processing of films
requires 8 hours of work and . L'exploitation complte des films
analysis between 2 flights, demands environ 8 heures de

travail at d'analyse entre 2 vols.
AND-BA developed a technique
enabling to automate processing and Noue avons d~velopp6 une m~thode
to reduce the number of cameras. permettant d'automatiser l'exploi-

tation at de diminuer le nombre de
Presently, this process is applied canras.
for photos from 16-mm films that are
digitized. Elle eat actuellement ddveloppde A

partir des photos film 16 - qui
The external load under test is soot numirisdes.
extracted from the digitized images.

Des images numfrishes, on extrait is
This store image is converted into a charge elle-aime. Cette image charge
skeleton that extends to the eat trsnsformde en un squelette qui
extremities (angular points), joint lee points terminaux (points
(Confer to Figure 3.4.4). This anguleux) (planche 3.4.4).
linearized skeletonization enables Ce squelette linharis6 permet
to identify the characteristic axes d'identifier lee axes caractdris-
(Figure 3.4.5) which, in turn, tiques (planche 3.4.5) A partir
permit to determine the rotations desquels on d6termine lee rotations
(phi, cats, psi). (Phi, Tits, PSI).
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Using our tridimensional, inter- A une attitude donn6e, l'on
active CAD - CAM design tool CATIA, synthstise une image de is charge (0

one image of the store, in a given partir de programmes de dessin 3D

attitude, is synthetized and by CAT1A) ec Von eassie de retrouver

means of the skeletocization cette attitude par Is mithode de

technique, the analyst tries to squelettisation. On obtient ainsi de

restore this attitude. The results bons rdsultats : 0,4" en roulis, 1*
obtained are good : 0.4* in roll, V" en tangage, 0,2* en lacet.
in pitch. 0.2' in yaw.

La distance de is charge eat 
A
gale-

The aircraft-store distance is also ment obtenue par des images de

determined on the basis of synthetic synthdse A deux distances diffi-

images representing the store at two renres ais dans Ia m~me attitude

different distances but in the same (planche 3.4.6).
attitude (See Figure 3.4.6). a Actuellement cette m6thode permet

* Currently, this technique allows Un gain de 50Z sur le nombre de
points d'observation d'od gain en

A gain of 50% on the number of matdriel.
observation points, consequently
cost-saving in terms of equipment. Compte tenu dune cadence moyenne

de 300 vole par an, le gain en

Based on an average rate of 300 personnel eat estim4 A 600 heures
flights per year, the gain in de prdparation et 1500 heures

personnel is estimated at 600 d'ing~nieur A Ilewploitstion.
manhours of preparation and 1500
manhours of processing by graduate Le ddlai de 8 heures entre 2 vole

engineers, pent itre ramen4 A 2 heures ce qui
permettra d'effectuer 2 vols par

The time spent between two flights jour.
can be shortened from 8 to 2

hours, thus enabling to carry out Une Avolution vera Is transmission
2 flights per day. viddo temps r~el pourrait permettre

de diminuer le nombre de vols en
A further evolution towards falseant un deuxiime largage apree
real-time video transmission could contrgle de sdcurit4 sur le premier
lead to an additional reduction of easl.
the number of flights, enabling to
carry out a second release after 3.4.4 - Int6grstion systime d'armes
having performed a safety check on ---------------------------
the first test.

I s'agit d'un compldment aux essais
g~ntraux d'intdgration qua nous avons

3.4.4 - Weapon-System Integration d6crits.

Des contr~les de prdcision de tir sont

This is a complement to the general effectu6s en contr8lant lea diff~rents
integration tests we described earlier. ordres de cosmande avec recalage sur lea

essais effectu6s au banc.
Firing accuracy checks are performed,
consisting in a verification of the Des essais de prfcision sot 6galement
various control orders with updating, effectu~e avec des petites bombes
based on bench tests. d'exercice bien calibr6es dont la

trajectographie a 6t, entrde dana le
Accuracy tests are also made with small, calculateur de tir.
well calibrated practice bombs whose

trajectory calculation was entered into
the fire control computer. 3.5 - Easais contre-mesures

3.5 - Countermeasures Tests Le centre d'essais AMD-BA d'ISTRES eat
6quip# de deux chambres an4choldes lea plus

grandes d'EUROPE
The AND-BA Flight Test Center at ISTRES
accomodates two vast anechoic chambers, . profondeur z 28 mitres
without equal in EUROPE . largeur 20

hauteur 13
Depth 28 meters , volume 7280 m

s

Width 20
Height 13

Volume 7280 m3 Des avions complete en Mtat de vol, sauf Il
moteur qui eat simul&, sont pendus au centre

Complete aircraft in flight-readiness de Is chembre. On peut ainsi
condition, except for the engine which is
simulated, are suspended in the center of
the chamber. It Is thus possible t
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Pi.3.4.1.

Fig. 34.A. ONS MARCEL DASSAULT - OREGUET AVIATION

,,#ON TENL STORES RELEASE TES500r

GROUND TESTS *.";.. 7 TU NL ET

........ T T

Fig. 3.4.3. i.FET - ;-A .
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Fg. 3.4.4.

SKELETON AND AXES DETERMINATION

Fig. 3.4.5

DISTANCE DETERMINATION

WITH TWO SYNTHETIC IMAGES

AT TWO DISTANCES -

SAME ATTITUDE

Pig 3.4.6.
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to check without external interference contr8ler sans parasitages exthrieurs

(anechoic chamber and Faraday cage) the (chambre an6cholde et cage de Faraday) la

susceptibility of equipment to electro- susceptibilith des 6quipements aux

-magnetic radiations. These are safety rayonnements 6lectromagnitiques. Ce soot

tests in dense or protected electro- des easais de scurith en ambiance

-magnetical environment, Alectromagnhtique dense ou pas.

* to check diacoupling of antennas. . contr6ler le ddcouplage des antennas,

* to test the efficiency of the . vhrifier l'efficacith des Aquipemaents de

countermeasures equipment. contre-mesuras.

The purpose of these tests is to optimize Le but eat d'optimiser le fonctionnement

the relative operation of the 1CM equipment rlatif de tea Aquipements et ceux du radar

and that of the radar and the missiles. They et des missiles. Ces esaais permettent

also enable a judicious selection of limit igalement de bien s6lectionnar des points

teat points that will be checked in flight. limites qui seront A contr5ler en vol. Un

One month of testing in an anechoic chamber mois d'esaais en chambre andcholda permet de

allows to optimize the profile of 3 or 4 sAlectionner 3 ou 4 vole de validation.

validation flights.

4 - CONCLUSION

4 - CONCLUSIONS
Nous pouvons donner quelques recettes non
exhaustives permettant d'augmenter l'efficacit6

We are in a position to confide a non exhaustive des easais an vol, le but 6tant de rdduire le

assortment of recipes to increase the efficiency co~t de la miss au point d'un avion ou des

of flight testing with the purpose to reduce the systlmes embarquds.
cost of development of an aircraft or airborne
systems. Certains points peuvent parattre des 6vidences

mais Ils demandent une expdrience qui ne peut

Certain advices seemingly stand to reason, but Stre acquise sur un programe. 11 faut 6galement

they imply an inside experience that cannot be convaincre lea diffdrents participants et en

learned in a single program. It is also particulier lea 4quipementiers.
necessary to convince the various participants
and, in particular, the equipment manufacturers. En premier lieu, pour diminuer lea vols

d'essais, il faut avoir un produit qui a 6t6

First of all, to reduce the number of test bien ddfini et qui a subi tous lea essais

flights, the product put to test must have been n6cessaires au sol.

defined with care and must have completed all
feasible tests on the ground. Les vols ne devraient 4tre qua des essais de

qualification come pour des angina ; Is

Flights should only be qualification tests as diffdrence portant sur le couplage homse-machine

for missiles ; the difference lies in the at sur l'utilisation op6rationnelle qul est plus

man-machine match and in the operational use diverse que dsns le cas d'un engin mono-

that is much more diversified than that of a opration.
mono-operation missile. Lea noyens A utiliser soot:

The means available are
des calculs thdoriques a6rodynamique Pt

theoretical aerodynamic and structural structure sur des ordinateurs puissants,

calculations on powerful computers,
des esels en soufflerie qul ont pu 9tre

wind-tunnel tests whose increase was possible augmentds grace &
thanks to:

t La conception et fabrication assistdes par

computer-assisted design and manufacturing, ordinateur qui diminuent le prix et le

thus cutting down prices and mock-up ddlai de fabrication des maquettes.
production lead times,

Sl'automatisation des acquisitions des
automation of wind-tunnel acquisitions, souffleries qui diminue lea d4lais d'obten-

thereby decreasing the time needed to yield tion des rhsuitats.
results,

des moyans d'aide A la spdcification des

tools assisting in the specification of systAmes embarquis (OASIS sun Avions Marcel

airborne systems (Avions MARCEL DASSAULT - DASSAULT BREGUET- AVIATION).
BREGUET AVIATION developed OASIS). • des bance systmes couplis & des ordinsteurs.

systems test benches coupled to computers :
. bsncs comandes de vol avec simulateur,

Flight controls rig with simulater, . bancs stimulables de systime de navigation
at d'armament.

Stimulable benches for navigation and
armament systems. These test benches can Ces bancs peuvent participer I des qualifica-
take part in the qualifications and tions at certifications des systimes en
certifications of systems, more particulier pour l'dtude des pannes.

particularly for failure investigations.
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The Test Programs must be prepared very .Les programes d'essais doivent itre tr~s bian
conscientiously. It is at this stage when prepards. C'est a ce stade que seront analys6s
development requirements are analyzed and when lea moyens nicessaires A cette UIse au point
thorough reflection must be given to the part et en particulier ce qui peut 9tre fait au sol
of testing that can be made on the ground and et en laboratoire, mons coGteux et ce qui
in laboratories (less costly) and to what reste A contr~ler en vol.
remains to be covered in flight.

Cette analyse permet, en d~finissant les
This analysis, associated to the definition of moyens d'exploitation d'en d4duire lea
the processing means, enables to deduce the installations de mesure nicessaires. Cette
required measurement installations. This approche doit toujours Atre rialis~e dana cat
approach must always be made in this order. ordre. L'installation de mesure doit Atre
Measurement installation have to be well conCue pour diminuer lea travaux ult6rieurs
conceived to reduce subsequent processing d'exploitation. Les cots de logiciels peuvent
work. Software costs may be considerable. Atre tr4s importants.

Ii faut songer aux probl~mes de stockage des
The problem of Iata storage must be given donnes.
careful thought.

Refuser des enregistrements a-priori. des fois
A priori, it is better to refuse recordings, que ... L'exp~rience prouve qua ces
they may not be indispensable ... Experience enregistrements non valid6s et non contr~lis
proves that not validated and not checked sont tr~s lourds en matiriel et ne marchent
recordings are very coetly in terms of invested jamais lorsqu'on pourrait en avoir besoin.
equipment, and they always fail to work when
they are likely to be needed. Il faut toujours s'int~resser en priorite aux

probl~mes de s~curiti du vol en fournissant A
Precedence is to be given to flight safety l'4quipe d'essais au sol des moyens permettant
problema by providing the ground test team with de r~pondre rapidement A ces anomalies.
the means to cope quickly with malfunctions. Pour des analyses compiiqu~es, il peut ;tre

For complex analyses, it may become necessary to n~cessaire d'avoir recours A de l'intelligence
resort to artificial intelligence. artificielle.

Developers must constantly be on the watch out Faire attention aux probltmes de standardi-
for possible problems of standardization of data sstion des acquisitions et de transmission de
acquisitions and transmissions. donn6es.

APD-RA have succeeded in containing the data- Aux AMD-BA. nous avons r~ussi A contenir lea
-flow requests. For an experimental aircraft demandes de dAbit de donn~es. Pour un avion
such as RAFALE, the development tasks were experimental du type RAFALE, Is mise au point
tackled with 1300 wired measurements, 1000 of a it6 rialisie avec 1300 mesures cibl4es dont
them recorded at a data rate of 1.000 enregistr~es avec un dibit de 8.000

mesures par seconde trait6es en temps rel
8000 measurements per second, processed in pendant tout le vol. 45 acc lromitres trait~s
real time throughout the flight, au sol au d~bit de 200 points par seconds

pendant des points d'essais bien s4lectionnis
45 accelerometers processed on the ground with et permettant de traiter simultan~ment lea
an output of 200 points/second for probl~mes de domaine, qualit6 de vol at
scrupulously selected test points and the efforts.
possibility to treat, simultaneously, flight
envelope, handling qualities and stress Les syst~mes d'armes peuvent itre stimulus au
problems. sol en rsalisant des play-back avec le mam

d~bit d'information de 8.000 mesures par
Weapon systems can be stimulated on the ground, seconde sur quelques centaines de paramitres.
using play-backs offering the same information
stream of 8000 measurements per second for
several hundred parameters.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A flight test tool has been worked out by DFVLR for flying quality evaluations
of ground attack tracking phases (Ref. 1). This Ground Attack Technique (GRATE) has
been proven in test flights of the German Federal Armed Forces Engineering Center for
Aircraft and has been integrated in the Large Amplitude Multimode Aerospace Research
Simulator (LAMARS) of Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL) in Dayton.
The German/US cooperation has been supported by the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
"Flight Control Concepts".

In this paper a description of the flight test method and of the pilot's role and
ratings is given. Head-up-display films have been evaluated to determine a so called
align-time and a circular error probability (CEP). The influence of different test
conditions on the mission parameters has been investigated. The results of the numerical
analysis and the pilot ratings have been compared. The determined gradients show the
sensitivity of a pilot rating to the mission parameters. In this context a configuration
with slight PIO-tendencies is discussed.

Simulator tests have shown that the technique is an effective tool for unmasking
aircraft handling problems. The effects caused by different turbulence levels on pilot
ratings were found to be small in comparison to conventional methods.

2. BASIC IDEA

Dynamic handling qualities of an aircraft can be tested by a pilot with application
of a three-step technique as follows:

* The pilot determines the response characteristics of the aircraft by moving the

controls and watching the aircraft response.

* He compares the dynamic behaviour of the aircraft with other airplanes.

* He assesses the differences with regard to the importance of the characteristics
for a mission or flight phase.

The GRATE was developed and tested in consideration of the three steps mention-
ed. In this technique light targets are placed at different positions on the ground
(Fig. 1). During a prolonged dive the lights are switched by an input signal to generate
aiming errors in the sights of the head-up display (HUD). Thus the pilot is forced to
react continuously, and the closed-loop pilot-aircraft system is excited over a wide
frequency range of interest. The pilot 3- sore information about mission-oriented
flying qualities, and suitable data to calculate mission parameters can be generated.

3. TECHNICAL ARRANGEMENTS OF FLIGHT AND SIMULATION TESTS

A flight test program was performed utilizing an experimental aircraft based on the
alpha-jet configuration with some modes of changeable flying qualities.

The setup of the test equipment consists ot an airborne and a ground system
(Fig. 2). The main part of the grcund system is the collection of light targets.

The overall arrangement of the ground system (all lamps switched on) is shown in
Fig. 3 from the point of view of a pilot during a simulated attack.

Each target is a lamp cross with eight halogen lamps switched on and off by a
microprocessor according to the signal received via cables connected to the telemetry
ground station (Fig. 4).

L1
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The LAMARS-simulator consists of a five-degree-of-freedom beam-type motion system
which carries a single-seat cockpit and a display screen on the end of abeam (Fig. 5).

The cockpit was representative of a single-seat, high-performance aircraft with a
centre stick controller and a HUD.

On the spherical screen is displayed a three-dimensional terrain model (Fig. 6).
The pictures are generated using a gantry-supported optical-probe-equipped television
camera. A hybrid computer system is connected to the motion base, the cockpit controls,
the HUD and the terrain board servo system.

There are two ways to represent the target configuration in the simulator. Lights
can be displayed in the HUD of the cockpit, or small lamps can be mounted on the terrain
board. Lights in the HUD can easily be modified by the computer program whereas the
lamps on the terrain board yield a more realistic image.

4 TEST PROGRAM PREPARATIONS

The target illumination sequence on the ground produces a visual input signal to
the pilot-aircraft system.

The criteria to select suitable target arrangements and light switching signals
were derived from experience in system identification (chapter 4.1 and 4.2).

In order to investigate system responses to small perturbations, the targets were
placed within a narrow area on the ground. The signals were selected with respect to a
maximum target leap of 1.0 degree in the sight of the cockpit.

The calculations were performed for a reference flight which had the following
characteristicst

" a straight-line glide path to the centre of the target area

* flight path angle of -10 degrees

" initial airspeed of 400 kn

* constant acceleration due to the gravity component in the flight direction

" distance range from 3300 m to 800 m to the centre of the target area.

4.1 TARGET CONFIGURATIONS

The distribution of the targets on the ground is designed in the MIL-plane which
is perpendicular to the line of sight from the pilot to the centre of the target area
(Fig. 7). Different design concepts result in different arrangements; see target confi-
gurations A and B in Figure 7.

Configuration A was designed to yield a symmetric picture in both the vertical
and lateral directions. It has the same structure and spread with respect to both axes.
Thus a random signal would create similar aiming errors in the vertical and lateral
direction.

The targets in configuration A are also arranged favourably with respect to the
following aspect. The input signal z in Fig. 8 which is used to switch the lamps con-
tains the components zx and z . The extremes in one component of the signal appear when
the other signal component vXnishes. Thus the numerator of the correlation coefficient
becomes small compared to the denominator and the signals are nearly uncorrelated. The
pilot will excite the longitudinal and lateral motion independently and he gets more
information about the aircraft characteristics (Ref. 2).

The target configuration B shown in Fig. 7 was selected from several arrangements
to satisfy the following criterion:

To perform many input signal steps a long dive is desirable. The maximum and rmini-
mum acceptable tracking distances were determined in flight. They have a ratio of 4
to 1. Hence the visual angles between targets are of the same ratio. The targets should
be positioned to obtain the desired step size at any location within the test range.
Therefore the ratio of the largest to smallest distance between the targets should be
4 to I and the other distances should have a uniform distribution within these limits
(see Fig. 9). Such characteristics were achieved using only eight taigets.

To implement configurations A and B during a test, the arrangement of targets must
be transferred from the MIL-plane to the ground plane. The final plans of the configura-
tions are shown in Fig. 10 and 11.

For some flights the targets were arranged along a line in both the longitudinal
and cross directions. These arrangements emphasized the motions with respect to t)
selected axes.

. . .... . . . .. . _ .... . ..... . . _ _ _
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4.2 INPUT SIGNAL DESIGN

In order to evaluate or identify aircraft handling qualities from closed-loop
tests, sufficient excitation or disturbance must exist over a reasonably wide band-
width (Ref. 3). This is especially important during precision flight control phases.
where flying qualities "cliffs" may exist which seriously degrade performance at criti-
cal times during the flight (Ref. 4). The input signals of GRATE are generated by the
motions of the line of sight between the pilot and the targets when the lights are
switched. They are designed in the frequency domain (Ref. 5).

The line of sight angle is split into the vertical (e ) and lateral (C ) compo-
nents. The dependence of the angles on the distance between tie aircraft and the centre
of the target area (xF) is shown in Fig. 12. The curves for the lamps which are not
illuminated are also shown in the diagrams.

The time histories of the line of sight angles (ex and ) areinput signals to thepilot/aircraft system. They can approximately be representedbya multi-step function
r(t) (Fig. 13).

The equation describing the power spectrum IR(w)12 /T of a signal with constant time
intervals At has two factors.

The first factor 2 at (I - cos g)/g 2 , 
where a - wat, is a function of the interval

duration at and the frequency w, and is not affected by the switching amplitudes v . The
amplitude is obtained from the power spectrum by taking the square root and resufts in
a clearer picture for the first factor (Fig. 13). This term is shown for a range of At
intervals which were found acceptable by pilots in flight tests.

The peaks in the functions shown steeply decrease with increasing frequency a.
Since the second factor is periodic with a = 2w, the decrease in the amplitude spectrum
at higher frequencies cannot be prevented even by a special selection of the amplitudes
vi . These characteristics of the spectrum prevent the generation of signals with an
approximately constant spectrum. Nevertheless, the best possibilities within the limits
discussed were utilized.

A computer program was used to generate sets of input signals with uniform power
spectra for the line of sight angles ex and eY.

S. PILOTS' ROLE

The basic idea and the test layout were mainly based on theory. Flight and simu-
lation tests were necessary to adapt the method to the demands of practical operations.
Hence the test pilots fulfilled various tasks:

s they tracked the targets for data collection;

" they provided information about different aspects of the test method; and

" they assessed the flying qualities of the aircraft using the well-known Cooper-
Harper rating scale.

The pilots rated the technique to be well suited for evaluating air-to-ground han-
dling qualities. Results showed that GRATE is effective and easy to both learn and use.
It is as effective as turbulence in unmasking poor flying qualities. As turbulence is
not available on call, poor flying qualitieb..ay remain masked even in an otherwise
rigorous conventional test program.

6. EVALUATION OF FLIGHT TEST DATA

The evaluation of the flight test data has been concentrated on the investigation
of tracking performance parameters.

Flight test data were measured from HUD camera film including position of the
pipper and the illuminated lamp. In the time histories of the example shown in Fig. 14,
the steps in pitch and azimuth of the target light and the changes initiated by the
pilot in order to track the target are clearly visible.

The star-like pattern in the cross plot of the aiming error indicates four loops
which correspond to the four steps of the light signal. The time histories of these four
sequences can be treated as four isolated characteristic motions with different initial
conditions of the pilot-aircraft system. When the light jumped in the negative direc-
tion of pitch or yaw, the time histories were multiplied by -1 to maintain a character-
istic motion with a positive initial condition.

The mean values calculated from the four characteristic motions and curves of lim-
its of confidence are shown in Fig. 15. Thus the influence of noise on the time histo-
ries can be reduced.
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6.1 DEFINITION OF MISSION PARAMETERS

A mean radial deviation Pr was calculated eliminating estimated disturbance ef-
fects. Details are given in Appendix A; time histories are shown in Fig. 16.

The time up to the moment when the mean radial deviation passed the value of
3 mrads was determined and increased by 10 %. This result was defined to be the align-
time.

After the align-time, tracking is approximately a stationary random process. The
test data of the stationary tracking can be evaluated by determining two circles which
surround tracking data from 50 % of the time after the align-time (Fig. 17). Their radii
are called circular error probability around the mean aiming point, CEPMAp, and circular
error probability around the target, CEPTGT.

The radius CEPMHP is smaller and more sensitive to disturbances during the aiming
process and is therefore more suitable for handling quality evaluations. Note the CEPMAP
in this report is not affected by the recoil of a gun and is averaged utilizing the data
of all stationary tracking time.

6.2 SEPARATION OF DEPENDENCIES

The mission parameters depend on different test conditions, e.g. turbulence, target
configuration, and feedback mode. The evaluated parameters which are valid for the same
test conditions with the exception of one variable are drawn in a diagram. Thus the de-
pendencies can be ascertained.

The align-time and CEPNSP are shown in Fig. 18 for different turbulence levels
which were determined from pilot comments. Each point in the diagram is an evaluation
result of an attack dive.

The align-time may vary if manoeuvrability characteristics are changed, but ob-
viously it does not depend on the turbulence.

The CEPMAP remains constant in low turbulence levels but increases when the turbu-
lence becomes moderate to heavy.

In a similar way the influence of the target step direction on the align-time was
investigated. Averages of align-times for all targets placed in the longitudinal direc-
tion was slightly shorter than for targets placed crossways or for the two-dimensional
target configuration (A).

For comparison of different feedback modes, align-times were taken with target
configuration A and targets placed crossways. Quantities of CEPMAP were taken with tur-
bulence levels of none to light to moderate (chapter 6.4).

6.3 PIO TENDENCIES

A idback mode was available which made the experimental aircraft lightly suscep-
tible tu PIO tendencies of the longitudinal motion. The oscillations appearci for any
target configuration.

When the targets were placed crossways, disturbances of the longitudinal motion
were small but the oscillations in pitch were clearly visible (Fig. 19).

When the mean radii Pr were calculated by averaging, the oscillations, as shown in
Fig. 20 became reduced, the decrease of the radius became unmistakable and the determi-
nation of the align-time became more reliable.

6.4 COMPARISON OF PILOT RATING AND MISSION PARAMETERS

During flight tests separate ratings for roll, pitch, yaw, and normal acceleration
of precision tracking and manoeuvrability were accomplished.

Averages of pilot ratings during precision tracking are represented in Fig. 21
(upper half). Mean values of CEPMAP and their standard deviations are shown beneath
them. All diagrams have a similar shape. Therefore pilot ratings and CEPMAP values are
correlated. An average of the presented ratings was calculated and drawn against the
mission parameter CEPMAP in Fig. 22.

The values of the feedback modes of B, C, and D yield a straight line. Its slope
is a sensitivity of pilot rating.

If the CEPUAP increases by I mil - that is an error deviation of 3 feet in a dis-
tance of 3000 eet - than the pilot rating will increase by 0.5. These values may also
represent the resolution of the pilot.
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The PIO tendencies of the feedback mode A resulted in a high workload during pre-
cision tracking. Therefore the pilot rating increased disproportionately and the dot
appears over the line drawn in Fig. 22.

Averages of pilot ratings of manoeuvrability for roll, pitch, yaw and vertical
acceleration are shown in Fig. 23 (upper half). Mean values of the align-time and their
standard deviation are shown beneath them. Pilot ratings and align-times of the feedback
mode A and B are slightly smaller than of C and D.

The mean value of the presented ratings was calculated and drawn against the mis-
sion parameter of align-time in Fig. 24. The slope of the straight line is again a sen-
sitivity of the pilot rating.

If the align-time increases by 0.2 sec the pilot rating will increase by 0.5. These
values may also represent the resolution of the pilot. Note feedback mode A with PIO
tendencies yielded the smallest pilot rating of manoeuvrability and has a good align-
time.

7. SIMULATOR TEST PROGRAM

The purpose of the simulation was to compare the advantages of the target confi-
gurations A and B and to evaluate the GRATE by varying flight configurations with known
handling qualities in a precise and repeatable manner. Different levels of time delay
and turbulence intensity were investigated relative to the baseline configurations of a
ground attack and a fighter aircraft.

The transfer functions for the low-order simulations of the baseline aircraft are
provided in Appendix B. They were implemented with simple, linear equations of motion in
the LAMARS.

7.1 MODIFICATIONS OF SYSTEM AND TEST CHARACTERISTICS

Three time delays (TAUI, TAU2, TAU3) were investigated relative to the baseline
configurations by adding a first-order Pade approximation to the model transfer func-
tions in the longitudinal and the lateral/directional axes. Additionally, each time
delay was flown in three different levels of turbulence (ATMl, ATM2, ATM3). The basic
test matrix is shown in Table 1.

In addition to the basic tests, approaches were flown with and without turbulence
with all the lamps on to suppress the GRATE. At approximately 250 meters AGL, the pilot
switched from aiming at the closest lamp to the farthest lamp to simulate an offset
manoeuvre. In this way, it could be determined whether the offset manoeuvre was as
effective as the GRATE in unmasking poor handling qualities. Due to time constraints,
only a small portion of the test matrix could be flown for these investigations.

7.2 RESULTS AND EVALUATION

Dives were simulated with target configurations A and B displayed in the HUD. Pi-
lots liked the target configuration B better than A. Approximately constant step sizes
within a dive was the advantage of this arrangement. So lamps were mounted in a pattern
of configuration B on the terrain board for more realistic simulations.

Results for the baseline ground attack and fighter aircraft with no added time
delay are shown in Table 2. Each pilot rating applies to a set of four data runs and
includes an assessment of alignment and final tracking in the pitch and yaw axes.

The application of turbulence to the GRATE did not significantly affect the fly-
ing qualities evaluation. The turbulence affected performance slightly, but making the
small changes necessary to track the target lamps was relatively easy with or without
turbulence. These results coincide with those of the flight tests for low to moderate
turbulence.

Table 3 summarizes the results of varying time delay and turbulence levels for
the ground attack configuration. Predictably, the effect of increasing time delay was
to induce closed-loop oscillations in both pitch and yaw axes. By reading the ratings
horizontally, it is concluded that the GRATE for no turbulence is as effective as the
application of turbulence in identifying degradations in handling qualities caused by
increasing time delays. There is no tendency for increasing turbulence intensity to
make ratings worse, at least in terms of the Level rating. The pilot, therefore, appar-
ently rated a qualitative degradation in flying qualities due to time delay which was
not significantly affected by turbulence.

Results for the fighter configuration using the GRATE were similar to those for the
ground attack configuration and are shown in Table 4. Except for the pilot rating of 6
for the large time delay (TAU3), once again there are no variations in the ratings which
depend on turbulence.
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To check that the GRATE was truly effective in unmasking poor handling qualities,
GRATE was suppressed by flying with all the lamps on. An offset was simulated by tran-
sitioning from the closest to the farthest lamp at about 250 meters AGL. The results are
shown in Table 5. Note that with no turbulence, the offset simulation failed to unmask
the degradatio-nin rating due to TAUl. For TAU2, the offset resulted in a degradation in
flying qualities but not to the same extent as with the GRATE. The optimistic ratings
for the offset are due to the pilot compensating for time delay and/or turbulence by
flying very smoothly, an option which is not available with the high-bandwidth input
excitation of the GRATE. It is apparent from the last row of Table 5 that the offset
manoeuvre, even with turbulence, did not consistently unmask flying qualities deficien-
cies.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The Ground Attack Technique (GRATE) for evaluating closed-loop handling qualities
was tested in a flight test and a simulation program. The qualitative assessment of
this test method is summarized as follows:

" Pilots agree that this technique effectively portrays the flying qualities in a
ground attack dive under realistic conditions.

" Due to its reliance on visual cues providing a high bandwidth input excitation
to the pilot-aircraft system, GRATE is more thorough than turbulence inputs in
unmasking poor flying qualities.

From the quantitative evaluation of aiming errors it can be concluded that the
circular error probability around the centre of the mean aiming point (CEP MAP) and the
align-time are correlated with mean pilot ratings of precision tracking and manoeuvra-
bility. The comparison yielded the following sensitivities:

" A change of 1 mil of CEPMAp resulted in a change of 0.5 in the rating of preci-
sion tracking.

" A change of 0.2 sec in the align-time resulted in a change of 0.5 in the rating
of manoeuvrability.

In the future, GRATE will be used in critera investigations and flying-quality

assessments. Additionally, a modified version called ATLAS (Adaptable Target Lighting
Array System) is being developed by NASA Ames-Dryden and will be used in a NASA/AFTPS/
DFVLR cooperative program under the umbrella of the USAF/FRG MoU.
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Time Delay Turbulence Intensity (fps rms)

(X/6c) ATMO ATMI ATM2 ATM3
(none) (light-1.5) (mod.-3.0) (heavy-5.0)

TAUO

(0.0 sec) X X X X*

TAUl
(0.1 sec) X X X -

TAU2

(0.2 sec) X X X

TAU3

(0.3 sec) X X X

* ATM3 unrealistically severe

Table 1 Test Matrix

Configuration ATMO ATM2 ATM3

Ground Attack Conf. 3 3 -

Fighter 2 3 4*

* "literally driving task with turbulence too high for

flight test

Table 2 Turbulence Influence on Baseline Pilot Ratings
No Time Delay - TAuW

Time Delay ATMO ATMI ATM2

TAU0 3 3 3
TAUl 3/3* 3 -
TAU2 4/6 4 5
TAU3 7/9** 8** 8**

* "slight pitch bobble for tracking"

** "could not perform task within reasonable tolerance"

Table 3 Turbulence and Time Delay Influence on the
Ground Attack Configuration Pilot Ratings

Time Delay ATMO ATM1 ATM2

TAU0 2 2 3
TAUI 5 5 5
TAU2 7 7 7
TAU3 8 6* 8

* "not really able to do the task, but a little better

than with higher turbulence level [ATM2]"

Table 4 Turbulence and Time Delay Influence on the
Fighter Configuration Pilot Ratings

Time Delay GRATE Technique Offset Manoeuvre

ATMO ATM1 ATMO ATMI

TAUl 5 5 2 5
TAU2 7 7 4 3

Note: Offset ratings based on two data runs

Table 5 Fighter Configuration Pilot Ratings Comparison
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Appendix A

Determination of a Mean Radius Pr(t)

After a target leap the aiming errors in pitch and yaw have a deterministic and a
random portion

ae = A0d + Aer

AT - Ayd + Ayr

The components can be utilized for a definition of a deterministic and a random
portion of the radius

Pd 
=  

e Yd

rr r

A quantity 0 is utilized for a representation of the deterministic portion

= 1 2+
2 -s -S~y

(S S - 9een--n-1) e T g ,

n
where S e = A Ae(i) sgn aeO(i)

i=l

S, = AT(i) sgn AY0 (i)i=l

n 2

n2
S

=  
AT i)

i=l

The quantities ADO, a?0 are defined by the pitch and yaw leap at the time when the

leap occurs.

The number n is defined by the numbers of leaps within a dive.

The statistical average of Q

2E [01 =

represents the deterministic time history of the characteristic motion and has no bias

caused by the random process.

The quantity 0 and its standard deviation can be calculated from test data.

A radius could be ob iined from 0 by taking the square root. However, the quantity
Q may be negative. All values can be transformed using the equation

Pr= asgo Q .

This quantity Pr may be regarded as a mean radius which is diminished due to esti-
mated noise effects. Time histories are shown in Fig. 16 and 20.

L _ / . n ~ n n ~~nnnmu nn m mummlnnal m ~ n~u
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Appendix B

Ground Attack Configuration:

80 1 2 s3 4

a/6es -.0086 -1.5 -.019 deg/mm

e/6es -2.38 -1.406 deg/mm

along .0985 23.5 5.67 1.0

0/6as -2.15 -21.8 .275 .0143 deg/mm

p/das -. 592 -125 -49.3 -5.64 deg/sec/mm

r/6as -.4 2.09 2.2 -.0327 deg/sec/ma

*/6as -128 -52.5 -5.59 deg/mm

s/6rp 1.07 33.9 4.89 .114 deg/mn

p/6rp -.749 -135 15.6 1.27 deg/sec/mm

r/6rp -4.24 -1.86 -23.9 -2.53 deg/sec/mm

,/6rp -135 19.8 1.71 deg/mm

Alat 13.9 262 49.5 12.5 1.0

Fighter Configuration:

0 a1 s2 s3 4

a/6es 0.0 -.89 -.0198 deg/mm

0/6es -1.137 -. 948 deg/mm

Along 0.0 9.0 4.2 1.0

6/6as 0.0 -.3863 -. 1385 -.0507 deg/mm

p/las 0.0 -134.8 -29.72 -10.05 deg/sec/mm

r/6as 0.0 -3.115 -1.56 -.369 deg/sec/mm

4/6as -134.8 -29.72 -10.05 deg/mm

a/6rp 0.0 5.746 1.5 .0179 deg/mm

p/6rp 0.0 -29.26 .449 .8638 deg/sec/mm

r/6rp 0.0 -1.33 -5.43 -1.27 deg/sec/mm

*/6rp -29.26 .449 .8638 deg/mm

alat 0.0 49.0 26.25 7.5 1.0
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IN FLIGHT RELIGHT TESTS ON AM-X SINGLE ENGINE FLY-BY-WIRE AIRCRAFT

G. Menso and G. Gamalero
AERITALIA

Combat Aircraft Group
Flight Test Department

1-10072 Caselle Torinese (Italy)

SUMMARY

The in flight relight evaluation of a single engine aircraft could be considered
one of the more interesting aspect of flight testing.
When the engine is intentionally shut down in flight to attempt the relight,
possibility of an unsuccessful one must always be taken into account and therefore a
flame out landing must be contemplated, otherwise the aircraft is lost.
This event may be particularly serious on a fly-by-wire aircraft on which the loss of
the engine and all its driven accessories will make control very difficult if not
impossible.
Therefore the planning and the execution of this kind of test is not only concerning
the propulsion aspects, but involves all the aircraft, because full evaluation (both
theoretic and flight test) of aircraft and systems performance and reliability in
engine out condition must be carried out in advance of the actual relight tests.
Besides the relight evaluation must be carried out as early as possible on the program
to allow safe performing of those tests that may cause a flame out.
This paper describes all the activities carried out by AERITALIA Flight Test Department
in connection with relight tests of AM-X and may therefore be looked upon as a
reference for smooth test planning and execution.

1. INTRODUCTION

The AM-X is a single engine fly-by wire attack fighter with a limited mechanical
back-up on pitch and roll controls. (Fig. 1).
The handling of the aircraft in case of total power loss (engine flame out) is degraded
to level 3 and the pilot work load may become very high, especially in the landing
phase.
The engine R.R. RB168-MK807 fitted to the aircraft has no provision for assisted in
flight restart and therefore it may be relit only if sufficient residual rotation speed
remains either for inertia (hot relight case) or windmill (cold relight case).
The Overall Flight Test Plan (OFTP) Includes several tests that may cause an engine
flame out, that cannot be performed within the glide recovering range of the aircraft.
These tests include high angle of attack/spin evaluation, high altitude engine
handling, gun and missile firing, etc..
All these tests were therefore considered "high risk", unless the engine was proved to
be easily relightable and safe procedures were defined.
A careful approach to the planning of the test activity was therefore made to allow
achievement of the best results with the minimum risk.
The basic programme requirements may be summarized as follows:

- Maximum safety was required, as the implications of a prototype loss in the early
stage of the programme were considered unacceptable.

- In flight relight tests had to be performed as soon as possible in the OFTP to allow
a smooth prosecution of the high flame out risk tests.

These basic requirements lead to follow four lines of decision analysis as hereinafter
described:

A) Reduction to a minimum of the risk of unsuccessful relight.

B) Choice of operation range and/or revision of test aircraft configuration to:
- Assure the best capability of engine flame out landing.
- Avoid unnecessary cost and complexity, thus minimizing the impact of the tests on

the OFTP.

C) Accurate planning of the subject tests on the OFTP to:
- Learn before commencing the actual relight tests all what was required to safely

performe (if required) a flame out landing.
- Define a sufficient relight boundary and optimize the associated procedures in

time to allow prosecution of the other tests.

D) Flight test instrumentation (FTI)/Telemetry coverage improvements to:
- Assist the pilot on the pre-relight checks and in any case of failure.
- Extensively monitor the ancillary systems to detect any dormant failure or to

take care of incipient failure.
- Analyse in real time the tests results thus speeding up test progress.

The decisions taken and the following actions on the above lines will now be described
in detail.
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2. MINIMIZING THE UNSUCCESSFUL RELIGHT RISK

An unsuccessful relight may be caused by one or more of the following reasons:
- Insufficient rotational speed on windmilling condition.
- Engine seizure due to mechanical damage or oil system malfunction.
- Failure of the ignition system.
- Failure of the fuel system.
- Misprocedure.
All these possibilities were carefully examined and a number of actions carried-out to
minimize the probability to face them in anger.
To verify the existence of sufficient engine windmilling speed in the required envelope
an extensive evaluation was planned on the Rolls Royce Altitude Test Facilities (ATF)
in Derby (U.K.) using an engine with all the aircraft loads and bleeds properly
simulated.
These tests will be described in details in the following paragraph 2.1.
The possibility of engine mechanical damage or failure was considered very unlikely
because the engine to be used for the in flight trials was new; in any case continuous
monitoring of starting and run down time and of the vibration level was carried out.
To avoid any possibility of systems failure that may cause unsuccessful relight,
appropriate procedures were drawn-up and used during the ground preflight checks as
detailed on chapter 2.2 and before each in flight shut down as detailed on chapter 2.3.
These procedures were performed using telemetry facility to simplify the pilot Job and
to cover also those items not checked by cockpit panel (like igniters operation,
battery voltage, hydro accumulators pressures etc.).
In addition the igniter plugs were periodically inspected to verify their condition;
this gave an opportunity to assess plug wear rate.

2.1. ATF Testing

An envelope in which sufficient windmilling was expected to assure cold relight
was provided by the engine Contract Spec. although it was drawn not taking into account
air bleed and mechanical loads effects consequent to engine installation.
An extensive campaign on Altitude Test Facilities (ATF) was carried out to verify the
effect of installation on relight characteristic.
Inlet distortion was simulated through specially cutted distortion plates, while dummy
loaded accessories/hydraulic pumps and IDG's were fitted on Accessories Gear Box (AGB).
Air from HP and LP compressors was also extracted to simulate the actual aircraft
bleed.
One of the igniters was at the limits of operability, to simulate the "worn" case.
Cold and hot relights have been performed inside and outside the Contract Spec.
envelope with the aim to determine a successful relight boundary, to gather good data
about windmill speed and to demonstrate repeatibility of the data.
For this reason 3 attempts have been made for each test point and only when all three
were successful, the point was considered achieved.
During this test the performance of hydraulic pumps at very low engine drive speed was
assessed. Some checks were also done to verify the capability of the engine to recover
windmill speed by increasing Mach number from condition well outside relight envelope,
simulating an actual dive profile of the aeroplane.
The tests were carried out in July 1985 and the following results were achieved:
- The Contract Spec. relight envelope was demonstrated also for the installed engine.
- The minimum windmill speed to achieve positive relight was found to lay well outside

this envelope. Also high Mach number tests were successful.
- A good definition of the actua windmill speed to be expected on aircraft was

achieved (with accessories loaded and unloaded).
- Effect of fuel type was assessed and found negligible.
- Effect of air bleed on windmill speed/relight characteristics was found negligible,
while accessories mechanical drag was found to reduce the achievable windmill
speed by about 3%.

- The capability of the engine to recover its windmill speed consequently to an
airspeed undershoot was demonstrated.

- The capability of hydraulic pumps to deliver enough pressure/flow to power primary
flight control at low windmill speed was demonstrated.

A summary of performed tests is shown at fig. 2.

2.2. Procedure pre-flight

Before each of the dedicated flight, in addition to the standard preflight
procedure, some special checks were scheduled.
These checks included:
- A full check on ignition operation, checking each single plug by disconnection of the
appropriate circuit breaker.

- A check of the emergency rudder operation, for what concern both hydraulic supply and
computer DC powered operation.

- A check of all emergency trims.
- A check of the operation of DC supplied emergency fuel pumps.
- A check of the operation of the special battery supplied FTI system.
- A check of the proper auto reversion of the essential DC bus to battery supply
consequent to IDG's deselection.

- A check of the emergency demist.
- An engine hot relight to overcheck the complete operation of engine and related

systems.
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During the taxi phase a check of emergency brakes was also performed.
All the above checks, although time consuming, were found very useful to assure perfect
serviceability of all emergency devices and to give confidence to the pilot about the
sqfety devices and the procedures.
The careful monitoring of all these procedures through the telemetry gave confidence
about the real time facilities and the correct operation of the FTI.

2.3. In flight check

The first test or each flight was performed simulating an engine out descent,
approach and touch and go with the engine at idle and mechanical flight controls.
This with the purpose to familiarize the pilot with the profile to be adopted for the
specific test, taking all the necessary reference points, and to check the weather
conditions in terms of visibility and umidity (to evaluate possible misting condition
in the ECS off condition).
When these tests were successfully performed the actual relights were carried out.
In addition and in particular for the first phase of testing the system to be lost as
consequence to engine flame out (ECS, HYDRAULIC PUMPS and GENERATORS) were all selected
off before actual shut down to check proper switch over to emergency, thus avoiding non
return situation.
The flaps were preselected in the MANOEUVRE position, that was found the optimum
configuration for an engine out approach and landing.

3. CHOICE OF AIRFIELD AND AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

Consideration was made early in the test planning whether to perform the tests on
other airfield than the AIT Caselle home base.
Caselle, (see fig. 3) Is a civil airport with a 1.6 mile single runway and with the
over-the-field area subjectet to civil traffic restrictions. The AIT test are normally
conducted on a test area,the closest corner of which being about 20 miles from Caselle.
The use of airfields like Edwards AFE or Istres (France) that have their own over-the-
field area fully available for test purposes and unlimited landing runways, was
undoubtly safer in case of forced engine out approach and landing.
This opportunity was disregarded because of the complexity and the cost of such an
operation and because it was not felt compatible with the OFTP. This kind of operation
would infact imply to dedicate one prototype and all associated personnel and equipment
to one task only for a significant period of time.
An agreement was reached with the airport authority to allow priority to the test
aircraft on predetermined slots in the part of the day when civil traffic is minimum,
while a study of meteo statistic did show the summer weather to be ideal.
The performance evaluation carried out in advance confirmed the validity of this
decision, allowing the definition of a satisfactory emergency procedure from the test
range to the Caselle airfield.
Modifications were then introduced to the concerned prototype to optimize the flame out
performance.

3.1. Aircraft configuration in engine out condition

The flame out of the engine causes in the AM-X, in addition to primary power loss,

a degradation of the basic systems as hereinafter detailed:

Primary flight controls.

Longitudinal control: In normal condition the longitudinal controls functions are
performed through stabilizer and elevator.
In engine out condition the control signal of the stick is mechanically transmitted to
the elevator which is therefore controlled; the graduality of the transient between
hydraulically powered to manual control is guaranteed by two accumulators.
Stabilizer surface and its functions (i.e. longitudinal control and artificial damping)
are lost. The stabilizer actuation system is still able to exercise a trimming
function, through an emergency electrical motor powered by the battery.

Lateral control: In normal condition, the lateral controls functions are performed
through spoilers and ailerons.
In engine out condition the control signal of the stick is mechanically transmitted to
the ailerons which are manually controlled; the transient from hydraulical power to
manual control is guaranteed by two accumulators.
Spoiler surfaces and their functions (i.e. later control, artificial damping, air
brakes and lift dumpers) are lost.

Directional control: In normal condition, the directional functions are exercized
through rudder actioning.
In engine out condition, the rudder control is no more operative and the surface will
lay in the fin wake.

Secondary flight controls (flap and slat):
It will remain locked on preselected position.

- - 2A-
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Environmental Control System (ECS) & Pressurization:
It will be lost in a time dependant on leakage. An emergency ram air scoop is available
at low speed/altitude. No demist is available.

Electrical power:
Alternate rurrent (A.C.) power is lost. All essential equipments are battery supplied
for ai least 20 m n. bx auL, jwltcho,.r to czsential Di-ect Current (D.C.) bar.

Fuel system:
Normal fuel boosting is A.C. power operated and will therefore be lost.
Emergency D.C. operated pump is available and will automatically be switched on when
normal boosting stops, by means of a pressure switch on supply line.

Undercarriage (U/C):
Could be lowered with a dedicated accumulator.

Brakes:
Emergency brakes will be operated through a dedicated accumulator (antiskid will be
lost).

Steering:
Steering operation is lost due to either hydraulic and electric power loss to the
system.
Aircraft can be controlled using asymmetric emergency braking.

3.2. Modifications to aircraft standard introduced

In accordance with the results of ground and flight investigatory tests, in order
to bring the aircraft to the maximum safety standard envisaged, a number of
modifications have been embodied on the aircraft in order to allow the availability of
some system, considered highly desirable inL case of engine out landing.
The modifications embodied are the following (as shown on fig. 4):

Emergency rudder.
The unavailability of rudder control in engine out condition was considered hazardous
for landing, specially in the case of lateral gusts during the final approach phase.
The aircraft was therefore implemented with an "emergency rudder" system introducing
the following modifications:
a) - Connection of the rudder actuator to the hydraulic gun accumulator (not utilized,

since the gun is not fitted on the prototype).
b) - Connection of the n

° 
2 Flight Control Computer electrical supply to the battery

bus bar.
c) - Installation in the cockpit of an "emergency rudder" switch.

The operation of the above switch determines: hydraulic power supply to the rudder
actuator, automatic reset of the rudder failure on the interested Flight Control
Computer, full rudder authority (t 300) also in the manoeuvre flaps configuration,
otherwise limited to + 7.50.

Emergency steering.
The availability of the steering during the ground roll in case of engine out landing
was considered mandatory, and for this reason the "emergency steering" system was
embodied on the aircraft.
The following modifications have been therefore introduced:
a) - Connection of the steering actuator to the gun accumulator (as already done for

the "emergency rudder").
b) - Connection of the steering system electrical supply to the battery bus bar.

Selection of the emergency steering was left on the same switch on the stick used for
normal steering engagement.
The tests carried out, results achieved and selection procedure of these two emergency
systems are described in para 4.

Emergency demist.
An emergency D.C. powered demist fan was installed on the aeroplane, replacing the
standard A.C. powered system.
This new system, tested on actual misting conditions, was found to be only partially
effective and therefore a special anti misting fluid was used (CHEMICAL COMMODITIES
AGENCY INC. MIL-A-21071B).

Emergency bus bar (PP3) and battery bus (PP4).
A revision of the load distribution between the TRU supplied bars and the battery
supplied bars (PP3 / PP4) was done.
This led to the decision to partly revise this distribution, connecting all ignition
associated items on the PP4 (always battery supplied) and adding on the PP3 emergency
bus some load like the pitot heater, the above mentioned emergency demist, flight
computer and steering box, plus same cockpit instrument Judged useful for the purposed
test.
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3.3. Modification disregarded

In the early phase of the relight test planning some further modifications to
aircraft standard were considered but then disregarded.
It is WoL, - ieation SLi., .odifications and th- reasons .-z dize&Lzding.

In flight engine starter.
Before reliable data on the windmilling speed of the loaded engine became available
from ATF tests, the possibility to fit a special starter to motor the engine in any
case to the required speed was taken into account.
The complexity of design, purchase and qualifieltion of such a system, associated with
the good results from ATF tests and the demonstration of the good capability of the
aircraft to safely land in engine out condition, led to disregard this modification.

Duplication of plugs power supply.
Consideration was also made whether to separate the power supply of the two igniter
boxes and plugs.
Also this modification, even if felt of some utility in order to increase safety, was
disregarded because of the complexity and the very long time required to realize such a
system.
Instead a procedure to closely check ignition system serviceability was adopted.

Lift dumpers and airbrakes emergency operations.
These systems were proved to be not mandatory for a safe recovery of the aeroplane
and therefore any attempt to assure some hydraulic supply to them was disregarded.

Additional hydraulic power supply.
Again the preliminary tests performed were very encouraging because of the long
endurance of the already available accumulators and of the hydraulic supply
characteristics at low engine speed. Therefore any attempt to install an emergency
hydraulic power source (RAT or EPU) was judged unnecessary and disregarded.

4. RELIGHT TEST PLANNING

An extensive plan of investigatory ground and flight test was drawn and scheduled
to be performed at the early possible stage of prototype activity to collect all the
information considered necessary for a safe recovery and landing of the aircraft in
case of unsuccessful relight.
These test include basically:
- Evaluation of glide descent and landing performance with various flap setting.
- Evaluation of degraded controls handling qualities.
- Ground and inflight evaluation of emergency systems operation and performance.

All these tests are extensively detailed in the following subchapters.

4.1. Evaluation of glide performance

4.1.1. Choice of aerodynamic configuration

In engine flame out flaps and slats will remain locked in the preselected
position; therefore an analysis was carried out to identify the best aerodynamic wing
configuration to be adopted during the relight trials.
For this reason, using flight matched aerodynamic data, max efficiency, best glide
speed and maximum glide distance were estimated for the selectable flap/slat position.
According to the results of this analysis, the high lift configuration was rejected
because of the low efficiency and therefore reduced glide distance capability.
Then the manouvre wing configuration was preferred to the clean, mainly because the
lower touchdown speed allowed, combined with the sufficient glide distance capability.
For these reasons all the investigatory tests, as well as the actual relight test, have
been performed in the manouvre wing configuration.

4.1.2. Saw-tooth descent

Purpose of these tests was the experimental verification of the rate of descent
(R/D) and dive angle (GAMMA) as a function of speed and engine rating, in order to
identify the most representative configuration to be used during the following
investigatory trials aimed to assess flame out recovery profile.
For this reason a number of test has been carried out at different engine rating (NH),
with undercarriage UP and DOWN at several altitudes.
The tests results did show the most representative configuration of engine out gliding
to be the 82% NH and undercarriage DOWN (fig. 5a).

Nevertheless because of the undercarriage speed limitation it was decided to simulate
the engine out condition in the 68% NH and undercarriage UP, bearing in mind that this
condition was conservative against actual (fig. 5b).
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4.1.3. Descent profile for relight test

The choice of the profile for the first relight flight has been dictated by the
need to performe the first attempt in the center of the envelope investigated during
the ATF teacs see fi6. 14).
Besides it was decided to plan the ests at such an altitude that would allow to
perform a second attempt in case of need, increasing the windmilling speed by a
constant Mach descent.
This second attempt should have been terminated at an altitude (10909 ft) sufficient to
acquire if necessary, the flame-out landing circuit (FOLC) keypoint, i.e. 8090 ft,
200 Kts.
As a consequence of above requirements, the flight profile for the first relight flight
resulted as shown in fig. 6.
This profile has been repeated several times to check its feasibility and to collect
all the useful data, like total distance covered, time elapsed from engine shut down to
touch-down, duration of the elevator and aileron accumulators, dive angles to be main-
tained to acquire step-by-step the profile key-points, etc.
For each of the points performed a descent profile similar in principle to the one
above discussed has been identified and actually performed before shut down at least up
to the FOLC key-point.

4.1.4. Flame-out landing circuit (FOLC) from the key-point 8000 ft/200 Kts

According to the theoretical and flight test data, and for similarity to other
aircrafts, the FOLC procedure has been choosen as shown in fig. 7.

The feasibility and the adequacy of this profile have been initially checked flying
with the F.C.S. in normal conditions and with the engine as required; then the engine
rating has been reduced to idle and the F.C.S. has been degraded to the configuration
most representative of the engine out conditions, i.e. stabilizer, spoilers and rudder
disconnected.
Initial simulated flame-out tests showed an area of possible danger when landing
without rudder, specially in the case of lateral wind gusts during the final approach
phase. For this reason the modification already described to make available (at least
for the final approach) the rudder, has been studied and implemented on the aircraft
before the first relight flight.
Flight data gathered during these investigatory tests showed
that the selected flame-out procedure was easy and successfully carried out also in
case of an offset of up to 50 degrees in the heading and up to t 1500 ft in the
altitude at the keypoint.
In this last case, it becomes very important the choice of the moment for undercarriage
lowering, since It causes a variation of the rate of descent of 1000 ft/min. which at
the speed of 180 Kts (typical of the engine-out final approach) represents a variation
of 30 in the flight path angle.
This would allow an adjustment of the flight path of the aircraft in order to achieve
the best touch-down point in the runway.

4.1.5. Final approach and landing

As previously mentioned, all the tests were carried out in the manoeuvre flaps
configuration and were mainly aimed to define the best incidence/speed during the final
approach and at touch-down and to evaluate the adequacy of the emergency longitudinal
trim speed.
Results gathered allowed the definition of the suggested conditions for a possible
engine out landing in manoeuvre flaps, which are the following.

Stabilizer trim Cs = -4 - -50
approach 4 = 100
touch-down a = 120

These incidence values correspond to an approach speed of approximately 180 Kts and at
a touch-down speed of about 160 Kts, which are acceptable specially for an emergency
landing.

4.1.6. Aerodynamic braking

These tests were originally planned up to incidences of 1404. , but were
interrupted at 1leO , because showed poor efficiency and may cause an overcontrol,
with consequent longitudinal pilot induced oscillation (PIO,. Nevertheless the tests
carried out have been useful to make an estimation of the barrier engagement speed, in
the case of landing without brakes (see fig. 8).
Assuming infact a touch-down point located at 1/3 of the runway, and decelerating the
aircraft without braking in the remaining runway, the barrier engagement speed was
found to be about 110 Kts.
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4.2. Evaluation of degraded controls handling qualities.

As said above early evaluation of full mechanical controls confirmed the
prediction of poor handling qualities and very high pilot work load to fly in this
condition.
The handling qualities on powered controls (no cbj were ±isltead found good enough *0
attempt a full landing, provided that rudder is available.
Therefore, after the introduction of the already described emergency systems, the
evaluation was concentrated on manual powered controls handling mainly for what
concerns the duration of accumulators and hydraulic supply available on engine out
condition.

4.2.1. Low engine speed hydraulic power supply.

An investigation was carried out to verify the capability of one hydraulic system
to supply emergency flight controls at low engine speed.
The engine windmill speed condition was simulated by supplying a reduced airflow to the
engine starter from an external air supply trolley.
The tests showed that at low windmill down to the minimum for relig

t
t i uouc 10%), the

flight controls demand could be more than met by one hydraulic system.

4.2.2. Verification of elevator and aileron accumulators endurance.

This verification has been carried out in conjunction with the accomplishement of
the descent profile (see para 4.1.3.), continuing the flight after the wawe-off on the
runway in hydraulic off condition, up to the reversion in manual mode.
Data obtained, gave the ev!Aence that the duration of both aileron and elevator
accumulators before discharge and reve3ioi to manual mode, was of the order of 9 min.
Since the average duration of the various flight profiles from shut-down to eventual
landing was found around 7 min., it was concluded that the charge of the accuiaulators
itself was capable to assure hydraulically powered flight controls for the complete
engine out descent up to the touch-down. This in association of what said at 4.2.1.
gave full confidence about ability to land on powered controls.

4.2.3. Verification of emergency rudder & steering accumulator endurance.

Ground test carried out demonstrated the capability of the system implemented on
the aircraft to guarantee the availability of rudder and steering during the approach,
landing and ground rolling phases.
Fig. 9, referring to a low speed taxi, shows that the hydraulic power available allows
quite a number of rudder and steering manoeuvres before discharging.
Nevertheless, due to the big amount of leakages present in the hydraulic line of the
accumulator, this endurance is remarkably reduced if the system is connected long
before it is used.
For this reason it was decided to recommended the selection of the emergency rudder
steering 1 min. before the foreseen touch-down.

4.3. Emergency systems evaluation.

4.3.1. DC Pump supply characteristics.

A full evaluation of the feeding characteristics in emergency condition (DC pump)
was carried out on the ground and in flight.
The results showed that, as predicted, enough fuel feeding was guaranteed at all engine
speeds and altitudes.

4.3.2. Battery endurance.

A battery endurance test was performed on ground running the engine with IDG's OFF
and simulating full in flight load with externally connected resistance.
The endurance was found to be twice the minimum assumed necessary for relight purposes.

4.3.3. Other emergency utility systems.

Test of the other emergency systems like:
Emergency demist
Emergency undercarriage
Arrestor hook

were successfully performed at an early stage of the program and therefor, were not
included In this part of investigatory test.
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5. FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION (FTI) / TELEMETRY COVERAGE

5.1. Airborne instrumentation facilities.

In the standard configuration, in case of total A.C. power failure (engine out
condition;, only tht A-ident Data Recorder (ADR) remains operating through the
standard aircraft battery.
To cope with the requirement of the relight test and to reduce the load on aircraft
battery, improving its endurance, it was decided to provide the FTI with its own
power source. Therefore dedicated FTI battery (of the same type of normal aircraft
battery for commonality reason), additional FTI inverter to supply A.C. powered items
and all the required control devices were embodied.
This alternative power source was operable by the pilot through a simple special panel
in the cockpit and used only during the specific phase of the flight when it was
required (eng. out conditions). The FTI equipement supplied with this alternative power
source was:
- the ADR system
- the telemetry to the Ground Station (boih transmitters; pilot speech included)
- the C.G. package accelerometers and rate gyros
- the CROU2ET digital and analog transducers (Airspeed and Altitude)
- the Time Coding System
- the FM Multiplexing System
- the Tape Recorder
- the PCM System, including all the transducers power supply
- the SYP 820 inertial platform.
All the unnecessary FTI devices like cameras, flutter stores controls, bonkers etc.
were automatically switched off at the selection of emergency FTI to minimize the
battery load and to increase endurance.
The supply of SYP 820 was found useful also to maintain attitudes display to the pilot
in addition to emergency stand-by instruments.
A scheme of the special supply system is shown at fig. 10.
I- is worth mentioning that a specific calibration of the pilot engine speed indicator
(that war not required to be particularly accurate in the low speed range) was done.
The units (tw2 were tested) to be used were found to be particularly accurate
less than * 0.5%) in ai the range, down to about 4% where the indicator drops to zero.

5.2. Real time monitoring facilities.

Extensive use of real time data transmission via telemetry link is made in the
AM-X Flight Test Programme.
For the specific relight tests phase this facility was considered mandatory and to cop-
with program requirement some special features were introduced.
The test aircraft was provided with a dual-channel transmitter allowing continuity of
data link with the Control Room where a large number of parameters were displayed
throughout the flight.
The standard "Control Room" facility consists of a number of work stations
provided with an 8 channels strip chart pen recorder, a video display with capability
to recall different "menus" of parameters and in addition, a number of digital displays
to monitor general interest flight parameters. A picture of the control room is shown
at fig. 11.
A fifth work station, provided with the same facilities but not the pen recorder, is
available to the test conductor, giving the possibility to monitor aircraft
configuration, flight conditions etc..
During the relight tests the work stations have been used to monitor engine, systems,
flight control and flight mechanic parameters, giving the flight test engineers all the
information necessary to help the pilot in carrying out the test in the safest way.
Parameters like hydraulic accumulators residual pressures, aircraft and FTI battery
voltage, emergency fuel pumps pressures, were carefully monitored to alert the pilot in
case of any early sign of system degradation and also to allow decision about the
number of actual attempt to be carried on during the flight.
A data bank containing the windmilling data gathered on ATF tests was prepared and
this allowed a continuous display of the expected windmill speed to be compared with
the actual.
A graphic presentation of the actual aircraft flight condition against envelope and
expected windmill speed was also obtained using video graphic display facilities.
Due to the low resolution of the standard pen recorded, extensive use of a ES 1000
electrostatic recorder was made. This gave possibility to display essential parameters
like NH, TGT, Throttle on high resolution time histories being paper size of 300 mm
fully available for each trace.
Furthermore a temporary memory area was available allowing telemetry real time data
storage. This allowed, immediately after each test, more so,,histicated analysis in
"quasi-real time" (QUARTAS) mode, using special tailored softwre.
All these facilities allowed to adopt a build up of the test programme whithin the same
flight, maintaining the required maximum safety criterion. Some of the menus used
for this exercise are shown at fig. 12 and 13.
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6. RELIGHT TEST CARRIED OUT

The objectives of the in flight relight test carried out were:
- To emonstr~te the hnP rel! ht capabilities on the whole operational envelope of tie

aeroplane.
- To demonstrate the cold relight envelope drawn by the engine manufacturer and
successfully tested in ATF, verifying the consistency of the predicted windmil
speeds.

Particular care in the test planning was adopted in order to allow a safe build up.
The first test point for a cold relight attempt was chosen with the following
criteria:
- To be well inside the predicted envelope.
- To be at an altitude and Mach number that could allow more than one altempt, in case

of failure, maintaining constant Mach by loosing altitude (and therefore increasing
windmill speed).

The first hot relight test point was planned to be executed before the cold attempt in
a condition allowing to get the cold relight condition in case of failure.(See fig.14).
This initial point was successfully repeated three times to assure full consistency of
the results.
When this part of the envelope was considered achieved, two more cold attempts were
done at higher and lower altitude following the line of constant windmill speed drawn
from ATF tests, to fully confirm that line.
Each cold relight was always preceded by an hot attempt, that would had lead to the
next planned cold point in case of unsuccess.
When this central area of the envelope was cleared and windmill speed well defined, all
the other points were performed reaching in steps the corners of the envelope.
They were always planned in such a way to allow recovery to the already acquired area
in case of failure.
This first exploration was done reducing to a minimum the airbleeds and the power off-
t3ke from the engine and using JP8 (AVTUR) fuel that, while shown irrelevant insofar
the relight itself was concerned by the ATF results, allows a minor improvement of the
emergency fuel supply characteristics by the DC powered fuel pump.
Subsequently a number of points on the corners of the envelope have been repeated with
alternate fuel JP4 (AVTAG) and then applying the full bleed and load to the engine.
This because, although the pilot could switch bleeds and loads off, it was considered
essential to verify that no dramatic deterioration of the relight characteristics would
te caused by a pilot misprocedure.
'.>toignition system provided on the aeroplane was also tested in the latest phase of
testing.
T.,is system provides automatically ignition to the engine when throttle is above IDLE
and NH falls to suo idle (NH-450%) thus restarting the engine whitout any pilot
operation.
No tests were conducted below 10000 ft because relight performance below that altitude
is not expected to worsen and relight done at low altitude, if for any reason
unsuccessful, may lead to lose the aircraft, being glide range not enough to get back
to the field.
It should always be born in mind that, when an engine is shut down, a remote
possibility that it will not relight always exists for a number of unpredictable
reasons including misprocedure.

7. TEST RESULTS

All the tests performed were successful and fully demonstrated the expectation
and ATF prediction.
In particular the engine windmill speed was exceptionally close to what found on ATF,
demonstrating how representative these tests were.
The measured peak turbine gas temperature (TGT) was found about 50 Oc warmer than on
ATF, but this was clearly due to the soak period used in flight (shorter in respect to
ATF).
The data gathered during the tests gave full confidence in the in-flight relight
capability of the engine and defined the procedure to be inserted in the pilot
handbook.
The reached level of confidence allowed to progress in the testing of the aircraft
including high incidence and weapon firing trials.
Summary of the test point Is shown at fig. 15.

8. CONCLUSIONS

It can be concluded that the approach followed on planning and performing the
tests was very successful.
It was possible to perform on full safety the risky relight test in a relatively short
period of time (about 4 months) without interfering with the other aircraft activities
(see flights summary at fig. 16) and to get the results in perfect phase with the other
program requirements.
The 'esults achieved demonstrated that a careful planning of the tests and an early
consideration of the even most remote possibility of failure or error can permit a
smooth execution of any flight test programme also when risks are associated.
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FLIGHT TEST RESULTS OF A COMPLEX PRECISE

DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

Gunther Schhnzer

Director of the Inatitut for Flight Guidance and Control

Technical University Braunschweig
Germany

ABSTRACT

The presented flight control systems consist of an open loop control system and a more conventional state vec-

tor feed back closed system. The open loop actuator control Includes a quasistationary aircraft model and a full state

command model. For the flight tests of this control system, the minimization of the state vector error was the basic

target. To improve the flight test quality, an onboard realtime wind and turbulence measurement system has been

used.

The flexible flight test instrumentation including sensors and computers will be described and some typical flight

test results will be demonstrated.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

CD drag coefficient V airspeed vector

CL lift coefficient v,, commanded acceleration
D drag YK flight path speed vector

g acceleration due to gravity Vw wind speed vector

ILS instrument landing system W weight

MLS microwave landing system w vertica

n load factor

T. commanded thrust y glide path angle

UW  horizontal wind speed
uW change in horizontal wind speed A vector of the state error

I. INTRODUCTION

Flight control systems are more or less a conventional tool to improve the aircraft characteristics as well as to

achieve a more precise guidance and control. For most applications e. g. all weather ILS approach, standard flight

control systems are precise enough. For future 40-navigation, windshear response alleviation, space reentry vehicle

control or geodetic applications e. g. measurement of the earth's surface on board the aircraft for digital mapping, a

more precise flight control system is required. And last but not least, it Is an attractive scientific task to demonstra-

te theoretical approaches in realistic flight tests.

The flight control system I like to present here in more detail has been developed on the basis of a very simple

description of the scientific task: the flight control system should be as precise as possible in flight path and aero-

dynamic flow control under the constraints, that passenger comfort and throttle activity are acceptable.

2. FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

The basic principle for the developement of the flight control system was to introduce all the knowledge into

the control system design we have. concerning an aircraft's behaviour.

The input signals for the systems are guidance functions for flight path and the aerodynamical flow conditions.

In the given example, the aerodynamic flow condition is presented in a conventional manner as a spatial airspeed

function (1.2,3] . The flight path is determined as an earth fixed spatial function. A precise flight control system

has to include the following control system elements ( fig. I 1
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- open loop determination of the required actuator displacement ( fig. 2 I

open loop calculation of the commanded state vector ( fig. 2)
- state vector feed back. including sensors and observers

- integral trim to improve static accuracy and to reduce control column forces in the event of system failures

With a precise open loop control, the state error A (fig.l) is neglibly small. In this case it is possible, to de-
sign the closed loop for excellent eigenvalue distributions and a low feed back gain.

The main key for the flight testing is the state error A, which is a substantial value to estimate the quality of

the flight control system.

With the knowledge of the aircraft's non linear equations of motion, we can derive the required deflections of

the control surfaces and throttle. This inverse flight mechanical problem cannot be solved in general. A. Redeker [ 2 ]
has developed a complex quasistatlonary inverse model of the aircraft longitudinal motion that shows excellent re-

sults ( fig. 3 ). To demonstrate typical characteristics of this quasistationary inverse aircraft model, we will calculate

the commanded thrust.

Tc W [nS-n -j7+I-n Y T -- J (11

This thrust equation can be derived from the aircraft forces parallel and perpendicular to the flight path. We

get tho commanded thrust as a function of the aircraft weight ( W ). the load factor n, the drag to lift ratio, the
flight path angle y. the ratio of vertical ( wW I and horizontal ( u w I wind including turbulence to airspeed V. the

windahear &W and the commanded acceleration i'c . The aircraft drag D can be written in a typical flightmechanical

expression ( fig. 3 ).

D = nW 1 21
CL

To solve the thrust equation ( I ) with sufficient accuracy, the aircraft parameters CD/CL, W. the aircraft mo-

Lion (n, y, V) as well as the wind situation WW , u w . bW must be measured and identified. The wind vector can be

measured on board with sufficient precision [4 1 (see chapter 4 ). The aircraft parameter have to be derived as well

from theoretical calculations, as from simulations and flight tests. In the newest version of the described flight con-

trol systems. the aircraft parameters are calculated by a learning procedure [S]. In principle, the variance of the sta-

te error A (fig. 1) will be minimized in real time. Without any previous knowledge, the system needs appoximately

2000 seconds for an on line identification of the non linear aircraft parameters. In fig. 4 the required thrust versus
airspeed is presented. The better the initial knowledge, the quicker is the learning procedure. This system is some-

thing like an adaptive flight control system without any stability problems.

The second major feature of the presented flight control system is the determination of the commanded state

vector (fig. I and 2 ). With a complete state vector command the control system reponse can be very quick without

overshoot. A simple example of a state vector command is given in fig. Sa for a typical stability augmentation sy-
stem. The commanded pitch rate may be proportional to the stick force. The relevant state vector elements are pitch

attitude 8 and pitch rat. q. which can be measured easily by gyros. As for a symmetric flight condition (wings le-
vel ) pitch attitude is the integral of the pitch rate, the state vector command calculation is very simple. The response

of the closed control loop is quick without overshoot (( 2 in fig. Sb. In contrast to the demonstrated example. in

most conventional stability augmentation systems there is only a pitch attitude but no pitch rate command. This

means, that the commanded pitch rate Is zero. This conflicting situation results in a sluggisch response and in an

overshoot (01 in fig. Sb).

The total open loop subsystem for actuator command and state vector command is presented in fig. 2. The sy-

stem will be completed by a conventional state vector feed back and an integral trim system. With a precise open

loop control, the difference A between commanded and actual state vector will be zero. In this case the feed back

gain matrix is only responsible for a sufficient eigenvalue characteristic and for compensation of small calculation

errors. To Identify the non linear functions of the Inverse aircraft model, the state vector error A will be reduced in

a trial and error procedure from the flight test. With some theoretical knowled&s' this Job had been done in less then

ten flight test hours [2 .
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3. FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES

The identification of the aircraft parameters and the flight testing of the flight control system has been realized

with the two test aircraft D0 28 (fig. 6) and DO 128 (fig. 71 owned by the Institute for Flight Guidance and Control

(appendix 11. Both aircrafts are equipped with flexible general purpose test equipment.

* sensors

- data acquisition
calculation

storage

operation

- actuators

- control panels and displays

The sensor group contains

-inertial

- position

- aerodynamic flow

systems, that are Integrated in a navigation system (fig. 8). All control surfaces and the throttle are controlled by

electrical servo motors.

elevators

elevator trim
aileron

- rudder
fast flaps

- throttle

The elevator trtr system is required especially fnr automatic landings. The data processing systems (fig. 9)

consists primarely of

1/O processor including interfaces

maincomputer
terminal

cockpit and operator displays

data recording

In the main computers high level computer languages will be used. In the older DO 28 aircraft with a Nor-

den/DEC 11/34 main computer the programs are written in FORTRAN 77 language. The newer DO 128 aircraft has been

equipped with an Aerodata/DEC Mikrovax 1I main computer and MODULA 2 language. The more transparent structure
of MODULA2 compared to FORTRAN 77 is the major reason for an important reduction of programming and testing

time. The hardware location is given In fig. 10. The listing of the hardware is presented in appendix 1.

4. WIND MEASUREMENT

The quality of flight tests can be strongly influenced by disturbances, especially wind and turbulence. Additio-
nally the nonlinear open loop control requires the information of the wind vector (see eq. 1). Parameteridentification

without knowledge of the wind disturbance is only sufficient for flights in calm air. Real calm air is very rare in

central europe and this limits the efficiency of the flight test tremendously. Therefore both test aircrafts are equip-

ped with an on line realtime wind measurement system [4 ]. The wind vector Vwcan be derived from the airspeed

vector Y(V,,s ) and the flight path speed vector VK (fig I1)

Yw - vK- v (3)

This type of measurement is based only on kinematics and Is therefore independent from aircraft motion. The

handicap is the small wind vector as the difference of the large speed vectors. The measurement of the two speed

vectors must be very precise. On line calibration is as well a need as complementary filtering [ 4 ] and coordinate

transformations (6].
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An example for an on board wind measurement is the low level jet in fig. 12. Here the on board measurement
is compared with a mast anemometer measurement [71 and a low level jet model (8,9].

This type of on board wind and turbulence measurement will be applied beside the flight testing of guidance

and control systems for meteorological and environmental (pollution) measurement.

S. FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

Finally, some flight test results shall be demonstrated. Figure 13 shows the high accuracy of the complex digital

flight control system in calm air. In a 9 minutes flight period, the maximum altitude deviation was less then 1 meter.

The altitude deviation is in the range of the resolution of the barometric altimeter. Figure 14 shows the aircraft re-

sponse in altitude, airspeed and thrust at the begin of a turn flight in moderate turbulence. An altitude-acquire ma-

nouevre shows fig. IS for strong turbulence. Typical for this test aircraft is the high gust sensitivity of the uncon-

trolled aircraft due to the low wing load. An older version of the complex flight control system (with a simple open

loop control) is shown In fig. 16 in an curved MLS-approach (il] passing a moderate wind shear without any flight

path and speed deviation. This MLS-approach has been finished by an automatic landing.
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Fig 1; Block dlagraanm of the control loops Fig 2: Non linear open loop control state and
state command calculation
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AP -ENDX IResearch Aircraft Domiler 128- 1 C~all sign 04-IUF

Technical Data and Dimensions
Twin twrbioprop-eflgine-powened STOI. alircrt on shearrable taillwheall

Dimensions: Weight:
O,,aralt Length K1M (without noseboonnl MAcinon rake-off Weight O350hg
Oorsal Hight 3600n Emprty Weigt

"lno $pan t.15o Sod. Researtcht Ftllpmrnt) 3"Q~h
Wine Ant. 200sqnt Maximumn Fuel (1SW) tiSoulg

Engines: Performance:
k . Pntthltity -Jr..aC 01 Canada PIBA1tO bwelo Mao. O~perting Alitude 2000t (SIM1Mi
prop engine with 4C)OStp continuous power1. m. Speed 1501m, (278gll
elctrical gowel supply to, *opruhnorts t. Shkhi Min,. speetd 831,1 (I 17khnrlr

SSv tC Cruise Speed 13010
1 15VI400HI AC, Take,0tt.Oistanco seckn,
Z20W S0HZ AC Lending 01,10n.a Boom

End ....cb (al t M.2 I d)t.5
L.cadio DI'VIL-MFlgblelng,

Brauchweigal Fhinghelen

Research Tasks
The WA.g~nwd STOL Allmanf Is an univesl~ to.l fo, Afiro.tn I.fltgationsat th. Institute fo, FMight Guidance

aed Control and other reearch LroOSS. The mn tasks wra:
*miltewifllnglSal measutrt (on-lne detenmination .l wind lold and dlllon, tennpotuit1. hunrl.

dity, mraelIng of of, polhntoe

- lnwaefltol oft ho aircraft mowtion under Influence of tulbciont Wind conditions

a irorne inetlgar' n, of different Sosw., aod Aortnic-systemse
l dontjft~aon of mei aerodynaicaril parametaers nf the aircraft

Research Equipment

Sensors: Sensor feriel.r

SIJRNIER Might Log Angle wI Afttac
Anrgle of Sidesipy
pressure Parn nor static
and Tota pressure

OFV&R S-Hol5.PObo Sifl pressure
wilth ROSEMOUNT 1221 Dymuonin P-assne

Different~i Pressure for

Angle Of Attack and Sideslip

HONEYWELL. LAeean Pitch Angle and Arl.tr Veiocity

Bank Angle and flogclo V.1Thiy
Yew Angle and Angular Velocity
hceietwtlon in .. OheDIcnIon,

Pnsitoun, Groundepead
true Track Angle
Magnetic Heading
vertical velocity
mniall Ojillod.
lind Speed and Direion

PO/fOSCIENTIFIC Static Pra11u1.

01giguero Mod. 1023A

ROISEMOUNT 1221 Dynrattic pressute

tIOEMOJNIT 102CJIeg laropeia'

VAISALNVAFROOATA Honnicab tHumidify
Temtperature

SPERRY Radar Altiffaer, Height

Computar Systems:
Main Compoter AERODtATA-Pttp 1173 / rnlctVAYl ON.UnatePri, posesility tot rd-Copy
Caaltntwertoaldon Comtputer! LANIGE WI. 20it I JAM tyME-gi, fPrrenis

-9* Ssata Tape Rftotda e4 channetla wit 22 Ha amrtpMn rtl

Additional Equipmant:
*Slandhatd-Mi~nettntnentegdon with tIME (lhltwore Meseorlng Equipmtent)

P4 Rdw-gtmter. VI.PFanlgftnnsvetot, HP.corntocartlne
- elS-VIde Recrdcing Equipoaotf

*Urta te atd ofa9l fiSt aroftiet witl he equipped with acitnt fltnd metlflth Indicators
Iet 014hor. toddat. allfrn wed &Et, thae ther flight testing of aoto0Atot apeats wet
ase r Pce, 00n1 Os D 124.
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Research Aircraft Dornier 2601 / Call sign 0-195W

Technical Data and Dimensions
Toin istenr-eingliu-pomed STOi.-Altutlt. non steer.able taliuheel

Dimensions: Weight:
Oiee'al Lengith it7 ai writu -nsb-)m Maxdium Tei-Ott Weight Siontrg

0-at Height 3.90m Empty Weight
Vyteg Spait 15.11tr 5nul. tResercts Equipment) SHMt
Wig Acea 28.0agm Mai-ri Fuel ISM0 8100k

Engines: Performance:
S yo -ming IGS350 AtE. six cylinder alrnooled tur- Max. ceiling 2400M (7300.)
boharged plarm engine with fuel Injecion with 390 hp Ma.. Speed tIicrts (3Mtihft
nm. cwntinuwue poumer, tin. Speed SEkts ittidhtt
Electhinal puma. supply In, exeietc. lAVA Circe Speed tX0kt5

28V DC. Teske-Ctt-Omeronn 530n
It15VI4flOln AC. laning Distance 000-t

220W 5OHe AC Endurenue (at Ft. 100 Ch
Location: DPVIR-fugebitelig.

Siuneducmelg; Moghten

Research Tasks
The himi-enginedi STCL-Aitntetit Is en uniuetsel tend for airborne lnnestlgsllnns at the Institute fIm Flight Guidanue
end Contrl, te Special Reseetnh Group for Flight Safety end other rnsearnh gtuups. The main tuss ere:

-meteornlogical meeeutnrment lun4lne determintinn nt wind speed end directtun. temperten, humi-
dity. merseunrig ni ell Pollutien)

* inneedigedenr nt the airutett motion undet Influence ftulrhulent wind nditluns
-flight testing ut autopilut system. lsoto~and. direct-llif-itni. flyhbyfre, idesetlnh-ootro. etc,)
* eihonei Inuestigien ut diffnrent mum and einnI.ne-ysteims
*Identification ot te amuodynamluali patametete ot the airnieg

Research Equipment

Sensors: Senmo pear er

DORMER Flight Log Angie ni Atteact
Angle of Sideslip
Pteaeut Fot tm Stade

end Total Pteseure

ROSEMOUNT t02s AUt5Z Total Tempertute

2 NOARANICS GEATH7 Rltch Angulat Velocity
Benkr Angulet Velocity

SIENA 39.CsIMt Yew Anguler Velocity

3 DONNER Mud. 43tS Ajiura 'iced Acceleratin
in e.y,er-Dlttn

INS CAROUSEL IVA Frich Angle

Vertinal Accnlon
Along Ttack Angle
Groun.d Speed
True Ttauk Angre
True Heeding Angle
Wind Speed
Wid Direution
Position

ROSEMOUINT 124tM481 Steln Prelsure (Alituide)

STATHAMe PWS9TC Dynamicu Pressure

COLLINS Ruder Atimetver ALlOt Height

Computer Systems:
Min Cmitsje: NORCEN 11/34 (mti. nesion ot a DEC PDP 1t1/34) 2 Floppy-drnee. Floating Point Processor

Bnackrground Computer: J11. Oguanneeeer
Cenwsatren Cempstiecr ERDAS . F&- Omlet 0dsdrulex Unhiemeeil Dat Aguleltiont Sythem)

Dat-Recoring:
- CM Date guiliteen Spstem, IM 10"1. 32 uchannels with 92 He asirig rats
- &etrenmti Tapse Recern 54 d1rfanea with 23 He strp,,ng rate

Additioenal Equlpmenit:
-6atdd ofttmetaenmd RICA Plmst I0 DM6 (Dietance Maemning Equipent). ARC 4tA VOR
-aeaase Pet elevaser. mkae. elaen, thsnotle
- elm eam flu
- nmnxssrstm0 el 0 en ine mrtow psame end rtetg spee"
* WShtEO -eass -qirn

L.- ~ J A



ANALYSE DES ESSAYS DE FLOTI'EMENT
A L'AIDE D'UN SYSTEME DE TELEMESURE

par

Alin Bueharies

Ddpartment Autornatique - ONERA/CE.R.T.

Gerald Lignon et Haml Cassan
Easais en Vol - Division AVION - AEROSPATLE

316 Route de Bayonne
31060 Toulouse, Cedex 03

France

REStlE La ndcessittd d'analyser les r~sultats de chaque vol avant d'autoriser le point de vol
suivant est le principal inconvdnient de l'ensemble des pcocddures d'Essais en Vol de flottement. Files
conduisent toutes A one durde globale dajuverture do domaine de vol importante et incompatible avec les
objectifs de certification des avions. Aussi AEROSPATIALE et le C.E.R.T. ont mis en common Ivur
exp~rience pour ddvelopper des outils mt des mdthodes d'anaipse en temps c~el des essais V ]'aide d'un
systtlme de t~ldmesure ammoci6 Vi dv puissants moyens de calcul.

INTRODUCTION

Lem essaim en vol de flottement ont poor but

- loauverture do domains de vol rest-Vi-dire la d~monstration de l'absence de flottement dans
tout le domaine de vol j usqu'V 140/10.

- la fourniture ao Bureau d'Eludes de rdsultats suffisamment prdcis pour pouvoir les estrapoler
jusqu'V 1,2 V0.

L'ouvrure do domaine de vol me fait pay V pas par observation de 1Lvolution de
l'amoctissement de chaque mode evec Is vitesse pour diverses configurations de l'avion. ['mutorisatioi de
procdder V l'essai muivant (augmentation de vitesse) nest donnde que vi cette 6volotion or pr~sente
aucun risque d'instabilit6.

Autrement dit l'emploitation compllte doun vol doit Ptre terminie et analysie avant de procdder
au vol soivant. Ce gui peut conduire, muivant la compiesit6 des probibmes rencontris, V des ddlais
imporlants.

Or Iv recherche d'une plus grande compdtivili impose de produire des appareils de plus en plus
performants V on co~t de production moindre. DoO la ndcessitd de riduire la durde, de ddveloppement et
d'essvi en vol. Pour l'A320 l'objectif 6tait de, certifier l'avion seulement ooze mois aprls le premier
vol.

Poor mener V birn on projel aussi ambitivus pour on avion entibcement nouveau, AEROSPAT lAtE
s est doltn d'un systl~me de traitement en temps reel par t66l6mesure (pouvant r~pondre mum besoins des
diversem disciplines des esmais en mol) vt en 6troite rollaboration aver le d6partemrnt Aolomatigue de
l'QNERA/CERT a ddvelopp6 de nouvellesm cthodes d'eploitation des essais.

Ces m~thodes, concurs cosine
aide V Ia ddcision, automat isent le
traitement des donnies numiriques
issues du message t~l6mesure. tiles
permetteo t minsi mu sp~cialiste

sswmnincussde se consacrer plIeinement V Is
conduite de l'essai et V l'analyse
Pt l'interprdtatmon des rdsoltats.

L---v L 'objectif visA est de pouvoir
rdAliser drum points du domaine
dans le mAine vol et d'6tre en
mesure de donner la "clearance'
poor le vol suivant dons on d~lvi de
drum, heures aprbs l'attecrissaqe de
lo,-vion (fig. 1) do manilce V
pouvoir effectuer si ntcessaire deus
vols dans la mf-me journde.

111ev consistent essentiellement

F a surveillance en temps crl
des paramllres le.s pluc significo-
tifs.

-l'analyse et Ia synthlse modale

Fig] Objctfs ou Vaalse esessisdefotemet en temps llgl~rement diff~r6 suc
Fig. -Ojecifs ourlanlysedesessis dficemet I'ensemble des paramst rem 0I).
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ESSAI EN VOL DE FLOTTEMENT

1. PRINCIPE WESSAI

Les essais de flottement sont r6alis6s aux diffdrents points du domaine de vol par excitation de
Ia structure de l'avion. La mesure simultande des Forces d'excitatmon et des r~ponses acc6l6ros6tri-
ques de la structure permet de calcuier lea fonctions de transfert H -= b/Ca d'obl ion extrait
lea param~tres modaux F (Frdquence) et N (a'ortisaeaent r~duit).

2. MOYENS WESSAI EMBARIIUES

Les moyens d'excitation utilis6s aont

- des voleta a6rodynamiques oscillanta (tip-vane) instali6s 6 chaque extrdmit6 de voilure,
pilotables en fr6quence (choix Fmini et Fmasi), en mode (symdtrique ou antisys6trique', en vitesse de
balayage. Us permettent de r6aliser des excitations harmoniques.

- des impulseurs b poudre mont6s en extr6mit6s de plan horizontal et de ddrive. Us qd6rent des
excitations japulsionflelles.

Les rdponses de i'avion sont mesur6es par des accei6rombtres dispos6s sur toutes lea parties de
lavion comee lie montre ls figure 2.

.73 3. Procddure de l'essai

Lea soilicitations couxrent la plaqe de
fr6quence I/30 Hiz. Chaque excitation
harmonique eat limittde b one bande de

5K4 rdquence de deux octaves de maniblre que Ia
------- dynamique des accdldrat ions eurles soit

suffisanosent faibie. La vitesse de balayage
utilis6e de 30 secondes par octave eoL uw
bon compromis entre la vitease n6cessaire 6
une bonne excitation, le nombre de

~nou balaysqes et ls dur6e globale de 1'essai.

Pour chaque ganime de fr~quence lea
044 ~ essais sent r6p,6tda deux fois :une
0 premibre fois en sym~trique puis en

antisym~trique.

Les tirs d'imfpulseurs sur la partie
arribre sont fauts en syedtrique et en

G70 UO antisysdtrique sur l'empennaqe horizontal
00 et en latdrai sur lespennage vertical.

Oaz Donc un point deslasi n6cessite :(rig. 3)

*'-deux balsyages "basses fr6quences"
Ow (sym6trique et antisym~trique).

- deus balaysges "haute fr6quence"

702.3702.(syrndtrique et antisymetrique).

706- deus tirs d'impulseurs empennage

horizontal (sym& ique Pt antisyisitrique)

elma 039o su-n tir dimpulseur empennage vertical.

Fig 2 - Installation dessais, en vol

2 4 8 26 32 frtouence-Hz
- I I 1 1

_____________SYM.-Osictr.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. 
H A R M O N I Q U E

SYM. PHR

ASYM. PHR IMPULSIONNEL

DERIVE

FiR?.3-Essai en vol de lotement "mye"
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rosptic TELEMETRY DATA PROCESSING
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2. ORG3ANISATION 'FLOTTEMENT"

Le message t~l~mesure sp~cifique au flottesent contient
- lea parambtres J era.. aviuo,"

-les forces d'escitation et les
r~ponses avion h la cadence de 128
p.p.s. (pr6l, vements par seconde)

Fig -Ogamarzn d Iar~Imesre our pour le calcul des fonct ions de
Fig 5-Oraniadonde a tilmeure our transfer t.

les essais deflottement - une force d'escitation et quelques
rdponses choisies avant lea easais 6
ls cadence de 512 p.p.s. pour le
suivi en fonction du tesmps.

La figure 5 d~crit lorganisation
de is station pour les essais de

f- Yj P.P-flottement. Cette organisation est
d-FPS 5410 faite autour de deus postes

correspondant aus deux objectifs de

?MT F- T- p surveillance en temps rdel do
Ml Metd Tr-. A-lesai et d'analyso et syntht-se en

temps trbs lesg6rement diffdr6.

P-Le pse temps rdel1 regoit lo.s
messages:

FPS520 ? GOLD 42- M'O directemont en sortie du
ind~coasautateur pour visual isation our

M2.C. I. r~fF. Les enregistreurs graphigues des

IXM ha m oa 5.Andy= 6voluitions en fonction du temps do
16 parambtres ') 512 p-p-s.
- MO 6labor6 par le p rdprocesseu. et
contenant 8 spectres en frdquences

REALTIME(4 maias par 6cran) pour is
surveillance de l'avion au cours des

SURVY (7 9UT augmentations de vitesse.
-Ml 6labor6 6galpment par le

preprocesseur et contenant 8
L 3 fonctions de transfert (4 maxi par

2 dcran) pour ls surveillance de
l'essai proprement dit.

Lo poste temps diffdr6 regoit le
/ NEAR, ,da ODLAL TrA message M2 dlabor6 par le

______________________AND postprocesseur et contenant l's
MOASYTESSfonctions de transfor t mesurdes et

calculdes sina I que lea r~sultats de
Ilanalyse modal e.

Les messages Ml et M2 mont

sur lea ordinateurs du centre de
calcul "aol".

ESTIMiATION4 DES REPONSES EN FREQUENCE

L'ensemble des signaux mesurds et tranamis au aol par l'interm6diaire de la t6ldmesure font lobjet
d'un traitement numdrigue, sch~matis6 figure 6, qui permet de d~gager pour charun d'entre eva n ous
ensemble de modes. A partir de ces informations et de ls connaissance de i'aion et de, ls structure, le
sp6cialiste eat alors 6i sgme d'effectuer la synthbse modale pour le point de vol concernd.

Nous ailons d6tailler par la suite lea diff6rentes 6tapos du traltemont.

1. Mise en forme des sionaux

Lea signaus regus au aol soot 6chantillonn6s h la cadence do! 128 p.p-a. Or linformation
int~ressante se situe dana la bande de fr6quence do l'excitat ion gui s'6tend de 2 6 8 Hz ou bie-n do 4
6 16 Hz scion le type d'esai, c'est-6-dire bien an.c d;ade Is domi-frtsquence d'6chantillonnage. Ils
apparaissent donr sur~chantillonnds et do mani~re Ai r~duire los toops do cairul il sont
redchantillonn6s, apr6s filtrage, h 32 p.p.s. (2-8 Hz) ou 64 p.p.s. (

4
-

6 
Hz).

to filtrage n~cessair avant re~chantillonnage dojt rdpondre ?I certaines contraintes

- no pas introduiro do d~formation importante do la bande utile,
- coupor suffisammont pour 6viter des repliements do fr6quence gAnants dans la games de travail.

to chois seast port6 aur un filtre num~rique de BUTTER WORTH d'ordre 6.
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Fig 6 - principe de fraitement des essais deflottement

AVION MESLIRE EN VOL

TELEMESURE

DONNEES SQL

FILTRAGE
REECHANTILLONNAGE

DONNEES CONDITIONNEES
IrATTZJMs"'T1

ESTIMATION DES REPONSES
ENFREQUENCE 1

HNuPlazalqu1R TRANSFERTMESURE

IDENTIFICATION DES REPONSES
EN FREQUENCE

AUTOMATIQUEI

TRANSFERT CALCULE

CALCUL DES RACINES

MODES STRUCTURAUX
(FREQ. ET AMORT.)

____________PAR CAPTEUR

VALIDATION DES RESULTATS
SYNTHESE MODALE

IFLOrTEHIIZN1r ~
MODES STUCTURAUX

K DE L'AVION

2. ESTIMATION DE LA REPONSE EN FREQUENCE

A cm stade, Vinformation se pr~sente sous la forme de signaux temporels 6chantillonn~s et 11
serait tout A fait possible de Ia traiter telle quelle pcur obtenir irs caract~ristiques modales de la
struct ure rnoyeannant la manipulation d'un volume de donn~es important conduisant b des temps de calcul
L levs s. C ,est le raison principale pour laquelle nous ana pr~fdr6 r~aliser une identification dans
Ie domains frequentiel. Un autre avantage de ce type d'identification eat qu'il ist possible de ne
leffectuer qum dans une bande de fr~quence limit~e, permettant e s'affranchir de certains modes
(modes riqides avion). Cependant mile conduit b une 6tape suppidmentaire :lestimation de Ia r6ponse
en fr~quence entre Vescitation et les r~ponses de la structure supposde lin~aire. Si e(t) d~ssigne
lescitation et s(t) une r~ponse, un estisateur de la r~ponse en fr~squence est obtmnu en faisant le
rapport du spectre croisd excitation-rdponse et du spectre de puissance de lescitation.

H (0))e (CO /Dee 00
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diffdrentes techniques sont envisageables. La mdthoda utilisde eat la mdthode de W1ELH:lsLprbaeetdoeaen cludi etmton es pcrs et~e puraqee4

sdquences tamporellas de M points issues du fractionnament du signal de d~part soot multiplidas par

une fen~tre de HANNINC puis transforedses par Fast Fourier Transform. Le spectre eat calculd en

et laur proaiaitd dventuelle impose un chois judicieus de K et M pour assurer un bon lissage at une4

resolution suFFiaante (de l'ordre de 0,05 Hz).

Dutra lestimation de la rdponse en frdguence, lanalyse spectrale permet le calcul de La

Fonction de cohdrence C(oJ)

C (0))4
0

eOs (w0f1
2
/(be'e LwD] s (0)) 1

La cohdrence constitue one sesore frdquantielle du rapport signal/bruit. Ella fournit done one

masure de Is qualitd de lastisation de la rdponsa an frdgoance pour chaque frdguence at paut 8tra

utilisde pour introduira des ponddrations soc lea donndes bora de 1 identification.

IDENTIFICATION DES REPONSES EN FREQENCE

A la suite de lanalyse spactrale Is rdponse an frdquenee d'un captaur quelconque est ddfinie soc

on ensemble discret de frdquances sous force partie r~ella/partia imaginaira. Pour avoir aceds sum
caractdriatiqoes sodalas, on a an rechercer on modble fraction rationnalle F Cp) = N (p) / D (p),

couvarte par lescitation. La probl~se posd est double :il faut du.ne part choimir lea degrdss de
N (p) at D (p), d'autra part, cam dagrda 6tant Fisa; identifier lam paramhltres de N (p) at 0 (p).

1. IDENTIFICATION PAR UN TRANSFERT DOIDRE FItE0

On a'intdresma 6 one liaison entr~e/sortie particulibra at soit )H(OWk) ,k1,MI la rdpinsa an

frdquenca corraspondante. On cherche b reprdsantar cette liaison par one function de transfart

fraction rationnalle

N(p) ao+alp . a....m n

D (p) l+blp ... b

RAupointa d'dchantillonnaga, FjuiL) doit 6tre sossi proche qua possible de HC411 . La qualitds da

l'approsimation est done diractement hiem Ni ideart entre F~jwi) at H (uwi . Cani nous conduit

naturallament N prendre comma critbre d'identification la momma dam carrds dam modules dam Encrts Sur

I ensemble dam frdquennas.

a=L CE(0)k)Q 2 H £ (k -F (io)kl)1 2&

solE J=E H (wA) - N (jwOk) /D (iw~ok)i 2

J=ZI H (-k) - +naj~ .... am(jofk) m 2

On est amend N racharcer Lenmambla des parambtres (as..'a, ,b,. ... b, ) qui minimisent la

critbre J1. La probl~me ainsi posE eat non lin~aire par rapport sum parambtras (Ibt ), maim i1 eat

toutetois possible da le rdsoudia mimplament par moindres narrdm de manibra it~lrative. Cello

r~solution conaiste h minimimer i l'itdration 1 le enitbre JL

D1L 1 6tant le d~nominateur calcold acec lam parambtres obtenus N' 1itoration (1-1). Si i'on pose:

D c~)= DR (6k) + JOT (OIk)

N (JW}k) = NR (Wi9 + jNI Wkl)

H (O1 ) = HR((101 ) + jHI(W)

La minimisation do enit~re JL conduit 5 rdmouidre la doubla systlme d'6goations suivant

1 ___-- [ DR (wk)HR (W)-DIT(O)H I (Cok)NRWk)l =0

1Ii~ () [DR (Ifl,)lHI (O~'k) +DI (W,5 ) HR I(oI) -HI (') =0

II~l-l(JwkS
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Pest un systbme de 2M dquations h (mo-nil) inconraues de is forme Y =XA

ob A d6signe Ies secteur des paramhtres. La solution est donnie par

A = (XTX)1lXTY
Cette proeddure de rdmolution ndcessite l'initialisation du ddnominateur. En l'absence de

connais~ance a priori, on pest choisir D 1. La procddure itdrative est arrpthe d~m que le crithre
n'6volue plus. A Ia consergence on a

de sorte gue le critbre minimisd Jj est bien dquisalent A J.

2. CAtGUt AUTOMATIQJE DE LORDiRE DE LA FONCTION DE TRANSFERT

Le calcul structural permet lao-soir une idde asses prdcise du nombre de modes prdments dans une
gaimme de frdquence donnde. Toutefois, chaque capteur nest sensible quAb un nombre imit6 de modes en
function de a position Sur is celiule ;I ml e pose donc le problhme du- chois optimal des degrdm du
numdrateur et du ddnominateur de la function de transfert desant 6tre justifide & chaque rdponse en
frdquence.

Le degr6 du numdrateur eat systdmatiquement prim 6gal A celsi du ddnominateur :on me rdserse
ainsi le plus grand ncmbre possible de degrds de libertL6.

La ddtermination de lordre du modbie, a priori diffdsrent pour chaque rdponse en frdquence, nest
pas un problbme simple. La thdurie fournit bien tout un ensemble de mdthodem ddlivrant directement
cette grandeur, maim ces sdthodem, mi elles fonctionnent bien Sur &6s donndcs de simulation, ne mont
pas satisfaisantes pour l'esploitation de signaus rdels du fait des bruits (parasites, perturbations
atmosphdriquem, effet mach, ... ) et parce que, surtout, il nesiste pam de modh!le exact du systhme A
reprdmenter. On va plutht essayer de ddfinir une recherche intelligente de lordre do moohie qui
conduise finalement A on modhle physiqoement acceptable, compos6 d'une momme de symthmes du second
ordre rdsonnanta.

Lthesristique mime mu point consiste A ddmarrer 1 identification A ordre dlevd et A faire
ddcroltre par pam de deum l'ordre jusqu'A l'obtention d'une solution satisfaisante. Ne mont prim en
conmiddration gue les points dent la cohdrence est sopdriesre A 0,6. La rdduction de lordre
d'identification est obtenue par 6limination successive

- des modes reels

- des modes instablem

- des modes cassant la plus faible ddgradation du crithre

- des nodes doubles.

A chaque 6tape ddi1imination, le ddnominateur est initialisd A laide des modes non 6liminds A
i ordre mupdrieur.

La procddure est arrdtde lorsqu'il nest plum possible d'6liminer de mode. Les frdqoences et
amortismements des modes structuraum mont alors estraits des racines do ddnominateor.

EXPLOITATION DN ESSAI

Les essais en sol de flottement de lAIRBUS A 320 ont constitu6 ia premibre utiiisation do

systbme complet. Nous shuons noss sermir de ces~ - ,~ 00 essaim pour illostrer lee diffdrentes procddures
u tilisdes. Gem procedures qui permettent la
surveiilance en temps r~el de lessai et
Idlaboration des rdsultats finaus A partir des

fool rdsuitats 6ldmentairem calcuids sotomatiquement ont
Wt convues de fagon A Oire le plus interactimeset
cono-ivislem possible

I 0 *les prograrmmes et lea diffdsrentes functions A

... ... .., l'intdrieur d'un programme apparaimment dana des
menus dent la disposition A l'6cran rappeile la

0 mO a } position de is touche Sur ie clavier permettant de

iem actimer.

* otes iem instructions ndcessairem A
lesdcution de diverses tbches mont entrdem en mode

10 0GW a 0oO.D*a.Th,,0 ... cono-ersationnel.

Fig 7-Prtsentarion suivi temps rdel



1. SUMV TEMPS REEL

- trac6m en fonetion du temps. Hes constituent laide Ia plus efficace pour 1. ddtection
deanocalies coocce la panne d'un capteur, Ia pr6sence de turbulence,.... En un cot uls percettent de
valider leescai. Ilspereettent 6galecent de visueliser lea nivjeaus vibratoires obtanus ainsi que leurs
6volot ions.

* fonction de trenafert. L'opdrateur a Ia possibilit6 de prtaenter 1, 2 ou 4 fonctions de
trensfert par Aicran sous diverses forces :eaplitude, phase, coh~rance, diagracce de Nyquist... La
posaibilitd da auperposer h l'essai en cours lea fonctions de transfert obtenues b leassai prdcddent
permet de porter un jugecent qualitetif cur lsvolution des codes de lavion. De plus un curseur cur
lasa des frdqueoces percet deafficher pour cheque mode lea valeura d'eeplitude, phase, cohdrence...
Le top de fin d'essei donnA par l'opdrateur ddclenche le calcul d'identification de chaque fonction de
transfert et des psracbtres codeus associds.

01000 .of-OA,;A2.A ANALYSE MOCALE

Le precier 6cran pereet de choisir le pareamtre
LA (rdponse scion) que ion veut eseciner.

*-.,---.-. Apperalt ensuite l'6cren analyse (fig. 8) sur

.00 ~ --- ~ lequel on trouve:

- 1m fonctions de trenfert cesurde et cslculdeA

_______ ordre opticum.
- Ie fonction de cohdrence~ ~- l16volution du crit~re d'identificetion
- lea 6volutions en fonction de lordre

0d'identification des frdquences et des
- Iz o b ~ n oamortisseisents retenus
_______________________ - un tableau des valeurs frdquances c
A" --acortissements.

A - A partir de toutes ces informations les
sp~calites lotemet vaidet l'nalseat

ettribumnt A cheque mode un critire de quelit6

A annulation du mode, 0 ennulation de
Fig 8- Prdsearation analyse modale 1' emortissamant, 1 ou 2.

3. Synth~se d'un essai

[ensemble des rdsultats de Isanalyse d'un essai sont rassemblds dans un tableau (Fig. 9) oX.
chaque colonne et ettribudm A un peram~tre. Un algorithee permet de trier las frdquences per ordre
croissant et d'afficher un mode par ligna. La demuire colonne (RESULTAT) donne cur chaque ligna la
synth~se des r~sultats calcul"c comae suit:

- frdquence F = 1/N X Fi E1 Cci

- amortissecent A=- I ~
evec Q enitire de qualit6 0,1 ou 2.

_ V

A~~~. -0~l~ * 00lIS

Fign 9101 -101 010etao 011h~s _________ AAAOTFgA0-AAL(AAdnSY ds sis
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4. Synthbse des essais (Fio. 10)

Ce programme perset de tracer A partir des rdaultats de Is synthbse d'un essai les evolutions des
fr6quences et amortissements en fonction de is vitesse de l'avion, de ses diffdrentes configurations
et des conditions de vol.

BILN lIE LUTiLISATICN SUR A320

La disponibilitd du systbme a 6t6 totale durant toute is campagne d'essai puisqu'il na b aucun
moment retardt un vol.

ta surveillance temps rdel avec Is possibilit6 dintervention imediate auprbs de l'dquipage
s'est rdvdide trbs complimentaire du rdle de lingdnisur navigant d'essai. Ccci a permis le
ddrouiement des essais avec une sdcurit6 accrue et de faire 1'6conomie de cola qui se sersient revdlds
inesploitables (turbulences, pannes capteurs... ).

12 Narbedoevft ta comparaison avec les ebsais de flottement de
lA3l0 fait ressortir les faits suovants

A320
10 - on nombre total de cola identique pour les

deux aviona mslgr6 une complesit6 beaucoup plus
grande de lA320 (covesandee de vol diectriques,

8 'load alleviation function").
A310

/- une augmentation de is cadence des cola.

6 Cette cadence qui dtait en eoyenne de 1 vol par
sesamne sur VA3ID a 6td ramende A 1 vol psrjour
sur lA3ZO.

4 (rig 11 ci-contre)

2 - une facilitd accrue de is recherche des
parambres lea plus reprdsentatifa do comportement
de ls structure.

0I 2 34 56 7 8 910 11 12 - une plus grande homogdndltd et prdcision des

Ocla Meir 2 w* (purs ___ rdsultata d'amortissement.

Fig 11- cadence des volsfionement A3201A310

CONCLUSION

t'outil ddveloppd pour leaploitation en temps rdel des essais en vol s'eat r~s~l6 performant et
bien adaptd aussi bien en ce qui concerne le traitement automatique des donndes que dana laide
apportdc h l'6isborstion des rdsultats et 4 la comprdhension du cumporterent en flottement de lavion.

11 a sinai contribud & obtenir Is certification de iA320 dana lea ddlais impartis.

t'sugmentation de cadence de cola qu'il a autoris6 ne s'eat faite ni au ddtriment de La
adcurit6, ni 6 celui de ls guslit6 des rdsultata.

Aussi pour l'asenir nous continuons h smdliorer nos outils

- ddseloppement de moyena d'eacitation encore plus performants et adaptds 4 tous typead'avion.

- intdgrstion d'une identification multi-rdponses pour faciliter Is synth~se d'un esa.

Ceci permettra sans sucun doute 4 AEROSPATIAtE de rester compdtitive pour lea projets futurs.
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THE AIR FORCE FLIGHT TEST CENTLR

FLIGHT TEST SAFETY PROGRAM

KELLY J. ADAMS, GM-13, SYSTEM SAFETY ENGINEER

AFFTC/SES

EDWARDS AFB CALIFORNIA 93523-5000

MARK R. CRAWFORD, GM-13, PERFORMANCE AND FLYING QUALITIES ENGINEER
6520 TEST GROUP/ENF

EDWARDS AFB CALIFORNIA 93523-5000 USA

SUMMARY;

The success of the AFFTC flight test safety program is based on

A. Careful attention to the safety planning aspects of testing by each program
manager, with thorough review of any applicable formal safety analyses, investigation of
more experienced personnel in the subject of test and review of past programs of similar
nature for successful and faulty safety planning.

B. Management review of the safety aspects. endorsement and approval of every new
and modified test program.

C. The establishment of a staff system safety division which facilitates an
independent review of every new and modified test program. For a small increase in
manpower a significant increase in safety awareness has been achieved. The safety
planning is still primarily the program managers responsibility. IFS facilltates the
review, documentation, and approval of the program managers safety planning.

D. Flexibility in the safety documentation when programmatic changes occur.

E. Attention to test disciplines of control room procedures, conduct and
communication.

F. The pretence of a Unit System Safety Officer at each project to review the
safety documentation for completeness and accuracy.

GENERAL:

The Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) currently employs a flight test safety
program which uses the principles of system safety in both the planning and conduct of
all flight test programs. This program attempts to achieve the optimum degree of safety
within the constraints of test o fectiveness, time and cost attained through specific
application of system safety management and engineering principles whereby hazards are
identified and risk minimized throughout all phases of the test program. The Air Force
development test safety record has improved dramatically over the years. More test hours
were flown in 1986 and 1987 at Edwards than in any previous year, without the loss of a
test aircraft. There are two basic reasons for the Impact in safety: technology and
management procedures. Technology in the form of telemetry gives test personnel the
ability to monitor critical parameters in real time. But monitoring is not enough. The
system must be designed to minimize recognition time, to identify the proper corrective
action, and to initiate the action. Recognition time is minimized by prominently
displaying limit values of critical parameters. The proper corrective actions must be
defined in advance with the test director given the responsibility for notifying the
pilot immediately. More important to the test program is the up-front planning process.

Several years ago, after several accidents and near accidents, a decision was made
at the AFFTC tc establish a separate flight test safety organization. The objective was
to create a small organization with some degree of independence from the test managers.
The organization was and Is staffed by experienced pilots and engineers who are on
rotational assignments. They have rurrent experience and have a guaranteed "return"
ticket to their parent functional organization. Civiliau engineers are given a
temporary promotion. The combination of a rotational assignment and temporary promotion
attracts highly qualified individuals.

Every test program manager is responsible for the safety planning for his project.
A thorough review of past programs of similar nature, any formally prepared contractor
system safety analyses and investigation of more experienced personnel in the subject
test is the responsibility of the program manager. Every test program undergoes a
rigorous safety review by project personnel and senior supervisors which is chaired by
people from the safety organization. The review system brings to bear all expertise,
government and contractor. The review process ensures that critical conditions are

approached in small steps. The safety track record is significantly improved in
comparison with the past because of a concerted effort to consider the entire system.
With todays complex aircraft, there is the potential for interaction among subsystems.
A systems approach is taken during the safety review by including people from a variety
of test disciplines in the review process. As an example, propulsion and flying
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qualities experts are included in the review of gSun fire tests. Secondly, people who
have been involved in tests of a given type (i.e., flutter, high angle of attack) on a
wide variety of aircraft are a part of the review process.

Tests are categorized as low risk, medium risk, or hazardous based on the severity
of potential hazards and probability of occurrence. Examples of tests which have
demonstrated higher than normal risk include first flights, flight envelope expansion,
flutter tests, high angle of attack testing, rejected takeoffs, and tests with explosive
warheads. Minimizing procedures to prevent a mishap from occurring or to reduce the
consequences of a mishap are developed for each test hazard. All tests are thoroughly
reviewed by the senior staff and Flight Test Center Commander prior to accomplishment.

HISTORY:

in March of 1978 during a gunfire test on the A-10 aircraft, both engines flamed
out from gun gas ingestion. Due to insufficient altitude the engines were not able to
be restarted, the pilot ejected safely and the A-10 was destroyed. The ensuing mishap
investigation made several Important findings. First there were several unrecognized
hazards, second, the associated minimizing procedures had not been established and
third, the command authority had not been advised of the risk involved. In summary, a
perfectly good airplane was lost because the test had been conducted at an altitude too
low for engine restart when the altitude was not critical to the test. Soon thereafter
the AFFTC Commander directed the establishment of the system safety division.

AUTHORITY AND CHARTER:

AFFTC REGULATION (AFFTCR) 127-3, Safety Planning for AFFTC Tests, contains the
authority and charter for the AFFTC Sy-t-m Safety Dllsion (SES). AFFTCR 127-3 outlines
the procedures and responsibilities for all involved agencies for safety planniug at the
AFFTC. This includes reviewing the safety aspects of testing, identification of the
hazards involved, establishment of applicable minimizing procedures and corrective
actions, an assignment of a risk level and a final review and approval by the AFFTC
commander. SES is a small liaison staff organization and consists of four people: 1)
the division chief, who is permanently assigned and is a rated crewmember, 2) a system
safety officer, who is temporarily assigned and is a rated crewnember, and 3) two
engineering representatives who are temporarily assigned and are selected from the
engineering community and are temporarily promoted to a management level. This is not a
"classical" System Safety Office but rather a flight test safety office which uses the
principles of system safety. The office personnel primarily provide guidance to project
personnel, provide a safety database (lessons learned), chair safety review boards and
inform upper management of risks. In summary, for very little increase in manpower a
more thorough level of safety planning has been achieved. Safety planning is still the
primary responsibility of the program manager, however SES facilitates a more
disciplined and detailed review, documentation, and approval process.

Additionally one or more Unit Systems Safety Officers (USSOs) are located at each
Test Organization or specific engineering discipline. These USSOs ensure that safety
documentation is reviewed and signed prior to the safety review board(SRB), after the
SRB has convened, and all subsequent safety documentation amendments are complete and
accurate. Additionally the USSOs in each organization maintain a bok or log of their
organizations safety documentation and provide a common documentation and storage
system.

RESPONS BILITIES

The responsibilities of SES are to:

A. chair the SRBs,

B. provide guidance to project personnel

I. to ensure that there is consistency in documentation and planning, and

2. to facilitate coordination of the documentation through the approval cycle,
and

C. provide a safety database which consists of:

I. a file containing all of the safety related ducumentation for each project
from 1974 to the present and,

2. a computerized database where each piece of documentation is

logged according to a control number, risk level, test completion date, title of the
overall program, number and title of any subsequent changes, open or closed status, the
originating project office, the name and phone number of the project manager, the test

vehicle type (i.e., F-16, B-1S, etc.) and the Job Order Number. This database serves as
a useful tool to both the program managers and SES to search for previous projects of a
similar nature which helps in identifying hazards, minimizing procedures, corrective
actions and risk levels.

D. Advise the center commander o project safety risk levels.
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SES is involved with other activities which to some extent directly or indirectly
promote the AFFTC flight test safety program:

A. Liaison with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Ames/Dryden Flight Research Facility, United States Army Engineering Flight Activity,
Air Force Astronautics Laboratory and other agencies.

B. Training for the USSO program.

C. Training for the Program Managers Course.

D. Attendance and input at Technical Review Boards.

E. Review and approval of aircraft Class II Modifications.

F. Attendance and input at System Safety Working Groups, Preliminary Design
Reviews, Critical Design Reviews for new and modified weapon systems.

TEST SAFETY PLANNING

Prior to a safety review board the project manager schedules and completes a
technical review board. The program manager also assures that:

A. Potentially hazardous testing has been identified in the test concept
documentation.

B. Advanced coordination has occurred for requirements listed in the Statement of
Capability to ensure that the safety requirements of each facility are addressed in a
timely manner.

C. Other personnel have been contacted with experience in similar activities or
testing to assist in potential hazard identification and risk reduction procedures. He
has also reviewed the AFFTC/SES database for hazards previously identified and lessons
learned in other AFFTC tests of a similar nature.

D. The contractor system safety plans are used to identify potential hazards
during test activities. This is in accordnicc with Military Standard (MIL SITD) 882B in
which the contractor is required to include as part of the Contract Data Requirements
Lint, various Preliminary Hazard Analyses, System Hazard Analyses and Subsystem Hazard
Analyses.

E. The safety requirements and coordination for facdlities other than the AFFTC if
used.

F. The technical adequacy of the test plan is reviewed and modified as necessary.
Technical concerns such as test objectives, instrumentation requirements, test
conditions and procedures, sequence of testing, safety related factors, preparation or
training requirements, resources required, operations and communications security, and
reporting requir ments.

SAFETY REVIEW BOARD:

The primary purpose of the Safety Review Board (SRB) is to conduct an independent
review of the safety aspects of flight test activities. The SRB is comprised, as a
minimum, of a choirm n I from SFq ), an operatlons representativo, and an anginceri.g
representative. Additionally the following apply:

A. All voting members are AFFTC personnel.

B. The AFFTC Contract Management Division may designate a voting memher if they
have been designated as the Government Flight Representative for contractor flight
operations.

C. SIB members are normally selected from agencies having project responsIbIlltIes
with significant test experience. Operations and engineerIng test agencies will provide
experienced personnel to function as SRB members. These people should be senior in
tenure or test experience to the project personnel. They should have experience in the
type of test activity to be re- lewed. If possible they should be selected from
intermediate supervisory personnel with project familiarity but without sufficient
project involvement to present a personal conflict of interest.

D. Additional SRB members will be designated from support agencies within the
AFFTC If considered appropriate (I.e., bioenvironmental, airfield management, fire
department, range safety).

Prior to the start of the SRB the project prepares all of the safety related
documentation which includes an analysis of all hazards unique to a specific test
activity. The SRI members are suppi led with this Information along with the test plan
as approved by the TRB. The project manager presents to the board which agencies have
mishap responsibilities for the test article, the test plan objectives, proposed tests,
test methods, test item description, buildup rationale and any other test unique items
which are pertinent to the test or activil y. The board then reviews the test unique
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safety aspects of the testing. This review does not Include the hazards of normal
operation or flying. Specifically those aspects reviewed include the test procedures
including test point to test point or test mission to test mission buildup techniques
(i.e. airspeed, altitude, dynamic pressure) and hoi the tes- plan proceeds from least to
most critical test points as far as hazard or severity is concerne. A-y predictions
based on analysis, simulator, wind tunnel, or laboratory results are reviewed by the
board. The procedures used for command and control of the testing are reviewed with
particular emphasis on control room procedures and identification of the test personnel
responsibilities. The board reviews all hazards identified by the project, identifies
any additional hazards that may be discovered, and makes suggestions on how to improve
the test from a safety point-of-view. It is not the intent of the board dictate to a
project how to do a test or demand that certain safety concerns be incorporated. The
boards primary function is to conduct an independent review. This is not to say that
the board is without a certain amount of inherent power because, after all, the board
members do determine the risk level associated with the tests. If they feel that :he
project has not taken prudent safety precautions, then they will assess a risk level
higher than they might have had prudent safety precautions been taken. Finally, the
board makes an assessment of the risk level associated with the testing. The risk level
may be broken down to a specific flight, types of tests or even specific test points.
The risk is defined as either LOW, MEDIUM or HAZARDOUS risk. Risk assessment is
determined as a function of hazard category level and each hazards probability of
occurrence. Figure 1 summarizes the risk levels from a matrix of hazard category and
probability of occurrence.

PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE

HI MED LOW

HAZARDOUS I
MEDIUM RISK

HAZARD CATAGORIES

III LOW RISK

IV

The following definitions are also considered when assigning a risk level:

A. LOW risk Is defined as tests or activities which ,re:;, *x o0 greater risk than
normal operations. Rout ine supervision is appropriate. 1 he progran manager,
appropriate test force director or their designated represent at ie will be briefed and
wi 11 approve all LOW risk tests.

B. MEDIUtM risk is defined as tests or activities which present a Fe ter is. to
personnel, equipment, or property than normal operations and requiIre more than rot Ine
supervision. Any activity or test determined to be MEtIHM rlt s we l e b h r ictf to and
approved by the Test Wing Commander within one working day belore their ae.ttcipated
accomplishment.

C. HAZARDOUS Is defined as tests or activities which present a s t o i :cantr is k t'
personnel, equipment, or property, even after all precautionary seisures have been
taken. Close supervision is required at all levels. Appendix I l tts hazards of s me
tests by discipline. Activities or tests determined to be ,AZARDOPI are ,riefei to and
approved by the AFFTC Commander within one working day before their ant Ic ipated
accomplishment. Tests which should be considered poter:I ally HAZAFPI-'US are:

I. First flights of ne- air(-raft configurations.

2. Flight envelope expansion.
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3. Flutter testing.

4. Rejected takeoffs at high brake energy levels.

5. Sing'e-engine aircraft airstart envelope deLermination.

6. High angle-of-attack, spin prevention, ano out-of-control recovery tests.

7. Helicopter height-velocity envelope determination.

8. Ground and air minimum control speed determination.

9. Flight tests of developmental or prototype unmanned vehicles.

10. Explosives tests.

ii. Tests involving high energy LASERS, MASERS, electromagnetic emitters, or
hazardous (toxic, radioactive, etc.) materials.

12. Armament testing.

a. Testing with live explosive warheads.

b. Powered flight of developmental or prototype missiles.

c. Flight envelope clearance tests of new armament or release systems.

13. Initial flights after completion of Class II modifications (AFSCR 80-33)
which could affect structural integrity, aerodynamic stability, or safety of flight.

14. Initial investigations of stall characteristics or usable flying
speeds of new aircraft designs, or of modified aircraft which are predicted to have
degraded stall characteristics.

15. Low altitude tests of terrain avoidance/terrain following radars or
systems and night low altitude tests.

A coordination package is then prepared with all the above carefully detailed. The
package is then coordinated through the projects Test Organization, The Test Group
(engineering), the Test Wing (operations), the Directorate of Safety, and thon the
Center Commanders staff. The project manager and the SRB chairman then brief the
program to the AFFTC commander. The Commanders approval is clearance to begin testing.

PROGRAM CHANGES:

Even though all of the above planning may appear to be exhaustive and all
inclusive, programmatic changes, test vehicle changes and even unexpected test results
occur which may affect the previous safety planning. The proposed changes are
documented in a Test Project Safety Review Amendment. If the changes atfect tne
assigned risk level, depending on the exten of the changes:

A. A SRB may be reconvened or,

B. Coordination of the SRB members may be required.

If the changes merely modify some phase of rest cooduct with no effect on the
original safety considerations the e amendment will not require that an SRE reconvene
or the board members signatures. Tee amendment is coordinated again through the Test
Organization, through the responsible parent organization: the Test Wing or Test Group,
and is approved by the test wing commander if the changes do not significantly impact
,he original safety considerations. If an SR8 had to be reconvened, the same
coordination, brir.Ing and approval process that was required for the original package
will be duplicated. All amendments are attached to the original safety documents and in
most cases all previous amendments as well as the original package are Intended to apply
to the new amendmpnt. If a change increases the risk level or changes a test previously
considered HAZARDOUS, the Center Commander is the final approval authority for
amendments.

PERFORMANCE:

One might think that the above process is too complicated and time consuming to be
effective. The AFFTC flight test safety record, however has greatly improved since the
implementotlon of SES. The following table summarizes the number s ilight test hours,
support test hours, SRBs and amendments for the last eight and one-half years at the
AFFTC.
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YEAR FLIGHT TEST SUPPORT TEST SRBs AMENDMENTS
HOURS HOURS

1980 1836 4964 82 163

198i 2394 5451 67 236
1982 2677 4175 73 284
1983 3894 5451 57 327
1984 3978 4289 60 250
1985 4208 5293 42 220
1986 5697 5452 57 242
1987 5188 5852 85 214
1988 4C07

*  
6655* 64 172

• Results are as of 29 August 1988.

TESTING:

GENERAL.

Test procedures are addressed in the SRE and it is because they are developed
and reviewed prior to testing that they have become effective in minimizing the
probability of encountering a given hazard during inherently hazardous testing. AFFTCR
55-23, Test Control and Conduct, specifies the responsibilities and procedures for the
control and conduct of flight testing for which the AFFTC is the responsible
organization. A test director is designated by the Test Organization director or
program manager who executes the test a- vity as stated in the test plan. The test
director ensures key personnel (CTF director, project manager, test controller, project
engineer, pilot, etc.) attend pre- and post-flight briefings. The test conductor is
responsible for the conduct of these briefings. Test mission conduct is categorizcd
into two types:

A. Those that require only ground monitoring or occasional radio communication
between the test aircraft and ground personnel (communication, antenna patterns,
navigation, simulated weapon delivery, some performance and radar functional tests) and,

B. Those that require test data to be telemetered and some form of ground
control from test personnel (high angle-of-ettack, first flight, maximun performance
braking, cruise missile free flights, envelope expansion, weapons separation, some gun-
fire, and some air-to-air and air-to-ground missile firings). Most tests determined to
be HAZARDOUS by the SRE require ground control. Because each test and test program is
unique APFTCR 55-23 is only a guideline for control room procedures and policies. Each
CTF generally writes their own operating instructions (Of) for its specific control room
procedures. AFFTC experience in mission control of sophisticated aircraft performing

complex test maneuvers has given the personnel unique insight into mission control
operations. The 01 must contain a list of unambiguous commands to be used, along with
their meanings.

PERSONNEL.

Key individuals and duties typically found at the AFFTC ore:

A. Mission Test Pilot (pilot in command) is responsible for the safe operation
of the test aircraft and successful completion of the test mission.

B. Flight Test Director is responsible for all engineering and support aspects
of the mission.

C. Plight Test Controller is responsible for real time coordination of ground
activities with aircrews; paces the progression through the test cards as agreed to in
-he mission pre-briefing and defers .o the pilot and flight test director for decisions
as appropriate.

D. Flight Test Engineer is responsible for the technical adequacy of the test.

E. Operations Engineer is responsible for test aircraft mission preparation

and range requirements scheduling.

F. Duty Pilot is responsible for advising mission test pilot from the mission
control room regarding normal, work-around and emergency procedures.

PROCEDURES.

For HAZARDOUS tests, the following conditions must exist or the test will be
terminated:

A. Safety-of-flight go/no-go requirements as identified in the SRB most
function properly.

1, Telemetpred Parameters

2. Control Room Displays
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3. Aircraft Equipment

4. Ground Support Equipment

5. Etc.

B. The pilot will not proceed to the next test point unless cleared by the

test director via the flight test controller.

Key elements found in AFFTC control room procedures:

A. Critical safety of flight parameters for each mission phase are monitored
in the mission control room at all times; before, during and after test points and
maneuvers.

B. All essential control room personnel are in place before any testing is

initiated.

C. Under normal conditions, only the flight test controller communicates with

the mission test pilot.

D . All mission control room personnel are in direct communication with each
other and the flight test controller. All mission control room personnel monitor air-
to-ground communications.

E. The mission test pilot or any member of the mission control room can
terminate a test maneuver via the flight test controller.

F. All project control room personnel are qualified in their duties and
checked out in test procedures, via a documented training program.

G. All safety or mission-critical steps in the flight are command/response:
the flight test controller commands and the mission test pilot responds.

Ii. The mission test pilot calls the start and completion of each test
maneuver.

An example of a command response checklist used for high angle-of-attack testing is
contained in Appendix II. This checklist was recently put to test during an F-16 high
angle of attack test mission. All of the procedures were followed according to the

checklist, yet an improperly mated electrical connector prevented deployment of the spin
chute. By using the checklist and the remaining minimizing procedure (pitch rocking
maneuver), the aircraft was recovered without Incident. An amendment was then tiled
with SES documenting an addittonal safety feature to prevent the electrical connector
from being improperly mated.

I I P-1
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APPENDIX I

A LIST OF TYPICAL HAZARDS

BY TEST DISCIPLINE

1. First flights of new aircraft configurations.

HAZARDS: a. Undesirable flight control system characteristics
b. Inability to control the aircraft

- Total flight control system failure
- Hardover stabilator
- Loss of stick control commands
- Air data failure
- Multiple failure of electrical system

c. Structural overload/failure
d. Exceeding structural limits
e. G-induced loss of consciousness
f. Loss of directional control during ground handling
g. Blown tire

2. Flight envelope expansion.

HAZARDS: a. Undesirable flying qualities
b. Inadequate control in one or more axes
c. Out of control
d. Structural overload
e. Engine failure to start

3. Flutter testing.

HAZARDS: a. Undesirable flying qualities
b. Structural failure

- Unanticipated catastrophic flutter
- Loads exceed structural capability

4. Rejected takeoffs at high brake energy levels.

HAZARDS: a. Explosive tire/wheel failure
b. Loss of directional control on ground
c. Structural failure of landing gear
d. Brake/landing gear fire
e. Blown tire
f. Airplane departs taxsway/runway

5. Single-engine aircraft airstart envelope determination.

HAZARDS: a. Engine will not relight
b. Engine overtemperature/overspeed during relight(operable)
c. Engine fldmeout
d. Engine stall/surge: recoverable/unrecoverable
E. Fup/surge

6. High angle-of-attack, spin prevention, and out-of-control recovery tests.

HAZARDS: a. Departure from controlled flight
b. Inability to achieve aerodynamic recovery following a

departure
c. Control recovery chute fails to recover the aircraft
d. Control recovery chute recovers aircraft but will not

release
e. Failure of control recovery chute emergency Jettison
f. Loss of control after releasing spin chute
g. CG further aft than desired
h. Pilot disorientation
I. Engine stagnation
J. Accidental firing of recovery chute pyrotechnics
k. Store impact outside spin area
1. Control recovery chute entangles the aircraft during ground

deployment
m. Control recovery chute fails to deploy on command after

being armed
n. Control recovery chute deployment exceeds structural limits

of mounting assembly
o. After jettison, control recovery chute impacts ground in

populated area
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7. Helicopter height-velocity envelope determination.

HAZARDS: a. Hard landing
b. Engine(s) failure
c. Pilot error (technique)
d. Pilot cuts two engines instead of one

8. Ground and air minimum control speed determination.

HAZARDS: a. Loss of aircraft directional control
b. Failure of operating engine
c. Departing runway
d. Loss of control during ground roll

9. Flight teats of developmental or prototype unmanned vehicles.

HAZARDS: a. Loss of unmanned vehicle control
b. Mid-air collision between unmanned vehicle and chase
c. Loss of track of unmanned vehicle
d. Structural failure
e. Dropped object
f. Inadvertent jettison impacts outside range boundaries
g. Jettisoned missile strikes carrier aircraft
h. Hung store
I. Deployment of stabilizing parachute during external carriage

ID. Explosives tests.

HAZARDS: a. Excessive gun gas concentrations in the gun compartment
b. Projectile ricochet
c. Attacking the wrong target

ii. Tests involving high energy LASERS, MASERS, electromagnetic emitters, or
hazardous (toxic, radioactive, etc.) materials.

HAZARDS: a. Unplanned exposure to laser light
b. Laser fired at or towards personnel

12. Armament testing including tests of live explosive warheads, powered
flight of developmental or prototype missiles and flight envelope clearance tests of new
armament or release systems.

HAZARDS: a. Missile exhaust gas ingestion by engine
b. Hung store
c. Inadvertent release and/or store impact outside of

designated area
d. Mid-air collision with photo/safety chase, missile or other

aircraft
e. External stores contact aircraft
f. Hang fire

13. Initial flights after completion of Class Ii modifications (AFSCR 80-33)
which could affect structural integrity, aerodynamic stability, or safety of flight.

HAZARDS: See first flights of new aircraft configurations.

14. Initial investigations of stall characteristics or minimum usable flying
speeds of new aircraft designs, or of modified aircraft which are predicted to have
degraded stall characteristics.

HAZARDS: See first flights of new aircraft configurat ions and ground and
air minimum control speed determination.

15. Lc, altitude tests of terrain avoidance/terrzin following radars or
systems and night low altitude tests.

HAZARDS: a. Aircraft striking ground or obstacles
b. Bird strike on canopy
c. Radiation
d. Pilot incapacitation/loss of consciousness
e. Mid-air
f. Aircraft striking ground in weather
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APPENDIX II

F-1
6 

HIGH ANGLE-OF-ATTACK

RECOVERY PROCEDURES

HIGH AOA RECOVERY PROCEDURES

AIRCRAFT ACTION TEST CONTROL CALLS PILOT ACTION

TO PILOT

DEPARTURE "DEPARTURE/THROTTLE IDLE" 1. IMMEDIATELY RELEASE

CONTROLS

2. THROTTLE TO IDLE

NO RECOVERY "BEGIN PITCH ROCKING" I. BEGIN PITCH ROCKING

ERECT SPIN "DEPLOY/DEPLOY/DEPLOY" 1. DEPLOY SPIN CHUTE

(SUSTAINED YAW
RATE ABOVE

50 DEG/SEC)

INVERTED SPIN "RUDDER LEFT/RIGHT...NEUTRAL" 1. APPLY LEFT/RIGHT

RUDDER...NEUTRAL

RUDDER

NO RECOVERY @ 25K "DEPLOY/DEPLOY/DEPLOY" 1. DEPLOY SPIN CHUTE

OR 60 SECONDS @ 0 G

AFTER RECOVERY "RELEASE CHUTE" 1. RELEASE SPIN CHUTE

OR NO RECOVERY

NO RECOVERY "AFT FEED/ AFTERBURNER" 1. AFTFEED/AFTERBURNER

(IF ERECT) (IF ERECT)

"BEGIN PITCH ROCKING" 2. BEGIN PITCH ROCKING

NO RECOVERY "DEPLOY ALTERNATE FLAPS" 1. DEPLOY ALTERNATE

FLAPS

NO RECOVERY "JETTISON STORES" 1. JETTISON STORES

NO RECOVERY @ 13K "EJECT/EJECT/EJECT" 1. EJECT
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RESULTS AND PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE USING
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUES ON THE

AN-X PROGRAM AT AERMACCHI

N.Lucchesini, P.Maestrelli

L.Manfriani, P.Chimetto
Technical Department

AERMACCHI S.p.A.
Via Sanvito, 80
21100 - Varese

ITALY

SUMMARY

This paper presents the results and the practical experience gained by introducing
the parameter identification technique in AM-X flight test analysis at Aermacchi.

Taking into account the Company's requirement, preference was given to a
well known and established program that could guarantee excellent cost effectiveness.
The Iliff-Maine code used (MMLE3 program) during the flight test program is shown
to be robust enough to provide useable results rapidly in almost any conditions.

Aerodynamic derivatives were evaluated using linear and parabolic models over
a wide range of Mach numbers, altitudes and angles of incidence.

Both longitudinal results and an analysis of a lateral departure are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The AM-X program originated from a 1977 requirement of the Italian Air Force,
which specified a single-seat combat aircraft optimized for battlefield interdiction,
reconnaissance and close air support missions.
The convergence of the above operational requirements with those of the Brasilian
Air Force led to a joint program carried out by the Italian Companies Aermacchi
and Aeritaila and by the Erasilian Company Embraer.

The outcome oi this process was the AM-X aircraft, developed using modern
technologies such as control and stability augmentation.

As a consequence, conventional criteria for flying qualities evaluation had
to be integrated with new analytical approaches.
For example, analysis and evaluation of control system design make increasing use
of the direct determination of aerodynamic stability and control derivatives.
The use of parameter identification techniques from the very beginning of the flight
tests was therefore envisaged.

A decisive factor in choosing the computer program to be used was that, within
the work sharing among the three companies involved, Aermaechi had the task of
performing an extensive analysis of flight envelopes already cleared by Aeritalia
from the flight mechanics point of view. Taking into account the massive bulk of
data to be processed the preference was given to a well known and established program
that could guarantee excellent cost-effectiveness:
the 11Iff-Maine code (known as "MMLE3" program, ref. 1) mod~fied for the company's
computer and integrated with pre- and post-processor to make it user-friendly.

"MMLE3" is a program that evaluates aerodynamic derivatves based on the method
of "maximum likelyhood". The real and modelled systems are excited by inputs as
recorded in flight; then, by varying the unknown derivatives, the probability of
getting the same response from the two systems is maximized. This statistic approach
allows one to obviate the complications due to the inevitable uncertainties of
measurement and modelling.

This paper presents the results and the experience gained by introducing this
technique in AM-X flight test analysis. The practical problems to be confronted
were the choice of suitable manoeuvres to be performed by the pilot, the appropriate
modelling of the aircraft, the data acquisition and processing system architecture
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and finally the analysis of the results followed by the verification of the predicted
aerodynamic data.

2. FLIGHT TEST TECHNIQUES

The AN-X flight test program addressed the evaluation of the characteristics
of the aircraft and its systems throughout the flight envelope.

Seven prototypes were used in the test program, of which five in Italy and two

in Brazil, flying a total of over 1300 hrs. by June 1988.

The partecipation in the AN-X program allowed Aermacchi to develop its Flight

Test Department significantly, by consolidating the telemetry, ground station and

digital PCK acquisition systems.

2.1 Data acquisition and oreprocessing

The flight test instrumentation system (see fig. 1) is made up of the onboard

digital PCM/FM data acquisition system and the ground based telemetry/recording
system. The signals are acquired by dedicated transducers or taken from aircraft

system DATA BUSes and transmitted to the ground station by the telemetry system,

together with pilot voice.

The ground-based system takes care of aircraft tracking and chooses the better

of two signals transmitted through separate channels. The data are then passed

to a computer for real time processing and display on CRTs in the control room.

The maximum capacity of the data acquisition system is 512 channels with a

sampling frequency ranging from 1 to 256 SPS. Since each sample is represented

by an 11-bit word, this corresponds to a 1.44 Mbits/s transmission rate.

Stability and control data are generally sampled at 32 SPS since this allows
a good reconstruction of the signal without overloading the system. Digital filters

are used where necessary.

2.2 Flight manoeuvres

The flight manoeuvres were chosen to take advantage of the small perturbation
approach to stability and control analysis; this allowed data to be obtained from

a single flight condition with small variations from the reference conditions.
Locally linearised aerodynamic models could therefore be used, with advantages

that will become evident in the subsequent discussion.

Care was taken to design a "small perturbation" manoeuvre haing the highest
possible Signal/Noise (S/N) ratio. High frequency noise originating from vibrations,

atmospheric turbulence, sensor accuracy and resolution could be filtered, while low
frequency noise close to the system's natural frequencies was more difficult to

distinguish.

Test pilots were constantly involved in flight test planning. Difficult pilot

tasks such as 3-2-1-1 manoeuvres were perfected during extensive training, with

highly satisfactory results. Both multistep and impulse-type manoeuvres were used,

as well as frequency sweeps to provide input data for the parameter identification pro-

gram. Examples of manoeuvres analysed are shown in Fig. 2.

3. MODELLING TECHNIQUES

3.1 General

The standard MNLE3 mat' iatical models and equations of aircraft dynamics

were used as these are most appropriate for the analysis of the large number of

test points needed to cover the complete flight envelope.

Lateral and longitudinal dynamics were decoupled by considering the aircraft

symmetry in the XZ plane (I = I = 0) and by using data obtained from flight

test for the remaining coupleterms Yzn the equations of motion (ref. 2).
The aerodynamic coerficients were linearised as follows:
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LONGITUDINAL EQUATIONS IN BODY AXES:t N C +C + CN + C q C-L 4

CN Na NE q 2V

SC tCA C a C q C 4
JCA  AO + t AQ + A6 Aq 2V

=.C + C a + C +Cq C
m mO ma ma mqq 2V

where

elev ' stab

LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL EQUATIONS IN BODY AXES:

C = C + C0 + Cy + Cp b + C
SCo +C 6+y8 yp p2V yr 2V

= Ca + C p _L_ + c c-k
C $+i s l 2V nr 2VCn + 8 + CP-V+ Cnrr-

I = n0 +o n
a  

CnpP n- 2V

where

= dall ' dspo ' rud

3.2 Influence of augmentation system on modelling

The schemes of the lateral and longitudinal control systems of the AM-X are
given in figure 3.
The presence of feedbacks in the pitch, roll and yaw channels leads to complications
when parameter identification is attempted as the closed loop gains and characteristics
of the wash-out filters in the feedback loops must be determined. This implies
including feedback of the 3 angular velocities in the models of the lateral and
longitudinal systems.

An equally valid, and less complicated, approach Is to use the concept of
an equivalent aircraft developed by Koehler and Wilhelm (ref. 3) which has the
advantage of avoiding the need to modify the identification program itself. This
approach is possible for systems where the feedback can be considered constant,
as in the case of the AM-X at a given flight condition (the wash-out filter has
virtually no effect on the dynamics of the transient response).
In this case the displacements of the control surfaces can be described by an equation

of the form:

6 = a jqj + b 6pilot where a,b = constant

and the concept of an equivalent aircraft can be introduced.
Taking the basic aircraft equations

* + [Al x = [B] u

and adding the control system feedback as

u = [Clx + [Dlupilot

we obtain the "equivalent aircraft equations":

x + ([Al [B] [CJ)x = [B] D]upilo t

which are of the same form as those of the basic aircraft.

In the case of the longitudinal equations, for example, only the column containing
pitch rate terms Is modified.
C L and Cmq are replaced by
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C C + G KC
mq equlv mq q a m6 long

where

CL4 long CLee Ge + CLa stab G. Ks

Cmi long Cm6e Ge + Cm4 stab Gs Ks

Although this technique seemed particularly suited to the AM-X and was thus adopted

for parameter identification of the augmented aircraft, the results obtained were

disappointing. For example, the SPO manoeuvre with full FOS carried out at 5000 ft

and Mach 0.5 shown in fig. 4 indicates that the curve fitting is highly approximate.

A further difficulty was the identification of the stability derivatives: the program

attempted to represent damping effects by varying both C L0  and C , making it

necessary to fix fly, at a value previously identified using the "Bae airframe"

model.

The results obtained in thiz case are summarised in the following table, in

which the closed loop characteristics of the "bare A/C" were calculated by using

nominal augmentation values given by known values of feedback gains:

MACH 0.5 H = 5000 ft All/FLT 15/ CONFIG. CRU CLEAN

TYPE OF IDENTIFICATION OPEN LOOP CLOSED LOOP

spo spo s spo t

WIND TUNNEL DERIVATIVES + 3.40 0.290 3.65 0.690

NOMINAL AUGMENTATION

IDENTIFIED BARE AIRCRAFT + 3.60 0.310 3.92 0.750

NOMINAL AUGMENTATION

IDENTIFIED EQUIVALENT / / 2.91 0.410

AIRCRAFT DERIVATIVES

FITTING ON "q" J 3.80 0.315 3.55 0.700

TABLE I - Short period frequency and damping ratios obtained using

different methods of identifying aerodynamic parameters.

The discrepancies are due to limited actuation rates of the stabiliser and various

non-linear elements in the real system, such as hysteresis and dead bands, which

are not modelled by the schemes of fig. 3.

The presence of non-linear element. makes the aircraft response particularly

sensitive to pilot input. The impression gained was that the non-linearities would

inhibit the identification of control system parameters even if complicated models

of the system were used.

In the light of these results the most appropriate course of action seemed
to be to limit parameter identification to the bare aircraft an3 to obtain dynamic

parameters (frequencies and damping ratios) of the augmented aircraft using known

values of feedback gains. These gains were available as design data and were substan-

tiated by ground tests.

To check the validity of this approach, a fitting was made to the pitch rate

signal obtained during a flight test where the same manoeuvre was repeated with

FCS engagod and disengaged. The results, given In the last row of table 1, show

satisfactory agreement with those of the bare aircraft model with nominal augmentation

(row 2).
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3.3 Parabolic model

Linear aerodynamic models were employed throughout the flight envelope and
generally gave good results. The only exception was the longitudinal model at low
speeds when C and C could no longer be described as linear functions of alpha.L m
In this case attempts to fit the normal load factor (a ) traces suggested that
a quadratic term in a would be necessary (see f4g. 5). n 2
This was done, without any modification to the program, by using an a input signa as
an addition~l control input. The program was used to calculate derivatives with
respect to a (CM 2, CAa

2

, and Cm02) which were added to the lin'ar model as follows:

2C
C N CN +C + CN 2 + C6 + Cq

2 C
C A CA Ca + CAa2 a + 6 + Cq

2 C

Cm Cm + Cmaa + Cm2 a + Cmi + C.qq C

2
Fig. 6 shows the effect of the presence of these non-linear terms in a . More detailed
results are given in section 4.

Parabolic models were only used to analyse lateral/directional motion in certain
cases, such as roll departures at high a. Here the linear model eas found to average
the roll rate (p) signal excessively (see fig. 14), and a CI 2 p te~m was introduced
in the same manner as the a term in the longitudinal case,Pusing p as a fictitious
control input.
These results fit the recorded traces more accurately than the linear model, as
will be shown in more detail in section 5.

4. ANALYSIS OF THE LONGITUDINAL MODEL RESULTS

4.1 General

The longitudinal model results presented in this paragraph were obtained by
analysing some manoeuvres performed at three different altitude. (5000, 15000 and
3000u ft) with a range of Mach numbers going from -0.3 to -0.82.
All coefficients refer to the "cruise" configuration (i.e. no flap and slat deflec-
tions), without external stores.

in principle, it should be possible o identify all the aerodynafic parameters
relevant to the classical short period approximation, namely

C L# C La CL e' CLas" rLq

C m Cm Cm de, Cmds' Cmq ,Cm.

In practice, however, this is seldom accomplished due to convergence problems of
the algorithm or because one or more of the parameters have negligible influence
on the aircraft behaviour in the test being considered. It is then advisable to
"lock" these coefficients at convenient values (usually taken from the aerodynamic
data set based on wind tuinel data).

The most important aerodynamic derivatives, i.e.:

C C C ,CLa , Cma I Cmq, ma s '

were always identified; the others were identified whenever possible except for
C . which was always fixed at the predicted value.
ATT data are referred to the 25% m.a.c. point; Mass, o.g. position and pitch inertia
were always considered as constant during a test although fairly small variations
were actually observed.
Engine thrust effects were not taken into account because it was found that they
were virtually negligible.

4.2 Comparison of experimental and predicted aerodynamic derivatives

The values of the most important longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives identified
from flight test were compared with predicted data based on wind tunnel tests,
taking into account theoretical aeroelastic effects.

-- --- -
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Average values obtained using a linear model were first plotted as a function of
Mach number at different altitudes (figs. 7-10); an attempt was then made to identify
the dependancy on a at a fixed Mach number using a limited number of tests analysed
with a parabolic model (figs. 11-13).

4.2.1 Longitudinal derivatives versus Mach number
(linear model results)

It must be noted that the curves presented here refer to constant mass and
varying Mach number, hence a varying average angle of incidence. They are therefore
not representative of the variation of aerodynamic derivatives with Mach, especially
in the low Mach number range:

h = 5000 ft 0.3 < M < 0.82 0* < a< 100
15000 ft 0.3 < M < 0.78 20 < a < 120

30000 ft 0.5 < M < 0.8 30 < 0< 140

The main purpose of the diagrams shown in figures 7-10 is to compare flight test
data with predicted (wind tunnel) data. The test points are plotted together with
their uncer,

4
nty ("Cramer-Rao") bounds multiplied by what Ilff and Maine call

a "Fudge Factor" equal to five. The solid line represents predicted data while
the broken line represents a "weighted average" of flight test data (each data
point has a weight equal to the reciprocal of its Cramer-Rao bound).

The correlation with predicted derivatives is fairly good, except for C

and C At lower altitudes where the effect of uncertainties in the aeroelasti
2

coeff clents is greater. It is not surprising that large errors and uncertainties
in C rorrespond to similar ones in C (see, for instance, the three points

at 30 ft and M = 0.8) since they are intimmaely connected in the '-c modelling.
The C shift at low Mach confirms what was already observed during early flight
tests tnd was explained as an error in prediction of the downwash at zero lift

(e0 ).t

4.2.2 Longitudinal coefficients versus alpha
(parabolic model results)

The scope of this part of the analysis was to show how much information could

be obtained from a few test points where only average values of the derivatives
are available. In fact, by analysing three S.P.O. manoeuvres, characterised by
a narrow a range, as well as three wide range 3-2-1-1 manoeuvres at fixed Mach
number (0.5) and different altitudes (5000, 15000 and 30000 ft), quite a detailed
representation of C vs.a and C vs. a could be obtained from O* to 15g.L m
This was accomplished by performing a parabolic spline fit of the following functions

C (a). C (a), C 2(o); C (a), CaW , C'2(Q)M# Mo() Mo 19o La~) La
2
0

such that the resulting curves would optimally approximate the measured average
values in the least-squares sense.

The curves were then reconstructed as:

CL Ct,(o) + C La + CLa 2(a)2

C = Cm#() C (o)a + C2(.)a
2

m mma m

This is shown in figures 11-13. If these data are plotted as C vs. C the agreementSL
with predicted data is very good, especially in the high ange of incidence range,
where the contribution of C 2 is most important. In the low a range the results
are consistent with those obtained with the linear model as presented In the previous
paragraph.

5. ANALYSIS OF THE LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL MODEL RESULTS

5.1 General

The analysis of lateral/directional data is still under way because priority

was given to the longitudinal results. This was done for two reasons. The first
was to allow the stability margins of the aircraft to be more closely monitored
throughout the tests. The second, of a more practical nature, was that compliance
with NIL specifications for the dynamic lateral models, (which are based on dutch
roll frequencies and damping ratios) could be demonstrated more easily by using
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fitting methods, maintaining the same quality of results as by using parameter

identification.
This was possible because the damping ratio in augmented and unaugmented lateral
modes never exceeded a value of 0.707, below which fitting methods have been shown
to be as reliable as parameter identification in determining frequency and damping
of the system.
At this stage, therefore, the use of parameter identification is limited to refining
the program for the lateral modes and for verifying wind tunnel estimates of aerodynamic

derivatives at particular points.

The following paragraph presents the results considered to be of most interest,
namely the analysis of a roll departure which occurred at low speeds in the clean
configuration.

5.2 Analysis of a lateral departure

A tendency to autorotation (CI > 0) at angles of attack close to the stall
was identified during rotary balanck wind tunnel tests. In the course of flight
tests, a roll departure occurred during a wind-up turn at low speed; it was then
decided to analyse this manoeuvre as a check of the wind tunnel prediction.

As a first step a standard lateral/directional model was used. The results
obtained were unsatisfactory. After a number of attempts in which the program showed
no signs of converging, the results of figure 14 were obtained which show that
the reconstructed roll rate (p) signal is highly averaged compared with the recorded

signal.
The aerodynamic model was therefore changed by including a term in C lp2 and fixing

C at zero (see chapter 3).
TI aim of this modification was to prevent the onset of a premature roll departure
of the model due to very small fluctuations in the p signal. While this has the
effect of underestimating the driving moment (C ) in the initial phases of the

departure it also leads to an overestimation once the roll is fully established.
This in turn means that the lateral control derivative opposing and eventuclly

checking the departure is also overestimated. This effect can be seen in fig. 15
which presents the best results obtained. These are summarised in the following

table:

{ RTVATIVE EXPECTED VALUE MMLE3 ESTIMATION

Cy 8  -.01660 -.0407 + .0272

C 1  -.00271 -.00152 + .0065

C +.00142 -.00337 t .0047
nl

Clp 4.51200 
Clp 0

C 2 .000042+.0000019

)p

Cl 6 *i +.00130 +.0112 * .0046

Cn 6 sp °  ..000365 -.000106 4 .000460

Cnirud -.00110 +.00473 * .0049

TABLE 2 - Results of parameter estimation applied to a roll
departure

It is worthwhile spenuing some time on the derivations of the rolling moment coeffi-
cients (C lp) from the values of C 2 identified.Ip Ip

C
2  

p C? p; h where p Is in '/5ec
Ip ident 0 2V 57.3 2

C102 Clp ident b

.. .. ... . ... -. . ... / . . . :
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Clp = Cip + C1,32 20

where - pb
2V 57.3

In this case: V = 103.67 m/see

b = 8.874 m

0 < p < 40*/sec

0 < P < 0.03

C1Pav = 1.071 (av = 0.0071)

The accuracies of the estimated derivatives given in table 2 show that the motion
is almost exclusively influenced by the C and C derivatives.
C was not identified because of an 1&realiskl interaction between the estimated

vauMs of Claal and C lspoc

An attempt was made to use the estimated values of C 2 to reconstruct the
C 1 curves obtained using the rotary balance within the range o~ roll rat-s enccuntered
in flight.
The results are shown in fig. 16.
The amount by which the control derivative C18 ail is overestimated can be quanti-
fied as follows (see fig. 16):

=C 
IDENT. do = 0.00068

C 1 ROTARY BAL. do = 0.00023

f 0

K- 0.0O0068
K 0.00026 2.957 .3.00.00023

CL~ al~TMT D O. 0112_0. 0046

C C = = =0.0037 + 0.0015
L ail EFFECTIVE K 3

This is much closer to the expected value.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The MMLE3 parameter identification code was used during the AM-X flight test
program to evaluate aerodynamic derivatives over a wide range of Mach numbers,
altitudes and angles of incidence.

The bulk of the results presented refers to the longitudinal case and shows
good agreement with wind tunnel results in most conditions. In particular, the
use of a parabolic model is shown to give a good representation of the aerodynamic
coefficients in the high a region, even when only a few data points are available.

A lateral roll departure is also analysed to demonstrate the applicability
of the code to manoeuvres close to stall conditons.

The program is shown to be robust enough to provide useable results rapidly
in almost any conditions; in addition, a lot of additional information can be extracted
when the program output is Interpreted with deeper insight and creativity.
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The ongoing AM-X test program at high angle of incidence will provide the
opportunity of fully exploiting the capabilities of the MMLE code, using complete
six-degree-of-freedom modelling to identify aerodynamic parameters during extreme
manoeuvres.
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LES ENSHIGNENENTS DR L INTEGRATION DES SYSTEMKS KXBAR(QhJS

par JACQUES TRESSEi
Ing~nieur Navigant d'Essals

CENTRE O'ESSAIS EN VOL - 91220 BRETIGNY-SUR-OPGE (FRANCE)

RESUME

Ce document s, propose de pr~senLer un ensemble de r~f lexions qui ont 4t4 men~es au Centre d'Essais
en Vol afin de proposer des solutions visant A sminimiser lea coats globaux et lea d~lais des sais en vol
li~s I la misc au point des syst~mes d'ames a~ronautiqses fortement int~gr~s.

1. DEFINITION WON SYSTEME INTEGRE SUR AVION DR COMBAT

Poor on avion d'ames, on syst~ne int~gr4 est lensemble des 6quipements dialoguant par listerm&-
diaire d'un os de plusieurs bus num~riques g

4
s~ par un os plusieurs calculateurs et dont l'objectif eat de

satisfstre on ensemble de fonctions op
4
rationnelles permettant de r.epondre sux besoins des utilisaLeurs xnpri-

eds dans des spdcifications opdrationnelles nu dans one fiche programme.

L'ensemble de yes 4quipements n'est pas limltd et emott r4guli~rement as fil des anodes propor-
tionnellement aux exigences des utilisateurs en terme de fonctions opdrationnelles. La complexitg qul en
rdsulte se traduit par des augmentations spectaculaires des coats d'4tude, de ddveloppenent et d'ssais en
Vol.

Asjourd'bui Ia notion de syst~me n'est plus limitge sue 6quipements du syst~me d'ames proprenent
dir, mats bien AL Ia quasi totalit4 des 4quipements de lesion comme 1es cosmsandes. de vol, le syst;me propul-
sit, les interfaces homes-machine mats aussi A lensemble des moyens opdrarionnels permettant de rdaliser
et d'explolter Ia mission.

La planche 1 montre on exemple de syst~me d'armes fortement integr4. de structure classique com-
portant des capteurs, des armes, des moyens de communication et d'identification, lea comandes de vol et
le moteur, l'interface home-machine, un ensemble de gestion et de calcul qui pest 9tre redondant pernettant
de sdcsriser certaines fonctions critiques, erc ...

2. ANALYSE DES ESSAIS 0'INTEGRATION DES SYSTEMKS EBARqIJES

2.1 - Anaelyse de liolutom des ayst~mes

Ce paragraphe a pour but d'examiner Vivolution de Ia complexit4 des systlmes d'armes des avions

de combat en e'appuysnt sur l'exemple des principaux programmes franqais des quinte derni~res annden.

Us critire possible pour 4valuer la complemird d'un systime eat celui consisrant A ddnombrer le
eombre d'iqulpements utilisa, steel que le nombre de fonctions opgrationnelles rdallsdes par ce syst~me
(on entend par fonction op~rationnelle une fonction corressondant A l'expression d'ue besoin opgrationnel
pricis; emample de FO0 conduite de tir d'un missile donn,). D'autres crit~rea pourralent bien sit ktre
retenus, come lee volumes ddAchenges de donodes et lea charges des cslcuasteurs mais il nos a sembld plus
realiste de retenir le premier crit~re car il correspond miesm A 1l4valustion de Ia charge d'essais en vol
qu'il aere odeessaire de rdalistr.

L'examen de la plsnche 2 fait appareltre ld4volution dane le temps di nombre dd4qsipements A
essayer en vol sinsi que do nombre de functions opdrationnellee. On pest conerater que c'eet au niveas des
fonctione op~rationnelles que ld4volution eat la plus importante.

La piarbe 3 cherche A reprdseater ldvolution des coats rapportds A lhesre de vol pour so pro-
gramme de ddveloppement d'un ovin de combat rdcent. L'examen de cette planche montre qua le coil de l'heure
de vol d'un prototype eat sans commune mesure avec le coilt Aquivalent pour un avion de servitude d'un type
d'ussge courant dana lea forces os dens laviation g~ndrale.

2.2 - Analyse de la wthodologie sstilisge prdcdent

Les moyarsa edriene stilias en Prance pour lea essais en vol des programmes d'avions de combat
sont typiquement de deuxs antes :d'une part lea avions prototypes et d'astte part les avions de servitude.

En at rdfdrant sun programmes prioddents, ce paragraphe a pour but de faire Is critique objective
de l'utilisation de ces diffdrente moyana.

En ce qui concerne lea avions prototypes, on pest conetater que si tes avions en ddbut de pro-
gramme suet bien utiliede A Is mise as point de Ia plate-forma elle-m~me ainsi qu'A l'optinisation de lie-
terface home-machine, Lie sont trop souveer atiliads come bant d'essais des 4quipements, slots que ces
derniere naen sosE qu'A sne phase de mise s point. Cette utilisation des avions prototypes dolt atre recon-
sidirie dana le cadre des programmes future car les coats induitB soer prohibitife et peuvent tre rdduits
de isqon significative par l'utilLeation d'autres moyans. En consiquence, ces moyeas tr~e colteox doivent
dtre riservis A is miss as point de la plate-torme et A la validation finale des fonctions opdrationnelles.
come par ememple lee coedultes de t d'armements.



Parafllnlmenc, 1enphrienan pasnhe nontre qua l'utiinarion et la definition den unions de a"-
allude n'dtnlnnt pan optimalca. En effec, d'une faqon g~nhralt, ln conception de c- anions .it telim
quel fanorisaic La nine an point de Lh qipnnnt lai-nhnt, nais n'abordait que de tacos inconpl~te Ls mint
an point dts ahanges que cot hquiponant denait assurtr an atmn de Ionsenbit du 5fat~nc. Lana i, can du
programe MIRAGE 2000, nn onphriencea a 4th mnnh quf a consiarh 5 ntili,rr des anions de ant itude
(MYSTERE XX FALCON) doat Larahitecture Otait 1a reflet de cello de Vanton final (ann arntmntt pr~s).
L'utiiisation de can anions duths dh quipec- -a prototypes a 6t bhnhfique pour Ia mint on point d~s ('or-
tiona main a posh den prabl~mes do diapoaibiilh dh4quiptenis an d.~bnt du prograan.

En ce qut conctrne len moyns suE, truis types de moytna Ott ht. utilinha par Ins Centre d'essana
on voL Lots den prngra~nos prhchdoatn

-len mayena de simulations punchecs. Cen anytna oat 6t6 plns aphciaismtnt ULiaha pour prhniser len rarac-
thristiques dea initerfaces homnes-nmachine.

lea banns dh4quipnmeats doat lea functions htain l imithan 0 La mine an paint do minimum d'hhangts dust
anait bosomn L'hquipameat nur avian de servitude.

-lea banca d'ia'_graticn ELubaLe dust in rSl-! htait de saLider Letnsenbin des hchangen do nynt~me d'ames
avant do in valider at de 1'haaluar en vol. Can banca htainnt hgaiemeat scimuL~iLcn pir des anregistre-
meats nftcctnhn ea vol.

3. ENSEIGMNENTS DES ESSALS D'ENTECRLATIO

Cc paragraphe a pour ubjectif dcnasayar de tirar len Lacuna de L'cnphrience des ensais d anth-
gratiun den programmes prhchdcncs, attn de proposer dana la cadre do nouveaux prograrmnn, one mhbdnLugio
qui vine A minimiser Les csaas d'inthgratiun Bur anions prototypes, au profit d'esnain no sal at nut onions

dn servitude.

tiaias at par us travail d'anaiysa ionntiunaiie de tradoire Ic benoin ophratianaeL en functions qua (,it
rempiir le systlme. Len maycan da simulations piiathe daiveet Otte utlinha de tacos iatensive pour an
tranail at Lent acplui na dolt pan ;tre limith 0 Ia stole mine an paint de liaccriaae boma-machine.

Le second ubjeatit est de roconsidhrer la mhbuua de misc an point den prinaipaun hqnipements
do nysc~me d'ames comme le radar, la ontrc-mennree, iuoptruniqse. etc ... En eftet il aunviendra de Bc
dannar tons lee mayens naessuic an saL et en voL qut hvitarunt d'accumuLer len nuls longs et cuhtoun Bur
aniocs prototypes. Parmi ces maycan an pent tatter

- Tris en amuat die Lasnaf de Lhquipcment Lui-mhme, la priacipa dc Ia stimulation d'un mud~le intor-
atique de L'equipemeal rhalish 0 partir dearaegistremants etfectnhn an vol eat daorca at cihjA an movan
qul a fail sea prauven dana den htndes prhparatuires (radar par asampim).

- Loesque len prcmiers hquipnmants prototypes soat disponibles, on mayen cr"s puissant de mine au
poiat den fonatioss et den traitements icrarnos 0 Lthqsipement eat Ia stimulation du mathritl lui-n~ne,
rhalishe L0 ausni 0 partir d'earegistrements aiinatut. an vol nut avions de servitude.

Ces prinaipes de stimulation nhcensitrrnc den systlnes daenregistremnas tr"n perfurnanra
bord den nylons do servitude. Cc point sera hoquh plus loin.

- Lnnxphrieece den programes prhahdcnca a mis aet heidenace an autre pru~L~me a. cc qut toncersa 
1

grands hqnlpemoents, qui cat qu'il enistait us ddcoapLage trap important catre la nine an paint et Liat4-
gratlon de cat hqulpamcnt an syst~me d'ames. Cn point tr"s important at tradoisaic par Lt fait qua Loreque
La mathriel htalt livri par Ih4qaipementier I L'aviumnear abargh d, lint~gratlan, bien sounant La misc no
point den hahanges qut devait ansurer cat hquipemcnr an cain do syst~ne avait 4 nhgLighc an profit de La
nisa an point do tonationnemeat interne do cathriel. Attn dc rcohdicr 0 cc prubL~ne. La rhaLinution par lea
equipemenriern de moyans dc simeulation d'enaironnmennt, contarmen 0 une dhfinitioa apprune par Lnavion-
acar nbargh de linthgratlun eat cartateement ane saotion pour lea programs 0 venir. .

- Ie dernior poinit en cc qul conterne len hqulpememcs eat La mhbdnlogte 0 retenir pour affactoar Ia
misc so paint aur anion de servitude. Les essais en vol desront Otre menha do teLLe tacon quc Lt nounis
permanent des renponsablca d'esnain suit de prochder 0 la nine an point den 6hbanges en plus de La nine an
paint dn foactionnement interse du masthmiel. Ce sonata aura Sian s~t den inmplicacions inportantes an c- qni
coneerme la ddfinitioa des nylons de servitude.

latin lc troisi~me objeatit a- iL conviendra de se finer se rapparte A In misc an point initiale
den funatioes ophrariunaelles Bur lea anions die servitude. En cude Lenphrienat prua quc plus do 50 % den
nols ctfectuhs nor Len prototypes ct len anions atfeatis au dhvcloppcmear uncernent Ia mine au point lo ca
foections. Coapte rena du co~t de mist en otuvre de ca aviuns, iL eat iedispensable de prhvoir pour Lava-
sir dc faire It manimac dcessain sur d~es mayens shriens coins cuOteno.

4. KMS A MNTIRE EN OKUVUE (EXEMPLE DU1 PROGRAMME ACT RAPALE)

Ct paragraphe se propnso d'esamner lea difhrents moyea qni permettraiaet de -n conftumer 0 La
ehtnodolngic dharice pehahdcmment. Cette prhsnatatioa den moyans d'esas s'appule en partie nut n ensemble
de rhulenions menies dams lea services dtnasais en sal trancais dunn In cadre du prog~ansa d'anion do
combat RAFALE D.
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4.1 - oyes aol

Us des premiers travaux din iqoipos changies des ossais en vol va itro, au vu des spicifications
initiates de l'ucilisateur, do pr~ciser gr~ce I on travail d'analyse fonctionselle, le sesoin opdrationoel.
Us des outils Ie plus rentabic poor effectuer ce travail rot sans nul doute Ia simulation pilotie.

Es France, Ia tendance cot de faire coexister deus types d-a moyens de simulations pilot
4
es. A

savoir :des moyn dits 'ligors' d'aide o Ia op~cification st par opposition den moyens dits "lourds"
piutit d~di~is aus tra'auo d'

4
valuation.

Pour des moyes Idgors l'envie -noemest do pilots est limiti aux visualisations et ou- coosandes.
Coo noyes tr~s stiles doicent itre mis en place chez ion induntriejo qo'il s'agiose de l'avionneor o des
Aquipementiers. Ces moyons permstront aus indostrielo d'affiner Ia difinition de 1,ot mat~rici no pr~oen-
tant A l'avionneur ai",i qu'aux utilisateors ion concepts qu'ilo proposent. Use astre utilisation do cts
moyens sera de mettre a'- point leo moduies iaformatiques correopondant A le modilisation den diffhecnto
qoipemons qoi neront st~gr~s ultiricoremest dans lea moyeos "lourds". Ce point r~cesoitora d'asourer Ia
compatibilit6 informatique des diifirnsoens afin de pouvoir effectuer len transferto des modiles ostre
ceo moponO.

bee fonctionnalitis d'un moyeo dit "lourd" seront leo soivootno

-Il doit assurer au pilote us environnement -los reprisentatif.

-Il doit itro cosqu de faqon A pouvoir int4,rer lies diffirents modilee en provenance des moyeno "lgero".

-l jolt pnrmettre d'eoploiter au sleum leo nosais qui s'y diroole grace a n ensemble de moyeno analogues
A cous otilio4o poor ins vols.

11I dolt 6ventseliemcst pouvoir itre coup16 aum bans sol afi do pouvt'r otinoler do fagon cohirente lee
conposantee du systimo.

En ce qui concerns les captouro commo is radar, l'optronique, etc ... et en amont do la rialisation
den 6qoipcmests oux-mimos, un noyen trios pov-nent do miss au point den traitements internee eat la stioula-
tin do modiies informatiques. Cotto m~tbodo n~cossito bionsear do disposer doenregistremento on vol. Cetto
exigence impose do So doter do bases do donnies obtenuos en vol A i'aidc do maqocttes do capteore divoloppies
suffisassent t~t poor ce bosomn. Cott eigence impose 4gaiemcnt do disposer do moyons d'enrogistremests A
bord, autorisant des dibito trio importents pouvast ettoindre plosiours dizains do Migabits par soconde.

Los astres moyeno nor leeqoclo ii convisot do faire des efforts importanto soot lee boocs au Sob.
Ces moyes concernent us grand sombre des qoipemente constituent Ie syotime, ainsi quo lossemblo do syo-
time isi-mims. En cc qul concerns los 4qoipomsnts, et pius particoliiremont leo capteoro, lee bases do miss
ao point au sol devront ripondre A -c certain nombre do critirco solos one architecture qo! poorrait s'ins-
pirer de ceile qui cot prisestie our la planche 4. boors principaiss caractiriotique.s eronc!

-Possibilit6 di tto stimuiebie, coost-A-dire posnibilit6 do pouvoir injector Is pius on amost possible iea
donnies enregistriss A bord, afin do pouvoir ripitor autant quo niceosairo lee passes rielisies en vol et
optimiser par consiquent lea traitemente internon A li4quipement.

-Architecture permettant do simuler lenvironnement avec icquol liqoipem at devra dialoguor, afis do vali-
der avant los phases d'intigration lee ichasges quo cot 6quipement devra assurer.

In ce qui concorne leo banco giobaum dits d'intigretios, isur architecture devre, en n'inopirant
.e cells des moyens eistanto, indlure en pius des capacitin do simulations, afin do poovoir expiorer los
liffiros' -onfiguratione qu'il est possible de rencontror en vol. 11 sera sans douts soohaitabis do privoir
6galemont to cooplege do ceo snyons A -eom prisentis pricidemmont.

Pour en rester dons Is domains des moyes sol, ii est indispenoable do parier ici des moyeno
d'eoploitation des essais en vol. Aeon grandes families do moyons sont onvisogios solon quo ion s'attacho
A suivre et A exploiter lee essais en tempo ridl 00 A exploiter en tomps diffiri.

ane Is premier cae, qol correopond eurtout ass essado di4vaisatios et d'intigratios our anions
pro'totyps, lee moyes do treitoment en tsmps riel cost bios identifiis et existent aujourd'hul. Ile font
appel A des moyes do transmission par tilimesore et A do puissance caiculateurs tempo riel.

En ce qoi concerns lee exploitatioss en tempo diffiri. correspondent pluot~t eon ossois do miss
as point di4quipoments o do partie do systims sot avione do servitude, lea moyens d'eoploitation dsvront
ripondre A on certain nombre do critirs.

Coo critires soot lee suivante

-Capaciti do rialiser dane des dlis brefe des fichiere do donnice fusionnis, A partir do donnies issues
do plusioure moyes 00 mesure solos des formats diffirente, comes par exemple Ion diffirsots messages
esregistrin A bord duou des avions participant A t'esoui, ainoi quo ion messages isoos des moyenn do
trajectographis, etc ...

-Poseibiliti do fournir trio repidomont A l'ingenieur d'eenais us historiqos do vol, afis do lui pormettts
do porter us jugemoot qoalitatif nor Ia rialisatios do Vassel et de programmer lea vole suivanto.

-Ponsibiliti poor tous lee intervsnants d'avoir accie dane lee moilleurs dilalo aum fichies d, donnies qol
Ion coocernost en on garantisest Ie confidestialiti.

be Centre d'eseals en Vol, soost mis en mesore do eatisfairs con objectife sur sea diffirestes
baes, on faleant appol A us syotino dicestralini per anseao et qui dovrait itro opiretionnel on 1989
(projet MATISSE). Ce projet eat prisenti our Ia plancho 5.
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Enfin pour en terminer avec lea moyens d'essais so sol, it convient de ne pas oublier un certain
nombre de moyens importants, indispensables I Ia miss so point des diffirentes composantes du systlme d'armes.
Sans vouloir atre exhaustif on peut citer lea moyens suivants qui dans le cadre do programe ACT RAFALE D sent

en ddveloppement z

- Les moyens de trajectographie multicibles coupl4s aux systames de suivi des essais en tfaps riel.

- Lee noyens de mesure des signatures glectromagnitiques et infra-rouge des avions en vol.

- Lee moyens de mise au point des contre-mesures.

- Lea moyens dtude du comportement physiologique du pilote lorsqu'il est soumis aux accAlerations

brutales.

4.2 - ioyenas ariens

Ce paragraphe a pour but de parler des moyens agriens et plus particuliirement de l'architecture
de l'installation d'essais dont its pourraient disposer afin d'amliorer leur productivita, ceci dans le

cadre des r~flexions exprim~es pr4c4deement.

Dans le cadre do programme ACT RAFALE D, is Centre d'Essais en Vol en accord avec lea Services
Techniques Officiels et les Industriels concernas a proposg d'utiliser un certain nombre d'avions de servi-
tude du type MYSTERE XX FALCON et des MIRAGE 2000. Dans le soucis de r6duire les coOts et de respecter lea
ddlais, it a sembli indispensable de repenser complltement Is philosophie d'utilisation et larchitecture
des avions de servitude, par rapport A ce qui se faisait pour lea programes antdrieurs.

En effet, compte tenu do nombre limitd d'avions prototypes et de leurs cots d'exploitation, Is
mrthodologie propos6e consiste I effectuer sur lee avions de servitude, en plus des essais de mise au point
des aquipements, des essais de mise au point d'gliments critiques de fonctions opirationnelles. Pour attein-
dre ces objectifs, larchitecture de linstallation d'essais de ces avions, dont le principe eat prsent Sur
la planche 6, rapond aux caract~ristiques suivantes (cas des MYSTERE XX FALCON par exemple) ,

- En d6but de programe, le systime avionique de servitude fait appel 1 des aquipements de base aprouvas,
d'une bonne fiabilit4 et d'une bonne disponibilit6 (au standard MIRAGE 2000 par exemple) car it est bien con-
nu qu penJant lea phases de d~veloppement lea aquipements prototypes sont rares et chers.

- L'4quipement en essais eat couplA A ces 4quipements par son propre systme de dialogue (1553 B, DIGIBUS
STANAG 3910. etc...) et dans le cas oh le dialogu me se fait pas selon le mme standard, un calculateur
spacifique assure une fonction de "passerelle" entre lea deux systimes. Plus tard, au cours du ddveloppe-
ment lorsque lea 4quipements prototypes sont qualifi6s, ils peuvent remplacer leurs homologues.

- Pour lea mmes raisons et afin de ne pas s'imposer la prasence physique de tous les aquipements ou
armements participant I une fonction ou une sous-fonction 4tudiae, un calculateur particulter assure Is
fonction de simulations de ces aquipements.

- L'installation de mesure eat dimensionn6e pour satisfaire lea besoins des 
4
quipementiers et de l'avionneur,

en particulier en ce qui concerne lea enregistrements des donndes h grand dabit, ainsi que pour assurer
en temps rel le suivi de lessal I bord par l'ingnieur d'essais.

- L'avion est amanag4 de telle faqon que la place do co-pilote de droite puisse recevoir l'ensemble des
dquipements de dialogue honme-machine. Cette caractdristique permet trs en amont de faire participer lea
pilotes aux travaux de mise au point, ceci en coordination avec les travaux effectuas sur simulateurs.

Pour lea avions prototypes, Is r;gle sera d'essayer de minimiser lea essais d'intgration, c'est-

I-dire lea essais de mise so point de fonctions oparationnelles. Ces avions devront atre raservas ail
essais qui ne peuvent pas atre men4as sur d'autres moyens come par exemple lea validations finales : des
conduites de lir, des fonctions de navigations, d'efficacit des contre-mesures, etc.. et lea avaluations

de l'ensemble du systme d'armes.

5. cOLUcSION

En conc-l on, ce document a pour but de convaincre de l'imprative n4cessita de repenser les
mathodes d'essais en vol des syst~mes d'ames fortement int6gras, afin de raduire lea coOrs correspondaots
qul prennent de plus en plus d'importonce dans le financement total d'un programme.

Les mthodes pr ,.*-s h l'heure actuelle en France, pour lee essais en vol des syst~mes des
avions de combat, come e ;rame RAFALE, s'inspirent de celles qui ont ata prasentaes, en partliculier
en ce qui concerne Is' I Sol et la philosophie d'utilisation des avions de servitude.
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FLIGHT TESTING OF THE TORNADO TERRAIN FOLLOWING SYSTEM

Thomas Fleck

Flight Test
Messerschmift-B6kow-Blohm GmbH

Military Aircraft Division
P.O. Box 801160

D-8000 Munchen 80, West Germany

SUMMARY

This paper reviews the flight test activities on the assessment of the Tornado Terrain Following System.

Extensive hardware and pilot in the loop simulation, a stepwise approach to the lowest height and
proceeding from VMC to IMC kept the risk at a minimum level.

For a demonstration of system performance a method of comparing simulation had been applied that considers avionic
parameters, aerodynamic parameters and flight control data.

Special emphasis was placed on system integrity and flight safetyincluding human factors of the aircrew.

Today, after having absolved more than 200 successful testflights and rectified a considerable number of problems, the
system is adopted by the services and is a substantial part of the low level missions.

INTRODUCTION:

The Tomado aircraft, a trinational development, is a fighterbomber with variable wing geometry. It' s development
was the answer on the military requirements in the late '60's' and early '70's'.
One of these requirements was lowest penetration and attack height at high speeds in all weather, day and night and
over all types of European terrain.
The only way to satisfy this demand was the implementation of an automatic Terrain Following System.
The demonstration of system performance and integrity required the development of evaluation methods that especially
considered the dynamic nature of the terrain following mode.

This paper gives an overview of the flight test activities on this subject and adresses the selected methods used to
determine the system performance.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:

Terrain Following is one of the AFDS-modes to be selected at the AFDS-control panel.
The control loop consists of the TF-radar, the radar processor, the Autopilot and Flight Director Computer and the
Command and Stability Augmentation System (CSAS).
The TF-radar scans the terrain ahead in elevation and azimuth.
The TF processor calculates climb/dive commands that are linked to the AFDS in form of vertical acceleration demands.

Crnmands are derived from a zero command line shaped like a ski toe depending upon the following factors:

* selected clearance height
" aircraft speed
* selected rde mode

In manual mode the commands are displayed on the Head Up Display (ADI as a backup) to be followed by the pilot
manually, or in automatic mode the AFDS processes rate demands to the CSAS. (Fig. 1)

Additional sensors providing information for flight path computation are:

• Radar Altimeter
* Inertial Navigation System (IN)
* Secondary Attitude and Heading Reference System (SAHRS)

Doppler
• Main Computer
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The basic pnnciple of the command generation is the comparison of target returns with the zero command line. Targets
penetrating the skie toe will cause a climb command, obstacles below will result in a push over.

AUTOPILOT AND FLIGHT DIRECTOR SYSTEM

The AFDS consists of two digital computers that are identical in software and both computing the control laws and
the mode switching and failure logic.

The hardware is slightly different depending on the distinct application of each computer, hence they are not
interchangeable.
Computer No. 1 converts the output pitch and roll rate demands to analogue signals. The output hardware is triplex and
linked to the CSAS. (Fig. 2)

Monitoring of the AFDS output forms part of the CSAS.
Computer No. 2 drives the Flight Director. Both Computers monitor each other by permanent comparison of the demand
computation path.
A difference exceeding a certain threshold causes the autopilot to disconnet.

Part of the control laws are variable g-limits, rate limits and bank anlge limits, depending on speed, wingsweep and
altitude.
An emergency fly up is desinged for safe recovery in TF-mode, when the autopilot is cut off by the failure logic.

DISPLAYS:

Monitoring of the control loop is essential for pilots confidence in the system, particularly in IMC.

Therefore a socailed e-scope provides a display of radar returns over the skie toe relative to the range ahead measured
in miles. (Fig. 3)

An additional Clearance Range Ahead Monitor (CRAM) line above the zero command represents the locus of a constant g

pull up to clear obstacles at set clearance height.

The CRAM computation is independent from the command generation and forms part of the TF failure logic.

Once the CRAM line is penetrated by a target, the TF system transmits a fail event to the autopilot which then reacts with
an emergency fly up.

Mapping radar videos can be displayed in the repeater mode.
It must be stressed, that e-scope videos are only used as a monitor.
Flying by interpretation of the video will essentially degrade the TF-performance.

INTEGRITY:

Due to the extreme requirements in terms of flight safety for low level flying, the system was designed to be fail
safe. Any system failure that could have an influence on the flight path will result in a fly up, either closed loop or open
loop, depending on the type of failure.
Redundance is guaranteed by duplex autopilot and triplex CSAS. The TF command path is extensively monitored by
independent sensors, providing warnings if absolute limits are exceeded (low height, unobeyed command, excessive turn
rates and bank angle). (Fig. 4)

PHILOSOPHY OF TESTING

Testing of such a highly integrated system with outstanding impact on flight safety required a very careful
approach and the development of test methods that could cope with the various aspects of safety and performance.

.. . .. ,, = .,,,,..._z d 1- . .=.,.=.m=L
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Thus, the Tornado TF/AFDS flight test program was seperated into four main items:

* System integration
* Performance testing
* Failure testing

Simulation

In 1973 the TF system was installed in two Buccaneer aircraft at British Aerospace, to allow realistic testing at a
prototype stage.

Main tasks of the trials were:

* Integration of TF-radar, Main Computer and Sensors
* Assisting the development with flight test results at an early stage prior to Tornado flight tests.
* A first assessment of the AFDS control loop by Flight Director verification.

Later on these trials were still supporting Tornado flight tests.

When Tornado flight test began, the TF-system was already developed to a status, at which all basic functions had
proven to be adequate. The Tornado TF-trials started in 1976. This was the first time, the system was flown fully
automatic.
A special flight test program was devoted to TF/AFDS system integration. Until 1978 test results were used to assist
further development and rectification of system shortcomings. Then, since 1978, tests ooncentrated on performance
assessment, first with pre-series and later on with production equipment.

150 flights were allocated to demonstrate adequate performance and operational effectiveness in:

* Manual TF
* Automatic TF
* TF in combination with lateral AFDS modes (Heading and Track acquisition) and Auto Throttle.

FLIGHT TEST FACILITIES

Flioht test instrumentation

The Tornado testaircraft are equipped with a PCM recording system, covering both, analogue and digital
parameters. Sample rates were up to 32 sps in the beginning of flight test.
Problems occured, when the evaluation required a high resulution to assess TF and AFDS processor data.
Methods had to be developed that provided essentially higher sample rates. This was achieved by the direct recording of
the data transmission lines (DTL) on separate tracks of the recorder tape. At present sampling rates of maximum 2000
Hz are available.

Telemetry

During a test flight all parameters and events sampled by the FTI are transmitted to the ground station via
telemetry and recorded on tape, used as a back up in case the onboard recorder fails.
A limited number of parameter or events can be displayed on monitors or multi channel plotters.
One monitor is reserved for a synthetic graphic of the head up display, AFDS control panel and central warning panel.
Being permanently computed by oncoming telemetry data, the test engineer has a realistic picture of selected AFDS
modes, warnings, and a complete and dynamic HUD-indication. (Fig. 5)

Ground station facilities

The MBB Flight Test Center is equipped with a comprehensive computer system which includes the flight
telemetry monitor system, complex data aquisition and onllne/offline data evaluation. (Fig. 6)

Trajectory tracking can be performed by:

* Cinetheodolites (stationary and mobile)
* Precision Radar tracking (AN/MPS 36)
* Laser Precision Aircraft tracking System (PATS)

All stations are syncronized, so that hand over from one system to the other is possible.
Data are recorded, processed and automatically analyzed.

.. ... =" , J, =( d~h -= N m nnlu an= I
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PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT:

TF routes:

When the flight test program was established, a precondition was, that tests had to be performed over defined
test routes to guarantee a high degree of reproducability.

These routes had to represent all but alp-type European terrains including different types of vegetation, land-sea
crossings and man made obstacles.

A coverage of all routes by Cinetheodolites ano tracking radar was considered impracticable due to the extensive effort
that would be involved.
Other more effective methods to determine the flight path over the terrain had to be established.

Only for calibration purpose, a number of simulated runs over the airfield were tracked by Cinetheodolites.

Terrain Profile Reconstruction

In the early stage of system development a two dimensional terrain profile picked up from a map of a TF-route
was the basis for the flight path simulation. The idea was to use exactly these tracks for flight test.
At TF routes without significant land marks or obstacles, beacons were installed to improve the track accuracy.
However, during the Tornado performance assessment phase this system was not suitable, since the navigation
accuracy necessitates extensive effort to achieve adequate results.

The following analysis method has been adopted to assess the system performance:

1. Reconstruction of the terrain profile by flight test data
2. Computation of the flight path by flight test data and assessment of the peak/vally performance
3. Comparison with a simulated flight path over identical terrain
4. Evaluation of the difference between actual and simulated flight path

A good approach was to compute the terrain profile by flight test data.
Basically a terrain profile can be determined by subtracting the radar height from the barometric height.
For sufficient accuracy, correcting factors must be taken into account, such as:

Air pressure
* Air temperature

Height of test range
* Lags in Radar Altimeter and ADC measurements
* Radar altimeter beam width

The terrain thus obtained is two dimensional and will be used to display terrain profiles with the aircraft flight path above,
both actual and simulated. (Fig. 7)

Together with relevant flight test data of aircraft and system parameters, the terrain profile is transcribed on a tape No t.
Then the terrain profile is fed into the flight path simulator from a tape NO 2 and simulated parameters of the TF/AFDS
loop are recorded on a tape NO 3.

The information on tape NO t and NO 3 are now compared by a computer program with the following possibilities:

* Comparison of system parameters in relation to the overflown terrain
Comparison of aircraft flight path with a simulated flight path

" statistical evaluation of the difference between flight test and simulation

The computer program compares simulation and test results along the flight path at 50 m intervals.
Hence, a TF route of 20 km length yields 400 samples to be compared. (Fig. 8)

Tests have shown, that the error band of this comparing system increases with the terrain roughness.

Some factors that contribute to this phenomenon are:

Tolerances within the FTI system, calibration errors of parameters
* The terrain reproduction has a certain error band due to the radar altimeter beam width. Within the antenna

beam, the shortest distance to ground is measured.
* By the two dimensional terrain reproduction, obstacles off the track but within the radar azimuth scan angle are

not considered in the terrain profile computation.
Hence, the TF antenna is detecting targets not directly in line with the flight path.

* Errors within the AFDS feedback loop:
The AFDS triplex output contains a most nose up logic that may cause a slight fly high effect.

II I I
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To present the radar detection performance a computer program was developed that combines the flight path with radar
range and scan angle data.
These plots are helpful in analysing the detection of small sized obstacles or to verify the detection of non-existing targets
caused by beta-spikes. (Fig. 9, 10)

Assessment of the Peak/Vailey Performance:

The height over peaks ideally should be equivalent to the set clearance height. Hence peak values can be
derived from Radar Altimeter data, which however might be difficult for small sized obstacles.

The height above valleys is depending on speed, selected ride mode and the surrounding terrain. A performance
assessment requires the comparing simulation.

FAILURE TESTING

Prior starting IMC trials, pilots had to build up confidence in the system. In IMC the only possibility to monitor the
system response is to rely upon cockpit instruments and warnings (Fig. 11), considering the E-Scope as the primary
instrument.
Therefore an extensive failure testing was a prerequisite:

System response on failures
* effectiveness of cockpit warnings
* mishandling

failure injections
cross software tests

* simulation of worst cases
EMC testing

System Resonse on Failures

An essential part of flight testing was the assessment of the open loop pull up, a function that takes place when
the autopilot disconnects due to a system or sensor failure.

Being designed to initiate an automatic fly up with g-loads between 3 - 4 g depending on speed and wingsweep, flight test
results have shown, that under certain circumstances i.e. high aircraft mass and aft c.g. at corner points of flight
envelope, the aircraft alpha-limits or max. permissable g's can be exceeded. (Fig. 12)

The flight envelope cleared for TF flying had to be reconsidered for each possible store configuration. mainly done by
closed-loop simulation.

Cross Software Testing

Cross software testing was especially developed for the digital Autopilot and Flight Director System.
Although a redundant system, errors in the identical software could cause hazardous failures.

To minimize the risk to an acceptable level, following method was adopted:

An AFDS software model is programmed in a high order language by an independent software team on a separate
computer system.

Then an automatic program stimulates both, the software model and AFDS computers within and beyond the range of
system limits. By comparing the outputs, a failure will be detected with a high degree of probability. (Fig. 13)

EMC-Teatinp

EMC can have an influence on fly-by-wire control systems. For example, in Germany there are several powerful
broadcasting stations and when flying in the vicinity of these transmitters, the aircraft can be exposed to quite significant
field strength levels.
Therefore, EMC testing is of vital importance for the flight safety of the aircraft.
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Assessment of the susceptibility level of the flight control system was carried out in three ways:

Bulk current injection (BCI) with stepwise increasing Rf power into the aircraft wiring.
Illumination tests where the aircraft was exposed to a defined RF-field on ground. (ig. 14)
RF-station fly by.

The FCS was modified such that although flying mechanical mode, a full fly by wire mode could be selected and
monitored.
Analysis of data gave an impression of the susceptibility of the flight control system.

Results of ground tests and flight tests urged the need of EMC-hardening measures, mainly in the analogue CSAS and
the analogue AFDS in- and outputs.

PROBLEM AREAS

The beta-spike problem

During the course of flight test, unexplained pull ups occured when approaching solid targets that were tar below
the set clearance height.
Especially for IMC-flight this situation was unacceptable and had to be solved. Analysis revealed, that the terrain
following radar sensed erroneous echos above the ski toe or Cram line and interpreted then as real obstacles. Harsh 3 to
4 g climb commands were generated, followed by 0 g pushovers.

The cause of these spikes was finally traced to a reflection problem from the aircraft pilot nose boom and pilot static
tubes within the radome, causing a radar detection via the antenna side lobes.

To overcome the problem, these parts were covered with radar absorbing material.
Together with a sensitivity adjustment of the TF receiver, beta-spikes were eliminated by more than 95%.

Unexplained Autooilot Disconnect

Frequent Autopilot disconnects occured when flying TF, although no significant system - or sensor failure was
detected. On ground, the problem could no be reproduced.

Only when the sample rate of the instrumentation was increased such that processor cycles could be displayed, the
problem was traced to the autopilot failure logic.

Fail events in the range of one program cycle were summarized and had a combined effect thus tripping the disconnect
logic. By changes in the logic structure the problem was solved.

TESTING THE SYSTEM IN MOUNTAINOUS TERRAIN AND BAD WEATHER

In 1983, after having achieved the clearance for flying the TF-system at all speeds and heights in VMC, tests
started under IMC-condition.
The testgoa was progressively approached by starting over flat terrrain with runs against single cloud formations of
different appearance, aiming at an assessment whether the system would identify clouds as an obstacle.
In this context two selectable weather modes had to be tested, one with reduced receiver sensitivity, the other with a
limited radar range.

IMC was defined as an inflight visibility of less than 1,5 km. This, of course, required tests in all possible kinds of weather
such as fog, rain, snow, drizzle and showers,

To test the worst corditions, a test route over mountainous terrain with a maximum peak to valley height difference of
4000 ft and an overall length of 60 NM was selected.

At this stage, where the system performance as such had already been demonstrated, human factors of the crew like
mental or physiological loads were highlighted.
The pilot, having no visual contact to the outside world, spends most of the time for E-scope monitoring.
As a parallel task, he has to watch the instruments for engine-readings, speed, radar altiude, angle of attack, g-load and
to select modes at the AFDS control panel. Any unexpected event like unpredicted manoeuvres or warnings will result in
an increase of the physiological load. Changes in the cockpit lay out and automatic warning philosophy were
indispensable to reduce pilot workload.

Main items were:

* All important indications and autopilot controls to be arranged as far as possible in the head up field of view.
* Optimization of TF-related warnings.

Aircraft motions must be predictable for the aircrew (nuisance disconnects, beta-spikes)

Flight Director mode, being a simplex system so far, is not cleared for IMC operation.
A presently introduced AFDS upgrade will provide a d-ipfex, self monitoring Flight Director that will be extensively tested
in 1989.

-- -- .: . . . . • - . . . . . J .L = = i. L
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IMPROVEMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS

Of course, the majority of modifications had been introduced before starting tests with production equipment.
However, with growing experience by aircrews and engineers,modificationsin form of system upgrades were introduced
to cover technical and operational aspects.

Important changes being subject of present flight testing are:

Substitution of the head down AFDS control panel by a head up status and selector panel.
This was a strong aircrew requirement out of the IMC trials with respect to flight safety.
Introduction of a split axis control mode (SAC)
This modifiation is part of an AFDS upgrade and allows the pilot to fly the aircraft laterally by stick inputs while in
pitch the aircraft is still automatically controlled.
Implementation of a duplex Flight Director System.EMC hardening measures.

CONCLUSION

Flight testing of the Tornado TF-System has shown, that computer aided analysis yields independence from special
test ranges with sophisticated ground equipment and time consuming preparation of tests.

Numerous problems had to be solved before the system was up to an adequate standard fully developed to be offerd to
the services.

Performance has been demonstrated under "worst condition" with continous operation in excess of one hour under:

* full tMC
rough mountainous terrain
lowest set clearance height

• 0.9 Mach, 660 wingsweep

The system is successfully used by the services of three nations since seven years and has proven to be reliable and
safe.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

ADI Attitude Directo Indicator
ADC Air Data Computer
AFDS Autopilot and Flight Director System

CSAS Command and Stability Augmentation System
CP Control Panel
CRAM Clearance Range Ahead Monitor
CWP Central Warning Panel

EMC Electro .iagnitic Compatibilty
E-Scope Elevation Scope

FTI Flight Test Instrumentation

G,g Gz-loads

IN, INS fnertial Navigation System
IMC Instrument Meteorological Conditions

LHW Low Height Warning

PCM Pulse code Modulation

SAHRS Secondary Attidtude and Heading Reference System
SAC Split Axis Control
UCM Unobeyed Command Monitor ,

VMC Visual Meteorological Conditions

-- m • • m •
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Fig. 1 Flight Profile and Indications
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Fig. 3 Dynamic of Zero g-Command Locus (ZCL) on the E-scope
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SUMMARY

This paper describes the approach adopted by Attack Weapons Department Royal Aerospace Estabishmnt,
Faruborough, in conjunction with Cranfield tnstitute of Technolog for obtaining experimental data pertinent to the carrage and
release of conventional free fall weapons. To this end a series of instrumented, flight cleared stores have been developed for
various data gathering exercises, and results from several of the flight experiments completed to date, are discussed. in addition
some future developments are presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

With ever increasing demands on aircraft performance and the current preoccupation with external weapons carriage it
continued to be increasingly important to understand fully the carriage and release environment experienced by the weapon to be
understood. Two significant areas, flight carriage loads and vibration, are the subject of continuous detailed investigation by RAE,
particularly with respect to the implications on store design and airframe integration. In addition to this research aspect RAE
maintains a continuous monitoring brief in support of in-service problems on various weapons and carriers. A close relationship is
also maintained with the relevant sectors of operational staff and industry via consultative committees.

To aid this work a range of self-contained instrumented stores were constructed during the mid-seventies. These were
capable of sensing and recording aerodynamic loads, both steady state and manoeuvrs (up to 3g), and vibration experienced by
the weapon during carriage flight. This work previously presented to the AGARD FMP in Reference 1. These instrumented stores
have since been developed over a number of years by RAE in collaboration with the Flight Systems and Measurement
Laboratories at the Cranfield Institute of Technology (CIT). The RAE held responsibility for the fundamental design concepts of
the stores and the overall management of the flight trials while CIT advised on instrumentation aspects and held responsibility for
the primary data reduction and analysis of the vibration data.

Section 2 of this paper gives a brief summary of the store status and developments since the presentation in Reference 1.
Is Section 3 a selection of flight trials results in respect of flight carriage loads is discussed. Results for two specific trials using the
load measuring stores are presented. In section 4 vibration data gathering and analysis are discussed and the position in general
aspects, (which relate to all rather than to specific aircraft trials) is reviewed. Our future plans for developments in store design
and instrumentation are presented in section 5.

2 STORES REVIEW

2.1 VIBRATION STORES

The two original vibration stores V02 and V03, (described in reference 1), both based on the UK 10001b bomb casing. are
still in limited use, but. are restricted due to the limitation of recording only six channels of data. These stores use piezo-electric
accelerometers for measurement and charge amplifiers for signal conditioning with the results recorded on an internal right
channel tape recorder. An additional store, again using the same shell, has been produced utilising accelerometers which have
integral electronics to overcome difficulties experienced with the original instrumentation such as cable noise sensitivity and
instrumentation bulk. A multiplexer has betc added to increase the flexibility of the recording system and enables additional
transducers to be added when required for more detailed investigations such as bomb tail fatigue aspects. The vibration data is
recorded on the stores interred tape recorder, using 11/ inch tape, over a bandwidth from steady state to 3 kH.

The vibration data recorded by these stores has been gathered with two basic aims:

a) To provide detailed information leading to the understanding of, and the solution to, in-service problems which cwvr
as a result of changing operating conditions from the original design requirements.
b) To provide data to allow more realistic methods and spectra for ground testing to be devised and, incidentally, to
isolate the various parameters affecting store vibration levels. Subequeantiy guidelines for developing more efficient
designs have been formulated.

2.2 AERODYNAMIC LOAD STORES

Two loads stores designated A01 and A02 have been designed around a Patushkin Aerodynamic Load Balance which
measures the relative deflections between two plates by means of six strain gauge links, Figure 1. One plate is attached to the
aircraft, via the weapon suspension equipment, and the other is attached to the store skin. The aerodynamic loads and moments
are derived from the strain gauge outputs, by means of a calibration matrix, from the links through which the plates are coupled. It
should be noted that roll is derived from the differences between the two forward elements of the vertical load links. One
advantage of this design is that the store skin is attached to the balance plate by two rings, this enables the skin to be light to
minimise inertia effects. This attachment system permits these balances to be readily embodied into a variety of weapon shapes on
the preant UK inventory. Currently body shapes are available for the in-service 10001b with the No 114 Tail and BL755 weapons.
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These stores are totally selfcontained as they have internal battery power supplies and tape recorder. The only aircraft interface is
the recorder operation, usually controlled from the cockpit. This enables them to be fitted on most store locations on all service
aircraft.

The 'handed' sign convention shown in Figure 2 has been adopted so that the axes frame used corresponds to that of the
aircraft. This has the further advantage that the recorded loads correspond on both sides of the aircraft centreline.The moment
reference centre of the store is on the centreline at the mid-point of suspension. This is also necessary for comparison purposen
between various weapon shapes which have differing Centres of Gravity.

The 'a:.tr' s!4 .o n a, ,araTed t. mcaeuic thL aezsdyamasic ad., [salting from the aerodynamic flow field around the
aircraft/weapon combination, to provide data which may be msed in the following areas;-

a) Detailed investigation of the aerodynamic loads and moments experienced by the weapon during carriage flight and
the implications on release disturbance for current in-service aircraft.
b) The generation of a UK data base of weapon release parameters. This data base is currently in use notably providing
information for the validation of current prediction methods for release characteristics of weapons.

2.3 USAGE

A large number of assignments have been completed undertaking a wide variety of tasks and investigations. Amongst
those which have been completed most recently are the systematic investigations of the fatigue environment encountered by a
store during carriage on current in-service aircraft. In support of this aerodynamic loads have been measured during low level
flight and a variety of manoeuvres. Two tasks, typical of such studies are now described in detail.

3 AERODYNAMIC STORE LOADS STUDIES

3.1 HARRIER - TWIN STORE CARRIER

A series of flight trials have been conducted on the Harrier aircraft to investigate store carriage loads on Twin Store
Carriers(TSC). Mathematical modelling had predicted, Reference 2, that increased store separation could be expected to alleviate
the large forces and moments contributing to the release disturbance environment on this aircraft when carrying two large stores
on the inboard wing pylon. To validate these predictions a trial was mounted using an instrumented stores to gather results from
the conventional inservice TSC and a new twin store carrier, designated YDC, modified to increase the separation between tie
stores, Reference 3. The physical differences between the carriers used are shown in Figure 3.

Figures 4a-e show the results for 1000lb bomb shape carried on both inner and outer positions on the conventional TSC
and YDC. In the TSC configuration the axial and normal force increase with increasing speed while side force appears to remain
steady and is less sensitive to changes in speed. The pitching moment, nose down, tends to increase linearly with speed and does
not exhibit any dependence on store position on the carrier. Noteably the yawing moments increase with speed and are of opposite
sign depending on store position indicating that the tails are coming together with the possibility of the tails colliding during the
release of the first store.

The results from the angled ;arrier (YDC), again for both store positions, demonstrate the same trends as the
conventional TSC, but with a significant reduction both in nose down pitching moment and the mutual yawing attraction of the
tails.

This trial validated the new aerodynamic design showing that increased separation of the stores on the csericr has a
beneficial effect on the carriage environment and in particular the reduction of both pitching svd ywing moments. In oar
experience release disturbance is related to the magnitude of the pitching and yawing moments experienced. Subsequent trials
have demonstrated that the release of the inner store (first release, and therefore in the presence of the outer) has represented a
clear improvement over the earlier TSC. As a result of the trials evidence the YDC cartier has been put into production and has
entered service as the CBTS 30.

3.2 TORNADO - RELEASE DISTURBANCE DATA BASE

The RAE is currently performing a series of research flight trials using its Tornado test aircraft, Figure 5a, to provide full
scale aerodynamic data for use in validation of the wide variety of predictive techniques currently available in carriage and release
modeling. Heretofore such predictions have genesally been compared, one against the other, to demonstrate their validity, in the
absence of comprehensive and reliable flight data. At RAE, both Aerodynamics and Weapons Departments concluded that it was
important that such techniques should be tested against "real world" data as the ultimate test. These trials were planned to make
available a comprehensive data set using all current carriage and release data gathering techniques including the Aero stores as
just described to measure carriage loads, a special to type instrumented Ejector Release Unit (ERU) to define the ejection
impulse and conventional cameras to identify post release trajectories.

This program is being conducted in collaboration with UK industry who will be carrying out the comparative studies under
MoD contracts. Differing Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) techniques will be compared by British Aerospace sites (at
Brough, Kingston and Warton), and at RAE and Hunting Engineering. Tunnel trchniques will also be compared with specific
interest in the Accelerated Model Rig (AMR) at BAe Brough and the Twin String Rig (TSR), Figure 5b, operated by the Aircraft
Research Association (ARA), both of which represent state of the art techniques in store trajectory simulation. The majority of
these approaches were discussed in UK contributions to Reference 4.

3.2.1 Instrumentation to Define Release Event

The practice of instrumenting release events is, of course, as old as flight testing itself; and in principle, any clearance trial
such as those to gather aerobalistics data could be used for validation purposes. Unfortunately, it has been proven, time and
again, that these routine clearance trial events are usually inconsistent or inadequately instrumented and documented and rarely of
adequate quality, particularly when near field behaviour is being considered. The reasons for such variability are several, but the
following are considered to be of most significance:

1) Imprecise or incomplete knowledge of the detailed conditions of flight before and at release event. This leads to two
further imuen: (a) An incomplete understanding of the initial conditions for dynamic modelling. (b) Inability to estimate
store load at release.
2) Variability of crutching preloads and/or store compliance.
3) Lack of actual knowledge of the ERO performance and therefore the impulse applied to the store.
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This programme is attempting to eliminate all these limitations by use of a comprehensive instrumentation fit and
thorough ground test and preparation. The RAE Tornado is fitted with a MODAS (Modular Data Acquisition System),
Reference 5, and a comprehensive sensor fit capable of meeting all our requirements for release work.

In respect of crutching and preload imprecision we are fortunate that the Tornado is equipped with the MACE system of
Minimum Area Crutchless Ejectors. This system was conceived primarily to avoid crutch arms to reduce carriage drag; these
arms being replaced by snubbing wedges which bear on the top surface of the special bomb suspension lugs.

To evaluate the store compliance on the pylon a special rig was constructed to enable a range of loads and torques to be
applied to the mounted store and its compliance measured. The results permitted us to conclude that the store position would
remain essentially constant in flight. We also consider that the store loading variations using the automatic MACE suspension
system would be small and repeatable.

In order to define the release impulse applied to the store, a production Light Duty Ejector Release Unit(LDERU) has
been modified so that the gas pressures within the ejector ram chamber and its position can be monitored during ejection of the
store. The instrumentation is fitted to the forward and aft ejector rams. As the ram chamber walls are of insufficient thickness to
allow a pressure transducer to be directly mounted, a suitable mounting had to be designed. This mounting permitted the
installation of a piezo-electric pressure transducer, 1000 bar full scale, to monitor pressure at the ram crown. The ram position
instrumentation, Figure 6, comprises a control rod which attaches to ram foot, by means of the existing gas exhaust mechanism, so
that the control rod mirrors the ram extension. A thin multi-stranded steel wire is attached to the top end of the control rod, and
runs over a pulley system and is attached to a rotary potentiometer, which is a spring biassed against the direction of rotation. The
pulley attached to the potentiometer shaft is sized such that one rotation of the wiper shaft equates to full travel of the ram. The
potentiometers are mounted externally on the pylon owing to the lack of internal space. The outputs from the ERU
instrumentation are recorded on the aircraft MODAS system. We believe that this instrumentation of the release impulse is novel,
Figure 7, and results compare extremely favourably with previous attempts to measure ejection force directly, which is invariably
susceptable to noise and 'ringing'.

Two camera pods are carried one on each outboard wing pylon using a modified Carrier Bomb Light Series (CBLS)
200's. These carriers are cleared on virtually all stations of current UK aircraft and therefore offer a flexible package which can be
used fleet wide. Each pod is equipped to carry three Photosonic IF 16mm cin cameras which can be aligned in pitch and yaw to
film the release over approximately the first 3 metres. An additional camera is mounted in the modified rear fairing of the Laser
Range Finder Pod such that it is looking rearwards and across the fuselage at the release store to improve definition of the store
yaw during release. The film records are analyzed at A&AEE Bscomb Down on a VISTA system, as developed by BAe Wartn,
Reference 6.

3.2.2 Flight Test Programme

For the purposes of these validation experiments the BL755 cluster w:apon has been chosen as the release store. This is a
relatively light store which could be easily disturbed particularly if released with the folding fin flip mechanism disabled making it
more sensitive to the prevailing flow field conditions. The stores are to be released from the instrumented LDERU mounted in
the port rear pylon position in various store configurations. The configurations for carriage and release, Figure 8, range from four
stores to a single store to maximise the use of A01 and A02. All drops will be carried out at 50(Xft over a range of airspeeds from
300kts to 550kts. Within operational limits the aircraft weight will be varied to alter the flight incidence during release, which
together with the maximum achievable sideslip, is designed to provide the widest possible variation in release conditions.

Store carriage loads at all stations will be measured over a wide range of flight conditions, Figures 9a & 9b, for each store
configurations, as an integral part of the program to provide a database for those interested in carriage aerodynamics.
Aerodynamic induced loads have been recorded over a range of LAS, Mach Number, Altitude, Steady Heading Side Slips and
wind-up turns up to limit incidence. The data will be acquired using both instrumented stores A01 and A02. Typical Are Store
results from a recent flight are shown in Figure 10.

To date (September 1988) all flights to record carriage loads have been completed for all store carriage configurations.
Release flights at 300 kts, for maximum and minimum aircraft weights, have recently been completed for the four and single store
configurations.

4 STORE FLIGHT CARRIAGE VIBRATION STUDIES

4.1 VIBRATION FLIGHT TEST PROGRAMME

During the early 1970's, it became apparent when compiling project design and test specifications, that existing UK MoD
requirement documents were deficient for several store environmental conditions. One such deficient area was that associated
with carriage flight vibration on high performance aircraft.

The RAE Vibration Flight Test Programme(FTP) was designed to gather data from a number of aircraft types, including
a wide range of aircraft configurations and manoeuvres, using the vibration instrumented stores described above. The data
gathered was to form the basis of a revision of MoD requirement documents.

This FTP continues to this day in its original role of gathering data from new aircraft and/or sortie profiles as they appear
and, additionally, in the role of trouble-shooting.

This section describes the how data from the vibration measuring stores are processed and analyzed to help quantify the
flight carriage vibration environment.

4.2 DATA PROCESSING

4.2.1 Data Bank

Over a period of eighteen years the UK MOD Data Analysis Facility at the Cranfield Institute of Technology (CM, has
been processing and archiving data obtained from a wide variety of trials. This has resulted in a data bank holding vibration and
shock data arising from a comprehensive catalogue of store environments. The data bank relating to store flight carriage,
including data from the RAE FTP, is believed to be the largest in Europe of flight vibration data relating to the external carriage
of stors. The scope of the data bank at CIT is illustrated in Figure 11.

The data in the form of acceleration spectra, both average and peak hold has been asjulved onto the data bank. Analysis
parameters, vim acquisition rate, filter data, transform size, record duration, etc, together with additional information relating to
flight conditions, aircraft configurations, etc, are also stored in the data bank.

The data bank at CIT has formed the basis of major parametric studies of store flight carriage vibration, Reference 7.
These studies are currently being used to support the on-going revisions of DEF.STAN.0035 and DEF.STAN.00970.

-L
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4.2.2 Hardware

Data processing is carried out using the Facilit's mini-computer based versatile signal analyzer. A diagram of the system
is presented in Figure 12. Using this system, signals from replay tape decks are presented to the computer via 16 input channels of
switched gain amplifiers, anti-aliasing filters and analogue to digital converters (ADCs), all operating under software controL The
anti-aliasing filters may be either Butterworth or Bessel types (48 dB/octavt) and were designed and built by CIT. Flters are
matched to one another within +1 0.1% and */ 2 degrees in terms of gain and phase. The front end of the computer consists of
an array processor capable of fast matrix arithmetic (17 miion floating point operations per second). Thi capability, together
with the full double-buffering techniques, permits real time analysis of 16 channels of data at rates up to 60000 samples per
second, per channel, without any loss of data. All processed digital data are stored on disc; together with the analysis parameters,
including calibration factors, acquisition rates and filter details.

4.2.3 Techniques

Data processing initially involves a data characterization phase to establish the most appropriate formats and processing
parameters, eg. upper frequency limit, digital acquisition rate, resolution bandwidth, windowing, etc. This typically involves
processing a limited quantity of data, probably that pertaining to the most severe condition identified from quick-look records.This
phase is used to examine data in terms of its stationariy by processing data in go. versus time format. The second phase of data
processing comprises the processing of the bulk of the gathered data using the formats and processing parameters established in
phase one.

Data formats for store responses relating to carriage on high performance aircraft routinely include Acceleration Spectral
Density; g. verses time, for checking the ststionarity of data; amplitude probability density, for checking the normality of data.

To support subsequent assessments, it is usual to reduce the primary data into special formats to facilitate the recognition
of data trends. Environment descriptions are derived from thes formats.

4.3 ASSESSMENT

4.3.1 Environment Description

An environment description based on trial results represents in summary form the output of the data processing phase. A
flow diagram illustrating the production process of an environment description from field data is presented in Figure 13. An
environment description comprises two elements, ie:

a) Measured data defining the actual environment experienced daring the trial.
b) An identification of parameters and trends governing that environment.

An examination of trends attempts to identify the major parameters effecting the severity of an environment. Such
information can be used to extrapolate, either quantitatively or qualitatively, from the particular trials data to the more general
situations of inservice use. Particular examples which have been studied using the instrumented stores are discussed below.

4.3.2 Vibration Response Versus Speed (Grms v Dynamic Pressure)

Vibratios as influenced by altitude and airspeed has been examined using a regression analysis of overall rms vibration on
flight dynamic pressure. In this analysis, a relationship of the following form has proved to be appropriate:

grins  
= A*((Q)

n

where A is a constant and 0 is Dynamic Pressure

The data is then transformed into a linear equation of the form:

Log(g m i) = Log A + n * Lg(Q)

By this means, the rate of increase of vibration, ie: the slope of the computed regression line, has been estimated.
This analysis has also been used to compute a vibration level for a reference dynamic presure of 1000 psf. This

parameter is useful when comparing the relative severity of aircraft configurations. An advantage of this means of comparing data
is the improved statistical confidence in the reference value compared with that of a single estimate. A typical example of this
analysis is shown in Figure 14.

The correlation coefficient is used to describe the quality of curve fit to the measured data. It has been found that there
exists very high correlation between vibration and dynamic pressure, with coefficients of 0.99 being typical. Consequently, this type
of analysis has been found to be a valuable aid in a general assessment of flight vibration records, because rogue data is easily
recognized in this format.

Results of this regression analysis indicate that th slopes of the computed regression lines are seldom unity, but lie
generally in the range 0.7 to 1.5, according to both aircraft and store types: specification documents, such as MIL-STD-810D,
assume a slope of saty, which may be adequate for general use but may not be appropriate in particular cases.

4.3.3 Reference Spectra

The above process has been taken a stage further to the computation of 'Reference Spectra'. Such a spectrum represents
the best estimate of vibration response at a reference flight dynamic pressure of 1000 psf. Reference Spectra are computed by
carrying out a regression analysis for each syectral line, of which there may typically be 1024. Smoother estimates are usually
obtained by a coarser bandwidth, for example, one-third octave. This type of analysis also provides evidence regarding the sources
of excitation of stores during flight carriage. Typically, the correlation coefficient is good above around 200 liz, indicating that
aerodynamic exdtation is dominant in this domain. It is believed that vibration mechanically transmitted from the aircraft to the
store influences the low frequency store response, which corresponds to relatively poor correlation below 200 HR. These trends
may be seen in Figure 15.
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4.3.4 Store Fins and Carriage Equipment

A special series of trials was instigated to examine any effects on store vibration due to the presence of a store's fins, and
also to compare store vibration arisig from MACE and Sway Brace carriage equipment.

IL was szo from the trials that for tail vibration, an average reduction of around 50%, compared to the response of the
finned store on Sway Brace, could be achieved by either removing the fins or by switching to MACE. No further decrease was
seen by both removing fins and using MACE. These effects are apparent in Figure 16. It is believed that the more turbulent flow
over the store when using Sway Brace equipment, together with a store whose ability to extract vibration energy from the
airstream is enhanced by the presence of fins, leads to the increased vibration of the store.

4.3.5 Store Carriage Stations

Data presented in Figure 17 relates to four carriage stations on a Buccaneer aircraft, ie: inboard and outboard wing
pylons and a bomb bay station with doors open and closed. It may be seen that the store response on either wing station is similar
and somewhat more severe than the fuselage station. Also, as expected, carriage in an enclosed bomb bay is markedly less severe
than for external carriage, in this instance by a factor of about 5 on overall gri.

The regression analysis shows the rate of increase of vibration with respect to flight dynamic pressure to be similar for all
four carriage configurations.

4.3.6 Influence of Adlacent Stores

The influence of adjacent storm upon a store's vibration response was one of the first aspects to be addressed by the FTP
and is extensively reported in Reference 8.

It is well known that the installed drag of multiple stores carried in close proximity to one another can exceed by a
considerable margin the sum of drag components of each store carried in isolation. Furthermore, it is to be expected that the
intensity of the turbulent field surrounding a store will be a function of the installed drag.

An analysis has been made comparing the effect of adjacent stores upon an instrumented round carried on a Phantom
aircraft equipped with a triple-carrier. The analysis involved normalizing the g. values of each transducer channel obtained at
550 Kts. by those pertaining to the three store configuration, and averaging the results. These data are presented in Figure 18 from
which it is inferred that:

a) Vibration severity is mainly a function of the local storen configuration, rather than the position of the carrier on the
aircraft
b) Compared with single store carriage, a 30% increase in gn, is shown when two stores are carried abreast in cose
proximity, and a further 10% increase when the store is surrounded by two stores in close proximity.

Similar effects to those seen on the Phantom are also evident in data relating to the Tornado equipped with a twin store
carier. Data comparing single and twin store carriage are presented in Figure 19 in the form of a regression analysis of vibration
on light dynamic pressure. This analysis indicates the twin store configuration to be generally some 50% more severe, in terms of
overall g_, than single store carriage.

5 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS - ULDAS

5.1 REQUIREMENT

Resulting from the operational experiences with A01 & A02 it was recognized that a new store was required to extend
the research initiated by RAE and also to take advantage of the technological advances in instrumentation and electronic design.
The new store is to be known as the Universal Loads Data Acquisition Store(ULDAS).

The areas addressed by the new store are:-

1) To provide an aerodynamic load balance where the roll component is measured directly rather than derived by
computation.
2) The recording of linear and rotational accelerations for the separation of inertia and aerodynamic load components.
3) The measurement of the store surface pressure distribution.

5.2 MECHANICAL DESIGN

The mechanical construction of the ULDAS load balance is shown in Figure 20, the balance comprises two cylinders, the
inner being attached to the aircraft suspension, and the outer forming the store skin. The two cylinders are connected, as with A01
or A2, by strain ganged links which measure relative displacements. Two links measure lateral loads, two for the vertical and nee
for axial loads. The sixth link is attached to a gimbal ring detects the rolling moment. Six accelerometers are mounted within the
inner tube; three linear transducers sense accelerations along the three principle axes and three rotary transducers sewing rate of
acceleration about the principle axes. Pressure tappings, a total of 208, are provided over the skin surface which are piped to
miniature, electronically scanned pressure sensors, which are capable of accommodating 32 channels. Owing to cost and
complexity considerations only 4 such devices, serving 128 channels, are provided at present. Therefore, it is recognized that
several flights will be required to survey the entire store surface. Two reference pressure, for the pressure sensors' self
calibration, are also provided. AlI the transducers and associated instrumentation are mounted within the inner cylinder.

• . - - . L ,,mm,.,..a ra~rmmm mm 
k"

mm L
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5.3 INSTRUMENTATION

The Universal Loads and Data Acquisition Store (ULDAS) contains a flight measurement and recording system designed
and built, by CIT, to accept and condition analogue transducer signals, digitize and store the data in a solid state memory, Fgure
21. Data channels to be measured are preprogrammed prior to flight by a portable microcomputer, which constitutes the Ground
Station Equipment (GSE). ULDAS is controlled by a TMS32020 16-bit microprocessor. A signal conditioning unit (SCU) is
provided to accept the load cell, accelerometer and reference psessure transducer signals and these signals are then routed to a
32-channel multiplexor. The output from this device is passed to an ADC which has a 12-bit resolution. Data is stored directly in
the unit's main memory which comprises 256 K words of dynamic ram (DRAM) which is under the control of a second TMS32020
microprocessor. After a flight trial, the contents of the ULDAS main memory are downloaded to the GSE, either directly or via a
Data Transfer Unit (DTU). The GSE stores data on floppy disc for subsequent off-line analysis.

In its present form, ULDAS will accept the following transducer inputs:

6 Load Sensors
6 Accelerometers

128 Pressure Sensors
2 Reference Pressures

The 128 pressure channels are presented to ULDAS as 4 sub-multiplexud data channels. Therefore, ULDAS is presented
with a total of 18 analogue inputs. Using a sample rate of 20 sps per channel for all channels a recording duration of
approximately 20 minutes can be achieved. Alternatively the system can be programmed, by the GSE, to provide various
permutations of channel, sample rate and recording duration.

5.4 CALIBRATION

At present the store is mechanically complete and the instrumentation is in the process of commissioning. On completion
of the instrumentation commissioning the store will be mounted in a wind tunnel balance calibrator. This will apply a series of
loads and moments to the ULDAS balance so that a transformation matrix can be derived. This matrix will be used to resolve the
individual strain gauge outputs into loads and moments at the store reference centre. The pressure measuring instrumentation will
be assessed by mounting the store in the RAE SM Wind Tunnel.

6 FUTURE FLIGHT TRIALS

Our current commitments are to the Tornado release disturbance data base,(Section 3.2). These trials are in hand at the
present time. Commissioning of ULDAS is expected to be completed towards the end of that programme.

It is then proposed to use ULDAS to assess store loads and pressure distributions on both single and multiple carriage
conditions in future support of that data base.

Further a series of non-circular shells are being manufactured as part of a programme to investigate the implications of
variations from the circular cross-section, on carriage loads and vibration, to full square x ecton in several stages, Figure 22 and
Reference 9.

We are also currently considering the opportunities made available by cheap and/or ruggedised instrumentation to equip
launchable stores for the analysis of the near field trajectory phase.

7 CONCLUSION

The case studies presented here have been chosen from a wide variety of trials carried out over a considerable period.
They have demonstrated the utility of a maintained base of expertise for tackling problems of stores integration with flexible tools
that are applicable on a fleet-wide basis. The data gathered has been to and found supportive of a wide variety of issues including

a) Validation of modern predictive techniques.
b) Inputs to revision of national (and international) standards.
c) Proof of concepts for new interface equipments.
d) Quick response to analysis of problems arising in service.

Our future plans are currently centred on the ULDAS store which will provide a significant increase in our data gathering
capability and our flexibility of response.

Copyright GController HMSO London 1988
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Height IAS Mach Test Conditions
ft Kts No

300 Straight and level
Steady heading side slip
Wind-up turn to max g/alpha

350 All test conditions repeated
2000 400 All test conditions repeated

450 All test conditions repeated
500 All test conditions repeated
550 All test conditions repeated

300 All test conditions repeated
350 All test conditions repeated
400 All test conditions repeated

5000 450 All test conditions repeated
500 All test conditions repeated
550 All test conditions repeated

0.65 All test conditions repeated
15000 0.75 All test conditions repeated

0.85 All test conditions repeated
0.90 All test conditions repeated

0.65 All test conditions repeated
25000 0.75 All test conditions repeated

0.85 All test conditins repeated
0.90 All test conditions repeated

Figure 9b Flight Test Conditions
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CF 18 480 GALLON EXTERNAL FUEL TANK STORES CLEARANCE PROGRAM

by

Major Douglas N Kobayashi CD
Captain Mirko BZgela, CD

Aerospace Engineering Test Establishment
Canadian Forces Base Cold Lake

Medley, Alberta, TOA 2M0
Canada

ABSTRACT

The Canadian Government has embarked on a program with Canadian industry to manufacture a composite
480 gallon external fuel tank (EFT) designed for the CF-18 aircraft by McDonnell Aircraft Company (McAir). Prior to
cromencing the production phase of the program, the Aerospace Engineering Test Establishment (AETE) of the Canadian
For-s (F) wa tasked to support McAir in the flight test certification (if t he 480 EFT on the inboard wing stations of the
CF-l18 The main objective of this program was to provide a proof of concept flight demonstration as well as establish an
operatuonal flight envelope for the carriage and jettison of the 480 EFT with and wit hout adjacent stores. The certification
priuevs involved a progressive series of analyses, laboratory tests, wind iumel tests. grrund tests and flight tests. As the
(' flight test authority, AETE was responsible for conducting all flight testing activities including flutter, active oscillation
(onlrol (AOC), structural mode interactions (SMI), stability and control. structural carriage loads, separation/jettison, and
drnamic response testing. This paper presents an overview of the joint CF- 18 . E EFT stores clearance program and its
main emphasis will be in describing the analyses and tests performed during the ground vibration testing, flutter, AOC, SMI
and carriage loads phases. The aircraft instrumentation and the qualification./ground tests performed on the tanks prior to
the beginning of flight test activities are briefly discussed. Test results and the technical problems encountered during the
program are also presented.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background. In order to attain a sufficient war stock of external fuel tanks for the CF-18 aircraft, the Goverr -ent of
Cntda established a follow-on fuel tank acquisition program. The options included buying more of the existing 330 U. l
States Gallon External Fuel Tanks (EFT) or buying a new advanced composite material 480 EFT developed by Mcionnel
Aircraft Company (McAir) for the CF-18. The latter option was selected primarily because of the technological benefits
which could be accrued from transferring filament wound composite technology to Canadian industry. As a secondary
lrt-efit. the 480 EFT had the potential of providing increased range performance and payload capacity. The 480 EFT
certification program on the CF-I8 was divided into two distinct phases Phase I tasked the Aerospace Engineering Test
Flblishment (AETE) of the Canadian Forces (CF), with engineering support front McAir. to conduIci a mted safe
arriage and jettison flight test program (proof of concept demonstration prograim) s, that a %artime clearance could Ix,

sotrid for the carriage of 480 EFTs on the CF-I8 inboard wing pylon stations. In additon. a Soal Anstraliaun Air Force
IHAAF) requirement to clear the 480 EFT on the centreline station up to current 330 EFT imits was also integraled into
ihe program McAir was assigned the overall responsibility of recommending certification if the 180 EFT (in the ('F-IS.

I sin successful completion of Phase I, the CF and Canadair Incorpoirate will condoct Phase 11 whit 1 a-ill establish a full
clearance envelope for the release/firing of stores and asymmetric carriage of stores in the presence if the 480 EFT

1.2 Tank Description. The prototype 480 EFTv are presentl v manufactured by the runsuick ('orilvration. unrer
irlt ract from the designer McAir The tank is a light weight. surviable structure fabricated fror tao graphite filarien

a .i...ni shells with foram filled honeycomb core blween Ihern. Clans cloth laminate core inserts are used to provide frames
Fhr a1raching graphite strongbacks. access dot-rv and airraft interface fiatures. The tank does not contain baffles, and has
1--s ptiiized for low manufacturing cost and ease if rnantenance The general layout of the 450 EFT is shown in Figure
I ahlv Figure 2 compares its basic ge-ietry it the 330 EFT presently in service. The tank cannot be jettisoned with the
aircraft i railing edge flaps fully deflected as the aft cone of the tank would impact the flaps. Carriage on the centreline
pl hI r e.nir- the use if a pslion inerface adapter Io allow sufficient clearance for safe operation of the landing gear The
urnevfil s.f ihl, 80 sir the 330 EFT iwilud it reased reliability, improved maintainality and calve perfhrmance, weight
rf-dii tio,. and lower unit and life cye c , s i To expedite tie certification process, the prototype tanks were equipped witl
tIhe rae fuel system compotents as the 330 ranks, however, the prodiction tanks will be filed aith a modular fuel system
4 riupruied perfirmance awhich is presently under deselopment.

2.0 480 EFT CERTIFICATION PROCESS

2.1 Methodology. The external stores clearance plan used for the 480 EFT progran as ias ed on a lIogical prigreosiuon if
lauratory ists, engineering analyses, ground tests, and flight tests The rerlhiluh gs a-mS deeliprd and nsed vccessfully
by \icAir during the P-15 and F/A-18 Full-Scale )evelopment (FSD) program.;. 'hlii llcrlyrbig ibjectire .as t clear the
tS81 Fr with the minimum number of test points. A block diagran if the basic cr-arance trocess is slou n , Figure 3 and
ac i t lie major areas will bI briefly discussed below

2.2 Qualification Tests. To conform iti the procurement specificationh*.le Itl KFT as sbuJcted to, a quificatns
levling prigrari performed by McAir and the sipplier. The program cliilisd if a seris of laboralrv tests toi i -ire that
the tank itesigr could satisfactorily operate iurler all possitle seesice ndI,,l.- Tht taak qualification progran started is
late Itreemwr 1986 and included tests in the filliwing areas. miiau ialul % lighting strike. catapult loadsi. slosh and
rthrat1iii . grirnd ejection, burst pressure, naute engulfment. explsin rii nan r ies). envr ir....enal testing. fragent
impact. anid fir and function checks

2.3 Wind Tunnel Tests. All a.ndr tuniel lets a-ere funded and purfirud liv NieAir to gather the aerrodynariic
ciefficicnts and derivatives required fur thr, analiNses. Transorn perforiane and stability and control data were obtained
fronti a tii, scale inoduel test c 1-nduii in the CAISPAN 8-fruil windr liinnl i vw speed, power approach arid power
appriui h arth half flap configuration siabrlit - and control characteristics a ,re n-ialiated using the 12"i iodel in the icAir
Low Speed %k id Tunnel (1l[SWT) Flutter data to support the lull r arialsr, progran was obtained using a 17 5 >i scale
model in the MeAir 1.Sw'T Aerodynamic lIads data were ritaineid friir 6i scale model tests condnrted in the Mc Air

lAsie Wind Tunnel in 1984 Separation and jettison Irap-ct-rrev acre insestigalcd in the Nasal Ship Research and
Deehq ent ('enter (NSIt)C) wind tunnel Testing incldedrd -a ci, l.nar lv u if Macti ii. u.ber and angle- f-art ack
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24 Engineering Analrv es Sesiral storee..,iifgurai ,,i.av,. ,,iily'sd hiaeser ,in) the tnis critical configurations were
h, ted for flight test evaluation Analyses were irfietied based on computer derived studies and various test results, to

,I, t rne the most critical configurations and to establish the initial flight test envelopes. The most significant analyses
perfiirmed by AlcAir included: determination of the stability and cintrol characteristics of the CF-I8 aircraft with various
store einfiguratiins; a six-degree-of-freedom separation analysis of the 481 EFT. fuselage mounted AIM-7, and specified
stires; flutter analyses including level, climb, and dive tank attitudes for symmetric and antisymmetric fuselage boundary
conditions; and carriage and dynamic load onalyses for the pylon to aircraft interface loads and the wing dynamic response
during weapons release.

2.5 Ground Tests. The ground tests performed prior to flight testing included ground vibration tests ({VTs), pylon load
calibrations. ceutreline pylon adapter proof test. ground fit and function test, and electromagnetic compatibility safety of
flight checks. The GVTs were performed to determine tue aircraft dynamic characteristics for cordlation with
cirresponding analytical predictions and validation (if the dynamic math model prior to flutter flight testing. A summary of
the critical GVT configurations is shown in Figure 4 The actual CVTs performed are described in.Section 310 Two
AETE CF-18 instrumented wing pylons were delivered to McAir where additional strain gauge bridges were installed The
pyons were installed in a loading fixture and a series if loads including load combinations were applied. The resulting
gauge outputs were run through a matrix regression solution by McAir to generate the pylon to wing interface load
equations. A prioof load test of the centreline pylon ad pter was performed by McAir to 115% of design limit load to gather
reference strain levels at critical locations using two known flight loading conditions. As the centreline pylon adapter was
n t instrumented with load bridges, the strain levels resulting from the applied loads were not to be exceeded during flight
esting The ground fit and function test verified 480 EFT loading procedures, clearances to adjacent structure, and fuel

transfer capability

2.6 Flight Tests The flight test priigrat included testing in flutter, active oscillation control (AOC), structural mode
interaction (SMI). carriage loads. dynatic response. stability and control. separation/jettison, and limited performance
Itetitig for drag index measurements The first four activities are described in Section 4.0.

3.0 GROUND VIBRATION TESTING

3.1 Cantilevered P ss GVT This GVT was performed by McAir to determine the liquid fuel correction factors as a
fiini' of tanh fuel level. The correction factors were used to develop a dynamic ndel of the 480 EFT and wing pylon
that accurately defines its utodal characteristics. This model was used to identify the configurations to be tested tn the full
(;,r on the production aircraft Based , n the results of the full aircraft GVT, the dynamic model was then modified
slightly to improve its correlation with the measured data from both the cantilevered pylon GVT and aircraft GVT results.
The final correlated analytical model was then used for all subsequent flutter studies The test setup consisted ofa
4sti EFT mounted to a standard F/A-18 wing pylon which was attached to a rigid test fixture in the same manner as
ormally installed on the aircraft wing, Five different tank fuel levels (empty to full) were tested. Prior to tank
i-iiilat is. mass properties of the enipty tank were measured The weight of the tank was measured by suspending the
vash frni two load cells, and the center of gravity location was determined from the measured reactions at the load cells.
'fit mas nunents of inertia were obtained by the torsiiinal pendulum method.

3.2 Production Aircraft GVT. The full aircraft ;VT %as conducted by McAir on a single seat production aircraft in
S1 M.i lis.souri This GVT was conducted toi pruide vibration data to validate the aircraft and 480 EFT analytical
Is .a'vui' t,ndel used to perform fluiter analysis It also pros ided baseline data for cimparison with vibration mode
frisoi'i toes and damping coefficients that uere obtained duritg flutter flight testing. The three (;T configurations tested
(-e Figure ) were selected based on prelimiary flutter analses cticneted with liquid ciorrection factors correlated to the
cuilde erid pylos ( VT results The aircraft was supprtic ,nit a ift jack syste ci designed to dynamically uncouple the
air, raft frm I he griund (providing aircraft rigid bod modes at fr(queiucie I ts tll 2 IlI) The aircraft was supplied with
to ,1raulu avtd electrical power and the canopy and all access do,rs -ere ll.d i To i'ure all control surfaces were in a
nirutral so-liun the Control Augmentation System (CAS) was deactisaed by sclecting the flight control system in the
- HIt; s mode To ensure wing sonietry for flutter testing, the pylons stires were rigged tii minimize freeplay This
c,.uu'ivid uf tightening the pylon sway brace loads. pre-loading the tank aft tie. torquing the pre-lhud post and shimming the

,ihn aft altachitien (see Figure 5i) I ensure that maximum mechanical energy was transnitled thriugh the interfaces.
The syiuetry of the store rigging uas tf-rifued by comparing the store pitch. yaw and roll inode resonant frequencies on
both sieds of the aircraft using dell excitation The values obtained were different and adjusrnienls were made ti iobtain
ai'i..li able limits of dY taric , iioi ry

Two electrodynanic ex iters were used throughout the testing to excite all wing, fuselage and store modes of interest
S) iietric and antis)mimetrc frequency response surveys were conducted to obtain transfer function plots (see Figure 6) for
%arios lications A sine sweep excutation ranging logarithmically from I to 25 fHz at constant ecitat ion force was used to

at ihe plots Modal frequencies were identified from these plots and then each mode was manually tuted and force
ispotl'nearilics were measured fir all the modes. Modal damping values were obtained using the log-Ierrement method on
sitgle ride decay time histories captured on the HPi 5151C Analyzer. The mode shapes acre then ,,appedl using the
uhii-modte sunumsidal excitation technique. Different frequency oscillators were set to the mcdal frequency of interest and

,ie i'scimng signals summed This combined signal was atoplified to drive the shakers. Using this technique up to three
tutles were suiultaneotusly mapped. and the structure responded in the discrete modes corresponding to the input modal
frequency Approximately 150 mapping stations were used during mle imapping.

3.3 SMI GVT The SM I (; VT check was c birted in 'iiijmunctin ih the production aircraft CVT to verify th. I low
frqueny tank modes do not couple with the flight cintril visiei i prusluce an unacceptable dynamic response is the
aircraft The SMI setup consisted tf exctiers atached lateraly in the tanks with accelerometers attached to the ailerons,
airigs. stores. and fiselage at the stick position and ith, flighl cuntrl feedback accelerometer package The centreline
carriage configuratiin SMI was performed with Ihe aircraft laiidug gear exended ors soft tires (tire pressure reduced to 50%
of iiitinal) T'he test procedure consisted of sinusoidal sweeps ihrisgh the tank mode freutuency ranges (2 5 to 4 0 lz for
a tg ' arriage configuration and 1.0 to &0 lIz fir cctrele carriage) using maximu fiirce lateral excitation on the tanks,
folliwed by a dwell at the antisymmetric roll frequency During the dwell an iperator in the cockpit positioned and held
the control stick in each of the four stick quadranils hile data were recorded. For some of these conditions the input
excitation force was suddenly removed and the decay i te trace was recorded to investigate any sustained oscillation of the
control surfaces SMI was investigated in all possible flap positions.
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3 i Rigging Check GVT Rlmnil chec k VT were Ireorred at sETE O - n.sdrtpr, p rstgt. ind rigging of
ai-ll i r-- prior it, flutter retitig I h ', k- a-cr, Ilinrd in, i.- tin,, -- 1 -rl flatte* r a i, tiitlrintals arid unit to

i-- insles having a significant critrbut i,, to the flutter ier hanlivn. as predicted 1r. anal ', i The test setup and
Iri "dure was simiiar to that used in the prniuction aircraft t;% T Since AETE did nit hate a sof t-h suspension
,)sit il. the GVT wan carried out with landing gears extended tn soft tires Although the suspe'nsion systems for tests -ere
diffi-rent, previous testing had shown that both nystems yield virtually identical results As wth previus GVTs. freeplay

a.- riniimized to achieve dynamic similarity on both sides of the aircraft. Linearity checks were asI p eformed for the
rst -ignificant modes. Transfer function plots were gathered at selected locations on the aircraft and finally the siodes of
inlt rest were partially mapped by manually recording response amplitude and phase relative to a reference location on the
,I ru- ire

4.0 FLIGHT TESTING

4.1 Aircraft Instrumentation. AETE's two instrumented CF-188 aircraft, CF-188701 (single-seat) and CF-188907
(iw-seal) were used during the flight test program These aircraft have identical data acquisition systems, capable of
acquiring data from the avionics irultiplex (mux) buses and from other sources (see Figure 7). The current system provides
a 61-channel analogue data acquisition capability Data from the analogue signal conditioners along with selected data
frris direct analog and digital inputs, oux buses via the Data Bus Interface Unit (DBIU), time code generator and the
Flutter Exciter Control Unit (FECI.) are encoded into a pulse code modulation (PCM) format by a programmmable Data
Acquisition S)sten and stored tin the onboard MARS 20(0 tape recorder. IRIC-R format time code, pilot voice and direct
analogue data are also recorded An L-band, frequency modulated transmitter radiating four watts total power from a pair
of antennae is used to telemeter PCM data to the Flight Test Control Room (FTCR) for recording and real-time
trninr ring (see Figure 8). To enhance flutter testing part of the standard instrumentation consists of wing stain gauges
ahich were installed by McAir during production assembly. These gauges are sensitive to either wing bending or wing
1,,rsiv nodes. The gauges are installed at three different spanwise locations to allow identification of the overall wing

slion by comparing gauge output magnitudes. Pylon/store motion is determined by using lateral and vertical
acccler-iretrr signals.

Additional measurands required for specific flight test activities on CF-188907 included the following instrumentation:
fotrward and aft wing tip and wing fold accelerometers; center of gravity vertical accelerometer; pilot seat lateral
arceleroineter: radar bulkhead vertical and lateral accelerometers; nine strain gauge channels for the two loads calibrated
pylons. the flutter exciter control unit (FECU), and the vertical and lateral accelerometers mounted on inboard and
outboard stores on both sides of the aircraft, Additional instrumentation required for flutter testing consisted of the added
accelerometers and a series of strain gauges bonded internally to the wing structure and pylon. Aileron motion sensors were
.si tsed to provide the wirig esciration input signal. The calibrated pylon strain gauge installation enabled real-time
resirerrents of pylon aft attach vertical and side loads. pylon post preload, pylon hook vertical load, pylon post roll
rrrent, and aft tie fuse load

The Instrumentation ott (F-1IlT701 was less extensive than on CF-188907. The aircraft was configured with an
airc raft centre rif gravity accelerometer and approximately 30 strain gauges for in-flight strain monitoring at designated
,iril al Iocations in the centrefine piylon centreline pylon adapter, the left-hand outboard upper longeron, and the centreline
plIn aft attachment fuse. Figure 9 shows a typical strain gauge installation on the centreline pylon critical area.

'rite FECt can be installed in either aircraft in place of the left hand digital display indicator (see Figure 10). It
sin signals it the flight control computers which then send corresponding commands to the ailerons. Various modes of
arrrn xc tat irn are available including sinusoidal weep (from rine frequency toi another). dwell (at one frequency for a
given Itie) and randor (pseudo random noise within a selected frequency band). The FEFCU also has built-in safety

-attires winch all- shut down of the control surface excitation from the panel "run aboir switch. control column paddle
-,th ir arinr-ire the aircaft exceeds a roll rate greater than 20 deg sec, ir a norral acceleration greater than 

2
Og or

-ialh1r than Og The F[('[U can be pre-programmed using up it) 1i different stt-p, Tfhe F E(tU control display can be
r(-pridii-d on a innit r in rie ground station allowing verification (if prograrm entry during testing.

4.2 Flight Test Control Room IFTCR) Fir flight safet) most of the flight test rrssirns were irnntored in real-time in
ir f'( i at I[TiP The FT(R processed raa teleirretered ( M data front the aircraft to produce real-time data displays.
....luring I.o large tefte si s -crens fir paramieter display (using up to five different page fhrmats). five six-channel strip
(hart re-rder, a ter irisrile enginering display of critical flight parameters, a six parameter status alari display, a binary
light ispla, IlIC -it Itic displ and a fliuter analy sis workstation comprising a fast fourier analyser for r-ar real-time

eliral analysi-. four li--uj is sc.pe,. nd a dlspla, fior monitoring the aircraft FECU parameters. The FTCR also has
Ire rapabilitis% I, perform prlst-fight data tape editing and reformatting of aircraft data tapes to compatible computer tapes
[he Ft' I has a 32-channel igital crrinicat rrt system which provides each operator with capability to transmit, receive
-r an atr-griund-ar itn-uncat ,n tlth the estvehicle via t)ie of two UHF transceivers All operator positions have a

n-u lable "li Nlhike" a ialits. as well is a monentary "Master Override" which disables all communications on every
trir ..ir. e-pt tIn-. irdir ailt has selected tie override.

4.3 Risk Assessment A[TF*, flight testing pilicl, is to ensure safei y if flight during al, phases ofI the flight test prrigrarr
uhil,- iitrlin rg fight tisi act i h i tints efficient riranner To ensit re adherence Ii, this pili*c, A[TE has an
int-ri al ruei ranisr ty which flight testing is carefully reviewe and risk fact)rv assignerd acctordligly , Risk assessment

fa tri,,,n uif th Ithe probalituy otf an toctrerete ard (i- t-inntureni daiage rThe prurbabilily o flight safety
,,,t irrinri It espresed in lerrnis f n , Il,. ntlid ..t tir high risk fidc Ole i-orrsistiu ett riar, age is 'lasfie d in categorres
r-itt V 1,, 1) * The first categor, being tI- lteoss f air aircraft ainl Ihr latter ling dam;sge that can be repaired uithin
A - I I r-,in rc- Figure II shows the rrsk assessirnt factrs as assgned by A.lTE fir the different 180 El- flight test

4.4 Critical Test Confilurations Since it - l Id lie ...piract al It flight tes- all storc crinfigurat nis, efficient flight
l-tg dri tals ilar a jiriius -lict lon has tnt be liae Blased (ii tihe analy ses and different laloratory test results a

rtel iin an ire nrade and generally flight testing is Ilrmted i, ine or tr critical configurations for each of the flight test
act1suite Figure 12 shiws the cuinfiguratins flight rested during tills prigrarn. These configurations were deternined to
be tire nrst irltical during the (;%T and analysis phases if the slr clearance prorgram!
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4.5 Flatter Flehr Testing I hi i,. ,,t hi- .en ti ii..- tc Is hr ungh i.trialpiat on f flight test data and correlation
.it h unoissex that the allowable urriagie -vtlols of the Cl"-I8 fior 'he riut al (onfiguratin is fluer free up to I 15 tine
limt upeed. atd as log as there is unesluivocal indication of posiitie damping Flutter flight testing basically consisted of
tinitiring ivial damping trends and frequency coalescence of the different modes iniolved in the flutter mechanism, with
icreasing d)nani pressure Classical flutter will incur when two mode frequencie" coalesce as dynamic pressure is

increased and when at least one of these two modes becomes unstable (damping decreaces to zero) as dynamic pressure is
increased Flutter onset will occur at the speed where these two conditions are satisfied. Because of the destructive nature
of flutter, it is necessary that flight test data be acquired at subcritical speeds

Flutter flight testing was conducted over a range of altitudes and airspeeds using the FECU system to provide inflight

aderon excitation Stick raps were employed when the FEC.' could not be used because of normal u-celeration bmits.
Sinusoidal sweeps and single frequency dwells were used at each test condition. In general, the FECU ,as initially set in
the sweep mode to determine resonant frequencies. Using the results from the'sine sweep spectral analysis, sine dwells at
and near these frequencies were then performed to obtain damping values. Figure 13 shows both types of excitation and
cirresponding wing responses. The frequency and damping values were subsequently used to predict flutter margins After
establishing the damping data and flutter margin, flight tests were performed using a build-up technique (increasing
dynamic pressures) to verify the predicted flutter free flight. The test points were divided into distinct dynamic pressure
groups as shown in Figure 14 which is a typical test matrix flown during this phase. Each successive group represents a
higher dynamic pressure zone; therefore, to ensure flight safety, data was analyzed between each group to verify that flutter
would not be encountered in the next group

Depending upon the configuration and the flutter mechanisrm involved. symmetric or antisymmetric excitations were
used at different tank fuel states and aircraft attitudes to excite the modes of interest In addition, different wing loading
conditions were conducted to determine the sensitivity of the flutter mechanism ti wing loading The last test points
consisted of a series of dives performed at maximum velocity from 30K to 5K mean sea level (MSI)L with one second dwell
,citations at selected altitudes to demonstrate flutter free operations Each flutter flight followed the same basic
pir'edures, prior to take-off the test pilot would verify onboard data system operations and FECU programming. Shortly
aftir take-off, emergency FECU shut down procedures were verified at safe flight conditions. Following clearance srom the
flight test controller the test pilot proceeded to the required test points.

Real-time monitoring of key parameters was performed on strip charts and lissajous displays. Review of near
real-time transmissibility plots (T-plots) %as performed as sine sweeps were completed and review of the decay trace was
performed during dwell excitations. Post-flight activities included review of strip charts, generation of T-plots, power
s;pctral density plots and flight condition data, and tabulation of modal frequency and damping flutter parameters

4.6 Actie Oscillation Control IAOC) Testing, The F,'A-18 aircraft encounters a limit cycle 5. lz oscillation during
high speed, low alttude flights when configured with heavy outboard stores with high pitch inertias and wing tip missiles
,,n 1 nlike flutter, the limit cycle oscillation (LCO) does not go unstable but results in setere lateral acceleration levels in
he cockpit that hamper pilot effectiveness during weapons delivery. This phenomenon is because of a complex interaction

that excites the anlisymmetric outboard store pitch mode. It is characterized by wing hending and torsional motion which
itples with the fuselage to produce lateral fuselage bending, and is aggravated slightly by the carriage of heavy inboard

viif'eswith the current worst being the carriage of 330 EFTs. The LCO is presently suppressed tO an acceptable level by
lie NOC system that is implemented in the flight control system The AOC -system i automatically activated when the
itecraft is fl)ing above 0.82 Mach or below 9K feet MSL when carrying heavy outboard stores aid AIM-9 wing tip missiles
%s this oxiillation is not predicted analytically, flight testing was conducted with 480 ErTs to verify the AOC svstet
adelately controls the oscillation. AOC testing was conducted for the configuration shown in Figure 12 with full. half, and
ctipis tank fuel states Flight testing was also performed with the AOC system deactivated under similar flight cnditiins
vi that a direct system effectiveness assessnient ciiuld he made A minor modification to the flight control computer wiring
wav required to disable the AOC system inflight,

The AOC lest matrix is presented in Figure 15 The test technique basically consisted of flying symmetric
iiianiieute under iscreas ng normal acceleration and MIaeh number while simultaneously exciting the structure with lateral
stick rips The lateral acceleration levels at ile pilot seat were monitored and a value of 0.15 g was established as a sft

Ilt..it abtie which testing would be stipped On completion of the test matrix. simulated weapon delivery manoeuvres using
2(1 it, 35 degree di%e angles at maximum velocity were performed to demonstrate the AOC system effectiveness. The AOC
flight r-sting procedures followed th' same format as for flutter except that the FECI' was not used and real-time data
procesing was limited to ttrip chart monitoring,

4.7 Structural Mode Interaction (SMI) Testing. Although previous flight test experiences with similar stire
enifigurations have shown that no SMI coupling was likely to occur during flight, demonstration of an SMI free aircraft was
still reqired sMI tests consisted of both taxi and flight tests, with the high speed taxi runs commencing first Toy' ri 4
were conducted at speeds approaching the take-off speed. Flight testing was carried out tiring take-off and climb-oat at a
nutmner of lon speed and altitude conditions Other flight test points were integrated within the . itter test matrix
tururaft flutter configuration I was flight tested as it was the most critical for SMI

Taxi runs were performed with full 480 EFTs and half flaps selected The fvst taxi run was performed to a speed of
125 knots oin a smooth runway while the second was performed to speeds up to 100 knots on a rough runway in attempt to
induce tructural mode coupling with the flight control systesi. During these runs the control stick was rigidly held iv the
aft right and forward left quadrants respectively for 5 to 10 seconds tct see if an oscillation would build-up Flight tests
consisted tif exciting the aircraft structure with lateral and longitudinal stick raps while monitoring the aircraft and flight
cmnirol surface response. The stick raps were induced at regular intervals during take-off and climb-out to 20K feet in
titlitary power and during steady-state wing level conditions at 10E feet MSL. Mach 0.60 and 20K feet MSL, Mach 0 80

4.8 Loads Flight Testing. The overall objective of this testing was to acquire flight test data to identify the safe carriage
envelope of selected CF-'I8 480 EFT configurations To expedite the 480 EFT stores clearance program. flight testis' was
c.ndueted using both CF-188701 and CF-188907. The aircraft cinfigurations selected for testing is shown in Figure 12 In
general, the test flights consisted of performing standard manoeuvres which were known from previous flight testing and
analyses to induce critical loading of the pylon to aircraft atti.:hments These manoeuvres, as defined in Reference 1.
included stead) state pull-ups (SSPUs). wind-up turns (Wt'Ts). stead) state push d-wns (SSPDs), I g 360 degree -.nlls.
-I g 180 degree rolls, rudder kicks (RKs). and roilling pull-outs (RfOs)

For flight safety considerations. loads and stability and control (S&K') test points on CF-188701 were integrated into
one tent matrix because some S&t test points were considered had crittcal and similarly some loads test points. for
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5.0 TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Qualiftcation Tents ]'li I.W utifiiuatiiii test IltigrntIt iti-utl i 1 11i'(i-i lit Scptriir'r N(87 wvithI thtt irtotypIt

tak tt...ige tir xeviig all hlit' tigi Oqirt'111t-Tilts Fritia utit.Oil, po11int If ew. Ilit' tatik stu in'i lightly
o-dlgreh hiiwe-r- 'lie hartsh uirvivatlailt di'iirettiet-t were fititii ti ht' t(lie lO--elrihg ileulgn factotr,

5.2 Grnand 'Tests AII groundittl Issu-rI' ulrftorttit- .... uiesfiully alt lititgli solit uruddlic -r- WI -tiifttil with ei-gatrt i,
Iti llgt-o itttrfci-lit'(1:11 NetritIs.eircle iauris cv-". itdetitified altnd4 ,it-N "ittqitttt'- ill it' Flial

'i-sgh 'PTie fit a-til fittI." tlt sltltionlir- 'd that the 480t F4 ftti-tiiinenid as epectitI it all arrig- "ta Ini
it........ti lE-an- rs~i rttti it asutcPtint 8''e 2 ure achievted vuIlt tte 001 EFIl' .. lie. un-in uol,

li't-.1nM-t tI.lei lilt ht ct-tttret,-l tstatont it- clearances requtretd between the tank -id bothi the los- lan~ditng pt-ar
-itt- g rolitli we- not 1111 ite nict -A waiver '- grutitesd as these uittiatitins wverr deeruci a,~ not1 beirtg ttior uafet iol

tliit'IifNitii Ilat ' Iilit :thti3 [F''. tere-fiire-. a r11w litaiding prirct-ur wvaudet'lopedti

S.3 Grnund Vibration Testt 'Ihiecarttleveei pylot (;VT piroided vibrovitun data required toi deseltip a giuod ua,.y t ,tea
I. itartti.c .. ttiuel of the, 1) -t atilt,] o b. isutallatton The nattueal frequtency and steid shiape plousiuf the primar)% task
Jra li-li tilt-v, oiIattilil frtt ie, resultitig N ASTRAN v ibrattiton model coirrelatei] very Well Wit h the ttiuaiire1

.1vt le rt- 1) Itit ( ; \ F Thtis 11111tel a gouod analytical tool for perfoirtming the Ritmer atnalyses:- bit-ce . so~me anittaiev
wit It,; tarn I Fileftt) state's .,ye- to-i tI tlirtg acttal fluttt-t testing (set' Siction t 4I)

Fir eit I ,-ipitarts I li, r''s-rittil frll'41c-it fit Iit thu....le'' foidi frini attalc- t'e pri iittn aircraft GT col'
rigglig i l1-tb(; T 'i'vt. Iin ~tatri raft on hiitrt-cd wIit willgi titisu Itoff, 2 %11K-oS lttaili outbo~tard antil full 4801 FT'-

itll-tl lie q Ert.tr-it ttiil 1111 uipt- ri-tilts shouw t'ttv-ygi i.r.. til -slit
1 

ared - ttsit with the l-tii
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1
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and-liho iltt ve InIu-'ll " lotu'tis-l 

1 
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7 -4C 11, whic, w.as idtettifieid sitriig it,,- rigging c hick (94' r The iult' was ntii fttitd Its atialy-ut- nur idtirting the producttitti
ait ;af I' Th is ...in It- ri- eti wing fi rst ali Is Intitet etc betndinug ttttae hoiwever. -with reverse relattve thastg between

tankh Eil, alit filiagt- lateral noiltinl h 4I'l .......litlettn is 1,1 Iiiiittr -ll-tiga iton lt, \,IcAtr A pitsrble-a-t'oiu',! In-
I lit rt-lt of ttiti1iaitterferenrt-, iflt-r Iliit-- au o de tilt' t helt soft tee, uVuuhut s Istt lt)iSUTttiary the
prouvtilt's alel raft (;%''r resutlts. a-s vertfit'ilN Ityle riggitig liteck I; TP ittiiu'tei that the attaly tical ,brlatont tcfnel itf the
a1icraft an-i 4811 EFT was uittable fur uise, toi flultter anll sos

.... Itutalit- t-stained etlattino ri sit nacetabile ily nanolti Itsponse of tlhe flight cttonto system were ettliit utered
Ilirt g ony f the 444 t;VT itIng

5.4 Flutten/AOC/SMI Fligtht Tests la-Setl tin preltotinars g futter asaise. the criticai exteesal tank hilet state fur fltter
testing kur boith airceaft eon~flgaratoinn wa, predicted i. be w-h full fuel. Flutter nitght testing of ecofiguratton I validated
thts pretietitin and the tes t reslults cnrrelated well with the analytical resuts The stability of thts configuration was further
vertfted bty testing oat ttt manimam speed at 40W( feet and deestinstratiun dives% out to the allowable flight limits. with
adequate damping vales being enhibited in all eases H~owever, dutring ctunfiguirationi 2 flutter testing wtth 501% full external
fuel tanks the daing ratio wa futand to be low-er than pentlusl oi-ed with full tatuksi A near fltitter Onset cotndition
will observed at 4M)114 feet presnure altitude at 02 Mach durtng an 8 -5 liz dwell exeitatron Real-tunue nnuttrig of wing
gauge ouutputs indicated a sugnuftcant redttction in daminuttg resul ting li the lest poiunt being abo-rted The flutter otechanusot
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aiitrii'is t ,,rstolii-atg w iroit liitg ,-o,, I ii. lagt, fil li.r., I ls Id Yv" 1.,sh i, t,-- .i,, prc,h, J' ii a Il. flutter

l-vad for the full tank -a. -1i verified b+ flight test ri suIts Thic has re'ulii, llii it ,ria..gi ,'-'-1 liititaii.ti as a fin, t)n
if external tank fuel quantity for this ciinfigtraton .Figure Ili siiu. tr pt Al t .... orace f an evet it hich the daripng
rats, was estimuted to be 1.15ei.

Flutter flight testing was plagued with several broken latchesn the eigine aters door underteath the aircraft.

Typicall) each flutter mission resulted in at least two broken latches. This ihculed the privence oif a high level if

turbulence underneath the aircraft in this configuration, Early mortting flights were conducted to avoid atmspheric
turbulence and ease real-time signal analysis on the strip charts Only one mission was aborted during the entire flutter
program because of unacceptable levels of turbulence. The use (if in-flight refuelling earl) in the flutter program expedited
testing, particularly for the Lest points requiring high drag configurations uhere a ininittoum of 5X0) lbs internal fuel was
required.

For most flights the AOC system s-as found to be effective in reducing the 5 6 litz lateral oscillatiot levels in the
cockpit. However, high 5.6 Hz oscillation levels were found to occur with 5 ) 1 full external fuel tanks at high speed and liow
altitude This will result in a carriage speed limitation for thi critical configuration.

All SMI taxi/flight tests were complete neventfully. and the final test results showed that no SMI aill ocur for
480 EFT carriage on the CF-18, as originally preoicted by analysis.

5.5 Loads Flight Tests. A total of 18 flights were performed during centrelne and a-tg loads 480 EFT carriage flight
testing (9 flights each), The loads testing program was marred by several problems which will be discussed in the fillowing
paragraphs.

During the first centreline loads flight tn CF-188701 the centreline adapter strain outputs were only produring ite of
their anticipated values. The strains should have ranged from 4000 to 6000 microstrain, therefore. the assumptior %as that
the onboiard instrumentation system was not functioning properly. Due to time constraints it was decided to continue in
with testing using the trajectory analysis niethol of determining the centreline loads. After further investigation by AETE
it was found that the strain salue range supplied by McAir were erroneous by a factor of 10, The instrumentatin gains
were subsequently changed, but the adapter strain gauges still only provided limited data because they were insalled it an
area tvsi far away from the primary loads paths. Therefore, the use of the calilrated centreline adapter had to be
abandoned as a method of determining centreline interface loads.

The next problem surfaced after CF-188701 performed a 260 degree. full aileron deflect ion roll at Mach 07, 5(WX! feet
MSL. with 2600 pounds (400 gallons) of fuel in the centreline tank IPosi-fltght anal-i-s indicated that the centreline vslui
aft attachment bolt had achieved approxima.aly 108% of design Itnt load. on the saute titalture. the centreline pylon
sirain gauges. liocated at a critical fillet radii, exceeded the design allowable pylit strains wlih wer, attalstically calculated
it lie 4900 niirostrain. One particular strain gauge output %a esiinated As It.O0t lUlrustraln ahich correspnds tii
apprtxmately twice the strain level calculated by analysts, The pylon was reinved And inspecied by eddy current
,chnique. and fortunately. no defects were found Flight testing iorfirtied Its APIk E in an,,ther prgrant with a cint relne

::to EFT indicated that this problem was not unique to the 180 EFT centreline carriage but also to 330 EFT l''h'
unexpected relatively high strains could be because of errors in the anal)teal stres coticeitratson assumed in the eritital
area of the eentreline pylon and or the centreline loads nidel itvelf' There is siron-g c- idesce that the tress t-onrenteatios
factor used in the analysis is incorrect. Ititaer. this is being investtgated by McAir

lecause of the inconsistency beteri the iredicted attachment liiads and nieasorid traui li-el,. centreline 480t EFT
testitig was completed with empty cenirelite lank ily' Thi. intention was ti ibtain trajectirs dlat with empty taik.
refine tie aerodynamic data base, and then attal!t calls nclude fuel to predict attachment loads to determine a usable flight
ensilispe Work wa.s also undertaken at MeAir to dIvelop calibration equations relating lef firuard bol loads to strain
levels in the critical area. It should be noted that the strain levels measured with enipty 480 EFT, fir similar matioeuvres
ranged between 1500t to 4800 microstrain.

loads flight testing on. CF-188907 prtceeded much smoother until a premature failure iccurred in the srt ilboard
wing spar pylin receptacle (see Figure 20). The failure wa-s detected when fuel was found leaking frot the receptacle after
the aircraft hal safely landed from the last mission of the loads flight test program The completion of the test prtgram
was sev irely delayed because of this major unservireability Since the cracked receptacle is an integral part of the 13 wing
spar. the wing had to be rerovced and shipped to the McAir for repair. A new production poirt wing was installed so that
testing could be resuied The ne- wing had no provision for installation of test instrumentation, fortunately the existing
instruientation in the staro oard wing wa.s stniar !o that in the port wing 'Therefore, to rnimize aircraft dowt tone, the
aircraft was rewired to stake its(s of ihe starboard wing instrumentation

The cause (if the datriage is presently under inertigution by Mete and to da1e -' ..... luster- - dnce has ten ftlood
t explaitn the failure Several theories ha been presented !o explain the failure itlitg stri'es corristin crackin . static
overstress. and low-cycle fatigloe; nevertheless. it 4iould hbe ined that tie tesign hia for the a.ie spar ri'eiai.h|t

never hee exceeded durisig any portioi of Il flight test pruietun. [)urtig ih l seriths, " the[ wing rceptcule, thc pi lin
hoik wing receptacle wear plate inslalled tin the landing which lie pshn hiok bars and the wall if the wintg rus-eptache aces
found lo be installed incorrectls The wear plate is properl installed aln ili t hin dge ofit is 1t,, ated inilard P Fture 21
show the localized surface wear resulting friui the wear platies cing italled Iporurae ptlir iehef dring thu
prelumnary investigation was that the failure %as due to, a sta c it srstrs fr tn it,' wear ptlit's l itg istallid iu rs urly .
hl,,esrr, this was dispelled after a stratin surve% sit a faigu ic- i artile at Mc-ir itld thait a cirrt,¢l) iiui,illd wear
plate gave about 12ei higher strains tha one which was itrtperlY install'ill''se results were suspect therefore. 10, \ir
re-instruniened the pylon receptarle inI the test article releaed li' setr-v, and filni stlilar results After corltiutug A

failure anal -sir. McAir's Materials and Processes laboratoiry had tail sti d I.li. at tot uiaterial dscrepacues ac rr fol.. anI
that thers' was no evidence of either stress corrosion cracking ie fat igiot

Flight testing with the 481 EFT was dlscontinued after the wing ph' ot reieptacle failure In order t., identifi a
usable envelupse fir the 480 EFT a relationship between the inbard pitoin Itk load and the critical receptacle stratus hat
to be established This led to the installation of 5 strain gauges the riltieal area if the intl,,ard port tig pblotn
receptacle oii CE-188907. Using a three 3301 EFT, clean outboard aircraft crtifignrat iii a tai-flighl test irugraii
consistng if SS'tIs atuid RPOs was just completed at AETE 'tir preliminary resilts cifiri that high failure strains d,
not exist in the pylon rereptac e during critical houk load nianusuc res. SitfI'ient data was gathered shi arng tih.
relatinship between the inboard pylon hook load and the recepltac, t t allow 18 FT testing io rectiinunnce
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5.6 Other Flight Trest Results hlilt-irllii. I-, ___ i., iu, -Prt , ii-iti.SAt -i,1
8 

......rr n- ti-ifight

'-, i.eeia-iltii -tr-i--follr lii iii .... .. i tint trig 'sr-Ii ritg thtie lirirlirg qtiaii t-n itil ileliatrrri
ri-,i- rie flie (F-IS conrfiguiredtl t wo 180i 1i-Ps ,ii tie inboitard p ris anti either a -1810 ir 331 EFT tin the retieee
-ritrt -A iIli-rp treksniqutr if pp)lile rig hlIf thken frill iuitt ntptr at incasig '1hir ii irtirrr arid l -fa rk
I NOA) a-s eiillrrs As, itietorid itre imuly. SkC t-i-nrg wit itegratei with tir Itidn tintig tii treriiin-iinfe
iarriagi- rear inatria Ii general. SAC test renal, int 1tred liar tire 180 EFT conifigarations were riragl vqaruritle i u t

310 tFT lriseser, artitti 0 6 NI arid 15 dregreesi NOA adsi-se sass resuiltrid it, large bieulpiald-upr with iio arrirg to
the pit Tire woirse ease was oui the dual aircraft. - F-I 88lt7. hiring rorllring manoteuvren using fall corinhtatedI rudider an(]
lat e,.] stick islis, an well as aft stick to mirtaain AfIA Sidleslipt rapidly bailt-up tir the test lirrti of I5 degrees tinring
(hene ter pirints. hat art ilepactaes no-eureed. This characteristic is itinie a fnnctioin of the flight cointeol sistern
norttleniiriat in is thlar MacP 'AOA range, and the sirdeslip e-ti ius were rnk slighitly worse titan with ithe alrea-d~ lyecaced

tri-i 3311 FFT errsfigutratiotn. Mc Air is presently reviea-ing ire ti-st data arid will rectunitiretii a Fial clearance
[Longitudiinal sitability anti take-ff characteristics, were alsoi eval:narenl ini, theheay-a-ight irriedietiir configrgaio irsaidi
adid se effecn: a-err note(] Oserall.- i(, handling qualities unsique iii tire 1811 EFT were obisers-ed during the test jirrgrarti

Tire air oif ep-artiton jettisu testing a-as to der erriine ire safe jettin esselrpctif tire 4811 EFT terort tire mbirtld
a rg anti cete i ilr st ins andtI -iireif - the sin-degrce-.f-fceuiti dt~aa biase aseri to preedict rthe jettisiin trijeetoirv
,if I- -e1811 F1 I n .....rr..iiry - as lietliei li analysis. cachr flight test resiter in a clean release wttht sirtually nit lantk rorll
,i ass Jelltin testinig rif the -1801 FEFT frir the cent reline station a-as cancelled because of the withdrawal trf tire 115A F
froit 11 its e kleara.ice prrrit

6.0 SUMMARY

thase I riP t loi F-18 -t8i EF1 stres clearance programa is nearly comrpleted in spite o~f the iafriresee delays a rtirh
a- nine i iig th li-fight ti tri g sictiri ... .f the peogrami All flights reuiared far flatter, AOC. SM I carriage lotads. SAC, and
seplioin jr-itinsr It. reeni --i-ehsflly coimpleted, At the presen t tine 87 miussirss have been fls-si. 34I foe flatter. AtOt
aard 5511 18 fir carrige 2i irs.3Pir ing receptacle loads. 28 fir SAC, and .t far separation jettitrn Approaitately C
nice flightis () for dy 'naturesper-srrs and I for ALQ- 162 siheartion level te-sting) are reqaired lto crnijlete t his prirat Nit
rrrajri rcillcirt are ruticipated idulriing the coarse rif thsei flight tests,

IData gathered (rioti all analyses and tests to date indicate that carriage of the 480 EFT on the CF-I8 a-leeraft is
ralle \liii ileficieneir found with the protst,-ie -1811 FFT hrting early- grund testing will he corrected in the final

17ilesigri As predicred antalytically and by GVT. no Shil will in-cur fririn the carriage of the 480 EFTs-oin the ('F-tx
AItlitriugh girt tee and AOC were co ujle drneverirfutily. -ric flighr irnselorpe ptrarris for ceetain confiuratioss u-ill kavetoi
It irip-c I-a a restilt of flight tist r-suits Thei rightec that% pre-dicted-lonails antI strains fouiind during 480 FFT centreltie,
ccrragi- resting as will as t-e pc-reature failtie ift the wing toy lt. recii-ptacle (ii tF-188917 niay result in ariionrral flight

rte-- rIrwes-ir. this will c(i-rre rtehie iiir tir ly tic-tic S&t ainn sehiaattri jet i esi ut'ig were
sue---fulli* titill-eii atnde 180ir : sepramtion jr- .is ... tuIm ai are- an crt -cl-Irw-e. sotie huit tiiin mNr in-

rqidat hirer til arid U, degres: AfIA Me-tic is cure-ri t anly rig these ri-sri ts and nill uriidite ateiiii
(lra- rierirrinilat ions

alhialle -erienee a- acquired try AFTE diuring Iris stores cletarance prirgearr Tire, -esrerie ani kito.a ege
(rier

1 
ilieitg this peogram d) will ceeamsy Ire ru i its in the ftutre as 1 ria sng fir ire hilirr-ir testing is presently

nit-ar -wairk flight testing tenitatisele schedaled tir etrresee later in 1988 Manuftactaure if the -1811 F1 iii Canada atnd
.. iild i-c hirioligy treare will tmost likelyv ocrse in the rear future.
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RAIUE VATLTVLVE DR SSUN V ALV VETVAV

FALT ISOLATION PORTS
FUEL QUANTITY GAUGING PROBE

R U S 0000
x 0.000 REFUEL/TRANSFER SHUTOFF VALVE Y 216500
V 1.500 000OO
z 0-000

FIGURE I - BASIC DESCRIPTION OF 480 EFT'

PHYSICAL COMPARISONS EFT'S
330 VS 480

ALL1 MEIALiSUVIVABLE WRAPPED COMPOSITES

11111410 IN LENGTH 215 IN

28B2/2B IN OIAMETFA 3IN B

220/290 LBS DRY WEfIT 250 LBS

33 AS 480 GALS
224US UABL.E FUEL 3.264 LBS

330 CL TAWHALF FLAPS

40CLTWTANEK PIVOT FULL FLAPS

31. 2'2' TA POSITON AT

FIGURE 2 - COMPARISON OF EXTERNAL FUEL TANKS

SOE LAB TEST ANALYSIS SROUND TEST -I--.-- FIGHRT TEST

STORE SEOADS CIWl E R CARM

FIGRE3 45 EI'rL SGRTOE CLARNCAPOCS
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GVT
CONFIGURATIONS1

I 6 7 8 9 SUS5

ARRF2 ^) ( .1

3 -; SJ

2 ST

RIGGING ST
CHECK - - - -----

__ _2 " d 7ST

0 - 480 USG FUEL TANK SJ SOFT JACKS
J- AIM-9L161 MISSILE ST -SOFT TIRES

0 - MK 82

FIGURE 4 - CRITICAL GROUND VIBRATION TEST CONFIGURATIONS

FIGURE ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ F It IGPLNTMKITRAE

CONFIC %I? TANK I 1007.1. MK82'S RESPONSE 814 0/S MK82 S 165L
DEC ET- LOC .30 LB., STM a 15IL. 165 L REFERENCE :LN FORCE. 0/S 0151L

90
-180
10 0'S/L8

F"
-2 - -

-3-L

2-0 4.0 6-0 8-0 100 12-0 14-0 6.0 680 20Jc 12-0 2.0~

FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTION

FIGURE 6 - TYPICAL TRANSFER FUNCTION PLOT
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FIGURE I - CF-IS BASIC DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

Analogue Signal Condltloners
MUx Bus I/F Units Instrumentlofln Coutrol8
power Supples Voice Recorder

F'I fity Signal Coode FC
Telemetry Transmitter

FT Nos* Boom BeIl
Signal Conditioninfg

Tracking faces
Time*Oods Sub.Y ytest Toae Reterdst

Power SupPl
i
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IGURE 8 - BASIC CF-IS AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION

FWD LH BRU-32
ATTACH SOLT

PYLON/FUSELAGE

ATTACH BOLT

THREE STRIP GAUGES
PLACED AT POINT OUTBO
ENTERING RADIUS

ONE STRIP GAUGE 

"B

TWO PLACES 2

FIGUUE 9 - CENTI NEL], PYLON I"STRUENATION
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TEST ALT MACH FUEL AIRCRAFT AILERON EXCITATION
GROUF SEQ (FT MSL) NO STATE ATTITUDE SYM/ANTI SWEEP/DWELL

A 2 15K 0.95 FULL LEVEL ANTI SW/DW

A 3 10K 0.90 FULL LEVEL ANTI DW

B 4 10K 0.95 FULL LEVEL ANT! SW/OW

C 7 10K 9.95 25-50 LEVEL ANTI SW/OW
75%

c a I0K 2K 0.99 50% 10 CLIMB ANTI OW

C 9 10K 2K 0.95 50% 10 DIVE ANTI DW

A I SK 0.40 FULL LEVEL ANTI SW/OW

B 5 6K 0.90 FULL LEVEL ANTI OW

B 6 6K 0.95 FULL LEVEL ANTI SW/OW

0 10 4K 0.90 FULL LEVEL ANTI OW

D 11 4K 0.95 FULL LEVEL ANT I SW/OW

E 12 SK/4K 0.95 FULL PUSHVE 05WITH ANTI-
SMEICDWELLS

E 13 6K/4K 0.95 FULL SLOW WtND-UP TURN (WUT),
1 TO 7.55 WITH LATERAL STICK
RAPS

F 14 4K 0.7 TO FULL LEVEL ANTI OW

IS 15 0K to Vm.- FULL IANTI OW
10K DIVE I___I__I

FIGURE 14 - FLUTTER TEST MATRIX (CONFIG 2)

MANOEUVRZS MACIH ALTITUDE (MEAN SEA LEVEL)
20K I5K 10K aK SK

SYMMETRIC PULL-UP TO 7.50 A9 X X
>2600 LBS CENTRELINE EFT .95 X

V L X

SYMMETRIC PUSHOVER TO .3.00 .95 X X
.9 X X

HALF STICK/FULL STICK 6.0G .6
ROLLING PULL-OUT (EPO) .9 XX
EMPTY CENTRELINE EFT .95 X

HALF STICK/FULL STICK 2.00 EPO .6 X
EMPTY CONTRELINE EFT .3

.9
.95

HALF STICK/FULL STICK -1.00 .65

EMPTY CENTRELINE EFT

HALF/FULL PEDAL RUDDER KICKS .6 X X X X

FIGURE I5 - AOC FLIGHT TEST MATRIX
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FLIGHT TEST TRAJECTORY

TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS

TRAJECTORY DATA FILE

MACH NO Nz a

ALT Ny 0 .
AC GW Nx LEF DEFLECTION
AC CG X TEF DEFLECTION

Y
z

ANALYTICAL CALCULATION

INERTIA FORCES AERODYNAMIC FORCES
AT TANK CC AT TANK CG (WIND TUNNEL DATA)

SOLUTION FOR EACH
TIME SLICES. I TO ID

PYLON PREDICTED BOLT LOAD - Z (UP)

FORWARD AFT
FXL FXR AYL AYR (RIGHT)
FYL FYR AZL AZR
FZL FZR Y (AFT)

FIGURE 16 - CENTRELINE PYLON LOADS PREDICTION PROCESS

TEST ALTITUDE
POINT MACH NUMBER (PT MSL) MANOEUVRE

1 0.70 - 0.93 6K, 4K SLOW IG ACCELERATION LATERAL STICK
(or Vm-) RAPS

2 0.75 6K, 4K SLOW WIND-UP TURN (WUT), I TO 7.3G
LATERAL STICK RAPS

3 0.81 6K, 4K SLOW WUT, I TO 7.5G LATERAL STICK RAPS

4 0.3 6K, 4K SLOW WUT, I TO 7.5G LATERAL STICK RAPS

5 0.55 6K, 4K SLOW WUT, I TO 7.5G LATERAL STICK RAPS

6 0.88 6K, 4K SLOW WUT, I TO 7.50 LATERAL STICK RAPS

7 0.91 6K, 4K SLOW WUT, I TO 7.5G LATERAL STICK RAPS

a 0.93 6K, 4K SLOW WUT, I TO 7.5G LATERAL STICK RAPS
(or Vm#,,x)

9 0.93 (or Vm"z) - 6K, 4K SLOW WIND-DOWN TURN, 3.5 TO 4.5G
0.70 LATERAL STICK RAPS

10 0.10 6K, 4K 0.50 PUSHOVER LATERAL STICK RAPS

It 0.38 6K, 4K 0.S PUSHOVER LATERAL STICK RAPS

FIGURE 17 - CF-188701 LOADS TEST MATRIX (CONFIG 1)
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TIP MISSILES OFF, 2 MK-I2 OUTBOARD, 100% 480 EFT INBOARD

ANALYTIC MODE SYMMETRIC ANTI-SYMMETRIC
DESCRIPTION

ANALYSIS GVT RIG ANALYSIS GVT RIG
HZ HZ HZ HZ HZ HZ

TANK ROLL 2.45 2.51 *NM 3.05 1.14 NM
TANK PITCH 6.00 6.17 6.19 5.75 5.72 5.29
TANK YAW 5.92 6.04 NM 5.93 6.42 NM

OUTBOARD STORE ROLL 4.05 4.41 4.45 4.63 4.73 4.45
OUTBOARD STORE PITCH 7.88 8.14 8.43 7.60 8.60 8.77
OUTBOARD STORE YAW 12.49 13.49 13.19 12.53 13.16 13.37

WING IST BENDING 5.53 5.91 5.77 8.31 8.08 8.12
WING IST TORSION 17.50 17.36 16.42 17.47 17.19 16.96
WING 2ND BENDING 11.90 12.60 NM 14.71 NM NM

FUSELAGE IST BENDING 9.42 10.33 NM 8.80 9.74 9.31

*NM - NOT MEASURED

FIGURE 18 - SUMMARY OF GVT RESULTS

CF-I FLUTTER PERFORMANCE
AC SERIAL CF188907 PLOT SET 0
FLT/SIO #: MISSION 23 DATA RUN */REC # I

M'C CONFICRATION N 2 MANEJUER: TP4I4Ct4/1AX 480T FUEL BURN
MISS DATE: 29-OCT-8 45, - EOl;S.SW. DWELLS

AILERON MOTION

SWELL EXCIiAiICN ST4OPPED1 ........

WlING SENDING RCIIJERY

UIG TORS ION

FIGURE 19 - RESPONSE OF WING STRAIN GAUGES AT LO' DAMPING
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*CF188907 FOUND WITH A CRACKED
PYLON RECEPTACLE ON THE LH WING
AT 688 FLIGHT HOURS '

RECEPATACLE * 4

INNER WING

<:3FWDJ

CRACK FUEL

CRACK CRACK
0 

<:3 W'PYLON

-- 'POST

0 0 LOWER SKIN

FWD WEAR ZPLATE

LOOKING DOWN AT > NBDSETO -
PYLON RECEPTACLESETO AA

FIGURE 20 - INNER WING PYLON RECEPTACLE CRACK

TIff END CRACK SEVEREA TICK END THICK END THINH ATND

LH WING RH WING

FIGURE 21 -WEAR PLATE INSTALLATION
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FLOW VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUES FOR FLIGHT RESEARCH

David F. Fisher and Robert R. Meyer, Jr.
NASA Ames Research Center

Dryden Flight Research Facility
P.O. Box 273

Edwards, California 93523-5000
U.S.A.

SUMMARY

In-flight flow visualization techniques used at the Dryden Flight Research Facility of NASA Ames Re-
search Center (Ames-Dryden) and its predecessor organizations arc described. Results from flight tests
which visualized surface flows using flow cones, tufts, oil flows, liquid crystals, sublimating chemicals, and
emitted fluids have been obtained. Off-surface flow visualization of vortical flow has been obtained from
natural condensation and two methods using smoke generator systems. Recent results from flight tests at
NASA Langley Research Center using a propylene glycol smoker and an infrared imager are also included.
Results from photo-chase aircraft, onboard and postflight photography are presented.

NOMENCLATURE

CP pressure coefficient TE trailing edge
9 load factor normal to longitudinal axis V velocity

of aircraft VSFTE variable sweep flight transition
HARV high alpha research vehicle experiment

hP pressure altitude, km (ft) X/c ratio of chordwise distance from leading

IR infrared edge to local chord length

LE leading edge a alpha, angle of attack, deg

LEX leading edge extension 6 boundary layer thickness, cm (in.)

M Mach number 71 ratio of spanwise distance from aircraft

NLF natural laminar flow centerline to wing semispan

R reattachment location A wing leading edge sweep angle, deg

/ Reynolds number based on wing Subscripts
reference chord

S1  primary vortex separation location i indicated

S 2  secondary vortex separation location rnaz maximum
TACT transonic aircraft technology 00 freestrearn

1. INTRODUCTION

The visualization of airflow on and about models in wind tunnels has been used for many years to
complement other sources of aerodynamic data to help interpret test results. Methods of flow visualization
commonly used in wind tunnels include schlieren photography (ref. I), oil flows (ref. 2), minitufts (ref. 3),
vapor screen (refs. 4 and 5), and smoke (ref. 6). From this array of methods, one can choose specific tech-
niques from which shocks can be visualized, flow direction and regions of separated flows can be determined,
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boundary layer transition location defined, and vortices identified. Recently, low-speed water tunnels have

also been used extensively to visualize simulated airflows (refs. 7 and 8). These techniques and others are
well covered in reference 9.

Similarly, a wide variety of in-flight flow visualization techniques for aerodynamic experiments ranging
from visualization of boundary layer characteristics to vortical flows have been used at the Dryden Flight
Research Facility of NASA Ames Research Center (Ames-Dryden) and its predecessor organizations to help
interpret and understand the results of flight tests. These visualization techniques usually give a more global
picture of airflow and sometimes are the only way the data can be obtained in flight. Many of the techniques
are associated with on-surface flow visualization, including flow cones and tufts, oil flows, a liquid crystal
technique, sublimating chemicals, and an emitted fluid technique. Other techniques involve off-surface flow
visualization, including two types of smoke generator systems and natural condensation.

The authors discuss the previously mentioned techniques and two other methods used at the NASA
Langley Research Center. The reader will be directed to supporting reference material for these in-flight
techniques. Verification of the results interpreted from the flow visualization techniques will be made by
comparison to other in-flight or ground facility measurements as appropriate.

2. FLOW VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUES

The flow visualization techniques described in the following sections generally require a significant
amount of care and fine tuning to get the best results. Ground tests, exploratory flights, or both are usually
required to determine the proper viscosity of oil, thickness to apply the liquid crystals, flow rates of emitted
fluid, surface color, or proper chemical for sublimation. Flights need to be allocated for development of
technique and refinement in the flight planning to ensure favorable results. In addition, careful examination,
supporting data, and experience are needed to interpret the results properly.

2.1 Boundary Layer Transition and Shock Visualization Techniques

The techniques that follow are generally used to detect boundary layer transition from laminar to turbu-
lent flow; however, some of the techniques have wider uses. Most of these techniques are dependent upon
surface differential temperatures caused by the difference in the laminar and turbulent flow wall recovery
factors. Heat sinks such as wing ribs and spars or internal fuel tanks can cause localized cool spots and make
these techniques nearly unusable. Smooth insulated fiberglass gloves are generally used for best results.

2.1.1 Oil Flows

Oil flows (refs. 10-13) are obtained by applying an oil mixed with a coloring agent to the surface of
an aircraft to study surface flow characteristics. A wide variety of fluid mechanics information can be
interpreted from oil flow patterns including location and relative strength of normal shocks, location of
boundary layer transition, and identification of areas of separation. These surface flow conditions cause the
oil coating to thin, thicken, or puddle, resulting in distinct contrast changes in the oil-coated surface. Various
oil viscosities and coloring agents can be blerded to provide results at particular flight conditions, such as
speed or altitude, or to provide adequate contrast on different colored surfaces.

Results from the oil flow study on the F-Ill tactical aircraft technology airplane (TACT)(ref. 12) are
presented in figure 1. The study was conducted on a partial span laminar flow glove installed on the left
wing panel that was instrumented with a chordwise row of surface static pressure orifices and a boundary
layer rake as shown in figure l(a). For this study, SAE 80-W-90 oil was mixed with powdered black graphite
in the proportions of four parts of oil to one part of graphite, by volume. The mixture was applied to the
surface with a paint brush approximately 30 min prior to takeoff. Documentation was obtained from chase
aircraft photographs.

A dark curved line across the test surface just aft of the midchord can be observed in figure 1(a). This
line was attributed to a normal shock wave on the test surface, which causes the oil to build up or puddle,
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at the location of the shock. This is verified by the corresponding pressure distribution in figure l(b). The
pressure distribution shows a rapid increase in pressure (more positive Cp) at the same location (x/c = 0.65),
which also indicates the presence of a shock wave. Meyer and Jennett (ref. 12) showe d that the darkness of
the line in the oil, indicating a shock, could be correlated directly to relative shock strength as determined
from simultaneously obtained pressure distribution data.

A more subtle observation that can be made from oil flows is the location of boundary layer transition
from laminar to turbulent flow. An example of this is presented in figure 2 from reference 12. In figure 2(a),
note the distinction between a light area forward of the 20-percent chord, where there appears to be little
or no oil, and a uniform slightly darkened area aft of the 20-percent chord. The light area is considered to
be the region of laminar flow, and the darkened area is considered to be turbulent flow. This interpretation
is supported by the corresponding pressure distribution of figure 2(b), as well as the boundary layer data
of figure 2(c), from reference 12. In figure 2(b), a favorable pressure gradient exists from the leading edge
(x/c = 0) to approximately the 20-percent chord (x/c = 0.20), where the pressure gradient becomes unfa-
vorable and the boundary layer should transition to a turbulent condition. The variation of upper surface
boundary layer thickness, obtained from the boundary layer rakes as a function of angle of attack, is shown
in figure 2(c) and described in reference 12. The lines on the figure indicate faired calibration results ob-
tained using "trip strips," and the cih:ular symbol indicates the boundary layer thickness when the oil flow
pattern of figure 2(a) was photographed. By referring to the location of the circular symbol with respect
to the different co;ibration lines, the point of transition can be determined, independently of the oil flow, at
approximately 23-percent chord (x/c = 0.23 ), confirming the interpretation of the photograph of figure 2(a).

A summary of results using oil flows on seven different aircraft from low speed to supersonic speeds is
given in reference 13. Reference 13 also provides details on appropriate oil viscosities and coloring agents
for particular applications. With proper flight planning, especially for boundary layer transition location
determination, multiple test conditions can be obtained on one flight. Test points with the expected transition
location near the leading edge need to be flown before tests points with the transition location far aft. It was
also found that this technique was limited to approximately 7600 m (25,000 ft) because the oil becomes too
viscous to be of use at the colder temperatures of greater altitudes. Documentation of the oil flow patterns is
normally obtained from chase aircraft photographs, although photographs have been obtained in real time
from on-uoard cameras.

2.1.2 Liquid Crystals

Liquid crystals similar to those commonly used in desktop thermometers have been used recently in
flight (refs. 14-16) primarily for boundary layer transition visualization. Liquid crystals exposed to fluid
flow on the aircraft test surface change color with shear forces or temperatures associated with various fluid
mechanic phenomena, such as laminar to turbulent transition or normal shocks.

The liquid crystals are applied to the aircraft by first thinning the liquid crystal solution with solvent and
then spraying a very thin coat on the test surface prior to takeoff. The test surface must be a dark color to
provide suitable contrast. Holmes and others (ref. 14) reported that a flat black surface provided the best
results, although other dark surfaces often provide adequate results. In order to obtain optimum color change
with the liquid crystal technique, lighting and viewing angle are critical, Optimum results were obtained
with the sun positioned behind the viewer (photo aircraft) and the viewer as close to perpendicular to the
test surface as possible.

Results (ref. 16) are presented from the F-14 variable sweep flight transition experiment (VSFTE) pro-
gram. For those tests, a pressure sensitive liquid crystal (so named by the manufacturer) was applied to
laminar flow wing gloves on an F-14 aircraft. The liquid crystals were applied to the surface approximately
I hr prior to takeoff. Documentation was obtained by photographs and video from a photo chase aircraft.

Examples of liquid crystal patterns on the F-14 airplane's left wing glove are shown in figure 3. Transi-
tion is indicated by an abrupt change in color of the liquid crystal pattern due to the discontinuous change
in temperature and shear at boundary layer transition. The colors themselves are not important, since they
change with viewing angle as well as ambient temperature (altitude).
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Figure 3(a) represents a case where transition occurred forward on the test section, probably due to cross-
flow disturbance generated by leading edge sweep and is indicated by the sawtooth pattern at approximately
5- to 10-percent chord. Figure 3(b) represents a case where transition occurred about midchord, due to
the laminar boundary layer encountering an adverse pressure gradient and is indicated by a uniform line
at about 30-percent chord. One other observation in figure 3(b) is the presence of a "transition wedge"
near the outboard edge of the test section, probably due to an insect impact or dust stuck in the oily liquid
crystal mixture.

Liquid crystal and hot-film transition data obtained at the same time intervals are compared in figure 4
from reference 16. The figure shows that transition location indicated by the liquid crystal flow patterns and
hot film agreed to within less than 5-percent chord.

A concern using liquid crystals was the effect, if any, the liquid crystal solution on the test surface might
have on the laminar to turbulent boundary layer transition, or in other words, the possibility that the liquid
crystal solution would affect or bias the fluid mechanic process. Transition data obtained from the hot films
with and without the liquid crystal solution on the test surface are compared in figure 5. Transition is plotted
as a function of angle of attack at two representative altitudes. At the lower altitude (higher unit Reynolds
number), a variation in transition location of up to 30-percent chord is evident. At the higher altitude (lower
unit Reynolds number), there is much less difference, only about 5 percent of chord.

2.1.3 Infrared Imaging

Infrared (IR) imaging is a relatively new flow visualization technique, recently used for nonintrusive
visualizing of laminar to turbulent boundary layer transition (refs. 17 and 18). Flight tests with an IR im-
ager were recently conducted at NASA Langley Research Center on a T-34C aircraft modified with an
NLF(l)-215F airfoil partial span glove (ref. 18). The sensitivity of the IR imager used in these tests is
shown in figure 6. As the temperature of the target surface is increased, the imager becomes more sensitive,
so that at 30 0 C (86 0F), the imager can detect differential temperatures of 0. IC (0.1 8F).

The IR camera and display unit were mounted in the T-34C aircraft (fig. 7) with the wing glove in the field
of view. The flight tests were conducted with the canopy open so that no loss of image sensitivity occurred
from the infrared absorption by the Plexiglas window. During the research flights, an experimenter in the
aft cockpit adjusted the imager so that temperature differences on the glove could be observed.

An example of typical results obtained from the IR imager on the black surface during daylight is shown
in figure 8. The IR photograph shows that the laminar region (light color) is warmer than the turbulent
region. This result is due to the increased convection coefficient of the turbulent boundary layer. The free-
stream air temperature is lower than the natural laminar flow (NLF) glove surface due to solar heating, and
the turbulent flow region is cooled at a faster rate than the laminar region.

On night flights, the surface temperatures of the NLF glove were much lower because there was no solar
radiation effect. Due to the lower temperatures, the sensitivity of the imager was reduced as mentioned
previously. As a result, the steady-state level flight test techniques used at night were unsuccessful at low
speed. T lnsition data could be obtained by cold soaking the glove at high altitude, then descending into
warmer air so that convection tended to heat the wing as the aircraft descended. Using this technique, the
color patterns on the IR images are reversed from that seen during day flights. In figure 9, the laminar areas
are dark and the turbulent areas are light.

2.1.4 Sublimating Chemicals

The sublimafing chemical technique (refs. 19-21) is used primarily for laminar to turbulent boundary
layer transition. The greater heat transfer in the turbulent boundary layer results in higher surface tempera-
tures than in the laminar boundary layer. This elevated temperature and shear associated with turbulence of
the boundary layer at the ,ocation of transition cause a suitable chemical to increase its rate of sublimati-n
in the turbulent region with respect to that of the laminar region. Conseqtwndy, the chemical is removed in
the turbulent area before the chemical in the laminar area is appreciably affected.



The chemicals are applied to an aircraft surface by dissolving them in a solvent and then spraying to an
appropriate thickness. The solvent evaporates, leaving a crystal structure that can be smoothed if necessary
prior to takeoff. The chemicals are white and provide the best contrast on dark surfaces, although dyes, such
as food coloring, can be added to the chemicals to provide contrast on light surfaces. Reference 20 contains
an excellent summary of various chemicals and application techniques at high speeds and reference 21
summarizes the technique for low speeds. Both sources contain tables and figures that can be used as an aid
in choosing particular chemicals for specific applications.

The test aircraft is normally established at the desired test conditions as quickly as possible and then
maintains those conditions until the chemicals in the turbulent region have sublimated, showing the desired
flow patterns. Normally, the test is documented with photographs taken on the ground, postflight, although
photographs can be taken in real time from a chase aircraft or on-board cameras. Unlike the previously
described methods, only one flow condition or test point can be obtained per flight,

An example of this technique conducted at speeds near Mach 1.8 on the left wing of an F- 104 (ref. 20),
using phenanthrene, is shown in figure 10. The aluminum wing was painted black for best contrast with
the white chemicals. The transition location was observable as shown in the figure. Note that some of the
sublimable chemical along the wing-fuselage juncture and in the rear portion of the wing did not sublimate.
This is caused by large structural members that act as heat sinks, thus preventing the wing skin from attaining
temperatures high enough to cause a high rate of sublimation.

Another example, this time from the right-hand wing of the F-104 at Mach 2 (ref. 20), is given in
figure 11. The right wingtip panel of the F-104 was covered with a thin fiberglass glove, and fluorene wa
used as the sublimating agent. The test conditions required up to 4 min for the indication of boundary
layer transition to be complete. Resistive thermometers can be seen in the photograph (fig. 11) of the wing
imbedded beneath the fiberglass and gave good correlation with the sublimation technique.

2.2 Flow Direction and Boundary Layer Separation Visualization Techniques

2.2.1 Flow Cones and Tufts

Tufts, usually made of nylon or wool, have been successfully used in many studies (ref. 22' and are
considered a standard method for in-flight flow visualization of surface flow direction and indicators of
separation. Flow cones (refs. 23 and 24) were developed to overcome some disadvantages of tufts, such as
instability or whipping of tufts (not always related to any feature of the flow) and difficulties in photographing
tufts at distances between the photo aircraft and test or research aircraft.

Flow cones are rigid, narrow, hollow conical shapes, attached to an aircraft surface with a short string
or chain at the apex of the cone. Like tufts, they are lightweight and align themselves with the local surface
flow if the local dynamic pressure is sufficient. A typical tuft and flow cone are compared in figure 12. The
flow cones are available in a variety of materia!s and colors. Photographs arz usually taken from a chase
aircraft to document the flow cone patterns in flight, however, in some cases, photographs are taken from
cameras onboard the test or research aircraft. The flow cones are usually more visible than the tufts since
they are larger in diameter and can be covered with reflective material. Th'.ough lightweight, their weight
(0.7-0.9 gram) can be a disadvantage particularly on the lower surface of wings at low dynamic pressure.
In addition, they would not be acceptable in front of engine inlets, whereas, wool tufts probably would
be acceptable.

Flow cones and nylon tufts were used recently on the upper surface of left wing and canard of the X-29A
aircraft. In figure 13, a comparison of the contrast of a tuft and a flow cone on the X-29A airplane can be seen.
These particular photographs represent a slow flight condition for the X-29A aircraft. It was particularly
difficult for the photo chase aircraft to photograph at close distance to the test aircraft. Represe:.tative tuft
and flow cones are identified in the figure. As can be seen in figure 13, the flow cones provided significantly
improved contrast and resolution as compared to the tufts.

As a verification of the ability of tufts or flow cones to indicate areas of -- arated flow, figure 14 shows
wing and canard surface static pressure distributions corresponding to the c. itions shown in figure 13.



Separated flow in the pressure distributions is indicated by failure of the upper and lower surface pressures
to return to a .ommon level at the trailing edge. These trends are evident in the wing upper surface pressure
distribution (fig. 14(a)), near midspan (7) = 0.49) on the trailing edge over approximately the aft 10 percent of
the wing chord. This interpretation of the wing pressure distributions is consistent with flow cone patterns
of figure 13, where the flow cones on the trailing edge are pointed inboard approximately parallel to the
trailing edge of the wing. In figure 13, neither the flow cones on the canard nor the pressure distributions of
figure 14(b) indicate any flow separation.

2.2.2 Emitted Fluid Technique

Fluids for flow visualization of surface streamlines and areas of separated flow have been used success-
fully at Douglas Aircraft (refs. 25 and 26), and at Ames-Dryden (ref. 27). This ,.iethod consists of emitting
a small quantity of propylene glycol monomethyl ether (PGME) containing toluene-based dye out of small-
diameter surface tubes or orifices on the aircraft skin while the aircraft is stabilized. The flight conditions
are held constant for 1-2 min while the fluid evaporates and the dye sets or dries. The dye patterns of the
surface streamlines and separated flow regions are documented by photographing the surfaces on the ground
after each flight.

An example of surface flow visualization technique on the F-18 forebody for an angle of attack of 30P
is shown in the postflight photographs of figure 15. An interpretative cross-sectional flow model (ref. 28)
showing the structure of the flow about the forebody for symmetrical flow is illustrated in figure 16. Two
primary and two secondary vortices are formed on the leeward side with the separation and reattachment
lines noted. As can be seen in figure 15, the remaining dye from this technique clearly showed the surface
flow streamlines. Where the streamlines merged, the flow lifted from the surface and rolled up into stream-
wise vortex cores. Along the streamlines where the flows merge, the separation lines for the vortices were
defined. Both the primary and secondary separation lines can be seen. A reattachment line on top of the
forebody where the streamlines diverge is also noted.

For both the Douglas and Ames-Dryden tests, a red dye was used with a white painted surface for good
contrast. One data point was obtained per flight in this manner. This method is particularly useful when a
photo-chase airplane is not available or not practical.

A similar method of using colored ethylene glycol and water on a large commercial transport has been
reported (ref. 24). The liquid was mitted from small-diameter twes distributed upstream of the surface
under study. The fluid dispensing cycle took approximately 10 min. The principal data acquisition is air-
to-air photography; however, ground inspection of the pattern was also useful to observe and document
small details.

2.3 Vortical Flow Visualization Techniques

2.3.1 Natural Condensation Flow Visualization

Flow visualization of vortical flow, expansion, and shock waves, as well as attached and separated flows,
can sometimes be observed in flight during periods of high humidity. When the humid air expands around
an airplane, it can condense, become visible, and illustrate certain flow patterns such as wing pressure fields,
wingtip vortices, and shock waves. A thorough review of this subject with clear examples of the phenomena
is given in reference 29. No electromechanical or pyrotechnic devices are needed except the photographic
or video recorders.

An example of natural condensation flow visualization on NASA's .'AC7 F-Ill aircraft showing the
spanwise "gull" pattern over the swept wing and the wingtip vortices is shown in figure 17 (ref. 29). The
high velocities and low pressure over the F-II wing and in the vortices cause the static air temperature to
drop and raise the local relative humidity. When the local relative humidity becomes high enough, vapor in
the air can condense and become visible.
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Similarly, flow visualization in the form of visible vortices due to natural condensation from the leading
edge extensions (LEX) on the F-18 high alpha research vehicle (HARV) was noted on some of the initial
flights. These vortices (fig. 18) were documented with onboard photography with the flight conditions noted.
Note also that after the vortex breaks down, the vortex flow field is no longer visible.

Natural condensation can also occur in flight at supersonic speeds (ref. 29). Vortices can be seen trailing

from the canard tips and the outer wing dihedral break of the XB-70 aircraft (fig. 19). Condensation patterns
are also visible over the canopy and canard, and a shock pattern can be seen at the trailing edge elevon.

2.3.2 Smoke Generator Systems

Because of the unreliability of natural condensation for flow visualization, smoke generator systems have

been developed for visualizing vortical flows in flight (refs. 30-37). Primarily two types of systems have

been used, a cartridge system and glycol or oil vaporizer system. Smoke generator systems commonly used
at airshows are not applicable for flight research since these systems generally inject oil into the exhaust
of the engine and not into the vortex system of interest. For the smoke generator systems used for flight

research, smoke is emitted from a duct near the origin of a vortex, allowing the smoke to be entrained in
the vortex and permitting a view of the vortex path. Three systems, one cartridge-based system and two

vaporizer systems, are discussed as follows.

L2.3.2.1 Smoke cartridge systems

Cartridge-based pyrotechnic smoke systems have been used on aircraft to visualize the vortex flow on
highly swept wings and leading edge extensions (refs. 30 and 31). Military chemical smoke cartridges were
used on the HPII5 aircraft (ref. 30) to visualize the vortex on the highly swept wing. A single smoke
cartridge and tar trap were mounted externally below the wing near the apex with a duct from the tar trap
wrapping around the wing leading edge to the upper surface.

On the NASA F- 18 HARV, a smoke generator system (ref. 31) was developed that uses smoke cartridges
(fig. 20) d ;signed for this application by the U.S. Army Chemical Research, Development, and Engineering
Center, in Aberdeen, Maryland. This system is described in detail in a proposed publication.' The smoke
cartridges are 6.1 cm (2.4 in.) in diameter and 11.9 cm (4.7 in.) long and were designed to produce nontoxic
smoke at a high rate while minimizing fire, detonation or handling hazards. The smoke generator system
has been designed into two separate housings, one of which is shown in figure 21. Each housing contains
six cartridges and fits within the fuselage of the aircraft. To ensure a safe system, each cartridge is contained
within a stainless steel cylinder with a pressure relief to external louvers in the event of high unexpected
pressures. The cartridges are temperature controlled at 27°C (80'F) during flight to ensure reliable firing.
The six cylinders in each housing are manifolded to a common 2.54 cm (I in.) diameter duct that exits on
either the upper LEX surface near the apex or on the aircraft nosecone. Ducting lengths up to 3 m (9 ft) have
been used successfully in flight.

The smoke cartridge system selected for the F- 18 aircraft provided a rapid and dense smoke production
rate for minimal packaging and power requirements compared to other concepts. Multiple packaging allows
from one to six cartridges to be ignited simultaneously, offering a wide range in smoke production rates.

Because the smoke from this system is white, the upper surface of the F-18 HARV was painted a flat

black trimmed in gold for good photographic contrast. Four video cameras and one 35 mm camera (fig. 22)
were installed on the F-18 airplane to document the results during day flights.

Typical examples of flow visualization of the LEX vortices on the F- 18 HARV using the cartridge smoke
system are shown in figure 23. As the angle of attack increases, the breakdown location moves forward.
An advantage that the smoke has over natural condensation is that the smoke persists beyond the vortex

breakdown location.
1Proposed NASA Technical Memorandum, A Smoke Generator System for Aerodynamic Flight Research, by David M. Ric-

wine, Robert E. Curry, and Gene V. Tracy.
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The cartridge smoke system provided visible smoke using two cartridges at a time at speeds from 100
to 140 knots. At speeds up to Mach 0.6, three cartridges were necessary. The cartridges ignited reliably at
altitudes as high as 9100 m (30,000 ft). There was a time delay of 10 and 30 sec between ignition and useful
smoke production. Once started, a steady stream of useful smoke could be expected for 30 sec when using
two or more cartridges. The vortex breakdown data using the F-18 smoke generator system showed close
agreement with the natural condensation data. The breakdown location for the LEX vortex as a function
of angle of attack (fig. 24) shows good agreement using either natural condensation or smoke techniques.
This correlation indicates that the injection of smoke and the external duct did not perturb the flow field
significantly to alter the vortex breakdown location.

2.3.2.2 Glycol vaporizers

Researchers at the NASA Langley Research Center have developed a smoke system in which propylene
glycol is vaporized into a white smoke with electric heaters on an F- 106B aircraft (refs. 32 and 33). Propylene
glycol is pumped to the vaporizer containing six 1000-W heaters from an 11.4-L (3 gal) tank onboard the
airplane. From the vaporizer, the glycol vapor passes through an insulated and heated pipe to an uninsulated
probe tip mounted slightly below the wing near the wing leading edge-fuselage junction. This system
provided smoke for approximately 1 hr. The persistence of the propylene glycol smoke from the F-106B
during a day flight is shown in figure 25.

This system was usually flown at night with a mercury-arc lamp light sheet system illuminating a nearly
perpendicular cut through the vortex core. The light sheet system was mounted in the midfuselage (fig. 26).
Documentation was provided by a video camera mounted near the cockpit. While the F-106B aircraft wing
was bare aluminum, the authors recommend a flat black paint for improved photographic contrast.

An example of flow visualization using the glycol vaporizer and the light sheet system on the F-106B
airplane during a night flight is shown in figure 27(a). The view is from the video camera near the cockpit
looking aft at the left wing. The light sheet system illuminates just a slice through the vortices.

The black and white videotape data using the light sheet at night on the F- 106B aircraft was enhanced by
the image processing laboratory at NASA's Langley Research Center (ref. 33). Examples of the enhanced
photos from the same data as figure 27(a) are shown in figure 27(b). Ir the enhanced photos, the core and
flow direction can be readily identified.

2.3.2.3 Corvus oil vaporizers

Corvus oil smoke generators were used by Ames-Dryden in the early 1970s to mark the wake vortices
of commercial transports (refs. 34-37). The smoker generators were used from near ground level (2300 ft;
700 m) up to altitudes of 12,500 ft (3800 m). A photograph of the unit mounted on the wing of a B-747 is
shown in figure 28.

These units are commercially available in two configurations from Frank Sanders Aircraft, Chino, Cal-
ifornia. One unit is designed to replace a sidewinder missile while the other fits on the 14-in. NATO bomb
rack. The system contains 3.8 L (1.0 gal) of fuel (gasoline) and 38-45 L ('.0-12 gal) of corvus oil and pro-
vides 10-12 min of smoke. Fuel is pumped to a nozzle in a combustor where it is mixed with regulated ram
air. A capacitor discharge ignition source charges a coil to fire a spark plug, ignite the fuel-air mixture, and
provide heat to vaporize the corvus oil. Oil is pumped to a baffled mixing chamber where it is vaporized and
discharged as smoke at the tail of the unit. The system can be cycled on and off. White smoke is obtained
using corvus oil, while colored smoke can be obtained by using diesel fuel mixed with dye. The white
smoke is the most brilliant. Since the unit bums gasoline and ram air tw generate heat, the performance of
the system is affected by altitude.

The sidewinder missile configuration is 3.33 m (131 in.) long, 0.184 m (7.25 in.) in diameter, and
weighs about 991 kg (200 lb) when full. The bomb rack configuration is 2.04 m (80.5 in.) long, has a
diameter of 0.25 m (10 in.), and weighs about 54 kg (120 lb) when full. The system requires 12.5 A of
28 V dc electrical power.
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An example of the system in operation on the B-747 is shown in figure 29. Kurkowski and others (ref. 36)
note that with the smokers operating at peak performance, the vortex marking smoke could be discerned at

approximately 5.6-7.4 km (3-4 n. mi.) behind a B-727 in the landing configuration, allowing intentional

vortex penetrations by various probe aircraft.

3. Flow Visualization Recording and Time Correlation

Equally as important to flow visualization as making the flow visible or observing changes in flow
indicators is the recording of results. Good photographic or video coverage of the flow visualization having
time correlation with the known test conditions is necessary to properly document the results. For example,

four video cameras and one 35 mm camera were mounted on the F- 18 HARV (fig. 22) to document the
visualization of the LEX and forebody vortices. Two of the video signals are telemetered to a ground station

for recording and display in real time to a control room. The other two video signals are recorded onboard.

The 35 mm camera can be operated by either the pilot or an observer in the ground station to record the results

during a test point. A telemetered event mark signal is recorded for each 35 mm photo for time correlation.

Onboard documena :on is usually the most effective if the proper viewing angle is available. Chase

photos usually do not provide such close time correlation, are difficult to obtain during rapid maneuvers
such as wind-up turns, and usually provide poor viewing angles from inside the chase plane canopy.

4. DISCUSSION OF TECHNIQUES

The various in-flight flow visualization techniques are summarized in table 1. The systems are catego-
rized by use, hardware, number of test points per flight and description, and ground or in-flight documenta-
tion. The applicable references for each method are also listed.

4.1 Boundary Layer Transition and Shock Visualization Techniques

Four methods of detecting boundary layer transition from laminar to turbulent flow are given. Two of
the methods (oil flows and liquid crystals) can also be used to visualize shocks. Except for the sublimating
chemical technique, all require in-flight documentation. They are all relatively simple except for IR imaging
which requires extensive hardware, including a liquid nitrogen-cooled imager and display. IR imaging is
the only nonintrusive method, however. Most of the methods are dependent on the differential temperatures
of the laminar and turbulent boundary layers and work best when the surface is insulated from heat sinks,
such as with a fiberglass glove. Oil flows are limited to altitudes of approximately 7600 m (25,000 ft),
liquid crystals to about 10,700 m (35,000 ft), IR imaging to about 5500 m (18,000 ft), while sublimating
chemicals have been used as high as 16,800 m (55,000 ft). The IR imaging limit is for an unpressurized
instrume.-a tion compartment, but it could be used at higher altitudes with pressurization and special IR-
compatible viewing ports.

Liquid crystals are currently the most widely used method of detecting the laminar to turbulent tran-
sition location through flow visualization. These, in general, provide favorable results and are capable of

continuously and quickly reacting to flow changes, allowing multiple test points to be obtained per flight.
However, several precautions need to be taken when using them. Insects and dust in greater amounts tend to
adhere to glove surfaces coated with liquid crystals than on uncoated surfaces, potentially causing premature
transition and contaminating test results. Uneven thickness in the liquid crystal coat can cause changes of
color of the liquid crystal pattern, interfering with interpretation of the patterns. Also, at high unit Reynolds
number, the presence of the liquid crystal coat can move the transition location forward.

4.2 Flow Direction and Boundary Layer Separation Visualization Techniques

Two methods of detecting surface flow direction and boundary layer separation are listed. The flow

cone-tuft technique is much simpler than the emitted fluid method and provides multiple test points, but
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does require in-flight documentatio. The emitted fluid technique is much more complicated, requires sta-
bilized test points of 1-2 min, but can produce good results when in-flight documentation is not available
or practical.

For the surface flow visualization methods using oils, liquid crystals, sublimating chemicals, and fluid,
the surface needs to be cleaned of all dirt, grease, or oil prior to application. Gaps and joints in the aircraft
skin should be sealed or taped. Many of these techniques use solvents and toxic chemicals, so proper clothing
and adequate ventilation should be used.

4.3 Vortical Flow Visualization Techniques

Natural condensation flow visualization can be useful, especially in leading researchers to areas of in-

terest, particularly with respect to vortical flows. However, it is difficult to predict when it might occur,
especially for flight planning. It is usually advantageous, especially with the study of vortical flows.

Three different types of smoke generator systems are noted for visualizing vortical flows in the absence
of natural condensation. All three systems require fairly extensive hardware installations. The cartridge
system and the corvus oil vaporizer supply the largest quantities of smoke for relatively short periods, while
the glycol vaporizer can provide smoke for up to 1 hr. Both the cartridge system and the glycol vaporizer
can he mounted internally and ducted to the exit port. All three methods require that certain precautions be
taken to make them safe for flight research.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In-flight flow visualization has been shown to be useful in the understanding of fluid mechanics. It
provides a global view of the airflow and is sometimes the only way the data can be obtained. ' he re-
sults of using ten different methods of flow visualization for flight research can be summarized as follows:
oil flows, liquid crystals, and sublimating chemicals are useful flow visualization techniques for detecting
boundary layer transition from laminar to turbulent flow. Infrared imaging is a new unintrusive technique
for detecting transition but requires extensive hardware. Only sublimating chemicals do not require in-flight
documentation, however, each flight yields data for only one test condition.

Flow direction and separation can be determined using flow cones, tufts, and the emitted fluid flow visu-
" .tion techniques. Flow cones and tufts can provide data during dynamic maneuvering, thereby requiring

in-flight documentation. Stabilized test conditions from 1- 2 min and extensive hardware are needed for the
emitted fluid technique, and only one test condition per flight can be documented.

For visualizing vortex flows, three smoke generator systems are available hut all require fairly extensive
hardware installations.

Natural condensation is essentially free and can be useful forthe flow visualizationof vortices and shocks
and for leading researchers to areas of interest.

The knowledge of the test flight conditions is nearly as important as the flow visualization itself irre-
spective of the technique used.
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(a) Glove test section with oil.
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Figure 2. F- Ill TACT' test section upper surface oil flow photograph, preissure distribution, and boundary
layer thickness, M= 0.83, cy =4.91, and A = 16.
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Figure 3. Ex~amples of liquid crystal patterns.
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Figure 6. Effect of target temperaure on minimum detectable temperature gradient of IR imagcr.



Figure 7. T-34C aircraft and IR imager test setup.
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Figure 9. Results of IR imaging from T-34C wing glove during night flight, V'i 210 knots.

E35 13
Figure 10. Postflight example of sublimating chemical technique on the black painted F- 104 left wing.
phenanthrene; U, 1.8, hp 16,200 mn (53,000 ft).
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Figure 11. Postflight example of sublimating chemical technique on the fiberglass glove F- 104 right wing-tip
panel, fluorene; M...,z 2 .0, hp= 16,800 m (55,000 ft).
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Figure 12. Typical flow cone and tuft.
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Figure 13. Flow cones and tufts on the left wing and canard of the X-29A aircraft.
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Figure 15. Postflight visualization of surface streamlines and lines of separation on F- 18 forebody. a = 300.
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Figure 16. Model of flow about forebody, symmetrical flow (cross-sectional view).
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Figure 17. Wing "gull" pattern and tUp vortices on the F-Ill TACT aircraft, M.0 = 0.82, ci 6.90,

9 = 3.3.
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Figure 18. Natural condensation of LEX vortices on the F-I 18 HARV aircraft, ci 19.2'
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Figure 19. Condensation patterns on thie XB-70 aircraft at supersonic speed.
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Figure 20. F-18 HARV smoke cartridges.

C86-33597-005
Figure 21. F-18 HARV smoke generator system (heater blanket removed).
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Figure 23. Examples of in-flight flow visualization with smoke generator system on F-I 8 HARV, view from
wingtip camera.
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Figure 23. Concluded.
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Figure 24. LEX vortex breakdown location variation with angle of attack.

Figure 25. Persistence of-'moylec glycol smoke from F-106B aircraft.
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Figure 26. In-flight leading-edge-vortex flow visualization system on F-106B aircraft.
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Figure 28. Corvus oil vaporizer mounted on B-747 aircraft wing.
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Figure 29. B-747 aircraft wake vortex patterns using corvus oil vaporiers.
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SUMMARY

Testing military systems in peacetime to determine their ability to successfully operate in a combat
environment has been done for years. Some of the tough lessons learned on the battlefield and in the
skies during wartime can be examined in the laboratory to help assure that new systems do not incorporate
the shortcomings of those of the past. Live Fire Testing (LFT) of aircraft, that is, actual ballistic
testing of full scale aircraft/aircraft subsystems, can be performed to evaluate their ability to resist
or tolerate battle damage. This testing, combined with analytical tools, can assist the designer in
assuring that his aircraft incorporates optimum protection for the system and crew at minimum weight.
Events such as a fuel or hydraulic fire in flight, hydraulic ram damage due to a tumbling projectile
in a fuel tank, or synergistic effects such as bleed air enhancing a dry bay fire are extremely difficult
to analyze. Live fire testing allows evaluation of these and other effects and allows a check of vulner-
ability analyses that have been performed. It also provides an effective tool for evaluation of Aircraft
Battle Damage Repair (ABDR) techniques.

1. INTRODUCTION

Threat forces facing the U.S. military are continually improving the quality of their equipment.
This upgraded equipment, plus a numerical advantage, is forcing the U.S. to improve the readiness and
sustainability of its combat forces. The deployment of combat survivable aircraft and preparation for
efficient battle damage repair are two effective ways of decreasing the cost of maintaining a superior
combat ready force. The high cost of today's systems, plus the continuing need to protect aircrews,
requires an accurate assessment of aircraft vulnerability be made.

Traditionally, aircraft vulnerability assessments rely on analytical methods. The high cost and
destructive nature of ballistic testing to determine aircraft vulnerability have generally constrained
such testing to components and small subsystems. These tests can help validate many elements of the
analytical methodologies. Analytical techniques, though used extensively, do not always model the
complex processes which occur during ballistic impact and rarely capture synergistic or seondary effects.
For a truly accurate vulnerability assessment to be made on aircraft, analyses must be supplemented with
full scale ballistic testing.

The design of the live fire test depends on the mission of the aircraft, its design features, and
the confidence in existing vulnerability estimates. The confidence in existing estimates depends, to a
large extent, on prior ballistic test data on similarly configured systems at similar test conditions.
A subsystem, deemed to have a high vulnerability, may not require testing if sufficient evidence exists
to allow confidence in its analytically predicted vulnerability. Of course, the consequences of that
high vulnerability must be recognized and acceptable. If however, there is little confidence in the
prediction and/or a method is sought to reduce that vulnerability, full scale ballistic tests may be
warranted. The mission of the aircraft will define the threat(s) to be used and the test conditions.
To ensure applicability of the data and to maximize the use of expensive test assets, test conditions
are chosen which avoid severe threat over or under match.

Live fire tests are designed to examine areas of maximum uncertainty, areas of highest sensitivity
to crew and system survivability, and areas of possible synergism and secondary effects, while conserving
test and target resources which are generally severely constrained.

The U.S. currently has two major initiatives underway in the live fire test area. The Joint Live Fire
Program (JLF), started in 1984, has a primary objective to gather empirical data on the vulnerability of
currently fielded U.S. systems to foreign weapons and to provide insight into design changes that may be
necessary to reduce their vulnerabilities. The Live Fire Test (LFT) Legislation, effective in 1987,

states thac all major new weapons systems must be tested for vulnerability of the system in combat by

firing munitions likely to be encountered in combat. These tests are required sufficiently early in the
development phase of the system to allow any design deficiency demonstrated by the testing to be corrected.

11. APPROACH TO LIVE FIRE TESTING

Aircraft live fire testing can be considered a detailed laboratory examination of a sequence of

snapshots of an aircraft in combat at the time of a ballistic impact. The design of the live fire
experiment depends on the desired output of this sequence of snapshots. It should be remembered that

live fire test is only a tool, and an expensive one, used to arrive at a confident estimate of an air-

craft's vulnerability. The scope of the test can and, since it is so expensive, should be custom
tailored to complement any other existing analyses and test data to arrive at an acceptable confidence

level (Figure 1).
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The objective of the particular live fire tent must be thoroughly considered prior to any test
initiation. Live fire can be used to explort, the upper limits of an aircraft's battle damage
tolerance, evaluate ballistic response to a typical set of threat projectiles or missiles, or proof
test vehicle protection concepts. The objective of the test narrows the choice of a wide variety of
possible test conditions. An evaluation of maximum battle damage tolerance requires that highly
damaging threats be used and test conditions be tailored to match those critical for the aircraft.
To esamine critical vulnerability conditions for a fighter wing, for example, the test might require
a limit load be applied to the wing, a stoichiometric mixture of fuel and air exist in the wing fuel
tank, and testing be conducted with a medium .aliber high explosive (lIE) projectile. A similar test
at "typical" conditions would probably incorporate a lower load with a fuel/air mixture determiined by
typical aircraft fuel temperature and quantity, using a small lit or armor piercing CAP) projectile. The
probability of catastrophic damage is, of course, less likely in the second case. A comparison of the
results of typical versus critical conditions can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2(a). Catastrophically Damaged Wing

... . 1. 1 DETERMNATIO OF -OBJ --E-TIV--E
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Figure 2(b). Wing with Typical Ba,listic Damage

11.2 SELECTION OF TEST THREATS AND SHOTLINES

The mission(s) ol the aircraft will define the threats to which it will be exposed and, therefore,
evaluated. Aircraft designed for close air support (CAS) will likely be exposed to a different set of
threats than a cargo aircraft - although some may be the same. Typical projectile threats are shown in
Figure 3. The mission of the aircraft, together with the objective of the test, further narrows the
choice of test conditions.

Figure 3. Various Test Projectiles

The selection of shotlines for a live fire test depends, to a large extent, on engineering judgement
applied to computer engagement simulation results, combat data, and te-t hardware availability. At first
glance, a selection of random shotlines appears to be an ideal approach; however, having enough hardware
to obtain sufficient data on questionable areas may be economically prohibitive. Combat hit data on

other similar aircraft is useful, but likely will not be extensive enough to fully define shotlines for a

newer aircraft. Care must also te exercised in interpreting combat data. For example, a lack of impact
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data on a particular area of an aircraft may Indicate no hits were made in that area (low suscepibility)
or that it is an area of particularly high vulnerability (aircraft was lost). (See Figure 4.)

Figure 4. Hit Plot on an Aircraft Showing Typical Impact Locations

Many times there are issues of particular interest (e.g., low confidence in the vulnerability assess-
ment of a particular subsystem) which require test data to resolve. It may be necessary to conduct tests
to study cause/effect relationships. For example, determination of hydraulic fluid flammability requires
repeated impacts into realistically pressurized lines at operational temperatures, flow rates, etc. The
U.S. arid U.K. recently cooperated on a hydraulic fluid flammability evaluation. The U.K. tested various
fluids at static conditions while the U.S. tested similar fluids incorporating airflow conditions with
velocities up to 400 kts. Figure 5 shows the test setup used to evaluate the fluid flammability under
airflow conditions.

Figure 5. Setup for Evaluation of Hydraulic Fluid Flammability

11.3 COMPONENTS VS COMPLETE AIRCRAFT TESTING

The subject of component vs. complete full size aircraft testing can generate considerable
controversy. The U.S. LFT legislation previously mentioned states that the test for vulnerability is to
be performed on the system configured for combat, that is, loaded with all dangerous materials (includ-
ing flammables and explosives) that would normally be on board in combat. With unlimited resources, in
order to comply with the legislation, one could design a series of tests to perform on several complete
aircraft assuming, of course, that the test hardware would be available. A realistic approach to LFT
requires, however, that a method be adopted which conserves funds and test articles. Often, with aircraft
costing many millions of dollars, obtaining sufficient hardware to test is the most difficult part of the
process. During the development process, an approach which includes evaluation of critical components and
subassemblies (Figure 6) as they become available will help prevent surprises later.

.. .. f ll/iiaN - i i m
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T;gre 5. F-15 Wing ;-sembly Ready for Test

Occassionally, testing a replica of the target before evaluating the actual aircraft component/
subassembly is cost effective. A replica test article is goncruily a full scale duplicate of the
aircraft component or subassembly in question. It does not usually include all of the expensive (but
usually non-essential from a vulnerability standpoint) features of th;a aircraft, like chemically
milled skin materials. It cold be an expendable, simple sheetmetal model or a steel frame with
easily replaceable skins and internal parts. Use of a replica may cause some loss in test fidelity, but
generally allows collection of a large amount of good data at a relatively low cost. Over ten years ago,
a replica of an A-l0 wing was built by the Air Force to evaluate fire probability. See Figure 7. Its
replaceable wing skin material allows its use today to evaluate ballistic impact effects on composite
materials.

Figure 7. A-10 Wing Replica Used in Vulnerability Tests

The size of the test article depends on the requirement for realism, threat size, and the expected
results. Obviously, to understand the effects of a given caliber HE projectile on an aircraft requires
a larger target than a similar size AP projectile. When evaluating secondary or synergistic effects, it
is necessary to make the target large enough to capture all of the primary damage effects plus any other
effects which could also occur.

When possible, test targets may be previously used developmental test hardware such as static or
fatigue test articles. Developmental ground or flight test aricraft can usually be modified, for
vulnerability evaluation purposes, to match the operational aircraft. Salvaged crash aircraft or
otherwise damaged assemblies, production rejects, or surrogates can sometimes be used, depending on
similarity to the production article and the severity of any damage (see Figure 8). An ideal live fire
program may contain a replica target to collect vulnerability data at several test conditions, a

- - .. .. . - . ,,Ll m rmmh ,,m dna i -- / lll i||m
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surrogate target to examine effects on installed components such as hydraulic lines, and an actual aircraft
assembly to be used for proof testing.

Figure 8. Photos of Salvaged F-15 Test Hardware

11.4 TEST SET-UP

Setting up for aircraft live fire testing requires consideration of the test parameters which are
necessary to duplicate for realism. See Figure g. The environment in which the test is performed can
significantly impact the results and must be modeled carefully. For example, a ballistic impact into
a static filled fuel cell will often result in a fire. A repeat of the test with a representative 300 kts.
airflow across the impact surface will likely result in no fire.

Some of the more important parameters to consider for a successful simulation are:
(a) Threat - projectile: caliber, type (high explosive, armor piercing, etc.), impact velocity,

fuzing, obliquity, etc.; fragmenting warhead: standoff distance, fragment mass, material, density,
velocity, shape, etc.

(b) Fuel/Fuel System - amount, type, temperature, pressure, volume, depth, impact direction, airflow
velocity, etc.

(c) Flight Controls/Hydraulics - control surface load, tubing material and size, hydraulic fluid
type, 

t
emperature and pressure, flow rate, accumulator size, impact bay size and clutter, etc.

Cd) Propulsion/Fuel Ingestion - engine operating parameters, shielding, fuel ingestion modeling
parameters (inlet pressure, temperature, mass flow rate, and fuel tank pressure), etc.

(e) Structure - aerodynamic load, obliquity, fuel amount and depth (hydraulic ram), etc.
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Figure 9. Aircraft Ready for Test at the Naval Weapons Center

5
'"cialized facilities for live fire testing exist in each of the U.S. Armed Servicec. Th. Air

Force's Aircraft Survivability Research Facility (ASRF) has been used for live fire type testing since

the Southeast Asia conflict era and has seen testing on the Air Force A-7, F-4, A-10, and F-ill as well

as developmental testing on vulnerability assessment and reduction technology. The ASRF is located at

Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio. Similarly the Navy's Weapon Survivability Laboratory (WSL) at the Naval

Weapons Center, California has been involved in vulnerability research for over twenty years and has been
used for evaluation of such systems as tne F-4, A-4, A-7, and F-14. The Army operates aircraft live fire

test facilities at '.erdevi Proving Graund, Maryland and Ft. Eustis, Virgini.. While these are not all

the aircraft vulnerability test facilities available in the U.S., the four mentioned here can be seen in

Figure 10.

'I

Figure 10. Four U.S. Vulnerability Test Facilities

111. AIRCRAFT BATTLE DAMAGE REPAIR (ADOR)

Live fire testing provides a unique opportunity to inspect,assess, repair, aid evaluate the repair

of actual combat damage on aircraft. In the recent past, much of the "battle damage" evaluated and

repaired by aircraft techicians was limited to older, sometimes obsolete, aircraft. The "battle damaqe"

was generally inflicted with fire axes, v110,1ade pipe bombs, or other methods which resulted in

unrealistic damage. Statically initiated fragment simulator devices have beei developed and are in use,

hut they do not duplicate all the effects, such as hydraulic ram, of a high velocity projectile impact.

In most live fire testing, multiple shots with different shot lines are accomplished on a single

operational or developmental aircraft/aircraft component. Repair ic generally required after each test

so that the test article can be used again. The use of ABOR personnel to make the repairs gives them

experience repairing the effects of actual ballistic impacts on up-to-date systems plus returns the test

article to a test-ready configuration. The USAF used ABDR teams in its recent Joint Live Fire Program

tests of F-15 and F-16 wings Figure 11). The lessons learned in this exercise are being used to update

and refine the technical repair manuals and upgrade the contents of the ABDR tool and material kits.
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Figure 11. An Air Force ABDR Team Repairing Ballistic Damage

IV. RECENT TESTING ACCOMPLISHMENTS

As previously mentioned, the Department of Defense sponsored Joint Live Fire (JLF) Program is
currently underway in the U.S. The JLF Progra, on aircraft systems is a joint services program
managed by the Joint Technical Coordinating Group on Aircraft Survivability (JTCG/AS) in which the
Army, Navy, and Air Force are working together, sharing resources, facilities, and data to evaluate
our current combat systems.

An example of recently completed work is a Navy/Air Force cooperative effort to evaluate turbofan
engine fuel ingestion tojerance. Fuel ingestion generally results when a projectile which impacts a
fuselage fuel tank also penetrates an engine inlet duct wall allowing fuel to leak into the front of the
running engine. A schematic of a fuel ingestion event is shown in Figure 12.

QOUICK DUMP"
FUEL

IMPACT STEADY STATE

t
FUEL LEAKAGE

FUEL TANK CROSS SECTION FUEL LEAKAGE

Figure 12. Sketch of a Typical Fuel Ingestion Event

A series of ballistic and simulated duct wall penetrations were conducted to determine the fuel
ingestion flow rates which a turbofan engine can tolerate. The test inlet duct was sized to match
current aircraft and tests were run with fuel ingested at three locations to simulate different hit
locations on an actual aircraft. The test engine was running at typical operating conditions and the
inlet duct was pressurized with facility ram air to simulate flight. The test set up is shown in Figure
13. These tests provided valuable data needed on newer engines as well as insight into possibilities of
designing more survivable engines in the future.

JI
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Figure 13. Turbofan Engine Fuel Ingestion Tolerance Test

Other tests conducted under JLF evaluated various aircraft wings against existing threats for

structural damage and fire or explosions. Shots were fired at wings which were fueled and structurally
loaded, with external airflow applied, simulating conditions expected if the aircraft were in combat.

See Figure 14. Some shots were designed to test existing fire and explosion suppression systems by
ensuring optimum conditions existed for a fire or explosion (e.g., a large volume of stoichiometric

ullage in the fuel tank). Structural tests were accomplished by loading the wings to typical flight

loads during impact. After impact, the wings were loaded to higher loads to determine any changes in
load carrying capacity. Strain gages and displacement potentiometers were used to evaluate stress
distributions and stiffness changes in the wings due to damage.

Figure 14. Live Fire Test of Aircraft Wing

The Army is conducting similar live fire tests to evaluate the vulnerability of helicopter engines,
main rotor blades, fuel tanks, external stores, flight control components, and main and tail rotor drive
components. On the engine tests, a large percentage of the vulnerability data was collected prior to
actually subjecting the engine to ballistic damage. This was done by drilling holes in specific components

of the engine and remotely opening the holes while the engine was running under a simulated flight load.
The test set up is shown in Figure 15. The degradation in performance was then monitored and recorded
under controlled conditions. Actual ballistic tests on the running and loaded engine followed these
experiments to verify the prior results and examine secondary and synergistic effects.

-A.l I
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Figure 15. Helicopter Engine on Test Stand

V. PAYOFF

The primary purpose for live fire tecting is to gain knowledge about the effects of potential threats
to weapon systems in order to predict how they will perform in combat. As aircraft become increasingly
more complex and their subsystems become more interactive, analytical predictions become progressively
less reliable. Much can be accomplished by modelling the ballistic event, however there is no substitute
for actual testing. The synergistic effects involving numerous subsystems in close proximity to ballistic
impacts on an aircraft frequently present surprises even to veteran test engineers.

Live fire testing can and does result in improvement in the protection of aircraft and aircrews from
the effects of combat threats. It also results in the ability to plan with significantly improved
confidence. This is reason enough to conduct the tests, but other payoffs like improvements tc prediction
techniques and the validation and upgrade of existing commuter models will eventually serve to decrease
the frequency and quantity of tests required to gain confidence in the survivability of new weapon systems.
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SUMMARY

"Skystark" is a newly-designed Stand-off Weapon Dispenser recently
developed by AERITALIA and SNIA-BPD. These Italian companies formed In 1986
a Joint venture named CASMU, which in Italian stands for Multi Usage Stand-
off Armament ConsortIum. Designed specifically for being launched by AM-X and
Tornado aircraft, the Skyshark will be easily Integrated with most of
the modern attack aircraft.
Released at a distance from the target variable with speed/altitude
conditions this new weapon, capable of following a pre defined path, will
operate Independently thanks to a proper inertial navigation system coupled
to a pre-programmed computer for stabilization and manoeuverIng. Once
reached the target, a dedicated armament system will come Into action
dispensing submunitions that can, as the case requires, be selected amongst ii
various combinations and timed for the attack.
Five of the planned six demonstration launches have been performed so far
with satisfactory results, allowing to acquire significant data about
aerodynamics, flight-control and armament systems characteristics.
This paper deals with the flight test activities carried out during the
"Demonstration" phase, aimed at proving the correctness of the general
concept.
The mnst interesting peculiarities related to test flying such unusual flying
machine and the experiences acquired are herewith described.

1000

AERITALIA-SNIA BPD Stand-off Weapon Dispenser "Skyshark"
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INTRODUCTION

It is a persistently growing belief, when considering a closely defended target,
that a very effective weapon to be used today is a stand-off armament released from
the carrier aircraft at a great distance from the target and capable of accurate and
autonomous flight against the designated objective. For this reason Intensive and
wideranging research is presently underway relative to these systems.

The concept of stand-off armament, however, is not a new Idea. In fact, the
first stand-off weapon in the world, named "Telebomb", was developed in Italy during
the first World War by two engineers of the Italian Military Administration, Major
Guidoni and Colonel Crocco (fig.l).
That innovative weapon was designed to be launched by airships, thus greatly reducing
the vulnerability which had proven to dramatically affect the operational
effectiveness of thce slow aircraft.
It consisted of a 90 Kilos nnpowered winged bomb (1.5 meter wing span,blplane) provided
with tall control surfaces. The mission profile was preplanned by means of a cam the
actln of which mechanically positioned the control surfaces at predefined
time. by means of air-compressed actuators. After being released from the
carrier airship at about 8000 ft the Telebomb performed a steep dive in order to
achieve a target speed of approx. 200 Kts and covered a distance of 7 - 8 miles before
dropping over the target. Six test launches were performed in 1918 with partial
success. It can be easily understood what serious problems were met as far as the
navigation accuracy is concerned. Furthermore, at that point in time, it was too late
for trying to start the production for actual use In war and the project was then
abandoned.However it was considered promising by the U.S. Navy which bought the patent.

After 70 years Aeritalia is now actively involved with SNIA-SPO in a national
Joirt venture, forming a consortium named "CASMU", the prime objective of which is
to extend the range of specialized stand-off weapon products.
Our first realization is a stand-off weapon dispenser, named "Skyshark", to be air-
launched against fixed targets, conceived for outstanding operation, flexibility and
accuracy and capable of autonomous navigation, search, identification and
neutralization of the target. The reduction of the aircraft's attrition rate and the
high effectiveness of its capability to carry several optimized combinations of "smart"
submunitions are its key characteristics.
Special attention has also been paid during the design phase to optimize its
stealthness.
Two basic verslonsunpowered and powered (by means of rockets) were initially expected
to be developed. Both of them, differing In range, foresee to be equipped with an
autonomous guidance and control system for low altitude launch and flightassuring bgh
speeo uuring close-in and dispensing phases.

Because of Its dimensions, Skyshark can be carried under either the wings or the
fuselage of a wide range of aircraft such as Tornado, AMX, t-4, A-7, F-4, F-15, F-
16, F-111, Mirage, Jaguar, etc.

At present, the development phase is successfully coming to an end. Five of
the six foreseen development launches have been performed o far, jelding to
satisfactory results, and have led to the gradual improvemeit of the system's
performance and reliability.

The subject of this lecture is the flight test activity related to the
development phase, carried out by means of a series of "Demonstrators".
Their standard is d,''eloped based on the knowledge acquired from each launch, both
from the systems' and the aerodynamics' standpoint.

1. THE "DEMONSTRATORS"

The goals of the development demcnstration phase are to prove the correctness of
the general concept, to define a final aerodynamic configuration, to become familiar
with the operational peculiarities of this kind of weapon, to assess the on-board
systems effectiveness (flight control and armament) and to investigate on mission
potentialities and possible limitations.
Four prototypes have been manufactured, with the intention to use one for ground tests
and the other three an average of two mission each, thus bringing at a number of six
the total amount of launches available for flight test purposes.
For the demonstration phase a bay has been created In the front side of the body,
capable of housing a parachute to be used, as it will be explained later, for the
retrieval after each launch mission.
It Is expected that the final production standard will not differ too much from that
of the Demonstrator in terms of general philosopfv, geometry and main aerodynamic
configuration.
The Demonstrator Is "ot powered and has no navigation device yet. It will allow,
however, for a certain extent of Interventlions aimed at possibly refining the
system's and the aerodynamic configurations during the course of the experimental
activity.

-- "k. .. . - -- k.*..... ... mm~ am ..
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Figure 2 shows the main characteristics of Skyshark at the standard of
Demonstrator nO 1.
As one can notice it Is very similar to a lifting body. It exhibits a well-blended/low-
drag shape and is provided with a couple of limited-surface/low-aspect-ratio wings In
its back side.
At the wings tips two small winglets improve the wing effectiveness and the overall
lateral stability.
Two elevons are fitted to the wings trailing edge, being the only control surfaces,
which provide both longitudinal and lateral controls.
A ventral fin, normally kept retracted during the carriage,is lowered before the
launch.
Two armament modules are easily connected with the main structure by means of four
plugs.
Each module contains a series of firing tuo.es arranged perpendicular to the direction
of flight, crossing the body from side to side.
Four frangible barriers,two on each side, cover the tubes faces,creating a properly
shaped surface which molds to the external body contour. They get destroyed during the
firing when the submunitions are ejected.

Another goal of the demonstration phase is to make a preliminary assessment of the
submunitions pattern.
The lateral ejection velocity (Ve) has to be optimized in such a manner that. when
combined with the Dispenser airspeed, results in a proper and manageable dissemination.
At the same time Ve has to be kept at a minimum value in order to minimize the
reactions on the body produced by the firing of the charg,s.

The final SWD configuration implies its launch being performed with the control
surfaces fully operational. This will allow a prompt stabilizing reaction capable, If
necessary, of compensating any disturbances during the separation phase, like
unpredictable turbulence or possible side-wash effects present during launches from
under-wing pylons.
As soon as the problem of launching with active controls was taken Into account, it
appeared clear that this would have been possible only after a successful, deep and
burdensome analysis in term of Flight Control Computer (FCC) and systems reliability.
It was clear as well that the Initial FCC standard was suitable for experimental
purposes only, as It had not yet been fully assessed from a reliability standpoint.
A possible FCC hardover during the release phase would have led to catastrophic
consequences.
For this reason it was decided from the very initial testing stage that the
Demonstrator's elevons were to be kept stuck during the store separation and that they
had to take over after a suitably short time, to be defined as a best compromise.
Two contradicting needs had to be dealt with : the duration time of free-flight had to
be sufficient to guarantee a safe separation but not long enough to allow the store to
acquire excessive misattitudes before the computer's intervention.
This might have led to plan one or more launches with dummies, thus concentrating the
testing attention solely on the separation phase.
However, it was thought that the cost of one or more dummies bound to be lost and their
relative launches was unjustified if compared with the limited amount of information
acquirable on the whole system's behaviour.

Once the decision was taken to launch a store provided wf'h full FCC and control
systems, a problem arose on how to recover each body after a test.
In fact, the "operational" mission is concluded when the submunitlos are fired and
when the onboard "self destroy" device produces Its final effect.
In order to recover the Dispenser this device was not fitted to the units to be tested
and a further mission phase was added for experimental purposes only.
It consists of a climb which follows the firing and leads to a speed suitable for
deploying a parachute.
A slow descent by chute allows the body to reach the sea surface undamaged.
A reasonably slow sinking speed via chute was a-hievable only if the Dispenser weight
was low enough. The reduction in weight which follows the firing of the submunitions
was thought of favourably coping with this requirement. (To be noted that, during these
launches, the submunitions are obviously dummies).

2. THE EXPERIMENTAL MISSION

Based - the previous considerations it was decided that the most cost-effective

f mission during the initial testing phases consisted of the following steps
tl 3) :

release from the parent aircraf (initially a Panavia "Tornado")

C I 'ration (Flight Control Computer switched-off one sec. long)

O antrolled flight and deceleration (according to a pre-planned scheme of gradually

increasing complexity, launch after launch)

O firing of submunitions (dummies, actual weight)
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D lightening and climb

G deployment of parachute

O sink and alighting on water

G retrieval via helicopter

It was planned that, during the first three launches, the mission had to evolve in the
longitudinal plane only. Subsequently, the lateral control effectiveness would have
been assessed by means of turns and track-acquiring manoeuvres.

3. ON-BOARD SYSTEMS CONFIGURATION

Four main systems are fitted to the SWD Demonstrators (fig. 4)

- a mission control system, consisting of a Flight Control Computer (FCC), actuators,
sensors and interfaces

- an armament system consisting of two armament modules and an armament control
system (named "safe and arm")

- a parachute deployment system

- a Flight Test Instrumentation system.

Suitable control panels are fitted to the carrier aircraft aimed at allowing the crew
to managing and monitoring the launch.

a) mission control system

The main component of the mission control system is the Flight Control Computer
(FCC) which is in charge of the following activities :

- to hold the dialogue with the launch control panels located in the cockpit
of the parent aircraft (pre-launch monitoring and launch management)

- to perform a cyclic BITE control before and during the mission development

- to monitor the position of the elevons before the launch, in order to ascertain
that no inadvertent deflections take place during the carriage after their
accurate rigging on the ground

- to activate the electrical actuator which controls the fin position

- to control the elevons positions in flight, by means of their electrical
actuators, as required by the pre-planned mission (pitch attitude acquire & hold,
bank angle acquire & hold)

-- to perform an automatic stability control both on the lateral and the longitudinal
plains

to provide the armament control system (safe & arm) with punctual inputs aimed at
commanding the submunitions firing

- to provide suitable inputs to the FTI interface, to be multiplexed and transmitted

- to command the parachute release

A vertical gyro provides pitch and roll reference inputs to the FCC for attitude
control and stabilization purposes (Demonstrator configuration only).
A suitable set of air-data probes feeds the barometric airspeed/height sensors for
generating proper trim commands through the control laws implemented within the FCC.
After the first launches a significant position error was found, difficult to be
corrected at all Incidence/sideslip angles. Therefore a new Improved air-data
s stem has been designed, which relies on a pitot boom. During the third launch,
the problem was solved.
A group of control devices on the Tornado's pilot and navigator control panels
allows the crew to perform a proper pre-launch monitoring and to safely manage
the launch commands through a very limited amount of simple controls.
Once the carrier aircraft has reached the range area, the pilot switches the PRE-ARM
control. The fin is automatically deployed and, after checking the correct
elevons position,a "GO" lamp is lit if the BITE finds all the computer parameters ok;
otherwise a "NO GO" lamp is lit. At this point the pilot can push the release button.



b) armament aystem

From the armament point of view the Demonstrator has the purpose of locating
possible specific problems of this kind of systems, thus laying down the
fundations for a final solution from both the structural and the system's point
of view.
The armament modules represent the payload and will play a significant role In
determining the weapon's effectiveness.
For this reason considerable efforts were devoted to allocate, within the body's
volume, the maximum number of submunitions, minimizing the weight of the other
components. As a consequence the modules had to be characterized by z high level of
technology. Nevertheless one of the prime requirements for the project was low
cost.
The actual modules architecture is the result of these contradictory requirements.
Significant efforts have been devoted to safety aspects In order to avoid the risk
that, for any reason, during the carriage phase, the armament control system might
be subjected to anticipated activation.
The armament control safety system guarantees an absolutely safe operation on the
ground and in flight by means of a proper combination of mechanical, pneumatic and
electrical protections,
These devices are automatically switched-off by a FCC command after a definite time
Interval from release, which allows the Dispenser to reach a distance of
approximately 300 metres from the aircraft.

c) parachute system

An additional section of the control system is devoted to manage the parachute
deployment.
Once the FCC's clock has counted a pre-defined time, a check is done against the
maximum allowed speed for the parachute's opening.
If the check is successful, a command is sent by the FCC to the explosive bolts
which lock the parachute's bay panel. This is tired away and the chute can deploy
allowing a slow descent on the sea.

d) flight test instrumentation

In fig.5 the block diagram of the FTI system is shown.
The parameters acquired and transmitted are provided both by the FCC in serial PCM
format and by dedicated FTI transducers.
The telemetry system takes care of transmitting the PCM stream and the analogue
signals previously mixed by a multiplexer.
The transmission power is sufficient to ensure a reliable telemetry link both with
the ground station and with the carrier aircraft, which Is also provided with a
receiver and a recorder.

The real time transmission allows the ground station engineers to perform a pre-
launch monitoring additional to that carried out by the FCC.
As it can be seen in fig. 2 the Tx antenna is located on the top forward section
of the body.
The FTI system fitted to the first Demostrator unit gives signals provided by the
following sensors and sources:

- air data sensors
- alpha and beta vanes
- vertical gyro (pitch and roll)
- FCC internal clock
- FCC digital parameters (including elevons angular deflection) and events

After each of the first three launches the FTI system was gradually improved.
The configuration of the third launch was enhanced with, among other things, three
rate gyros and three linear accelerometers, providing a precise set of inertial data
for finely tuning the control laws.
A group of three linear accelerometers (high frequency, y axis) have also been
installed In order to measure the dynamic response of the body during the firing
phase.
The flight test instrumentation includes also a group of eight high frame-speed
kinecameras suitably located in the fuselage and within under-wing pods of the
parent aircraft.

Based on their films a precise post-flight trajectory analysis of the
separation phase can be performed.

4. PRELIMINARY GROUND TESTS

Before undertaking the experimental flight phase several ground tests have been
carried out, consisting of the following:
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4.1 Wind tunnel tests

In addition to the wind tunnel tests campaign aimed at optimizing the aerodynamic
shape of the weapon and at identifying a reliable data set, a dedicated series of
separation tests was conducted taking into account the significant wall effect of the
carrier aircraft during the release.
As previously pointed out the separation takes place, for safety reasons, with the
autopilot switched-off, It is therefore mandatory that the elevons guarantee the
correct trimming effect, thus maintaining a suitable attitude during the time interval
which elapses before the FCC takes over.
A proper matching between wind tunnel data, mathematical model and flight test
results led to the progressive improvement of the separation dynamics.

4.2 Functional tests

Before the first carriage test-flight a series of ground resonance, EMC and
functional tests were carried out, involving all the on-board systems and the weapon's
structure. Some peculiar floating tests have also been required in view of the foreseen
retrieval phase.
In fact one of the main operational problems to be solved was the definition of the
procedure to be followed by the retrieval team when approaching the weapon floating on
the water. It might have been dangerous to approach the weapon in order to link it to
the helicopter's rope not knowing yet whether all the firing charges had worked
properly.

4.3 Safety and integration tests

A number of cartridges have been fired both under water and in plein air.
This permitted to define proper "safety bells" and to provide a sufficient background
upon which to base the retrieval procedure. Before the first launch a final overall
functional and integration test was conducted, simulating the complete mission by
properly stimulating the air data sensors and by changing the body attitude
accordingly. This final test also involved the armament system which was
realistically tested up to igniters level.

4.4 Carriage tests

Once the first SWD Demonstrator was ready to fly a short carriage flight test
campaign took place, consisting of two flights.These gave the opportunity to :

- assess the interface control panels and their effectiveness to manage all pre-
launch procedures

- verify the absence of significant vibrations and to assess the aeroelastic
behaviour of the SWD's structure when fitted to the parent aircraft

- assess the overall vibrational environment, with particular regard to the control
surfaces (elevons and retractable fin) and equipment

- optimize the complex ground procedures and "o check the FTI telemetry systems.

During the first carriage flight some aeroelastic coupling occurred at high speed
between the elevons and the wings.
Therefore the elevons were lightened and their leading edge was fitted with suitable
balancing masses. The second flight proved that the problem was completely solved and
the full carriage envelope was achieved.

5. RESULTS ACHIEVED

In the period May 1987-September 1988 five launches were carried out, achieving
satisfactory and encouraging results. Most of the goals foreseen for the demonstration
phase were accomplished, namely :

- pre-flight and emergency procedures

A gradual refinement of the on-ground operations led to optimize the pre-flight
procedures, especially those concerned with the management of the active armament
modules during their integration with the Dispenser and those related to the final
fitting of the Dispenser to the carrier aircraft.

- pre-launch procedures

The carriage flights and the launch-flights gave several opportunities to check
the reliability of the interface control panels and the suitability of the FCC
pre-launch monitoring.
This system performs a sound check of most critical parameters, including the
elevons position.
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One of our main concerns, in fact, was due to the possible risk that, for any
reason, the elevens happened to shift In flight from the position at which they had
been accurately rigged on ground before take-off. This would have impinged on the
flight safety of the carrier aircraft during the launch. The mechanical link which
connects the elevens with their electrical actuators consists also of a friction
gearing. This element, although severely rig-tested, might have exhibited an
unexpected behaviour when operating into the actual flight vibrational environment.

- separation phase

At the time of starting the development phase the on-board control systems had not
been yet fully qualified. For this reason, in order to avoid any possible damage to
the FCC caused by shocks, it was decided that the release had to take place without
intervention of gun strokes.
Therefore the safe separation was guaranteed solely by means of an appropriate setting
of the elevons. This, as previously pointed out, was the result of a large wind tunnel
campaign.

Based on flight trials results and additional wind-tunnel tests the aerodynamic dath
set was gradually refined after the first and the second launch, thus leading to
optimizing the separation's dynamic.

- mission flight, aerodynamics, control laws

A few aerodynamic modifications were applied to the body's shape during the course of
the experimental activity performed so far.
Some tuning of the pitch control laws was also required, however the manoeuvering and
stabilizing capability was proven thus demonstrating that the typical low-height
mission will be possible as far as the longitudinal plain is concerned.

- firing phase

One of the main doubts about this phase was that the correct attitude of the SWD might
be compromised during the firing because of the significant lateral reactions applied
to the body by the dummy submunitions during their ejections.
The sequence of firing had been carefully optimized with the aim to keep this effect at
a minimum and nothing significant was noticed as far as the lateral stability is
concerned.

- post mission flight

The flight phase which follows the firing, although introducing some additional load to
the engineering and operational work, has proven to be economically worth to be
designed.
The structure of the SWD prototype and its on-board systems are quite expensive and the
possibility of recovering and of re-using them led to a significant cost saving.
The good experience acquired to this respect will be put to good use during the next
phases of the program, when the SWD will carry on-board more sofisticated and
* "nsive navigation systems.

5.1 FIRST LAUNCH

The mission to be performed after the first launch consisted of a steady dive
followed by a levelled decelerating flight at a constant height up to the firing phase.
The launch was not completely successful. In fact it lasted only a few seconds before
the flight was abruptely stopped by an anticipated splash-down. The Demonstrator was
lost but the data acquired proved to be sufficient for carrying out a deep analysis.
The reasons of such misbehaviour were then clarified and proper corrective actions
undertaken. The separation phase pointed out some discrepancies between
predictions and actual results (fig. 6 ). The body, in fact, left the carrier aircraft
very safely but too fast because of an eccessive pitch-down. When, one second later,
the Flight Control Computer took over, the foreseen dive path resulted too steep and
the levelled flight was never recovered.
A first reason of mismatching between theoretical predictions and flight data was found
in minor differences between the shape of the actual body and that considered as a
reference for wind-tunnel tests and data-bank construction.

In particular the actual SWD was devoid of blisters at the Junction wing/body. As
illustrated in fig.7 the lack of blisters implies a significant contribution to
pitching moment at incidence angles lower than 50.
After readjusting the mathematical model by means of this and other minor corrections,
a satisfactory matching was achieved. The FCC trim laws and controls were amended and
a new deflection of the elevens at release was defined.
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5.2 SECOND LAUNCH

The mission profile of the second launch was precautionally simplified with the
Rim to minimize the disturbances induced by the manoeuvre. The attention was mainly
concentrated on the system's stabilizing capability in steady flight, which had not yet
been assessed. The launch did confirm the effectiveness of the above modifications with
respect to the separation phase (fig.B) and to the gliding pitch behaviour at high
Incidence. An unexpected mlsbehaviour was Instead exhibited at relatively low
Incidence, in terms of lateral unsteadiness and pitch-roll dynamical coupling. The time
histories shown in fig.9 point out very clearly that the unsteady dynamics of the SWD
develops quite suddenly into a steady flight when the angle of attack crosses the
threshold of approximately 120 (t = 10 sec.).

After a deep analysis it was found out that some apparently slight alterations in
the shape of the body could significally affect the directional and longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics. The most effective shape alterations effectively tested
in wind-tunnel were (fig.lS):

- sealing of the retractable-fin slot
- installation of a peripheral spoiler on the backward side of the body
- addition of two fins on the top wing surface
- addition of proper blisters between the dummy engines fairing and the fuselage.

Based on those results it appears that the configuration of the second launch
presents a range of a where the yaw coefficient is negative. By sealing the fin's
slot a certain improvement is achieved although still a range of instability remains.
A further improvement is produced by the adoption of a small spoiler on the tall.
Very powerful is the effect of the two fins the beneficial action of which develops
just at low Incidence while at high incidence the shade of the wing makes their
influence less large. The adoption of these modifications Implies improvements of the
longitudinal characteristics as well. In fact the trimmed condition (for a elevons Z 0
deg.) results shifted towards higher values of CL, thus reducing the trim drag and
allowing a larger range of 6 available for actuating the control surfaces.
As a consequence of such aerodynamical re-design a new prediction was necessary as far
as the separation phase was concerned.

This, again, was performed by properly mixing wind tunnel results with those
obtained by means of a mathematical model which properly takes into account the
aircraft wall effect (fig.11).
The autopilot control laws were also slightly readjusted. The airspeed signal which
back-feeds the pitch trim was filtered because of eccessive noise. The pitot tube,
initially placed on the top forward side, was replaced by a pitot boom. Immediately
after the firing phase, in fact, the body is subject to a pitch-up which follows the
sudden lightening. Due to the shading effect of the body's nose the pitot had provided
unreliable information (lower speed) which had caused an anticipated deployment of the
parachute.

5.3 THIRD LAUNCH

Also this launch foresaw pitch manoeuvres only. It developed in good agreement
with the predictions.
Only minor discrepancies were found. After the launch and the FCC activation the SWD,
instead of proceeding in level flight, undertook a straight trajectory slightly
climbing ( 1 20, fig.12). This was due to a small constant error present in the
airspeed measurement loop, which caused a slight mistrim.

Fig.13 compares the theoretical trim relationship ( 9- - V) stored within the FCC
and the actual one measured in flight. The two curves are just shifted as much as
large was the airspeed error ( 25 Kts).

A few problems were again exhibited during the firing of the submunttions. In
fact some of the envelopes which bring the dummy submunitions out of the launching
tubes did not exit completely from the body's sides ( fig.14 ).
These protrusions severely affected the aerodynamic shape of the SWD which presented
unbearable aslmmetries. Therefore, during the final part of the firing phase, the SWD
performed abrupt and uncontrolled manoeuvres which led to reach anomalous attitudes.
As a consequence the submunitions' pattern resulted affected, which is operationally
unacceptable. This problem, however, was easily solved by weakening the contours of
the pre-cut holes printed on the lateral frangible barriers.

5.4 FOURTH LAUNCH

No modifications were introduced before the fourth launch whilst minor
modifications were introduced into the trim control laws and the pitot's position error
was compensated.
The mission profile Incorporated also manoeuvres in the lateral plane (390 bank turn
left followed by level flight recovery). The flight developed very stable and
successfully thus allowing for a more complex mission.
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5.5 FIFTH LAUNCH

More complex manoeuvres were planned In order to investigate on the system's
capability in a larger range of attitudes. It foresaw, after the launch, a steep

descent, a 300 bank-to-bank, a pull-up and a levelled flight up to the firing point.
The mission performed fully successful. Fig.15 shows the pitch and roll attitudes time
histories, recorded In flight compared with those simulated. One can notice a

satisfactory matching. (To be pointed out that the launch was performed in presence of

severe turbulence). One of the aims of this fifth launch was a preliminary assessment

of the submunitions pattern. This was performed by means of a series of cartriges

sufficiently representatives of the dummy submunitions in terms of inertia and

aerodynamics, containing balloons self-inflating at the moment of their impact with
the sea surface. This technique did prove to be successful. After the launch and the

completion of the SWD mission, the carrier aircraft overflew the firing area taking

pictures form a preliminary assessment of the ground pattern.

5.6 SIXTH LAUNCH

A sixth and final launch is foreseen by the end of October 19g. The mission will
develop as close as possible to one of the most complex operational missions. It will

imply the highest launching speed and 600 bank angle turn.
An accurate measurement of the submunitions pattern will be also performed by means of
a larger number of floating markers.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Although the Demonstration Phase Is not completely concluded yet, one can
reasonably maintain that the main objectives have been successfully met.
In fact, thanks the encouraging results acquired so far, the go-ahead for a further
phase has been given.Based on the Demonstrator's aerodynamic concept the development of
a stand-off "Cluster bomb" is already in progress.
This will consist of a body aerodynamically very close to that of "S#ysark",
still unpowered, but provided with navigation capability. The new experimental
phase will start within one year and will be mainly aimed at assessing the navigation

system accuracy, effectiveness and reliability as well as at defining the operational
procedures.

Some general conclusions can be drawn about flight-test experience acquired during
the Demonstration phase. Aeritalia's Flight Test Center had, so far, developed a
remarkable knowledge about military aircraft and weapons like missiles, but some
experimental aspects related to testing the Skyshark resulted beyond the usual
experience.
In particular, the requirement to coexist with the economical restrictions typical of a
private venture like this led to the need of recovering and re-using the body after
each mission. Being the launch performed some miles off-shore for obvious safety
reasons significant efforts were required from the operational stand-point.

As far as technical aspects are concerned, this programme forced Flight-test and
Design departments to tighten even more their relationship in order to accelerate the
process of analyzing, interpreting and matching the data acquired and repredicting the
dynamics of the subsequent launch. In some cases, in fact, this loop had to be
completely performed in a few days, to opportunely allow for the longer procedure of
introducing the necessary hardware and/or software modifications Into the Flight
Control Computer.
Very interesting and instructive resulted some aerodynamical peculiarities pointed out
by such unusually shaped lifting body. In fact it showed quite a high sensitivity to
minor shape asymmetries and excrescencles with respect to winged bodies, where the lift
is more largely distributed. This requested a continuous refinement of the
aerodynamical data set by means of flight-test results, wind-tunnel data and
mathemaLical model. Fig.18 shows, as a typical example, the matching obtained so far
between theoretical and experimental polars.
On concluding one can say that, after one year testing activity corsisting of five
launches the general concept has proven to be effective, the aerodynamic configuration
has been developed up to a satisfactory stage and the on-board systems largely tested.
Based on all that, the bases for the next phase have been soundly layed down.
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Fig.6 First launch: predicted and actual separation
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Fig.11 -Separation, mathematical model
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Fig. 12- Third launch :slight climb due to speed Indication error
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IDENTIFICATION FRIEND, FOE, OR NEUTRAL JOINT TEST

Mr James E. "Jack" Haile
Technical Advisor

IFFN JTF
KIRTLAND AIR FORCE BASF, NEW MEXICO 87117

SUMMARY

The Identification Friend, Foe, or Neutral (IFFN) Joint Test Force (JTF) located at

Kirtland AFB, NM, has developed a testbed that is composed of high fidelity, real time
man-in-the-loop simulators designed to replicate the NATO Central Region Integrated Air

Defense System. The purpose of the test is to assess the ability of this air defense

system to correctly identify and engage enemy aircraft. The testbed represents the

largest real time command and control (C
2
) simulation which consists of 57 medium and

high fidelity tactical consoles and over a million lines of code. The OSD-sponsored
testbed development and test is scheduled to run through July 1989. After this the

testbed will become the Theater Air Command and Control Simulation Facility (TACCSF)

operated by the USAF Tactical Air Warfare Center (TAWC). The facility will be used by

both Army and Air Force commands to resolve joint operational issues and support test

and evaluation of the NATO Air Command and Control System (ACCS).

INTRODUCTION

One of the most serious problems facing the NATO air defense forces is the correct

and timely identification of aircraft in a tactical air environment which includes large

numbers of friendly and hostile aircraft, electronic warfare threats, and

surface-to-air, and air--to-air missiles that operate beyond visual range (BVR).
Numerous studies have concluded that the current electronic identification capabilities
are too slow, individually unsuitable for positively identifying hostiles and friends,

have insufficient range, and are subject to interference from electronic countermeasures
and other environmental factors.

Using real time, man-in-the-loop simulations of Army, Air Force, and NATO C
2 

and

weapons systems, IFFN was designed to: assess the baseline capabilities within the NATO

Integration Air Defense C
2 

system to perform the identification function; identify
deficiencies in the performance of the identification function; and, define potential

near-term procedural and equipment changes to overcome the deficiencies.

TESTBED DESCRIPTION

The overall operational scope of the test is summarized in Figure 1. It focuses on
the NATO Integrated Air Defense System within the Lauda Battle Management Area.
Consistent with defense planning guidance, a standard 14/10 air scenario is used with
the NATO air defenses defending against a Warsaw Pact three wave attacK. Alinough NATO
offensive air and support operations are not represented with manned simulators, they
are explicitly flown in the air scenario. In addition, the operations focus on a 1989
time frame using current AAFCE air defense plans and air space control procedures.

SCNARIO Overall Test Configuration

* 155 ,1 %51 [31 kI

* AsaI 5155

Figure 1 Figure 2

The overall testbed configuration representing the Lauda Integrated Air Defense
Systems is depicted in Figure 2. There are three types of weapons systems: PATRIOT,
HAWK Army surface to-air missile systems, and the Air Force F-15. Associated with these

weapons are their respective command, control, and communications (C
3
). In the case of

the PATRIOT and HAWK there are battalion (BN) fire direction centers (FDCs) with a
brigade FDC (AN/TSQ-73) controlling the two BNs. For the F-15's, the primary C

2 
is a

CRP (Modular Control Equipment) and a NATO E-3A. Controlling the overall Army and Air
Fo. :e is the NATO CRC (German Air Defense Ground Environment equipped). Every node has
its appropriate voice and digital communications replicated. A total of 57 high ano

medium fidelity simulators comprise the testbed. The high fidelity simulators are used
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for data collection and are run by actual field operators. These are depicted in Figure
2 by the large boxes. The lower fidelity simulators are operated by trained technicians
and are used to load the high fidelity simulators. These are represented by the smaller
boxes.

The overall testbed design is depicted in Figure 3. A central simulation system is
used to generate the comprehensive ail scenario with appropriate tactics, airspace
control procedures, and terrain. This scenario is then provided to four different types
of simulation through a communications subsystem. These simulators are: PATRIOT, HAWK,
F-15, and air C

2
. All simulators are located at Kirtland AFB, NM, with the exception of

the PATRIOT which is at Ft Bliss, TX.

PATRIOT SIMULATOR
TESTBED DESIGN

SMAIN

AM? AN V1 SMAIN 1-1 Saul"I

Figure 3 Figure 4

Figure 4 depicts the PATRIOT Tactical Operations Simulators at Ft Bliss, TX. The
consoles depicted replicate a PATRIOT fire unit; another is used to replicate the
PATRIOT BN FDC. These high fidelity systems are used by the Army for prototype software
development.

Next in Figure 5 is a picture of the HAWK fire unit simulator. All key functions
of the HAWK system are replicated and eight are used in a BN.

HAWK SIMULATOR F-15 SIMULATOR

Figure 5 Figure 6

Figure 6 is the F-15 simulator. It uses an actual F-15 stick and throttle (MSIP)
with appropriate switches. The upper screen is the F-15 heads up display which projects
airspeed, altitude, attitude, radar target box, and missile parameters. The lower
screen includes all the flight instruments, radar, Electronic Warfare Warning System
(EWWS), Tactical Electronic Warfare System (TEWS), and Joint Tactical Information
Distribution System (JTIDS). This flight simulator is unique in that hundreds of
friendly and enemy tracks can be presented to the pilots in a realistic jamming
environment.

Figure 7 is the IFFN tactical command and control display (TCCD). The right screen
is a touch screen that commands system functions. The left display is in color and
-irtrays appropriate air situations. The special function keys on the left are software
reprogrammable and are set up with a template. Thirty of these TCCD's are used in theIFFN testbed.
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TACTICAL COMMAND AND CONTROL DISPLAY IFFN TESTBED

. .. .....

Figure 8

Figure 7

Figure 8 portrays the two simulation rooms in the IFFN testbed. Situated in the
Air Command and Control Simulation room are the 30 TCCD consoles which are configured as
follows: 5 for the NE-3A, 8 for the CRP, 12 for the CRC, 2 for the HAWK BN FDC, 2 for
the Brigade FDC, and I for the Sector Operations Center. All of these consoles are
software reprogrammable so other configurations could be addressed. The fire unit
simulation room contains: 4 F-15's, 8 HAWKs, 6 PATRIOT test loaders, 5 F-15 test
loaders, and 2 test loaders for the special information systems. In addition, there are
the four consoles at Ft Bliss for the PATRIOT fire unit and BN FDC.

Figure 9 summarizes some of the overall testbed features that makes it the largest
air C

3 
simulation in the world.

TESTSED FEATURES

o 59 HIGH TO MEDIUM FIDELITY CONSOLES

- SIMULATING 12 TYPES OF TACTICAL SYSTEMS
- USING 7 TYPES OF DATA LINKS

o 1.2 MILLION SOURCE LINES OF FORTRAN CODE

o COMPUTERS

- 18 CONCURRENT 3250/60/80 COMPUTERS
- 21 ARRAY PROCESSORS
- 462 MILLION INSTRUCTIONS PER SECOND CAPACITY

o EXERCISE CAPACITY

- 2000 X 2000NM WITH DNA TERRAIN DATA
- 2000 ACTIVE AIRCRAFT
- 128 MAXIMUM EXERCISE PARTICIPANTS

Figure 9

IFFN TESTING

The IFFN JTF to date has conducted four operational tests involving the PATRIOT,
PATRIOT BN FDC, HAWK, and the F-15. Four more operational tests are scheduled through
1988 with the HAWK BN, Brigade FDC, NE-3A, and CRP. The grand finale is the ninth test
in which the CRC controls all the fire units and subordinate C

2 
nodes. This testing

will show how each element with its associated communications both individually and
collectively contributes to the air defense process. Testing to date is showing that
complete situation awareness is difficult to obtain, there are limitations in correctly
identifying aircraft, and there is a clear need for integrated Army/AF/NATO operational
testing and training under simulated wartime conditions.

FOLLOW-ON TESTING

In 1989, the IFFN JTF will complete its OSD directed testing. At that point, the
USAF Tactical Air Command (TAC) and Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) have
agreed to assume ownership of the testbed. TAC will be the executive and the name of

I ] •- - - I i lIinm n li 
i ~ ii•I
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the facility will change to Theater Air Command and Control Simulation Facility. Users
will be the Army, Air Force, OSD, and NATO. The new mission will encompass:

- Concepts, tactics, and procedures development

- Developmental and operational testing

- C
2 

systems integration and training.

SUMMARY

In summary, the IFFN testbed development is on schedule and demonstrating viable
capability. IFFN test results to date have produced significant operational insights
that are being addressed by the Army, Air Force, and NATO operational communities. The
Army, Air Force, and NATO see great benefits in using the TACCSF to investigate a host
of very complex C

3
issues starting in 1990.
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TESTBED FEATURES

o 59 HIGH TO MEDIUM FIDELITY CONSOLES

- SIMULATING 12 TYPES OF TACTICAL SYSTEMS
- USING 7 TYPES OF DATA LINKS

o 1.2 MILLION SOURCE LINES OF FORTRAN CODE

o COMPUTERS

- 18 CONCURRENT 3250/60/80 COMPUTERS
- 21 ARRAY PROCESSORS
- 462 MILLION INSTRUCTIONS PER SECOND CAPACITY

o EXERCISE CAPACITY

- 2000 X 200ONM WITH DMA TERRAIN DATA
- 2000 ACTIVE AIRCRAFT
- 128 MAXIMUM EXERCISE PARTICIPANTS
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FLIGHT TESTING AND FLIGHT RESEARCH: FROM THE AGE
OF THE TOWER JUMPER TO THE AGE OF THE ASTRONAUT

RICHARD P. HALLION
Visiting Professor of Military History

Military History Institute
Upton Hall, Room 115

U.S. Army War College
Carlisle Barracks, PA 17013-5008

U.S.A.

Since the beginning of flight, aerospace vehicle design has depended upen data
gathered from the performance of actual flight vehicles.. This flight testing and flight
research process has led to today's air-and-space-craft, and points the way for future
flight. Within this process, the flight test planner, test pilot, and flight test
engineer occupy positions of critical importance.

A review of the history of flight testing and flight research indicates that
both have been traditionally characterized by a professional approach emphasizing the
derivation and utilization of methodologies to best enable investigators to acquire a
maximum amount of information as quickly as is consistent with safety. As the techno-
logical sophistication of aircraft systems has increased, so, too, has the necessity for
improving, modifying, and adding to the capabilities of the flight testing and flight
research process. This pattern may be expected to hold true for the subsequent devel-
opment of future advanced aerospace vehicle systems.

Flight testing and flight research are as old as flight itself. There is the
myth of Icarus, who experienced structural failure from heating effects, leading to
subsequent loss of control. More factually, Eilmer of Malmesbury, a Benedictine monk
(and tl-' first test pilot worthy of the name), made a short gliding flight marred by a
landing accident from a loss of longitudinal control about 1001 A.D., from Malmesbury
Abbey in Wiltshire, England.[1] In the Nineteenth Century, a coachman and a small boy
flew for a few yards in experimental gliders designed by Sir George Cayley, a pioneer
generally recognized as the "Father of Aerodynamics" as well as the individual who first
postulated the modern airplane configuration (wings, fuselage, and a tail group).[21
Then, of course, comes that towering figure of early flight testing, Otto Lilienthal.
In 1896, the year of his death in a glider accident, he wrote, "One can get a proper
insight into the practice of flying only by actual flying experiments." A trained mech-
anical engineer, he combined shrewd theoretical studies cf birdflight with his own bold
experiments with a series of monoplane and biplane gliders. He recognized the price
flight researchers are sometimes required to pay, remarking that "Sacrifices must be
made," an especially appropriate and poignant epitaph for his own career. [3] Lilienthal
profoundly influenced subsequent researchers, notably Octave Chanute, and Wilbur and
Orville Wright.

The Wright brothers deserve credit for developing the first powered and manned
aircraft capable of making a sustained and controlled flight. They were brilliant,
intuitive flight researchers who recognized the vital partnership between theory, ground
testing, and research aloft, and the need for acquiring reliable data. Wilbur Wright
compared the testing of an airplane to riding a fractious horse. He stated, "If you are
looking for perfect safety you will do well to sit on a fence and watch the birds, but
if you really wish to learn you must mount a machine and become acquai.:tod with its tricks
by actual trial."[4] Beginning with theoretical studies, the brothers moved to kite-
gliders. When early designs proved disappointing, they refined their thinking and im-
proved their understanding by groui.d testing including use of a small wind tunnel. Then,
with their confidence bolstered by flight trials with the 1902-1903 glider, they built
the epochal 1903 powered machine. On December 17, 1903, the era of powered flight
dawned, a trimph of flight research that fulfilled the dream of centuries. Orvill', the
test pilot, summarized the flight as follows:[5]

"Wilbur ran at the side, holding the wings to balance it on the track.
The machine, facing a 27-mile wind, started very slowly. Wilbur was
able to stay with it until it lifted from the track after a forty-foot
run. The course of the flight up and down was exceedingly erratic.
The control of the front rudder [canard elevator-ed.] ias difficult.
As a result, the machine would rise suddenly to about ten feet and then
as suddenly dart for the gronnd. A sudden dart when a little over 120
feet from the point at which it rose into the air, ended the flight.
The flight lasted only twelve seconds, but it was nevertheless the
first in the history of the world in which a machine carrying a man had
raised itself by its own power into the air in full flight, had sailed
forward without reduction of speed, and had finally landed at a point
as high as that from which it started."
For its time, this is a model test flight report. It presents the test conditions,

a critical analysis of the airplane's stability and control, and, finally, a summation of
the flight's significance. Nowadays, of course, such information is presented accompanied
by extensive quantitative analysis, but the ideas behind the report are the same. One
can cimpare the very successful and practical approach to flight research taken by the
Wrights (and, to a lesser extent, by Lilienthal and Chanute) to the overblown methods o'
a Samuel Langley or Hiram Maxim, who went to elaborate lengths on paper and with costly
testbeds to develop what were ultimately grotesque and unsuccessful vehicles.
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By the time of the First World War, flight testing had already taken on the
trappings of professionalization. Designers, pilots, and engineers worked closely
together, and emphasis shifted from choosing just good "stick-and-rudder" men as test
pilots to choosing good stick-and-rudder men with solid technical credentials. In Great
Britain, Edward Busk had introduced scientific methods to flight testing at Farnborough.
[61 After Busk's tragic death in an aircraft accident, Frederick Lindemann, William
Farren, and Henry Tizard, trained scientists all, continued this trend. Lindemann--who
eventually became Prime Minister Winston Churchill's scientific advisor during the Second
World War--conducted a major experimental study of spinning, complementing a theoretical
analysis of the problem that he had already undertaken.[7] This "scientific" influence
extended across the Atlantic as well, to early American test pilots such as Edmund T.
"Eddie" Allen (who flew for the U.S. Army at Britain's Martlesham Heath testing center),
and Thomas Carroll of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA). The NACA,
created in 1915 by an act of Congress "To supervise and direct the scientific study of
the problems of flight," did much to place American flight testing on a firm scientific
basis. The NACA began its flight research activities in 1919 at the Langley Memorial
Aeronautical Laboratory (now NASA Langley Research Center) using Curtiss JN-4H Jenny
trainers.(81 Two years earlier, the American military services recognized the unique
importance of flight testing by creating specialized test centers, beginning with the
establishment of Anacostia Naval Air Station in 1917. The next year, 1918 , the Army
established McCook Field in Ohio as the Signal Corps'experimental laboratory. In fact,
both military services had a heritage of flight research predating the creation of these
two centers, but the creation of these centers marked an important milestone in the evo-
lution of American military aeronautics. Anacostia remained the Navy's flight testing
center until the establishment of the Naval Air Test Center at NAS Patuxent River in
1943. Likewise, McCook eventually gave way to Wright Field, and Wright, in turn, to
Edwards Air Force Base, as the air service's premier flight testing center. These early
centers were no less professional in their approach to flight testing and flight research
than their successors are in the present day. For example, McCook pilots and engineers
submitted detailed reports on new aircraft, with remarks on control forces, control effect-
iveness, stability, handling characteristics, and the efficiency of cockpit instrument
displays.[9)

Professional flight researchers and aircraft designers recognized that the devil-
may-care "show me the stick and I'll fly it" test pilot was a dangerous anachronism, who
was disappearing in fact if not in fiction. In 1920, Edward P. Warner and F. H. Norton
of the NACA wrote that "Test flying is a highly specialized branch of work, the difficult-
ies of which are not generally appreciated, and there is no type of flying in which a dif-
ference between the abilities of pilots thoroughly competent in ordinary flying becomes
more quickly apparent."(101 Warner, an individual who greatly influenced the subsequent
history of American flight testing, stressed giving the test pilot training in analytical
methods. During this time, a number of Federal and private organizations started issuing
formal flight testing handbooks and instruction guides for prospective flight test crews.
One such, by Army Captain George Patterson, quaintly warned that test crews should not
use pens to record information, "as the ink will freeze at high altitudes."[ll) In 1927,
Lawrence V. Kerber (the former director of flight testing at Wright Field) and W. F.
Gerhardt issued a pioneering guide, A Manual of Flight Test Procedure, leaving no doubt
as to how exacting the flight testing process was becoming.[12)

During the 1920's, flight research and flight testing advanced rapidly, keeping
pace with ma3or changes affecting the development of aeronautical technology. Among the
revolutions transforming aviation at this time were the streamline doctrine, which led to
greater emphasis on aerodynamics and efficient high-speed high-altitude flight; the devel-
opment of more powerful and lightweight engines, particularly the high-performance radial
engine; and the transformation of the aircraft structure from wood to wood-and-metal, and
eventually to all-metal. Flight researchers examined problem areas relating to all of
these subjects, and many others as well. They studied how aircraft behaved in accelerated
flight, flew to increasingly higher altitudes, evaluated new devices for aircraft, made
the first landings on sea-going aircraft carriers, and developed new flying techniques and
design criteria. In March '924, for example, Army test pilot James H. "Jimmy" Doolittle
test-flew a Fokker PW-7 exp rimental fighter biplane so that aeronautical engineers could
better design future pursuit biplanes to withstand the forces of high-speed abrupt maneu-
vers. During one 7.8g dive pullout, the rear wooden surface of the Fokker's upper wing
cracked, indicating that the PW-7 had reached its limit load. This, incidentally, refuted
the then-commonly held belief that wings fail in a pullout by shearing backwards towards
the tail.[13) Doolittle himself is a good example of the engineering test pilot. He was
not an unthinking daredevil but, rather, a shrewdly calculating professional who eventually
earned an M.S. and Sc.D. in aeronautical engineering (based upon his flight testing stud-
ies) from the M ssachusetts Institute of Technology. Meticulous and thorough test reports
became a Doolittle hallmark, and a model for future test pilots to follow.[14)

Flight researchers examined new aircraft equipment and design theories by testing
such developments on aircraft in actual flight. The variable-pitch propeller, the Handley
Page wing flap and slat, the smaller ethylene glycol (vs. water) radiator, and the exhaust
driven turbosupercharger were all thus experimentally verified. [5) In 1928, NACA engin-
eers tested an experimental radial engine cowling on a modified Curtiss AT-5A Hawk. As
designed, the uncowled Hawk had a maximum speed of 118 mph. With the cowling, its speed
jumped to 137 mph (equivalent to the addition of 83 hp). Such results could not fail to
impress the aircraft industry, and the "NACA cowling" soon became a standard installation
on radial engine aircraft.1161 The NACA also pioneered in instrumenting aircraft to
record flight conditions. This early work eventually led to a document of major signifi-
cance, NACA Report 369, by C. H. Dearborn and H. W. Kirschbaum, entitled "Maneuverability
Investigation of the F6C-3 Airplane with Special Flight Instruments." This study, which
the NACA completed in 1930, was the first detailed examination of aircraft handling
qualities ever done in the United States. Onboard recording instrumentation had provided
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a precise record of the airplane's behavior during loops, pullups, pushdowns, and abrupt
rudder maneuvers. The results were then reduced to easily understood data that aircraft
designers around the world could put to use in engineering new aircraft. (17) The Daniel
Guggenheim Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics made a number of significant contribu-
tions to aeronautical education, technology, and flight safety during its short four-
year existence from 1926 to 1930. In particular, two of its more important activities
involved flight testing and flight research in the fields of so-called "blind" (instrum-
ent) flying and short-takeoff-and-landing (STOL) aircraft design.[18] The Fund created
a special "Full Flight Laboratory" at Mitchel Field, Long Island, in conjunction with
the Army Air Corps and the Bureau of Standards (which was deeply committed to studying
the technology of radio navigation and blind landing aids). On September 24, 1929, Fund
test pilot Jimmy Doolittlc (on loan from the Army) completed the world's first blind
flight from takeoff to landing, using three new aviation instruments developed at the
behest of the Fund: the Kollsman precision altimeter, the Sperry gyrocompass, and the
Sperry artificial horizon.[19) In 1930, the experimental Curtiss Tanager STOL biplane
won the Guggenheim International Safe Aircraft Competition (a British design, the Handley
Page Guqnunc, finished a very close second), in a competition notable for the wide and
exciting diversity of technological approaches taken to achieve the goal of a truly STOL
aircraft. Some of these approaches included variable incidence and variable camber wings,
wing slats or slots, flaps, spoilers, long-stroke landing gears, adjustable horizontal
stabilizers, and so-called "floating" ailerons. The information acquired during this
noteworthy competition provided valuable design criteria for subsequent STOL aircraft. [20]

The 1930's witnessed an expansion of work undertaken in the 'twenties, notably
in the areas of high-altitude flight (eventually marked by notable developments in pilot
protective suits, pressure cabins, and the turbojet engine), rotary-wing research (part-
icularly the transition from the autogiro to the genuine helicopter), and in the increas-
ing professionalization of the test pilot. To further the desires of aircraft designers
to develop fast and efficient long-range high-altitude aircraft, various aeronautical
research establishments around the world supported extensive studies of the upper atmos-
phere. Consequently, engineers and inventors sought ways to provide pilots and flight
crews with adequate physical protection. This experimentation took the form of high-
altitude balloon flights (some marred by tragedy), and experiments with pressure suits
and pressure cabins. In the United States, Wiley Post climaxed a long pressure suit dev-
elopment program in March 1935 by flying a modified Lockheed Vega monoplane, the Winnie
Mae, at over 30,000 feet from Burbank, California, to Cleveland, Ohio. Post's experiment-
al full-pressure suit, though awkward and uncomfortable, worked very well, and can be
considered the ancestor of the modern full-pressure spacesuit.)21] Later that year, Army
pilots Albert Stevens and Orvil Anderson reached 72,395 feet while piloting the balloon
Explorer 11.[22) Finally, in 1937, the Army flew the XC-35, a derivative of the twin-
engine Lockheed Electra transport, equipped with turbosupercharged engines and a pressur-
ized cabin. During extensive testing at Wright Field, the XC-35 validated the pressure
cabin concept, anticipating all modern pressurized civilian and military aircraft. [231
By the end of the decade, the world's first airliner designed for pressurized operation,
the Boeing Model 307 Stratoliner, was already flying. Flight research had produced results
enabling aircraft designers to build high altitude aircraft with confidence. Subsequent
research, particularly by then-Colonel W. Randolph Lovelace of the Aero-Medical Laboratory
at Wright Field and the Boeing company, confirmed the practicality of developing aircraft
and training aircrews to operate routinely above 30,000 feet. This work had an important
impact on post-World War II commercial aircraft operations in addition to its obvious
military significance.[24]

Development of rotary-wing aircraft made major strides in the 1930's, building
upon earlier development of the autogiro by Spanish engineer Juan de la Cierva in the
1920's. With its unpowered rotor system, the autogiro could not accomplish the true
vertical takeoff and landings possible with the genuine helicopter, and thas, despite its
remarkable STOL performance, remained more an indication of what still needed to be done
than as a fulfillment of promise itself. Rudimentary helicopters appeared during the
1930's, typified by the coaxial Gyroplane Laboratoire of Louis Breguet and Ren6 Dorand
and the twin-rotor Focke-Achgelis Fw 61 of Heinrich Focke, but it remained for expatriate
Russian designer Igor Sikorsky to develop the helicopter into a practical reality, begin-
ning with his VS-300testbed. The VS-300 made its first tethered ascent in 1939, and
months of thorough exploratory and developmental flight testing were required before it
completed its first successful free flight on May 13, 1940. Further experimentation to
improve its controllability resulted in Sikorsky developing a totally satisfactory control
system that subsequently appeared on the Sikorsky R-4, the world's first production heli-
copter. Once again, flight testing had refined a good concept into a workable production
system. [25[ Complementing this developmental work were analytic studies by the NACA using
a variety of early autogiros and helicopters. The NACA had begun its rotary-wing flight
testing research with a Pitcairn PCA-2 purchased in 1931, averaging two flights per week
over the next five years. The NACA trained a coterie of Army personnel in rotary-wing
flight testing methods who then returned to the service and established an acceptance
testing program, freeing the NACA to concentrate on research. Subsequent NACA work
emphasized research on controllability, rigid rotors, blade motion, and rotor dynamics
and loads. NACA's work in this field accelerated the development of more sophisticated
helicopters after the Second World War, and presaged the extensive work undertaken by the
NASA on helicopters and prop-rotor V/STOL technology, perhaps best exemplified by the
recent Bell XV-15 tilt-rotor program. [261

A series of sensational motion pictures caused the 1930's public to regard the
test pilot as a short-lived wild character with no concern for personal safety, who had
overdeveloped qualities of foolhardiness and underdeveloped qualities of common sense,
what professional flight testers scorned as a "high guts to brains ratio." The worst and
most influential of these films was Test Pilot, starring Clark Gable, Spencer Tracy, and
Myrna Loy. This unfair and demeaning portrait enjoyed then--and still enjoys, to some
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extent--wide acceptance. Serious test pilots, such as Eddie Allen, wrote refutations
that never quite succeeded in catching up to the myth. Commenting on the demise of the
"here goes nothing" approach to test flying, Allen stated that "Under the changing condi-
tions of increasing knowledge, fatalistic risk taking becomes ignorant recklessness."(271
Unfortunately, occasionally a test pilot did take a foolish chance, and endow the myth
with the trappings of veracity. Contract test pilot Jimmy Collins had popularized the
myth in his own best-selling book Test Pilot, and tragically fulfilled it shortly there-
after by crashing the experimental Grumman XF3F-l biplane fighter during a rash and ill-
judged dive pullout that overstressed the airplane. Such actions demonstrated only too
well that a test pilot must be thoroughly acquainted with the potential dangers stemming
from his actions.[28] By the early 1940's, the contract test pilot, a free-lancer who
flew for a variety of companies, was increasingly an anachronism, though some of these
individuals--such as Eddie Allen himself, and Vance Breese--were truly outstanding air-
men. The future belonged to the careerists--the test pilots who flew for the government
or for private industry. Increasingly, then, a need arose to train and furnish such men
to the aeronautical community, endowing them with standardized training and strong tech-
nical backgrounds. Out of this need, and particularly from the urgency of Second World
War demands, emerged the first test pilot schools. Great Britain created the Empire Test
Pilots' School (ETPS), where prospective test pilots could receive a thorough grounding
in flight test procedures. In the United States, the Navy followed with creation of the
Naval Test Pilot School at Patuxent River, and the Army Air Forces started a similar
school at Vandalia Airport, near Wright Field. After the Second World War, the USAF
moved this latter school to Edwards Air Force Base. (Other such schools followed, notably
in France, and recently a new civilian school, the National Test Pilot School, has begun
operations at Mojave, California, in the midst of the Antelope Valley's flight testing
nexus). Neatly fitting into this manifestation of interest in ensuring the professional
standards of flight test pilots was the work of the NACA. Late in the 1930's, Hartley A.
Soulg and Robert R. Gilruth of the Langley laboratory began an extensive investigation
aimed at deriving a standard set of guidelines within the field of aircraft stability and
control so that test pilots, flight test engineers, and designers would all speak a common
"language." This resulted in the issuance of a landmark 1941 report (NACA Report 755) by
Gilruth entitled "Requirements for Satisfactory Flying Qualities of Airplanes," issued in
1943. After the Second World War, the NACA continued its efforts to define standard
pilot rating criteria. Test pilot George E. Cooper of the NACA Ames Aeronautical Labor-
atory derived a ten point pilot opinion scale which (in its original form) rated aircraft
performance as "Satisfactory" (1-3), "Unsatisfactory" (4-6), "Unacceptable" (7-9), and
"Unprintable" (10). In expanded and refined form, of course, this became the justly famed
Cooper-Harper scale, used world-wide for the evaluationcd new aircraft. 1291

Aside from service testing of military airplanes for wartime duty, the major
challenges of aeronautical development in the 1940's were building upon the turbojet rev-
olution and "breaking" the so-called sound barrier. The turbojet revolution was the pro-
duct not of the aero-propulsion community but, rather, from individual inventors who built
small demonstrator powerplants and flew them in rudimentary research airplanes. Only after
demonstrating the potentialities of the gas turbine in such fashion were these inventors
and their backers able to convince unenthusiastic engine manufacturers and governments to
support further turbojet development. The two major figures in gas turbine research were
the British test pilot and engineer Frank Whittle, and the German physicist Hans von Ohain.
Shrewdly aligning himself with German industrialist Ernst Heinkel, von Ohain was
able to undertake development of the Heinkel He 178 technology demonstrator, which com-
pleted the world's first jet flight on August 27, 1939.[301 Whittle's work resulted
in the Gloster E.28/39, which flew in May 1941.[31] Surprisingly, in light of outstanding
early turbosupercharger work, the United States came in third in the jet engine race,
behind Germany and England. On October 1, 1942, Bell test pilot Robert M. Stanley
ushered in the American jet era with a brief flight in the experimental Bell XP-59A Aira-
comet. So secret was this program (essentially a blending of an American airframe with
Whittle engine technology imported from Great Britain) that all tests were conducted in
the remote, barren surroundings of Muroc and Harper Dry Lakes. Indeed, at one point,
security personnel disguised the plane with a bogus propeller.[321 The XP-59A soon gave
way to the Lockheed XP-80 Shooting Star, first tested at Muroc in early 1944. This latter
aircraft, of course, eventually spawned one of the most successful families of jet air-
planes, the P/F-80 fighter, T-33 trainer, and F-94 interceptor fami)y. Development of
the P-80 occurred too late to permit its introduction into combat, though both Germany
and Great Britain placed jet aircraft into operational service (the Me 262, Ar 234,
and He 162, and the British Gloster Meteor) before war's end.[33] The U.S. Navy also
pursued jet development, and on July 20, 1946, Lt. Cmdr. James Davidson landed the proto-
type McDonnell XFD-l Phantom, a twin-jet design, aboard the carrier U.S.S. Franklin D.
Roosevelt, sending the Navy into the jet age.[34) With 500+ mph ]et speeds, tFe time
available to pilots to make critical decisions decreased markedly, and flight test
personnel, accustomed to testing piston-powered aircraft, had to institute special pro-
cedures for use with jets. 135] Bell engineer Benson Hamlin prepared the first guide to
gas turbine aircraft testing, Flight Testing Conventional and Jet Propelled Airplanes,
in 1946.1361

The inability of 1940's wind tunnels to furnish reliable transonic aerodynamic
information, together with the well-publicised loss of several test aircraft from so-
called "compressibility" (most notably Ralph Virden in a Lockheed P-38), led the NACA
and the military services (in conjunction with private industry) to undertake joint
transonic and supersonic research aircraft development programs, generating the famed
postwar "X-series" of experimental airplanes. The plane itself now became a unique
research tool, using the sky as a laboratory. These American efforts mirrored equivalent
efforts abroad, notably by Great Britain and Germany. Along the way, various stop-
gap methods of research were attempted, particularly use of modified bombers to drop
falling body aerodynamic shapes, rocket-propelled models, and experiments with diving
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fighters. One of the most interesting interim test methods involved the so-called "wing
flow" method of research, using a small model mounted on a balance mechanism installed
in the gun bay of a modified P-51 Mustang. NACA pilots would dive the Mustang to over
Mach 0.7, and the behavior of the small model in the resulting accelerated transonic
flow would be recorded by onboard instrumentation for subsequent analysis. American
researchers dived P-38, P-47, and P-51 fighters as high as Mach 0.82 [37), and German
investigators took Bf 109, FW 190, Me 163, and Me 262 fighters to as high as Mach 0.8q

.

[38) Test pilot A. F. Martindale of the Royal Aircraft Establishment, however, achieved
Mach 0.9 (±.01) in aSpitfireMk. XI during carefully conducted flight testing at Farn-
borough in 1943. Starting at an altitude of 40,000 feet, he attained an airspeed of 610
mph at 29,000 feet before initiating a 2.2g pullout.[39] All of this work, with models,
falling bodies, and diving fighters, encouraged proponents of piloted research aircraft
that could undertake research missions in level flight, without the time constraints and
associated hazards present when diving towards the earth in a buffeting and marginally
controllable aircraft.

The evident great interest of German aerodynamicists in high-speed flight planforms
such as the swept, delta, and tailless configurations vindicated the work of Allied inves-
tigators who had studied such designs, and also stimulated postwar development of new ones.
But the problem of transonic flight remained. Geoffrey de Havilland Jr. perished in the
crash of the tailless De Havilland D.H. 108 Swallow research airilane when it broke up
in the midst of a violent longitudinal pitching oscillation at approximately Mach 0.87;
his death coincided with a British governmental decision to abandon construction of spec-
ialized transonic research aircraft, notably the Miles M.52, on grounds of safety and
economy.40] The first manned supersonic flight occurred on October 14, 1947, when Air
Force test pilot Charles E. "Chuck" Yeager reached Mach 1.06 (approximately 700 mph) at
43,000 feet, over the Mojave Desert near Muroc, flying the rocket-propelled and air-
launched Bell XS-I. The significance of this accomplishment, considered at the time the
most important flight since that of the Wrights at Kitty Hawk, cannot be overemphasized.
Aviation science had crossed the invisible threshold to flight faster than sound, and the
notion of a "sound barrier" crumbled into ruin. The test pilot subsequently wrote that:
[41]

"with the stabilizer setting at 2o the speed was allowed to increase to
approximately .98 to .99 Mach number where elevator and rudder effectiv-
eness were retained and the airplane seemed to smooth out to normal flying
characteristics. This development lent added confidence and the airplane
was allowed to continue to accelerate until an indication of 1.02 on the
cockpit Mach meter was obtained. At this indication the meter momentarily
stopped and then jumped to 1.06 and this hesitation was assumed to be caused
by the effect of shock waves on the static source. At this time the power
units [the four-chamber XLR-11 rocket engine-ed.] were cut and the airplane
allowed to decelerate back to the subsonic flight condition. When decel-
erating through approximately .98 Mach number a single sharp impulse was
experienced which can best be described by comparing it to a sharp turbu-
lence bump."

Yeager's matter-of-fact report belied the very real drama that had attended the flight.
Companies now set out to exploit the supersonic breakthrough, and many new config-

urations underwent flight verification before being applied to new supersonic aircraft.
Researchers examined the sweptwing concept with the low-speed Bell L-39 testbed before
placing the North American F-86A Sabre into production, and later used sweptwings 0;, the
high-speed Douglas D-558-2 Skyrocket (the first Mach 2 airplane, in 1953) and the ill-
fated Bell X-2 (the first Mach 3 airplane, in 1956). They explored and rejected the semi-
tailless configurati n with the NotLhorp X-4 (which manifested the same kind of disturbing
stability and contrcllability problems encountered by the earlier Messerschmitt Me 163
and the tragic D.H. 108, though fortunately not to the same disastrous degree). The var-
iable sweep wing underwent proof of concept testing with the Bell X-5. The thin low-
aspect-ratio wing first flew on the Douglas X-3 and encouraged Lockheed to pursue a
similar planform with the XF-104 Starfighter, first flown in 1954. The delta wing first
flew on the Convair XF-92A testbed of 1948, inspiring the subsequent F-102/F-106/B-58
family of aircraft. Foreign delta research aircraft included the Avro 707 and Fairey
F.D.2. The French pioneered ramjet aircraft studies with the Leduc 010 of 1949, and the
Mach 21 Nord Griffon. But flight research continued to extract a heavy price for the
technical gains. All three D.H.108's crashed, killing their pilots. Three X-l's, two
X-2's, one X-5, and one D-558-1 Skystreak were lost, killing five airmen. The Air Force
renamed Muroc as Edwards AFB after the loss of a Northrop YB-49A Flying Wing and its
pilot, Capt. Glen Edwards. The YB-49A Flying Wing represented an elegant attempt to
achieve what has been one of flight's oldest and most seductive visions--a pure stream-
line all-wing craft unencumbered by the addition of tail surfaces or fuselage. Yet there
are also elements of pathos as well, for the Flying Wing was, at the time, too challenging
a concept for the state of aviation technology. The all-jet YB-49A represented a poor
compromise: an aircraft originally designed as a piston-engine propeller-driven bomber
(the XB-35) hastily modified as a jet aircraft, and lacking the aerodynamic design and
structure necessary to take advantage of the gas turbine's performance. More serious were
longitudinal and directional instabilities, which posed major challenges at a time when
the state of stability augmentation technology was nowhere near as sophisticated as it is
today. Though futuristic in concept, the Northrop XB-35 and YB-49--with aging aerodynam-
ics, and afflicted by abysmal stability problems--were simply the wrong aircraft at the
wrong time. Today, with the revolutionary advances of electronic flight control techno-
logy and the development of sophisticated composite structures, the opportunity for a
successful, practical long-range flying wing bomber has never looked brighter--as is
evident with the ongoing development of the Northrop B-2, the Advanced Technology
Bomber. [421
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By mid-century, flight testing and flight research had firmly established itself
in aeronautical science, and research centers such as America's Edwards, Great Britain's
Boscombe Down, or France's Istres were known world-wide; the very mention of the names
implied uncompromising standards, exactitude, and precision. Graduates of the test
pilot schools located at these centers served governments and industry around the world,
examining new concepts and problems. (The pilots recognized their professionalism by
forming, in 1955, The Society of Experimental Test Pilots; SETP membership likewise has
spread world-wide).[43] Significantly, the flight testing process had become a tightly
structured one following precise methodology. An examination of flight test methods in
use by the United States Air Force from 1947 through the 1970's offers an opportunity to
see how changes in technology, requirements, and test philosophy resulted in evolutionary
changes in the methodology of flight testing itself.j44]

Phase Testing (Unofficial), 1947-1951

Phase Purpose Tester Aircraft

I Basic Airworthiness Contractor Prototype

II Verify Contractual Guarantees Air Force Prototype
(Contractor Compliance)

III Correct Deficiences Noted in II Contractor Pre-Production
(Design Refinement)

IV Operational Testing Air Force Production

Examples: F-84 (straight-wing), F-86, B-47

Phase Testing (Official), 1951-1958

Phase Purpose Tester Aircraft

I Basic Airworthiness Contractor Prototype

II Contractor Compliance Air Force Prototype

III Design Refinement Contractor Pre-Production

IV Performance and Stability Air Force Production

V All-Weather Operation Air Force Production

VI Functional Development Air Force Production
(to correct previously undiscovered
deficiences)

VII Operational Suitability Air Force Production

VIII Unit Operational Employment Air Force Production
(added 1956) Testing (at initial operating

base)

Examples: F-84 (sweptwing), F-100, F-104, B-52, KC-135

Category Testing, 1958-1972

Category Purpose Tester Comments

I Subsystem Development Test & Primarily Contractor First use
Evaluation but some USAF also of JTF

II System Development Test & Mixed Contractor and Gradually
Evaluation USAF testing increasing

USAF control

III System Operation Test & Primarily USAF; grad. OT&E under
Evaluation decrease of contractor control of

role using comm-
and

Examples: F-105, F-106, C-5, F-Ill

Each of these particular systems had weaknesses or characteristics that resulted in their
being replaced by subsequent ones. Early unofficial phase testing--unofficial in that it
was not governed by any official document or directive--occasionally resulted in the Air
Force receiving aircraft that were not operationally suitable. "Official" phase testing
attempted to rectify this, but without success. Instead, the pr7ocess grew increasingly
long, and operational suitability issues remained--chiefly because the time period that
this process operated in coincided with the rapid proliferation of aircraft subsystems
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such as search radars and fire control systems. For example, nearly half of the Convair
F-102A Delta Dagger interceptors delivered to the Air Force lacked functioning fire con-
trol systems, necessitating time-and-cost-consuming retrofit.[44] Category testing like-
wise atempted to address these problems, introducing the concept of the Joint Test Force. 4
'l - 3OInLncs . .,j. ..rxed wu.., jC_:.ZL_;o g to 11L prczcnt day, but some proolems
still remained, such as duplicative testing, insufficient Air Force involvement in the
Category I testing (and, hence, little "heads up" warning of potentially serious defi-
ciencies), and an unsatisfactory Category III test process that, in some cases, tended
to actually delay and hinder the introduction of an aircraft into operational use. The
"concurrency" philosophy of the 1960's likewise impacted upon successful category testing,
resulted in production of aircraft having deficiences that had to be worked out or lived
with by the using command. The B-58, C-5, C-141, and (above all) the F-Ill are classic
examples of aircraft that encountered serious delays and difficulties because of weak-
nesses in the category testing process.[44] Following a Presidential "Blue Ribbon"
defense study in 1970 that acknowledged the generally satisfactory nature of developmental
testing but the persistent problems with operational test and evaluation, the Air Force
dropped category testing in mid-1972, replacing it with the notion of DT&E/OT&E that,
in a general sense, persists to the present day; time phasing became less significant,
and passing critical milestone points assumed much greater significance. Continued
interest in operational testing by a structure separate from both the R&D and user
commands led to the creation of the Air Force Test and Evaluation Center (AFTEC) at the
beginning of 1974. These developments occurred concurrently with a general return to the
"fly-before-buy" acquisition philosopher that had previously governed military aircraft
development, but which had been dispensed with in the 1960's. The return to competitive
fly-offs was signaled by the AX competition (won by the Fairchild A-10 as opposed to the
Northrop A-9), and the Lightweight Fighter (YF-16 vs. YF-17) competition.[441

The 1950's were a particularly fruitful period in flight testing, as evidenced by
the profusion of testbed and demonstrator aircraft developed world-wide for a variety of
purposes. They offered engineers and designers the chance to experimentally verify or
refute numerous ideas such as variable wing sweeping (with the X-5 and Grumman XFIOF-I),
tail-sitting VTOL aircraft (the Convair XFY-l and Ryan X-13), the Whitcomb area-rule
(with the YF-102A and Grumman FIF-l Tiger), rubber-mat landing pads, and other schemes.
Flight testing unveiled new problems, such as sweptwing pitchup (discovered on the Douglas
D-558-2 Skyrocket), and coupled motion instability (revealed by the Douglas X-3 and the
North American F-100A Super Sabre). Coupled motion instability led to the loss of the
Bell X-2 at Mach 3.196 on September 27, 1956, and the death of test pilot Milburn Apt.
Earlier in the month, Iven Kincheloe had flown the plane to an altitude of 126,200 feet,
the first near-space manned flight, revealing the difficulties of flying a plane with
conventional control surfaces in a low dynamic pressure environment, and helping spur the
development of reaction control thruster for the subsequent hypersonic North American
X-15. [45]

The North American X-15 program constituted a milestone effort on the road to
winged lifting reentry from space. It also forced major advances in high-speed flight
technology and flight test techniques and facilities. In January 1945, an experimental
winged Nazi A-4b missile (essentially a V-2 with a low aspect ratio sweptwing) had been
successfully boosted into the upper atmosphere, transitioning from a ballistic flight
path to a Mach 4 supersonic glide before experiencing structural failure and breaking up.
This was the fastest flight by a winged vehicle until the advent of X-15 testing in
1959.[461 The A-4b experiment followed on the heels of speculative work by the tea-m of
Eugen Sanger and Irene Sanger-Bredt regarding the possibility of long-range hypersonic
flight involving global and even orbital operations.[47] These earlier efforts, as ;;cll
as the baseline of experience from the "Round One" rocket research airplanes (the X-l,
X-2, and Douglas D-558-2 families), all influenced the subsequent development of the X-15.
Three of the X-15 aircraft were built, designed for air-launching from a modified Boeing
B-52 mothership. The X-15's were the first aircraft designed to have a structure capable
of withstanding the thermal gradients experienced in hypersonic flight, as well as the
first to be propelled by throttleable "man-rated" liquid-rocket engines. They were true
"aero-space" craft, and required a complex flight control system consisting of aerodynamic
control surfaces (including a rolling tail and cruciform tail configuration), and reaction
control thrusters. The pilot had no less than three control systems: a center stick for
approach and landing, a sidestick for high speed flight, and a reaction controller. Like-
wise, the X-15 required that the pilot have the benefit for full-time full-pressure
protection, necessitating the development of a genuine spacesuit by the David M. Clark
company; this suit subsequently greatly influenced the development of American suits used
in the space program. It also required creating a special 485 mile test corridor with
three tracking stations located at Ely and Beatty, Nevada, and at Edwards. Nothing this
extensive had previously existed for flight research, and it foreshadowed the worldwide
tracking network developed for the later manned spacecraft program.(48( Thus, the three
X-15 aircraft bridged the gap between flight within the atmosphere and flight into space.
A modified X-15, the X-15A-2 (which was slightly lengthened and had provisions for jett-
isonable external fuel tanks) reached Mach 6.72 (4,520 mph),,while another attained an
altitude of 354,200 feet (67 miles). The information output of this highly successful
and ambitious flight research program boiled down to 700 technical documents, equivalent
to the output of a typical 4,000 person Federal research center for more than two years.
[49) Unfortunately, the loss of test pilot Michael Adams in the crash of the third X-15
in late 1967 put a high price on this effort. The X-15 flight research program consisted
of two phases: an aerodynamic and structural heating investigation phase and, increas-
ingly after 1963, a follow-on program whereby the X-15 aircraft were utilized to carry
experiments into the upper atmosphere or to high Mach. Through this applications res-
earch program, the X-15 aided space science research and, in particular, the Apollo pro-
gram. This ten-year effort, which lasted from 1959 to 1969 and involved 199 research
flights, constituted the most productive and exciting research aircraft program.[50]
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The X-15 did not constitute the only noteworthy effort in the high speed flight
domain during the iate 1950's and into the 1960's. Of particular significance were
the Lockheed Blackbird, North American XB-70A, and Anglo-French Concorde SST development
efforts. Under conditions of great secrecy, Lockheed test crews evaluated a radical
Mach 3+/ou,uOu .T bupersoi. -rcraft, the blendec wing-body A-12, wl.., served as the
basis for the subsequent YF-12A experimental interceptor and the SR-71A strategic recon-
naissance aircraft. The Mach 3+ A-12 posed tremendous challenges in both design and in
flight testing; designer "Kelly" Johnson remarked subsequently that virtually everything
about the titanium aircraft "had to be invented from scratch."[51] Flight testing such
a craft of necessity occupied large blocks of airspace; some flights covered the whole
southern United States, from California to Florida and back.[52] Though some aircraft
and crews were lost, by and large the flight testing program went smoothly, paving the
way for introduction of the SR-71 into service in the mid-1960's. The Blackbird subse-
quently went on to a long and distinguished career as a national security asset. NASA,
in conjunction with the Air Force, undertook a comprehensive supersonic investigation
program with two YF-12's from 1969 through 1979, materially aiding understanding of the
problems of large sustained supersonic aircraft, particularly those of structural loading
due to thermodynamic effects, aerodynamic and propulsion interactions, inlet unstart,
flight path management, and development of adequate stability augmentation systems and
integrated propulsion and flight controls. (53] In contrast to the YF-12/SR-71 effort,
the experience with the gigantic North American XB-70A Valkyrie proved less sanguine.
This shapely canard delta represented a very different design approach than the seductive
Blackbird. Like the Blackbird, the XB-70A was a Mach 3 design, though it rarely actually
attained this speed in part because of difficulties with its bonded stainless steel
honeycomb structure shedding external skin. Operational problems with the landing gear,
hydraulic system, and engines posed continuing headaches, and the potentially most useful
of the two prototypes was lost in a well-publicized collision with a chase plane during
a publicity flight. Though the XB-70A furnished some useful information on the problems
and characteristics of large supersonic aircraft, it was not as useful as the ever-produc-
tive Blackbirds.[54] The Anglo-Franch Concorde, on the other hand, was a remarkably
successful program in terms of its research and development, though airline reluctance to
purchase and operate supersonic transports limited the type's service to Britain's and
France's national flag-carriers. The most elegant and shapely aircraft ever flown, the
Concorde built logically upon earlier flight research experience with the Griffon, Mirage,
and F.D.2 families. Beginning in 1969, the prototypes of the Concorde, each equipped with
twelve tons of recording instrumentation, begain a cautious and incremental flight test
program leading to Mach 2. They passed Mach 1 seven months after the type's first flight,
and Mach 2 over a year later. The two prototypes and five production aircraft assigned to
te test program accumulated nearly 4,000 hours of flight testing, making the Concorde the
most exhaustively tested jetliner by the time of its introduction into scheduled service
in 1975.[55] At the complete opposite end of the performance spectrum, of course, were
the numerous STOL and V/STOL testbeds and demonstrators flown during the 1960's, such
as the Bell X-14B, Curtiss-Wright X-19, Bell X-22, and LTV XC-142A, various rigid rotor
and variable-stability helicopters, and the vectored-thrust P.1127 and its successor the
Hawker Kestrel (from which evolved the combat-proven Harrier). While all of these demon-
strated the basic feasibility of V/STOL flight, only the P.1127 proved worthy of further
development. The kind of capability now sought in the Bell V-22 program (and presaged by
flight testing with the XV-15 in the early 1980's) required a technology base not yet
available to researchers in the 1960's.t56]

There were, of course, numerous other developments and concepts evaluated in the
1960's and 1970's, such as advanced laminar-flow research (with the much-heralded but
disappointing Northrop X-21A),the supercritical wing (evaluated on modified F-8 and F-1ll
testbeds in joint NASA-Air Force programs), and electronic flight control systems (with
modified B-47, F-4, F-8, Hawker Hunter, and F-104 testbeds). While the supercritical
wing work greatly benefitted the commercial air transport market, that of the electronic
flight control revolution benefitted the development of anew generation of advanced mil-
itary aircraft, typified by the F-16. The "Electric Jet" established new standards of
agility and maneuverability for fighter aircraft, but also exhibited numerous teething
difficulties caused by its radical flight control system. That these problems were worked
out (particularly those dealing with controllability during high angle-of-attack and
departure conditions) is. due to the dedicated work of the F-16 CTF, which labored long
and hard to make the promise of this exciting airplane a reality. In hundreds of hours
of exceptionally hazardous testing, the flight test crews of the F-16 CTF thoroughly
proved out the aircraft without loss of a single plane or life--a far cry from the days
of testing high-performance aircraft during the 1950's.[57] To address some of the risks
inherent in the developmental testing of new designs such as the F-15 and F-16, res-
earchers turned to a variety of other "tools." Variable-stability aircraft gave test
teams greater flexibility in predicting aircraft performance before the critical "first
flight." A particularly useful variable-stability aircraft has been the Calspan/Lockheeo
T-23, used in studies ranging from the X-15 to the F-15 Eagle.[581 Variable-stability
trainers such as Calspan's modified Douglas A-26 and, subsequent]., a modified Gates
Learjet, have enabled student test pilots to fly numerous types of "different" aircraft
during their training. Advances in testing methods, notably automated real-time telem-
etry analysis, permitted preliminary data evaluation while a test flight was in progress;
researchers thus gained more information per flight, cutting test time and costs roughly
in half. Grumman's Automated Telemetry System (ATS), one such early systcm, proved
especially useful during the F-14A Tomcat testing program, producing time savings of
67%.(591 The RPV--the Remotely Piloted Vehicle--demonstrated its usefulness (but also
its limitations) as a cheap low-risk unmanned method of testing new designs and aircraft
systems. For example, NASA undertonk a spin-test proyram using a scale RPV of the
McDonnell-Douglas F-15 Eagle that lent encouragement and confidence to Air Force and con-
tractor plans for manned F-15 prototype spin trials. However, the more sophisticated and
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challenging Rockwell HiMAT (Highly Maneuverable Aircraft Technology) proved much less
successful. This control configured canard design had electronic flight and propulsion
controls and a composite structure. It attempted to do far too much, essentially
an effort to generate a ground-controlled test vehicle having virtually all the capabil-
Ilib or a :oL.1 - rceat aircraft Its di

4 
arcintini resilts serve as a

reminder that design must always be appropriate, bound up with the establishment and
recognition of clear, realistic, and attainable research goals. Despite the disappoint-
ment of the HiMat experience, however, it is clear that the RPV (or, more specifically,
the Remotely Piloted Research Vehicle--RPRV) is a flight testing tool that is here to
stay, much as the military RPV, despite its critics, has managed to secure for itself a
notable place in the skies over contemporary battlefields.160]

By the time of the initiation of the first manned spacecraft ventures, flight
testing had so ingrained itself into the aeronautical research and development conscious-
ness that NASA, virtually without thinking, automatically selected its astronauts from
the ranks of test pilots (endowing them with as much command and control capability over
their vehicles as was practicable, and selecting key programmatic personnel for the Mer-
cury, Gemini, and Apollo efforts from the ranks of proven flight test managers. Such an
approach certainly paid off, as, for example, in the Apollo 13 mission, where the astro-
naut crew (reflecting their flight testing backgrounds) made critical life-or-death
decisions without having to rely for their survival completely on mission control back
on earth. [61] Test pilot/astronaut crews demonstrated their ability to deal with
unusual circumstances and trying conditions on many of the space flights, notably on
Gemini 8 (David Scott and Neil Armstrong)(62], and on the descent of the Lunar Module
to Tranquillity Base on Apollo 11 (Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin)(63]. Dating to the work
of Sanger-Bredt, there had always been a strong interest in flying a winged vehicle into
space and then returning it through the atmosphere. The X-15 program, of course, made
significant contributions to this hypersonic technoloay, but other significant work was
undertaken as well, notably the attempt at developing the Boeing X-20 Dyna-Soar (for
Dynamic Soaring) boost-glider, and a variety of tailored lifting body shapes. Dyna-Soar
fell victim to the Kennedy Administration's disenchantment with winged spacecraft and a
prediliction for a ballistic approach to spaceflight; at the time of its cancellation in
December 1963 it was approximately 2 years and $373 million away from its first flight.
Despite termination, it was a generally useful technological exercise. [64) The technolog-
ical void left by the cancellation of Dyna-Soar was filled, to a limited extent, by tests
of pilotless reentry shapes, notably a winged "hot structure" ASSET (for Aerothermodynamic
elastic Structural Systems Environmental Tests) vehicle, and an ablatively cooled blunt-
lifting body spacecraft, the PRIME (for Precision Recovery Including Maneuvering Entry).
The slender delta ASSET program consisted of 6 flights (one of which was marred by booster
failure) down the Eastern Test Range, using Thor and Thor-Delta boosters. ASSET offered
the fir practical experience the aerospace community had with an actual lifting reentry
vehicle returning from space at near-orbital velocities.[65] PRIME involved firings over
the Western Test Range using Atlas boosters. The Martin SV-5D PRIME vehicle was the first
to demonstrate hypersonic maneuvering and significant cross-range excursions during an
actual entry from space, and also inspired development of the piloted SV-5P (X-24A) low-
speed lifting body demonstrator.[66] Both ASSET and PRIME were extraordinarily product-
ive programs conducted "on the cheap" and in a national research environment that emph-
asized non-lifting or minimal lifting reentry vehicle development as opposed to the
genuine lifting capability that they demonstrated.

This interest in piloted lifting reentry eventually spawned the national Space
Shuttle program. The roots of the Space Shuttle include winged boost-glider concepts,
concepts involving aerodynamically tailored lifting body shapes, and concepts for complex
fully reusable combinations of these. While ground tests using hypersonic tunnels,
shock tubes, ballistic ranges, and the like generally confirmed the acceptability of
such designs for hypersonic flight, considerable doubt existed--particularly concerning
lifting body shapes--whether such craft could transit from supersonic flight to a sub-
sonic approach and landing. Accordingly, in the 1960's and 1970's, a family of "low-
speed" (in the sense that they were limited to speeds below Mach 2) lifting bodies under-
went flight test at Edwards in a joint NASA-Air Force research program. These cons-
isted of the plywood NASA M2-Fl, the "heavyweight" rocket-propelled NASA-NorthropM2-F2/3
and HL-10, and the Air Force-Martin X-24A/B. Each represented a variation upon the blunt
lifting body theme. For example, the M2 series were modified half-cones, while the HL-10
and X-24A were modified fattened deltas. The X-24B, on the other hand, represented a
completely different "flatiron" shape derived by the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
and then "gloved" over the X-24A. These craft demonstrated that hypersonic lifting bodies
could be developed that would have satisfactory supersonic and subsonic flying charact-
eristics and handlinq qualities. In 1975, for example, the X-24B completed a series of
flights involving rocket boost into the upper atmosphere, follon;ed by a low L/D approach
to a precision landing on the Edwards 15,000 ft. concrete runway, an important demon-
stration that a Shuttle craft could indeed complete a powerless descent to a precision
recovery on a conventional runway.[67]

The subsequent development of the Space Shuttle did not, proceed smoothly. Pro-
blems with its thermal protection system "tiles" and the Shuttle's liquid-fueled main
engines delayed its first flight into orbit until April 1981, more than four years after
the first Shuttle, the Enterprise, completed its approach and landing tests (ALT) at
Edwards. The ALT program had proceeded rapidly, with the Shuttle being launched from
a modified Boeing 747 carrier aircraft. (The Soviet Union has recently undertaken a
smiliar series of flights of their own Shuttle design, from the back of a modified
Myasischev Mya-4 Bison bomber). The Enterprise was flown "captive inactive" (without
an asironaut crew) and "captive active 

v
with an astronaut crew) while mated to the 747,

and then launched "tailcone on" (to give a higher L/D and longer descent time) and,
finally, "tailcone off" (simulating the low L/D of a "mission configuration" Shuttle from
orbit). The last tailcone-off flight included a landing on the Edwards iu,000 ft. ruiwdy,
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and during this flight the Shuttle manifested a potentially serious pilot-induced oscill-
ation (PIO) aggravated by the inherent characteristics of its fly-by-wire flight control
system. As a result, NASA undertook a brief but highly significant research program,

the b'M-'-1's control characteristics on a moditied Vought F-8 Crusader (the NASA
Digital Fly-by-Wire--DFBW--testoed). [68J Seec a chaoges wcrs incorporated as a res-It
of this testing into the control system of the Shuttle. Shuttle's actual orbital flight
tests confirmed the basic value of a Shuttle system, and the generally good design of the
orbital transportation system itself. Shuttle's formal test program consisted of missions
one (launched April 12, 1981) through four (launched June 27, 1982), but many areas of in-
terest and concern remained after this time. For example, despite the large effort
expended in wind tun i testing--indeed, Shuttle was the most exhaustively tested aero-
space vehicle developed to ?hat time--discrepencies between actual and predicted results
pointed yet again to the deficiencies of purely ground-basf.d test facilities and predictive
techniques. Brake failures and landi,. problems plagued flights, calling into question
the wisdom of "routine" landings on the conc'ete runway at the Kennedy Space Center, where
such a problem could be catastrophic. These and other considerations demonstrated that
the Shuttle, far from being an "operational" system in the sense of an airliner or military
aircraft (something its more ardent supporters had envisioned) was, as astronaut Vance
Brand subsequently remarked, a system that "always will require spuc'ai .. ir. and feeding."
[691 NASA accumulated a vast wealth of experience and "lessons learned" on early Shuttle
operations, assembling a major summary document of the program for use in develooing other
aerospace systems. [701 Then came the tragedy of the Challenger.

Challenger's loss will forever haunt the American space program, but it needs to
be placed in the proper historical perspective. The loss of the Titanic did not signal
the end of transatlantic oceanic voyages, and the loss of the early De Havilland D.H. 106
Comet jetliners did not result in the abandonment of the turbojet airliner. Technology,
once invented and developed, cannot be "disinvented" however much critics might wish to
do so. What Challenger's los did illustrate, unfortunately, was the price paid for tech-
nological complacency and poor managc...t.[7lJ1 Since the days of Lilienthal, in the late
pre-history of flight, researchers--flight researchers in particular--have recognized that
advances in capability are only rarely without cost. Writing after Challenger, former
Gemini and Apollo astronaut Michael Collins stated that ". . . if someone had suggested to
me in 1963, when I first became as astronaut, that for the next 23 years none of us would
get killed riding a rocket, I would have said that person was a hopeless optimist, and
naive beyond words."[72] It is this blend of pragmatism and managerial discipline that
must be kept in mind as the aerospace community--worldwide--advances the frontiers of
flight. Already new aerospace systems are contemplated--such as Europe's Hermes, SingerII,
and America's proposed X-30 National Aero-Space Plane (NASP) that will dem excellence
of design and testing at a level not often reached in the past.['3[ The record of past
accomplishment--with systems such as the first turbojets, the first supersonic aircraft,
the X-15, Concorde, the X-29 and, yes, the Shuttle--is a comforting one as these futuristic
projects edge onwards.

It is obvious, then, that despite the tremendous advances that have been made in
computational techniques, ground test facilities, and predictive methods, the need for
exhaustive flight testing, together with the demand for professionally trained and highly
motivated flight researchers, will always exist. In 1967, NASA Administrator James E.
Webb testified before Congress that:(74]

"Flight testing of new concepts, designs, and systems is fundamental to
aeronautics. Laboratory data alone, and theories based on these data,
cannot give all the important answers. . .. Each time a new aircraft
flies, a 'moment of truth' arrives for the designer as he discovers
whether a group of individually satisfactory elements add together to
make a satisfactory whole or whether their unexpected interactions
result in a major deficiency. Flight research plays the essential role
in assuring that all the elements of an aircraft can be integrated into
a satisfactory system."

Those words are as true for the future of aerospace as they have been for its past.
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AIR COMBAT ENVIRONMENT TEST AND EVALUATION FACILITY
(ACETEF)

R. R. Smullen and S. D. Harris, LCDR, USN
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SUMMARY

Recent combat experience has brought to light a critical need to assess the mission
effectiveness of Naval aviation weapons systems and vehicles against a myriad of new
threats. Flight testing is the prim~ary source of data on the effectiveness of our
aircraft and weapons, but flight testing is costly, and limited to only a few of the
most crucial questions. Flight testing is also inherently a public event; it can be
observed with impunity. Hence, flight testing is patently unsatisfactory for dealing
with some issues related to national security interests. Senior decision-makers in the
Department of Defense (DOD) require objective, quantitative assessments of the
effectiveness of our weapons and people against literally thousands of possible
combinations of threat and contingency planning conditions. We need a revolutionary
approach to obtaini, *h requisite data. The Naval Air Test Center (NAVAIRTESTCEN)
has begun to develop an innovative system, known as the Air Combat Environment Test and
Evaluation Facility (ACETEF), to meet this need.

OVERVIEW

ACETEF will permit ground testing of fully integrated avionics systems in an
environment that closely parallels actual combat. The data generated by ACETEF will
augment that available from conventional flight testing in three ways. First, ACETEF
will reproduce almost exactly the conditions encountered during a test flight, allowing
systems engineers to study a problem under controlled conditions. Second, and perhaps
more important, ACETEF will subject the weapons and crew to conditions that cannot be
reproduced in actual flight, short of real combat. Finally, ACETEF testing will be
covert; it cannot be witnessed by uninvited b~ervers. The jata that results from
ACETEF will be unique, and invaluable to decision-makers at all levels of both the
systems acquisition and operational command hierarchies.

Development of ACETEF entails no known technological risks; the elements already exist
in various stages of maturity. ACETEF adds value to existing NAVAIRTESTCEN assets by
integrating them into a complete system. This article describes some of the current
capabilities, and the problems that have led NAVAIRTESTCEN to conceive and begin
development of the ACETEF approach to testing.

REQUIREMENTS

The development of the ACETEF concept by NAVAIRTESTCEN was motivatee by a number of
interrelated factors. First and foremost is the unprecedented escalation in the
complexity and effectiveness of a multitude of threats to Naval Aviation. Recent
combat experience has been both encouraging and sobering. We haven't miscalculated the
threat yet, but we can envision a future scenario with less desirable outcomes. Recent
intelligence reports depict an increasingly sophisticated combat capability in areas
previously considered relatively unimportant. New missiles with advanced guidance
systems, controlled by complex and robust command and control networks present a
serious challenge to our ability to project power. Weapons of entirely new type are
being tested by potential adversaries, and will be fielded in the next few years. At
present, we have precious few national assets that can generate objective data on the
effectiveness of our systems against those currently and probable future threats. Our
instrumented test ranges cannot come close to providing test conditions that
approximate the threat density we can expect in real combat. Conventional flight
testing is inadequate in the face of the rapid increase in system complexity necessary
to counter the threats and achieve military and political objectives. We simply cannot
fly enoL~h to evaluate all of The threat situations that analysts can "dream up".

A second factor that led to the ACETEF concept is the rapidly increasing sophistication
of foreign intelligence measures. Foreign surveillance systems (e.g. SIGINT, PHOTINT
or ELINT) can easily monitor flight tests, gathering data on the performance
capabilities and limitations of v-hicles and weapons. Both visual and electronic data
can be obtained readily from even rudimentary monitoring systems and cechnology.
Although some issues can only be resolved with confidence during flight testing (such
as basic vehicle performance limitations), there is the constant risk of compromising
classified signals if electronics emissions are not held to a minimum. When the
signals are limited, the value of the flight test is limited. The ACETEF system
incorporates a secure approach that minimizes the likelihood that a foreign technology
can penetrate and monitor tests.

The third factor is cost. Current developmental testing technology, methodology, aid
instrumentation characterizes baseline system performance and verifies specification
compliance. Operational test and evaluation relies on expensive flight testing to

provide estimates of mission effectiveness. ACETEF will fill an ever-wiuening gap



between the two. ACETEF will allow the Navy, for the first time, to begin to evaluate
objectively the performance of aircraft, weapons, and crew, in covert analyses of total
system combat performance. The ACETEF methodology will significantly enhance the
quality of developmental test and evaluation, and will become the foundation from which
operational flight testing moves tuward more thorough assessment of crucial operational
issues. ACETEF testing will be integrated with conventional flight test methodologies
to validate the results of the simulations. Flight testing will become more cost-
effective and will be focused only on those questions that require flight test 'g.
With exponentially increasing costs of sensors and weapons is formidable. To achie.e a
reasonable level of confidence that the investment in those systems has been and is
wise, we need hard facts: objective data that show how effective our systems are
against those threats. ACETEF will provide those data.

Finally, the need to evaluate the interoperability of our systems has been demonstrated
repeatedly during the last few years in limited combat situations. Just counting all
the numbers of ways that our systems must interact is challenging. Navy aircrews must
talk to Army, Marine, ad even NATO parties on the ground. Third-party tergeting is a
reality, representing an incredible advance in mission effectiveness, but at the cost
of immense burden on command, control, and communications systems. Air Force aircraft
must be integrated into Navy airborne strike units under certain combat scenarios.
Testing all combinations of systems in flight test is simply not possible. Waiting to
test them in combat is unthinkable. Testing in simulation is both cost-effective, and
provides the requisite data.

ACETEF CONCEPT

A typical system intogration test of today entails a fully flight-worthy aircraft with
complete weapons systems suspended in an anechoic chamber that provides greater than
1OOdB isolation for electromagnetic (EM) signals from the outside world. The aircraft
is illuminated with radar and other signals as if it were flying through a real combat
mission. In a high-fidelity simulation facility next doer, a flight crew straps into a

cockpit that duplicates the aircraft in the chamber. The crew observe displays and
control system,; much as they would during a flight test. In an adjacent shielded
hangar, other aircraft are connected to external power and their systems are subjected
to stimulation and analysis. Such tests are conducted as a matter of course at the
NAVAIRTESTCEN. However, the various elements, aircraft in the chamber, and in the
hangar, and pilot in simulator are independent. The data that they yield are not
correlated; few data on interoperability are available. Whether the systems will work
together effectively is still uncertain. Whether they will work at all in some
advanced high-density threat environment is even less clear. We can test the systems
to specification, b t we still do not know if they will do the job. Many questions
remain unanswered. Can a given jammer be integrated into a new platform and provide
increased survivability? Can a new air-to-air self-defense missile be added to a
ground-attack aircraft and provide the crew with increased likelihood of mission
success? Or will the new capability simply increase crew workload and result in
decreased mission performance?

The ACETEF approach is to exploit simulation technology to provide a testing
environment that reproduces the conditions of actual combat. In ACETEF, a fully
integrated weapons system, incorporating vehicle, avionics, weapons, crew, other
aircraft in the strike group, and critical elements of the command/control hierarchy
will be immersed in a stimulation/simulation environment that literally fools both
aircraft and crew into believing that they are in actual combat. Aircraft !',stems are
fooled through a ombination of simulation and stimulation. Simulation is accomplished
by digital computers; stimulation is accomplished by computer controlled environment
generators that provide radic frequency, electro-optical, or laser stimuli which
duplicate, as closely as possible, real signals (including war-reserve mcdes, when
appropriate). The crew is fooled by providing very high fidelity sensory cuting
(visual, aural, and motion) while simultaneously p-oviding realistic workload
conditions (threats, mission objectives and constraints, communications channels,
etc.). The total EM environment that an aircraft/aircrew experiences during combat is
simulated, encompassing EM interference among subsystems on-board the aircraft, threat-
generated signals, communication and data link signals, radar returns, jamming and
other electronic coulterrneasures, counter-countermeasures, visual stimuli, and other
signals through the E;i. spectrum. The connections among flight crew, aircraft, and
other players is real-time and closed-loop. When the pilot presses a button in the
simulator cockpit, the appropriate system is activated in the aircraft suspended in the
anechoic chamber. When a jammer is activated in the chamber, the pilot sees his
simulator radar display become distorted. This type of integration between simulator
and aircraft has already been dcmonstrated in a limited test. A serious problem in the
stores management system of the F/A-18 aircraft was diagnosed and resolved using this
approach in 1980. ACETEF simply builds on that experience.

In ACETEF, the combat scenario may be hypothetical, devised to address some possible
future threat, or it may be real, construnted quickly to address some critical question
that may arise during system development, contingency planning, or training exercise.
As a result, the aircrew and aircraft will perform in a manner that very closely
duplicated operations under battle conditions. And hard facts can be accumulated on
just how well they do the job.

As ACETEF evolves, it will provide a unique testing facility for new appl4cations of
computing technology in air warfare: in communications, sensor fusion, .cd tactical
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and strategic decision-aid applications, for example. The central role of the computer
in managing combat has only recently begun to emerge. ACETEF promises to be a unique
facility for testing new concepts for system integration. Rapid prototyping of new
systems will be supported by the availability of the data-rich testing environment. Of
special interest is the role that computing technology can play in upgrading the
effectiveness of current systems by retrofitting enhanced computers and new systems
architectures. The effectiveness of the A-6 and F-14, and hence their life-expectancy,
are being improved by orders-of-magnitude by the expedient of adding new computing
capabilities. For example, a major performance gain in the the F-14D radar over its
predecessor is achieved in the computing capability embedded in the radar. With a few
orders-of-magnitude increase in computational power, new capabilities can be realized.

Sensor fusion, the long-sought algorithm to correlate pre-mission planning data, and
late-breaking intelligence data, with on-board sensors, such as the radar warning
receiver, radar or IR sensors, etc., would be practical with conventional programming
techniques if the computer power were available on-board the aircraft. The algorithm
to achieve sensor fusion can be demonstrated on conventional ground-based computers. A
reliable algorithm has been demonstrated to identify the path of least threat to or
away from a target zone. Other programs perform automated assignment of weapons to
threats to achieve a mathematically optimal kill-ratio. These programs work in theory,
but will they work in combat? These enhancements may be extremely cost-effective,
obviating substantial investments in new weapons systems until breakthroughs, such as
stealth, propulsion, structures, aerodynamics, and other technologies are mature enough
to warrant development of new aircraft.

Consider the implications of increasing the on-board computing capabilities of tactical
aircraft by hundreds or thousands of times. Such is the objective of DARPA's Strategic
Computing Initiative, the Very High Speed Integrated Circuit technology program, and
other substantial DOD-sponsored efforts. How can that power be exploited to increase
survivability and mission effectiveness? How can we evaluate the tradeoffs among the
hundreds of alternative possible systems configurations that are emerging as practical?

In today's intensely competitive systems acquisition process, there exists no real
incentive for various vendors to develop common solutions and foster commonality among
aircraft. That same vital process that provides many diverse competitive solutions to
Defens'- problems, fails to provide cost-effective means for evaluating the tradeoffs
among the solutions. The responsibility for discovering potential advantages of
specifying commonality falls on the government facilities. The ACETEF will provide
substantial impetus for development of common solutions to common problems among
various aviation communities.

The software that controls ACETEF simulations, and the basic systems architecture of
our facilities can be exported to other government and industry simulation
laboratories. In a joint effort with the Naval Training Systems Center, involving
their Visual Technology Research Simulator and advanced multiprocessor computer
facilities, we are developing an acquisition strategy that exploits our initial
investment in aerodynamics, avionics, and threat models in the test and evaluation
arena by transitioning them to the development of training systems, here-to-fore an
extremely difficult thing to accomplish. If we succeed, and we expect to demonstrate
the approach in FY88, we will have opened the door to substantial (multi-million
dollar) savings in training simulator acquisition and life-cycle costs. ACETEF will
magnify those savings.

Other benefits can be foreseen in recently demonstrated applications. The threat
environment generators used in ACETEF could be tapped to provide realistic scenarios to
support battle force in-port trafning exercises. New tactics would undoubtedly emerge
as a clearer understanding of the effectiveness of our systems evolves. Innovative
ideas could be tested in the crucible of near-reality before ccmmitting to full-scale
development. We expect that ACETEF will provide an especially fruitful test site for
development of reusable software modules in the programming language Ada. We
anticipate that ACETEF will confront and develop new ways of integrating large real-
time process control computers in tightly-coupled networks. All of these advantages
arise through our systematic, build-a-little, test-a-little, evolutionary approach to
implementation of the ACETEF concept.

CONCLUSIONS

The ACETEF is an evolutionary/modular system that provides a systematic building block
on which the T&E answers of today and tomorrow can be founJ. We utilize some of the
elements of the ACETEF routinely today. It was the immense sucess of our experiments
with aircraft/simulator integration that led us to conceive, and eventually to plan
for, the Air Combat Environment Test and Evaluation Facility. In ACETEF, the encounter
between our systems (aircrew and aircraft) and their projected combat environments,
reproduced as closely as simulation technology and our understanding of the threats
will allow, will provide data of incalculable value. Data that cannot be obtained any
other way.
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FLIGHT TESTING IN THE NETHERLANDS, AN OVERVIEW
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SUMMARY

This report gives an overview of the flight test activities and capabilities in The Netherlands.
A geaeral description of the flight test programs of the last decades with civil and military aircraft,
helicopters and research aircraft will be given. Some of the highlights of the more recent programs will
be presented, i.e. the type certification of the Fokker 50 and Fokker 100 civil transport aircraft,
evaluation and certification trials with the military Fi6 fighter aircraft, helicopter-ship compatibiliLy
testing and the determination of the mathematical model of the Cessna Citation 500 for a Phase II flight
simulator. Furthermore a short description will be given of the flight test instrumentation and
flight test techniques that have become available in The Netherlands during the last decade.

I INTRODUCTION

Only a few years after the historical flight of the Wright brothers in 1903 several aeronautical organi-
sations were founded in The Netherlands that still exist. The Royal Netherlands Air Force was founded in
1913. In 1919 Anthony Fokker of The Netherlands founded what is now Fokker Aircraft Company. Also in that
same year both KLM Royal Dutch Airlines and what is now the National Aerospace Laboratory NIR were
founded. At a somewhat later stage the faculty of Aerospace Engineering of the Delft University of
Technology joined this group of organisations in which aircraft operators, the national aircraft industry
and the aerospace research institutes were represented. These organisatfons have always cooperated very
closely and the lines of communication have always been very short. Before World War 2 both civil and
military aircraft were being developed in The Netherlands. After the war Fokker directed its main
development activities towards civil aircraft types like the F27 Friendship and the F28 Fellowship and
more recently, the Fokker 50 and Fokker 100. In the military segment Fokker produced several military
fighter aircraft types under license from British and American companies. As a consequence the greater
part of the flight test activities in The Netherlands was with civil aircraft. Especially the flight
testing of the Fokker 50 and Fokker 100 prototype aircraft formed a great percentage of the total flight
test activities in the last few years. The flight tests with military aircraft were limited to evaluation
and certification of subsystems and general support to air force and navy.

Speaking of flight testing in The Netherlands is hardly possible without mentioning the National Aero-
space Laboratory NLR. As a result of its central position NLR plays an important role in virtually all
flight test activities in The Netherlands. NLR is the central institute in The Netherlands for aerospace
research. Its principal mission is to render scientific support and technical assistance on a non-profit
basis to Dutch and foreign aerospace industries and organisations, civil and military aircraft operators
and government agencies concerned with aviation and space flight.
NLR closely cooperates with Fokker in aircraft development projects under contract with The Netherlands
Agency for Aerospace Programs (NIVR); it assists aircraft operators (KIM Royal Dutch Airlines, Royal
Netherlands Air Force, Royal Netherlands Navy) concerning the evaluation of aircraft and equipment, and
concerning technical problems in aircraft operation. Furthermore NLR assists The Netherlands Department
of Civil Aviation (RLD) in its supervisory task with respect to air troffic control, airworthiness,
flight safety, accident investigation, environmental control, etc.
NLR is a customer-oriented research organisation, deriving its income for 70 percent from research-,
development-, test- and evaluation-contracts and for 30 percent from subsidies from the Dutch government
for its basic research programs. NLR is headed by a Board, composed of representatives from the Dutch
government, aerospace industry and aircraft operators. NLR employs a staff of about 780, and is organised
in five major research divisions: luid Dynamics, Flight, Structures and Materials, Space and
Informatics. (Fig.l.l)

Fig. 1.1 N'R's Organisation.
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In the Flight Division three departments can be found that play an important role in flight testing: the
Flight Testing and Helicopters Department, the Operations Research Department and the Aircraft instrumen-
tation Department.

This report gives an overview of the flight tes activities and capabilities in The Netherlands.
A general description of the flight test programs of the last decades with civil and military aircraft,
helicopters and research aircraft will be given. Some of the highlights of the more recent programs will
be presented, i.e. the type certification of the Fokker 50 and Fokker 100 civil transport aircraft,
store certification trials with military fighter aircraft, helicopter-ship compatibility testing and the
determination of the mathematical model of the Cessna Citation 500 for a Phase II flight simulator.
Furthermore a short description will be given of the flight test instrumentation and flight test
techniques that have become available in The Netherlands during the last decade.

2 FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM OVERVIEW

2.1 Civil transport aircraft

Fokker aircraft

The first civil air transport aircraft developed in The Netherlands since World War 2 was the Fokker F27.
Following a program of subcontract work for the Allied Air Forces which culminated in military air.-,-,
construction contracts, such as the production of 330 Gloster Meteor, 400 Hawker Hunter and 350 Lockheed
FIO4G Starfighter aircraft, Fokker embarked in 1953 upon its higgest postwar venture: the design, develop-
nent and construction of a twin turboprop, short-haul airliner with a seating capacity of 36. Shortly
after its introduction a version with a stretches fuselage was introduced for 46 to 50 passengers.
The aircraft would be known as the F27 Friendship. This aircraft was Fokker's hestseller for 25 years,
786 aircraft were sold, 205 of which were manufactured under license by Fairchild in the USA. There it
was known as the Fairchild F227.

In the early sixties Fokker initiated the development of a short-haul twin-jet with tail-mounted engines
and a seating capacity for 65 passengers: the F28 Fellowship. It had a take-off weight of 25,700 kg and
the range was about 1000 nautical miles. The F28 flight test program started with the maiden flight of
the first prototype on 9 May 1967. Three aircraft were scheduled to be involved in the development and
certification flying. After two months the second prototype joined the program and two months after that
a third aircraft was added. The first two aircraft were identically equipped with extensive test- and
recording equipment. The third aircraft was intended to serve as "stand-by" and to perform trials requi-
ring limited or very specialised instrumentation, such as for Icing tests. The flight test program took
20 months to complete, in this period approximately 900 flight hours were logged. The aircraft was certi-
fied in 1969. In later years several versions were developed by Fokker, the original version of the F28
was then called the F28 Mk 1000.

2 2o e

Fig. 2.1.1 The F28-family and how it evolved
,.0o o,' :into the Fokker 100.

Fig.2.1.1 gives an overview of this P28-family and how it eventually, evolved Into the Fokker 100. The
first new version was the F28 Mk 2000, which was certified in 1972. It had an extended fuselage and could
carry up to 85 passengers. From this version the Mk 4000 was developed. It had an increase of wingspan of
1.5 m, aerodynamic refinements, a new look intorlr and uprated engines with improved noise attenuation.
This version was certified in 1976. Hereafter a Mk 3000 was developed from the original Mk 1000, it had
the original fuselage, hut otherwise the same features and improvements of the M% 4000. It was certified
in 1978.
All versions were subjected to flight test programs, in which the conseq':ences of the alterations were
evaluated and certilied. These tests were all done on the first prototyne, the Al, the flight test
instrumentation of which was extensively updated in the course of the years to keep pace with the
increasing "user requirements". This same aircraft was later, at an age of 20 years, used as the
"Avionics Test Red" (ATB) in the Fokker 100 development program. Of the F28 Fellowship-family 241
aircraft were sold, most of which were Mk 1000, Mk 2000 and Mk 4000 versionf.

Production of both the F27 and F28 was terminated in 1987 as the production of the Pokker 50 and Fokker
100 aircraft fully occupied Fokker's production resources. The development of these new aircraft types
was Initiated In 1982. In 1983 Fokker officIally launched the Fokker 50 and Fokker 100 programs simul-
taneously.
The flight test programs started In late 1985 for the Fokker 50 and late 1986 for the Fokker 100. The
test programs included full scale prototype certification according to JAR and FAR regulations, they are
described in more detail in section 3.1 and in Reference 1.
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The Fokker 50 (Fig 2.1.2) is a twin turboprop for 50 passengers and it is a much improved and modernised
derivative of its predecessor, the F27 Friendship. The main differences can be found in the flight con-
trols, landing gear, engines (P&W 124), propellors (Dowty Rotol 6 blades), avionics, electrical system,
hydraulic system.
The first flight with the first Fokker 50 prototype was on 28 December 1985. The type certificate was
awarded on 15 May 1987. In the test program two prototypes and one production aircraft were used. Until
the type certification 985 flight hours were logged.

the Fokker 100 (Fig.2.1.3) is a short-haul twin-jet with tail-mounted, high by-pass ratio engines with
seating capacity for 108 passengers. The Fokker ]00 is a derivative of the F28 Fellowship Mk 4000, as can
be seen in Figure 2.1.1. From a structural point of view it is a very drastic adaptation. The main diffe-
rences are: an extended fuselage (+5.9 m), a newly designed wing with larger span (+3 m) an chord, based
on the application of the supercritical wing technology and a horizontal stabilizer of increa.ed span
(+1.4 t). Furthermore the Fokker 100 has completely new engines, Rolls Royce Tay 620 and 650 hith a thrust
of 13,850 lbs. resp. 15,000 ibs, with a much lower specific fuel consumption, and a very low noise level
which meets the latest (Stage 3) regulations. Other major differences are: thrust reversers, second
generation digital avionics with full cat. 3B Autoland capability and a "glass cockpit".

The first flight with the first Fokker 100 prototype was on 30 November 1986. The type certificate "vs
awarded on 20 November 1987. In the test program two prototypes and one production aircraft were used.
Until type certification 1052 flight hours were logged. The flight test programs of the Fokker 50 and
Fokker 100 will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.1.

Fig. 2.1.2 Water ingestion trials with Fig. 2.1.3 Take-off and landing performance
the Fokker 50 at Cranfiold, U.K. and fly-over noise were measured

at Granada, Spain (photograph Fokker).

During the execution of a flight test program the relation between Fokker and NLR is as follows.
The program management and the test coiductance are performed by the Fokker Flight Department. Flight
test instrumentation operations and data preprocessing operations are a shared effort of Fokker Electro-
nics Laboratory and NLR's Aircraft Instrumentation Department. Each department developed certain instru-
mentation subsystems which will be further described in Chapter 4 and consequently operated them during
the tests. Both departments operate their own data preprocessing stations which interface with their data
acquisition systems. The data preprocessing stations interface with the respective Fokker- and NLR main-
frame computers.

Cessna Citation 500.

In the spring of 1986 the Dutch Government Civil Aviation Flying School (RLS) decided to purchase a phase
It flight simulator for the Cessna Citation 500 business jet, used in the final part of the pilot training.
The objective was to reduce the costs of the training by transferring part of the type training from the
aircraft to the simulator, enabling the 8LS to reduce its fleet from si3: to three aircraft.
For the Citation 500, which was developed in the late sixties, no adequate mathematical model and data
packages were available. Therefore the Faculty of Aerospace Engineering if the Delft University of Tech-
nology (UT) and NlR were selected to execute a flight test program, Identify mathematical models of aero-
dynamic forces and moments, engine performance characteristics, flight control system and landing gear
and to evaluate the models with off-line ,nd pilot-in-the-loop-real-time simulations. One of the aircraft
was equipped with an advanced high accu:acy flight test Instrumentation system from NLR's MRVS-family
(see Chapter 4) and a flight test program was carried out consisting of 52 hours in 23 flights. A data
base was formed from which a mathematlcal model could be developed. Different types of system identifi-
cation techniques were applied to develop models of the aerodynamic forces and moments, the static and
dynamic engine performance, the flight control system and the landing gear. The time between program go-
ahead until first flight wos 3 months, the flight test program was virtually completed in 2 months. Deli-
very of all mathematical models was completed within five months after the first flight. This program is
discussed in more detail in Chapter 1.4.
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2.2 Military aircraft

Fighter aircraft

The Netherlands did not develop a capability to design military fighter aircraft and as a consequence the
scope of flight test programs with these aircraft is rather small compared to countries which do have

such a capability. However, a constant stream of flight tests has been going on during the last decades.
The first post war military fighter programs were executed on the Lockheed FI4C Starfighter of the Royai

Netherlands Air Force (RNLAF).
Later, in 1970, the Northrop NF5 made its appearance. This version of the well known F-5 fighter line had
been developed to the specification of the Dutch and Canadian Air Forces. The first aircraft which had

been extensively used in the test program by Northrop came to The Netherlands provided with a digital

data acquisition system and NLR took care of the instrumentation. This aircraft was in use as a general
purpose test aircraft for the RNLAF for many years. During this period NLR managed the instrumentation,
adapted it to specific requirements and trained Air Force personnel'to operate it.The NF5 was succeeded

by the General Dynamics Fi6 (Fig.2.2.1), which is the subject of today's military flight testing. The

nature of these tests could best be described as improvement programs, improvement in the sense of
improving or expanding the weapon employment capabilities and improving the operational capabilities of
the man-machine combination. During the operational life of military aircraft it is often necessary to
equip the aircraft with new systems or external stores, to expand the operational envelope or to certify
new configurations.

Fig. 2.2.1 NLR plays an essential role in numerous

flight test programs for the qualification

of wieapon systems toe aircraft of the
-, -i "' 

0  
Royal Netherlands Air Force.

In executing these complex tasks, NLR has given support to the Royal Netherlands Air Force (RNLAF) ever

since the first tests with the F 104G, thereby acquiring a great deal of expertise in this field.

Many test programs involve investigations to be performed during actual flight. NLR provides a total
flight test package consisting of:

- planning and organization of a flight test program,
- design, installation and operation of all required test equipment,
- data processing and data analysis.

NLR has done certification work for several aircraft-store combinations of the above mentioned aircraft

types of the RNLAF, by providing support in flight testing and analysis to investigate:

- flutter
- loads and stresses

- performance

- flying qualities

- store separation

Other military flight test programs in The Netherlands comprise the development, test, evaluation and/or

certification of new subsystems, such as a reconnaissance system, a gunsight, a terrain profile matching
system, the test and evaluation of modifications to the aircraft, both hard- and software, such as flap

scheduling, Fire Control Computer wm=puu delivery software and radar software and the development of new

operational tactics.

The unprecedented flying qualities of the F16 and the extreme demands on the human physique raised the
question whether the pilot would become the limiting factor in Fi6 operations. Pilot's complaints led to
some research programs to investigate the accelerations and the resulting loads in the spine and neck of

the pilot during high-G manoeuvres and during low altitude, high speed missions.

At this moment the RNLAF has at its disposal two F16 aircraft, an FIA and an FI6B, which have been equip-
ped with electrical and mechanical provisions for the rapid installation of a powerful and versatile digi-
tal flight rest data acquisition system. The aircraft can be converted from squadron service to flight
test service and vice versa in two days. The data acquisition system, designed by NIR, is described in
detail in Reference 2. Both instrumented aircraft have been used in several of the mentioned certifi-
cation, evaluation and research programs.

The relation between the Air Force and NLR during the execution of a flight rest program is as follows:
the program management is done by the Air Force and, in most cases, the test conductance is managed by
NLR's Flight Test Department. Flight test instrumentation and data preprocessing is provided by NLR's
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Aircraft Instrumentation Department. Data reduction and analysis is done by N1,R specialists. The final
reporting is done by NLR and/or Air Force specialists. Some programs are entirely conducted by the Air
Force, sometimes using NLR instrumentation, sometimes only using the test pilot's judgenent.

Lockheed Orion P-3C

In 1983 the Royal Netherlands Navy ordered a training simulator for the Lockheed Orion P-3C anti-sub-
marine patrol aircraft.
The mathematical models for this simulator were extracted from rather old and scanty flight test
information and theoretical and windtunnel data. In order to be able to adjust and validate the models
more accurately, better and more complete information on the aircraft had to be obtained.
Therefore it was decided to install a data acquisition system in one of the RNLN's operational aircraft
and to execute an extensive flight test program to acquire the so-called proof-of-match data.

2.3 Helicopters

With regular intervals during the last 25 years NLR's FligaLc Testing and Helicopters Department has been
involved in helicopter-ship qualification testing for not only the Royal Netherlands Navy (RNLN) but also
for several foreign navies. The objective of these tests is to determine the take-off and landing flight
envelope for helicopters on board ships with a small flight deck to ensure an optimal operational availa-
bility.
NLR has developed a method to assess the possibility of a safe take-off and landing under specified
adverse conditions, with as high a payload as possible. The operational envelope can be greatly expanded
by utilizing the optimized take-off and landing techniques designed by NLR. The final result could mean a
considerable increase in the operational availability of the helicopter on board the ship. Because of the
unique character of each helicopter-ship combination and the innumerable possible combinations it is
understandable that usually no extensive testing has been carried out by the manufacturer for the combi-
nation of interest. Helicopters tested in the programs are, a.o., several versions of the Westland Lynx
(Fig.2.3.1), Agusta Bell AB 212 and Dauphin HH 65A. This subject is further discussed in more detail in
Chapter 3.3.

fig. 2.3.1
Helicopter-ship qualification
testing for the Roysl Netherlands

-a Havy, Westland Lynx helicopter.
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Other helicopter flight test programs in The Netherlands have rather an ad-hoc character, some examples
are given:
- Determination of cross wind limits for the Westland Lynx
- Evaluation of an engine health monitoring system
- Performance evaluation of the Agusta A 129
- Evaluation of night vision goggles during night flights with the Bo 105
- Evaluation of an enhanced Stability Augmentation System of the Bo 105
- Determination of the navigation accuracy of several Doppler navigation systems with the Bo 105
- Determination of the radar cross section of the Alouette III and Bo 105 as a function of terrain cover
- Pilot's workload assessment

2.4 Research aircraft

There are three research aircraft in The Netherlands, two of them belong to NLR and the third one belongs
to the Delft University of Technology (DUT). NLR operates a Fairchild Metro II (Flg.2.4.1) and a
Reechcraft Queen Air 80 (Fig.2.4.2), DUT operates a De Havilland Beaver.

Fig. 2.4.2
" NLR's Beechcraft Queen Air 80

aircraft equiped with a
p 5 attcrams or for remote

sensing research, developed
by the Delft University of
Technology.

Fig. 2.4.1 NLR's Fairchild
Metro 11 aircraft.
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In relation to the subject of flight testing the research aircraft are being used for research, develop-
ment, test and evaluation of new:
- Flight test techniques
- Flight test-, aircraft- and cockpit-instrumentation
- Remote Sensing equipment, such as SLAR, SAR, Scatterometer, visible-light scanner
- ILS/MLS-procedures
- Air traffic control procedures
- Advanced avionics systems

Examples of former, recent and present-day flight test programs with the research aircraft are:
- investigation of liquid-motion during zero-g flights, in preparation for the experiments with fluids in

partly filled containers placed in the Fluid Physics Module in Spacelab.
- Investigation of techniques to assess pilot workload. Results were based on the generation of subjective

ratings, physiological measurements and task performance parameters.
- Investigations into the optimum presentation formats on programmable Electronic Flight Instrument

Systems (EFFS-displays)
- Research into the application of a Head Up Displays and the optimum presentation formats
- Flight tests with a side stick controller, in relation to the development of criteria for handling
qualities of transport aircraft with fly-by-wire flight control systems, such as the A320. This
development program also incorporated flight tests with Lt'e Total In Flight Simulator (TIPS) in the
USA.

- Development of the Non-Stationary Measurement technique (NSM) for the determination of lift-drag polars
in accelerated flight and the determination of stability and control parameters (see Chapter 4)

- Development of the STALINS-method for the measurement of aircraft trajectories during take-off and
ianding performance measurements (see Chonter 4)

- Development of the ALAND-method for the measurement of the aircraft trajectory and touch-down point du-
ring Fokker 100 Autoland cat 3B certification testing (see Chapter 4).

- Development of a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) for remote sensing research
- Application of a Side-loo'ng Airborne Radar (SLAR) as a research tool in the area of surveying and
monitoring of land and sea. The Dutch digital SLAR is a joisi dvelopment of the Delft University of
Technology (DUT), Physics and Electronics Laboratory TNO and NLR. It has a resolution of 7.5 m across
track and 16 mrad along track. The SLAR data is recorded on board on a high-density digital recorder.
The data can be geometrically corrected for variations in aircraft attitude and motion through
simultaneously recorded inertial reference data. Furthermore, radiometric corrections for system
parameters are executed to calculate radar backscatter coefficients.

- Development and operation of a 6-band (between 1GHz and 18GHz) Scatterometer made by the Delft
University of Technology. Previously the instrument was used in connection with the development of a
scatterometer in the ERSI satellite of the European Space Agency (ESA), which will measure wind force
,v! direction on a global scale from the radar reflection patterns of the oceans. At present this
scatterometer is used for research on radar reflection in agricultural applications.

Both NLR aircraft have been equipped with high accuracy digital data acquisition systems and mounting
provisions under the fuselage for installation of instrumentation pods, antennas and other equipment.
The Metro has a 610x610 mm camera hatch with 40 mm thick optical quality glass. The glass can be replaced
with metal plates for mounting special equipment, such as antennas and the trailing static tube. The
Queen Air has a tiltable mounting system under the fuselage, at present used for the scatterometer disc
antenna which has a diameter of I m.

1. FiTru T PROG II HIGHLIGHTS

In this chapter four flight test programs are described in more detail. They are chosen because they
clearly demonstrate the quality and versatility of flight testing in The Netherlands.

3.1 Type certification flight testprograms of the Fokker 50 and Fokker 100

In 1983 the Fokker Aircraft Company launched both the Fokker 50 and Fokker 100 programs simultaneously.
Obviously that did not mean that flight.testing should take place also simultaneously. Based on market
demands and engine availability dates it was decided that the Fokker 50 should be ready for flight
testing first and the program should be laid out in such a way that no interference with the Fokker ]00
flight tests would occur. (Ref. I).

The Fokker 50 Is a derivative of the F27 Friendship, it is a twin turboprop, seating about 50 passengers.
(Fig. 3.1.1).

4-.- Y--

Fig. 3.1.1 The Fokker 50.
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The project started in 1983 as a minimum change derivative, retaining the basic structure of the well
proven F27, but with new engines. However, after the program go-ahead, mainly due to mn'rketing pressure,
the definition of the aircraft progressively changed from a minimum change to a fully modernized
derivative.

An overview of the additional changes after program go-ahead is as follows:
- the pneumatic system was replaced by a fully hydraulic system,
- the electrical system became an all AC system,
- NAV/COM equipment was fully modernized,
- electronic flight instruments (EFIS) were introduced,
- the integrated alerting system (IAS) was new,
- the cockpit layout was fully modernized adopting the "dark cockpit" philosophy, as engineered for

the Fokker 100,
- the pitot/static system was moved from the wing tips to the forward fuselage,
- the airconditioning system was redesigned,
- the interior layout was fully modernized, including new passenger and service/emergency doors and

more, but smaller windows,
- for engine-non-containment reasons the trim control routing was separated from the main control

routing.
Apart from the engine-nacelle and air-intake, that had to be changed drastically the aerodynamic changes
were minor:
- rudder and ailerons were aerodynamically balanced to reduce control forces,
- wingtips were provided with "foklets", bent-up wingtips to improve lateral stability,

In 1983, when the program was launched, a 500 hrs flight test program was planned for the basic
certification of the Fokker 50, to be flown with two prototypes and a first series aircraft in 7 months.
By the end of 1985, due to the mentioned additional system changes and general reconsiderations, the
program had grown to 700 hrs.

Due to a variety of reasons the Fokker 50 production didn't meet its schedule resulting in a late arrival
of the prototypes at the flight department and very high pressure on a first flight date. It was decided
to fly before the end of 1985 (28th Dec.). However, the aircraft was incomplete and the instrumentation
system not yet operational. So, although this first flight was a success, the aircraft went straight back
into the hangar to be completed and readied for the start of the flight test program. Also then, the
pressure was tremendous, and when the second flight was finally made just over two months later, the
aircraft and its instrumentation system were still not complete. It was only just sufficient to start
with the first few weeks of the program.
It was hoped that there would be sufficient opportunity to complete the aircraft and its instrumentation
system in the first phase of the flight test program, during the down-times in the nights and weekends,
but this did not -'k -uu too well.
It became clear that the absc ut a large certification flight test program for a number of years had
seriously eroded the ability to e3timate the necessary steps leading to a successful flight test program.

Due to the originally assumed limited Fokker 50 program, the instrumentation systems (see chapter 4 for
more details) of both prototypes were designed to be dedicated only to the planned tests on each air-
craft, thus accepting a very limited flexibility in program planning; both aircraft were not fully inter-
changeable!
Also, the instrumentation systems were build to match the early specificatit ns, leaving little space for
later additional requests. Too many of those came in a later stage causing significant problems and basic
reconfigurations during the program.

The Fokker 50 flight test program was expected to be a fairly smooth program. In aerodynamic respect the
aircraft was not much different from the F27 and most aerodynamic changes, like the foklets and horn-
balanced rudder, had been flight tested on a modified F27, Fokker's Maritime testbed, the year before.
The new pitot-static system had also been evaluated on that aircraft.
Although Fokker was the first customer for the Pratt & Whitney 124 turboprop engine and its engine and
propellor electronic control systems, not many troubles were expected, neither with the engine nor with
the propellor. The engine had been flight tested together with the six bladed Dowry propellor on a
Viscount, P & W of Canada's flying testbed. Besides, the maximum power ratings of this engine, being 10%
higher than those of the RR-Dart engine, had been flown on the Fokker F27 Maritime test bed by temporarily
boosting the Dart engines to the required power level. Limited windtunoel testing had been considered
adequate. The general optimistic view was that the program should be smooth.
The reality was different. The aerodynamic changes introduced by engine/propellor comblnation proved to
have considerably more effect on the flying properties of the aircraft than expected.

Due co various problems with the engine and its electronic control system, as well as the propellor
electronic control system, much single engine testing was postponed for several months.
A few changes in the longitudinal stability of the aircraft proved to be necessary, requiring time
consuming hardware .hanges. This also affected the definition of the autoflfght control laws, so final
AFCS testing could not start before the longitudinal problems had been solved.
Those set-backs caused considerable delay, affecting the runway performance an., noise program that should
have been finished before the summer season in Granada, Spain, generally an ideal flight test location
all the year through, except for the hot summer with its turbulent atmosphere. For the runway performance
program Manchling, the MBB flight test centre in the south of Germany, was chosen. With their excellent
facilities MBB provided good support to complete the runway performance program within the planned
period.
The noise program had to be delayed until September, to be flown in Granada after all.
Due to the engine problems, it was too late fr the hot weather program to find the required "ht"
conditions (40 deg. C plus) o rhiq sidp of our planet and those tests were postponed till March 1987.
Senegal in Africa was then selocted and there the right temperature was found. In the meantime the
cold-weather conditions in Scandinavia had nicely lined up with the delays and those tests were done in
the winter period.
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Due to the delays and the growth of the flight test program, the Fokker 50 progress had not been
sufficient to avoid, as originally planned, interference with the Fokker 100 flight test program that
started on the 30th of November 1986. Also because of this interference, the flight test production rate
of the Fokker 50 went back from the maximum average of 14 hrs/ac/wk in the 4th and 5th month of the
program to 7 hrs/ac/wk in the second half of the program. This was acceptable because delivery of the
Fokker 50 was by then delayed to July 1987 with basic type certification in May 1987. The Fokker 100 got
priorlty consuming some capacity from the Fokker 50, which got worse when the second Fokker 100 started
flying in February 1987.
Fortunately by then the bulk of the Fokker 50 program had been finished.

One of the major goals of the Fokker 50 flight test program was to certify the aircraft with as few
concessions as achievable: although the first customer would get his aircraft late, he should get what he
had ordered!
It was quite obvious that, as soon as the Fokker 50 would be certified, the Fokker 100 would absorb all
available flight test supporting capacity, leaving hardly any capacity for product improvement activities
on the Fokker 50 for at least the first six months of operation. So the first customer should get a good
aircraft without any operational restrictions right from the start.
This goal was achieved: the basic certificate of the Fokker 50 was very complete, leaving hardly any
concessions with respect to the original design specification. Virtually all problems had been solved.
However, this approach was partly responsible for the program overrun, both in hours and in time.
On the other hand, during the first six months, after the basic type certification of the Fokker 50 only
some 70 hrs of additional test flying were necessary for product improvements and customer options.

The resulting progress of the Fokker 50 flight test program as compared with the planning, can be
presented as follows:

1000

750 Planned Actual

Flight 700 fit hrs 985 fit hrs

500

250

_ _ _ 1986 4s- 1987 -

1 st flight F50 1 st flight F100 certification
28-12-1985 30-11-1986 15-05-1987

Fig. 3.1.2 The Fokker 50 flight test program, planning and reality.

The figure clearly illustrates the delay and growth of the program.

The corresponding program split-up in flight hours looks as follows:

planned actual
(1983) (1985) (15-5-87)

flight envelope 10 20 18
flutter/aeroelasticity 10 10 6
flight handling 60 110 230
performance 190 200 265
propulsion 40 60 176
avionics 60 140 145
hydr/mech systems 5 20 23
airco & anti-icing 20 55 52
noise & vibration 100 75 63
loads 5 10 7

total 500 700 985

The most significant exceedances from the 1985 planning are obvious: flight handling and propulsion,
which agrees with the major problem areas encountered in the program. TIe exceedance in performance test
hours is a secondary effect of the same.

"-m--L J=- --
J
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The Fokker-i00 is a derivative of the F28 Fellowship.
It is a tail-mounted twin-engined short-haul jet aircraft with seating capacity for 108 passengers.
(Fig. 3.1.3).

IL I

Fig. 3.1.3 The okker 100.

From the start of the program, the Fokker 100 was designed as a fully modernised derivative of the F28.
The major aerodynamic changes were:
- the fuselage was stretched with 5.9 m,
- the wing was modified extensively: only the basic wingbox of the F28 was retained, but the

planform was changed and the span was increased; the forward and aft wing sections were changed to
achieve a super-critical wing profile; the ailerons and flaps were redesigned,

- the horizontal tailplane was enlarged.

The major system changes are limited in number, but are very significant:
- the RR Spay engines of the F28 were replaced by RR Tay engines, giving some 50% more thrust than
the Spey at considerably increased fuel efficiency,

- All avionics were replaced by Arnc 700 digital equipment; the aircraft got a new automatic flight
....Ltl C augmeaLaC-on system (AFCAS) capable of CAT 3b landings, a fligbt manaeemnt qvstem
(PHS) and autothrottle system were introduced, an EFIS and multi-function display system (MDS)
incl. flight warning system (P1S) were installed,

- a glass cockpit was introduced, incorporating 6 CRT's (4 for EFIS and 2 for MFDS) replacing conventicnal
instruments, designed in accordance with the "dark cockpit philosophy", adopted by Fokker for both the
Fokker 50 and Fokker 100,

- carbon brakes were introduced.
All other systems were copied from the F28 and only changed to a limited extent.

In 1983, when the Fokker 100 program was launched together with the Fokker 50, the flight test program
was planned for 800 hrs, to be flown in 10 months with 2 prototypes.
In 1986, before the start of the flight test program, due to further development and revised opinions the
program up to basic type certification had increased to 1084 hrs in 11 m-h, r be flown with two proto-
types and, during the last few months,one series aircraft. As a result, the required flight Luurs produc-
tion rate had Increased from 9 to an average of 10 hrs/ac/wk, expected to be an acceptable average.

For preliminary evaluation of AFCAS hard- and software, the original prototype of the F28 was extensively
modified to serve as an avionics flying testhed, supporting the Fokker 100 AFCAS program in an early stage
of the program (Fig. 3.1.4)

r Fig. 3.1.4 The E28 Avionics Test Bed.

Thus, early AFCAS software was tested in flight about a year before the first, flight of the Fokker 100.
This resulted in a true automatic landing on that first flight. The avionics flying testbed was also used
as an instrumentation testbed, testing various new MRVS units (the Fokker/NLR instrumentation system, see
chapter 4).

Early in the planning of the Fokker 100 flight tests, it was understood that maximum flexibility was
required. Thus, both test aircraft were identically instrumented, except for a few extreme cases. This
resulted in two virtually similar prototypes. This made it possible to shift programs from one aircraft
to the other. Disadvantage of this approach was the fact that both aircraft were relatively heavy. Some
tests, to be flown on low weight, had to be repeated on the first series aircraft. Experience with the
Fokker 50 had taught to reserve adequate spare capacity in the system to cope with additional recording
requests.
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Despite significant delays in the production phase, considerable effort and time were spent to achieve a
first flight with a virtually complete aircraft and complete instrumentation system, allowing good
flexibility and thus progress, right from the start of the program. This lesson was learned from the
Fokker 50 program.
In the first few months the flight tert production rate was 12 hrsfac/wk, while 16 hrs/ac/wk was achieved
as a program maximum average over the 5th and 6th month of the program, considerably above the planned
average of 10 hrs/ac/wk.

Because the Fokker 100 was considered an almost entirely new aircraft from the beginning, with major
aerodynamic and system changes, even more precautions had been taken to assure a smooth flight test
program.
Extensive windrunnel testing had been done for the aircraft and especially the new wing. The new engine,
the Rolls Royce Tay, had been tested minutely by Rolls-Royce and was flown by Gulfstream on their new
Culfstream VT aircraft about a year before the Fokker 100.
The all new digital avionics system had been flight tested a year before the first flight of the
Fokker 100 on the avionics flying testbed, the F28 prototype, and although not fully representative for
the Fokker 100, it proved to be a very useful exercise. Apart fr_= that, engineering simulators were
available to test and fly all AFCAS-, EFIS- and FMS-software versions.
Right from the start of the flight test program, all went quite smooth. The aerodynamics of the aircraft
agreed very well with the windrunnel results; only a few minor changes were required allowing completion
of the flight handling certification program 4 months before certification date.
The engines behaved superbly, giving a lot of confidence to the crew in all flight conditions.

The first flight of the Fokker 100 ended with a hands-off Autoland, and although many AFCAS problems were
still to be solved, it all looked very promising right from the start.
Despite the 6 weeks late arrival of the second prototype, the progress with proto-I had been so good that
within a few months this draw-back had been more than compensated.
In March 1987, proto-I went to Granada on schedule to stay there for 3.5 months to complete the runway
performance and noise program in time. The hot weather program was flown on time in August in Tunis,
North-Africa. Obviously there were problems, but most of them could be solved and none of them disrupted
the flight test program seriously.
A set-back occurred in August 1987. During a high-speed landing to simulate an aborted take-off and
investigate the behaviour of the thrust reversers at that high speed, heavy shimmy of the right hand main
undercarriage occurred. The torque-link appeared too weak and was torn loose whereupon the sliding member
with the wheels broke off. The aircraft came to a stop sliding on the remaining stub of the gear and on
the wingtip. Repair of the wing (the undercarriage could be replaced easily) and strengthening the torque
links took about 6 weeks. An extensive program to investigate the shimmy problem took another few weeks,
Certification therefore slipped a few weeks to 20 November 1987.

In general, the Fokker 100 flight test program went quite well as is clearly shown by the progress line
as compared with the planning:

1000 /

t052 fit h,,

1 0 1 1 8 5- 1h7

h084 fl hra

1987

flightenvel oe 30 31 2

Figt 3.1.5 The Fokker 100 flight test program, planning and reality.

The temporary set-back in August, following the shimmy incident, can clearly be recognized.

The program split-up In flight hours looks as follows-.

Flanned actual
(1983)' (1986) (20-11-F7

flight envelope 30 35 20

flutter/aeroelasticity 10 10 6

flight handling 80 253 265
performance 200 228 224
powerplant, Incl. APU 100 82 75
avionics 170 291 227
hydr/msech systems 20 35 72
airo & anti-icing 20 42 43
noise & vibration 130 57 80
loads 20 27 29
cockpit design 20 24 11

total 800 1084 1052
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Additionally. 41 hours were made for ferries, demo's, erc.. adding up to a total number of 1093 flight

hours at certification date.
Most of the realized hours are remarkably close to those planned -', 1985. The avionics hours are signifi-

cantly less due to the decision to leave the bulk of the Autoland program till after the certification
date.

At this very moment flight testing with the Fokker 50 and Fok;er 100 still goes on. The carbon brakes for
example, did not perform to specification and had to be modified and tested a second time, The Fokker 100
Autoland program, leading to a cat. 3B certificate, requiring some 300 automatic landings, was flown from

November 1987 till March 1988. Higher thrust engines (for USAir) have been installed on the Fokker i00

and a large number of new customer requirements on both Fokker 50 and Fokker 100 have to be tested while
production accelerates.

3.2 Store Certification Flight Testing

For more than two decades the National Aerospace Laboratory NLR has been involved in supporting the Royal

Netherlands Air Force (RNLAF) in the clearance of nev store configurations of the Northrop NF5 and the
General Dynamics F16 (Fig. 3.2.1).

Fig. 3.2.1 Instrumented F-16 aircraft

of the Royal Netherlands
Air Force prepares for a

tank seperation test.

The necessity for these store clearances originated from the requirements of the RNLAF to use weapons
from existing inventories or the introduction of new weapon racks and/or new weapons which were not yet
cleared by the aircraft manufacturers or other authorities.
The RNLAF could have applied to the aircraft manufacturers for additional clearances of course, but
instead the alternative way of involving NLR was chosen mainly for reasons of costs and the need to have
expertise "round the corner" readily available
The clearance activities concern store separation, performance, loads, flutter, stability and control.

A full description of the flutter clearance capability can be found in Refetnece 3. It treats the
following subjects:
- aeroelastic calculation methods,
- unsteady aerodynamic computer codes, including store aerodynamics,
- influence of store aerodynamics and wing transonic effects on flutter characteristics.
- store flutter clearance procedures,
- results of flutter and dynamic response calculations,

- ground resonance tests to validate structure modeling,

- flight tests with and without telemetry.

Aero-elastic analyses (Fig. 3.2.2) and if necessary flutter tests will be carried out to determine the
safe envelope with respect to flutter and limit cycle oscillation.
If the results of all analyses show safe separation throughout the flight envelope, flight testing i.
conducted only as necessary to validate predictions. If results show marginal or unsafe areas of the

flight envelope, flight testing is started with an instrumented aircraft.

The remainder of this chapter concentrates on the store separation tests.
6hen a new certification requirement is received, an analysis is carried out as a first step which com-
pares the new configuration with similar, certified ones. To facilitate this, an extensive aerodynamic
data base of already certified stores has been build throughout the years. If a new store fits within the
analogy criteria, no further analyses are performed and only limited flight testing or none at all may be
conducted. If a store doesn't fit, then potential problem areas are identified and required specific ana-
lyses and test are determined.

NLR can predict store trajectories using theoretical, grid, flow angularity and freedrop methods. When
wind tunnel testing is required, NLR prefers use of the grid method. This is beciuse grid data can be
used off-line to perform trajectory analyses. Trajectories are calculated using a six degree of freedom
computer program called VORSEP. VORSEP accepts aerodynamic parameters as inputs. The model can be
operated in two ways: (1) to predict store trajectories when aerodynamic coefficients are obtained from
theoretical studies, wind tunnel tests, or from tests with the NLR full scale captive store load
measuring system (described in the subsequent paragraph), and (2) to determine aerodynamic coefficients
from store trajectory data measured in a wind tunnel or from full scale store separation tests. In these
cases, the model initially uses predicted coefficients to produce a predicted trajectory and the
coefficients are adjusted until the predicted and actual trajectories coincide.

In addition to the above, NLR has developed, and validated, a unique, full scale flight test captive store
load measuring system (Ref. 4). This system consists of a support structure suspended from a bomb rack, a
five component load measuring balance, and a replaceable store shape (which is made as light as possible
to minimize inertial forces). The system is designed so that in-flight airloads may be measured with the
store in a captive carriage position and in a displaced position (with a spacer placed between the store
and the carriage rack). Figure 3.2.3 shows an NF-5 test aircraft with a fuel tank mounted on the captive
store load measuring system In the displaced position.

. ... . .. ... . ....... .. . . L - -- -IL
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Fig. 3.2.3 NF-5 test aircraft with fuel tank mounted on Nl.R captive tre load measuring system in the
displ-cd posit lon.

Selection of displacement values 15 based on a study showing that interference aerodynamic forces decay
rapicly to small values by the time one store diameter is reached. Three missions are usually required to
gather store airloads data for each configuration, one mission with the store in the captive carriage
psition and two missions with the store in displaced position. Store alrloads are subsequently used in
tile six degree of freedom computer program VOSIP to predict store separation trajectories. Data from a

-amber of tests show that store separntion trajectories based on flight test full scale captive loads are
far more accurate than theoretical or wind tunnel based predictions. The system is particularly suited
for our use, because in The Netherlands many stores are of the low density, unguided variety, carried on

arent pylon and multiple carriage racks.

Pesldes the prediction of store trajectories to identify the safe, .,rgi.A and unsafe areas of The
flight envelope, also the physical compatibility of a store to an aircraft has to be etahlisbed. lcading

and fitting trials are executed if compatibility is not obvious. Subjects such as aircraft/store
interfaces (hardware and signal exchange) and operational aspects are also considered.
New staes wali change inertia as well as aerodynamic loads on the airirame. Ejection forces and dynamic
structural responses, especially in case of ripple releases, will also differ from certified cases.
Theretore tile structural integrity will be investigated.

I 'I
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Fig. 3.2.2 Calculatel frequencies and damping coefficients as function of airspneed for synnmetrical

vibration modes. At about 500 knots flutter might orcur; tine figure shows tile two involved

mode shapes.

The separation tests start at a point judged to be safe. If the separation as reconstructed from tile
flight test (fig. 3.2.4) differs significantly from the predicted trajectory, aerodynamic lod data are
extracted from the actual results and used to update the predictions. This iterative procedure cuts down
the number of flight test required. The process is continued until separation envelope goals have been
achieved.
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- -c ~ Fig. 3.2.4 Two sew representation of a seperation
of a fuel tank as reconstructed from A
flight test.
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3.3 Helicopter-ship qualification testing

The operation of a helicopter is restricted by limitations, as specified in the Flight Manual.
Apart from the engineering limitations (weight, center of gravity, airspeed, power, etc.). also some
operational limitations such as flight in icing conditions and landings on slopes are given. For success-
ful operations on board ships, additional limitations and special procedures are required. These are not
given .by the manufacturer, since they depend to a large extent on the ship and its environment
(Fig. 3.3.1).

I'

Fig. 3.3.1 The ship, the helicopter and the environment.

During about 25 years N.R has gained much experience in the determination of limits for helicopter
operations on hoard ships. Test programs were carried out successfully for the Royal Netherlands Navy,
the Peruvian Navy, the Royal Norwegian Coast Guard/Navy and other foreign navies. (Ref. 5).

Prior to the helicopter flight tests on ooard the ship, the following investigations are carried out:
- windunnel tests on a scale model of the ship to determine airflow characteristics near the flight
deck;

- airfilow tests on board the ship to verify the results of the windtunnel tests;
- shore-based helicopter flight tests to determine and to verify the helicopter liraitations as speclfied

by the manufacturer (e.g. cross-wind limitations and power required).

Helicopter operations from ships are affected by various factors, which are investigated in the Low-Speed
Windtunnel of NLR (Fig. 3.3.2).

Fig. 3.3.2 Investigation of the airflow near the ilight deck of a ship in a wind tunnel. Airflow Is
visualised by means of tufts.

- Flow deviations and turbulence caused by the ship's superstructure.
Observations of the airflow in the neighbourhood of and above the flight deck are made and measurements
of flow deviations and turbulence with hot-wire anemometers a-c taken.

- Smoke at or over the flight deck and at the helicopter approach path.
Euhaust plume trajectories are measured for all relevant relative wind directions and velocities and at
various ship power settings. In addition, in case of gas-turbine-powered ships, the shape and location
of the high-temperature plume and its border regions are determined.

- The airflow at the (proposed) location of the wind measuring gear of the ship. The quality of the
installation, especially with respect to ambiguity, is evaluated and the relationship between the true
relative wind and the indications obtained is established.

A benefit of wind-tunnel investigations is the early detection of unfavourable conditions. It also
provides an opportunity to investigate ihe effects of modifications of the ship.

To verify the reslts of the windtunnel tests for the flight-deck environment, some full-scale airflow
measurements on board the ship are carried out. With a special movable most, equipped with low-inertia
anemometers and temperature sensors, wind conditions and plume temperature above the flight deck are
measured (Fig. 3.3.3). The relationship between these measured wind conditions and the relative wind
indicated by the ship anemometer, is determined.
During these tests the ship motions are measured to determine the dynamic characteristics of the ship,
which play an important role in the helicopter-ship operations.
The aim of shore-based helicopter flight tests Is to verify and to datail the helicopter limitations
concerning, for instance, cross-wind conditions and engine performance, especially during hover (Fig.
3.3.4). Together with the test pilot the results of the flight tests are interpreted, taking into account
the control margins needed to counteract the dynamic response of the helicopter due to turbulence in t.e
vicinity of obstacles as present during operations from ihips.
This interpretation leads to adjusted helicopter limitations.
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Fig. 3.3.3 lvbemast for full-scale airflow Fig. 3.3.4 Relative wind limitations for helicopter

measurements above the flight deck, take-off and landing for shore-based opera-

ions, as gi ven by the manufacturer.

With the aid of the results of the wind-tunnel tests and the airflow tests on board the ship the wind

limitations determined during the shorebased helicopter flight tests are corrected for the readings of

the ships anemometer. These limitations are the basis for the flight-test program on board the ship. The

flight tests are carried out to determine the effects of the reduced pilot's view over the flight deck,
the ship motion, and the turbulence on the pilot's workload, which may result in an adaptation of the

limitations.

For the execution of the flight tests, NLR supplies measuring and recording instrumentation (see also

chapter 4) for both the ship and the helicopter. NLR generally also provides three members of the test

crew, furthermore consisting of members of the contracting agency: the test pilot, a flight-deck officer

and a helicopter-directing officer. The NLR test crew is responsible for the set-up and the execution of

the flight-test program and handles the test equipment. To this end, an NLR observer is in the helicopter

while the others are on the ship.

Igeneral the test crew determines:
-optimal procedures for take-off, approach and landing;

r ake-off and landing limitations by day and by night;

-limitations for helicopter handling on the flight deck.

Take-off and landing procedures to be carried out are dependent on the type of helicopter and the flight

deck con figuration ( equipment, dimensions, obstacles). Generally take-offs and landings are executed

according to the FORE-AFT procedure, during which the helicopter is always aligned with the ship's

centerlin e and with its no0se in the .saailing direc tion. After lI f t-f f, a s Idewards flight to a hover

psition aongside the ship either to port or starboard is executed. From that position a forward flight

is initiated. The approach to the ship is terminated at a hover position alongside the ship, followed be

a sidewards flight to the hover position over the landing spot on the flight deck from where the landing

is carried out.
The take-off is always executed to the windward side of the ship while the landing is preferably carried

out from port, because the pilot should have a good view over the flight deck (pilot in command is seated

in the right-hand seat).

In casera sFORE-AFT prc ure cannot be executed because of helicopter cross wind limitations, alternative

procedures, can be apprle d (fig. 3.3 5.

IIT
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Fig. 33.5 Tke-off and landing procedures on board the shrp.

For safety reasons, the (as yet unknown) limitations are approached gradually. Therefore the flight-test
program is divided Into several parts with increasing demand on the skill of the pilot and the capabili-

ties of the helicopter.

These parts are:
- tests at low helicopter mass fair weather, first by day, later on by nignt;
- tests at maximum helicopter take-off mess, fair weather, day and nit ight;

- tents at low helicopter mass, rough we e s eas n a conditions, day and night;

- tests at maximum helicopter take-off mass, rough weather and sea conditions, day and night.

the..flight-test..program a , handles the test eupe
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The flight tests are carried out up to approximately 50 kts true win: speed.
In the course of the tests situtions will be met which prevent continuation of a certain line of
investigation. For instance, reaching the power (torque) limit of the helicopter prevents tests at
increased weight or at lower relative wind speed. This and other mechanical limits are detected in the
helicopter by displaying the value of the relevant parameter and also on the ship by time histories of
the parameters obtained on-line through telemetry. In some cases the limits cannot be based on simple
measurements, for instante, where turbulence or ship motion makes the take-off/landing too risky. Here
the judgement of the pilot is decisive, and adequate experience is required to cope with unexpected
situations. In judging the conditions, the pilot must realize that later on pilots with less skill or
experience may have to operate under the accepted limits.

At the completion of the take-off and landing tests, a fair idea about the operational limitations has
been obtained. For definite results, the measured data together with pilot's comment have to be analyzed
in more detail, especially the influence on helicopter performance of turbulence, ship motion, flight-
deck configuration and pilot view over the flight deck.
The operational limitations are presented in the form of graphs (Fig. 3.3.6) containing the following
aspects:
- take-off and landing procedure;
- limits for relative wind speed and direction;
- maximum allowable ship motion expressed in standard deviation of pitch and roll angle;
- maximum allowable list of the ship;
- maximum allowable helicopter mass. ks

SHIP INDICATED RELATIVE PR I

WIND SPEED de T
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60 A d e5 s
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15 .150 Fig. 3.3.6 Take-oft and landing limitations for
the FORE-AFT procedure by day.

Furthermore relative wind and ship motion limits are given for deck handling operations such as:
- ranging the helicopter from hangar to flight deck and vice versa;
- spreading and folding of rotor blades and
- starting and stopping of rotors.

The results of the qualification resting ensure an optimum operational availability for helicopters on
board ships.

3.4 Determination of the Mathematical Model of the Cessna Citation for a Phase II Flight Simulator

The Cessna Citation 500 executive jet aircraft is operated by the Dutch Government Civil Aviation School
(RLS) in the final stage of civil aviation pilot training.
In the spring of 1986 the RLS decided to purchase a flight simulator for the aircraft, which should have
a Phase II approval. This made it possible to reduce the fleet from six to three aircraft.
Because the Citation 500 was developed In the late sixties no mathematical model and data package was
available, which was of such quality that it could be used to obtain Phase II approval. Therefore RLS
contracted the National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) and the Department of Aerospace Engineering of Delft
University of Technology (LRT/DUT) to install an accurate instrumentation system in one of the Citation
500 aircraft (PH-CTA) (Fig. 3.4.1), execute a flight test program, analyse the data, evaluate the a
priori mathematical models of the aerodynamics, englra, flight control system and landing gear and
finally generate the necessary data for these models, based on the results of the flight tests.
A more detailed description of the proN. . and the instrumentation used can be found in -hapter 4 and
Reference 6.

Fig. 3.4.1 Cessna Citation (PH-CTA) infligh
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The instrumentation system required for flight tests incorporating dynamic manoeuvres must be more

accurate than usually is employed with conventional methods. Six more or less independent sensor systems

can be distinguished:

1. Inertial reference system (IRS)

2. Air-data measurement system and vanes to measure the aerodynamic angles

3. Transducers for measuring engine parameters

4. Transducers for measuring control surfaces and trim deflections

5. Transducers for the measurement of control forces and deflections and gear parameters such as shock

absorber deflections and nose-wheel steering angle.

6. Electrical signals from aircraft systems.

Figure 3.4.2 shows the positions of the various sensors in the aircraft.
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AILERON-TAND ELEVATOR FORCE Sensors..s.Citato ELEVATOR DEFLECTIONCNRLWHEEL DEFLECTION WING FLAP POSITION

CONTROLCOLUM FLEA PoLHUSHOCKABSORBERN WHESTRAIN GAUGE INTERFACE t ""' i DEFLECTION ALRNTI

STEERING ANGLENEOATACK LH AILRO DEFLECTON

ANGLE OF I •
SIDESLIP RUDE PEAORE_

\ : RUDDER PEDALDFLC
NOSE WHEEL DEFLECTION

.TOTAL AIRTEMPERATURE Fig. 3.4.2 Sensors in Citation test aircraft.~IMPACT PRESSURE.

The flight test program was drafted with two different objectives in mind:

A. Test flights to obtain data for the evaluation of the mathematical flight simulation model.

B. Test flights in order to fulfill a number of requirements of the simulator manufacturer and the FAA.
These are the so-called Acceptance Test Guide (ATG) and Proof of Match (POM) requirements.

Five topics had to be covered by the flight test program with respect to the mathematical m odelling viz.:
1. Aerodynamics

2. Engine dynamics

3. Flight control system

4. Aircraft performance and handling on the ground

5. Flight deck cues, such as the levels of sound, vibration and buffeting present in certain conditions.

0hviously, a comprehensive program would be necessary to acquire the data for tihe modelling of the topics

mentioned und'- label I to 4. The only way to perform this challenging task successfully within the
limited time available to execute the flight tests, was the ample use of dynamic flight test techniques

in combination with a high accuracy instrumentation system and parameter identification analysis

techniques. These new techniques have been developed by lRT/DUT and NLR to reduce the valuable test time
while maintaining the same fidelity of the results. They are described in detail in References 7, 8, 9,
and 10.

Taking into account the configuration considered, a grid of altitudes and speeds was placed upon the
flight envelope of interest. This is schematically shown in Figure 3.4.3.

a a- --- Fig. 3.4.3 Testpofnts within flight envelope.

This resulted in a set of testpoints, labelled by a particular configuration, centre of mass, altitude
and lift coefficient, at which a train of specific manoeuvres tailored to the various objectives

(performance, stability and control, FCS, etc.) is described hereafter. The sequence of the manoeuvres

lasted not more than 13 minutes per testpoint. The tests for the aerodynamic modelling can be split up
into three parts. Measurements are required with respect to:

1. Performance model

2. Stability and control model

3. Stall, ground effect and buffet model.

K
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The performance model can be split up in a symmetric and asymmetric part. The latter comprises mainly
steady flight conditions in which a sideslip angle is present. The following "manoeuvres" can be
distinguis1d:
1. Quasi-steady rectilinear horizontal reference conditions of the test points and the angle of attack

excursions of the dynamic manoeuvres, that are initiated from these conditions.
2. Quasi-stationary flight conditions, during which for each axis separately the appropriate trim tab

deflection is slowly increased and decreased. At the same time the steady reference condition Is
maintained by means of the corresponding elevator, aileron or rudder deflection. The manoeuvre lasts
as long as the control forces are considered acceptable to the pilot. In fact here an exchange between
trim tab and control effectivity takes place.

3. Asymmetric quasi-stationary manoeuvres. These are nominally rectilinear sideslipping flights with
"relatively slowly" varying slip angle, roll angle and heading. Positive and negative slip angle
excursions are required.

4. Quasi-steady wind-up turn manoeuvre. In nominally horizontal flight and constant airspeed the roll
angle is slowly increased and decreased to approximately 60. Both left and right turns are executed.

When both the longitudinal and lateral performance models are available, the "performance" envelope of
the aircraft has been covered. In order to be able to evaluate the stability and control mathematical
model the following manoeuvres were selected.
i. Symmetric non-stationary manoeuvres.

Hereby the aircraft was excited manually by means of rectangularly shaped elevator doublets, varying
in amplitude and time.

2. Asymmetric non-stationary manoeuvres.
Also here rectangularly shaped aileron or rudder doublets, manually applied, were used, varying in
amplitude and time.

The arguments to use these type of inputs rather than more "optimal" inputs were of a practical rature:
All other solutions were more costly, a block type input is easy to generate manually and is capable of
exciting t - aircraft over a rather large frequency range.

Ground effect measurements were executed for three configuration settings with landing gear down. For a
number of preselected heights varying from 2 to I0 m above the ground rectilinear flights were executed
at constant airspeed and height. During the run small excitations were evoked by means of elevator,
aileron and rudder. Both the steady parts of the runs and the excitations can be used to evaluate the
ground effect.
In the flight test program also landings were included in which the final parts of the landing could be
used for the evaluation of the ground effect. Therefore the aircraft was landed hands-off (as far as
possible) at a number of configuration settings and at various constant sink rates.
Stalls were performed for four different configurations at approximately 12000 ft using different entry
techniques.
Because it is not a Phase II requirement, no specific tests were planned to determine buffet phenomena.
However, during stall and manoeuvres, in particular during some of the elevator doublets with large
amplitude, these effects were encountered and logged on the test cards.
One test flight was dedicated to special tests with respect to the engine dynamic responses. The tests
included throttle chops at several altitudes and speeds, throttle slams from idle to maximum continuous,
small throttle steps, in-flight engine shut-downs and starts at several points in the flight envelope.
Finally also constant power ratings were recorded on the ground and video recordings of the engine
instruments were made of the engine start-up on the ground.
For the evaluation of the flight control model no specific manoeuvres were planned, because during all
mamneuvres performed for aerodynamic modelling the control forces and control wheel and pedal displace-
ments were also recorded. However, control column and wheel sweeps were performed with the aircraft at
rest on the ground. These measurements give informatiun with respect to the dynamics of the control
system. The flight recordings mainly provide the necessary information for the determinati,,n of the hinge
moments.
Besides tests performed in the air also tests were executed on the ground in order to analyse the under-
carriage dynamics. Apart from the use of the ground rolls of take-off and landing for this, also special
taxi trials have been done incorporating turns at different speeds and turn rates as well as left/right
braking exercises. FInally shock absorber deflections were measured during static tests under various
mass and fuel distributions.
A number of flights was performed to generate the Acceptance Test Guide manoeuvres. Thus It was avoided
that the data used for the determination of the models had to be used again in the comparison of the
model results with flight data.

Data processing and analysis were performed using the well established techniques developed by LRT/lDiT
and NIR. As stated before these techniques are extensively published in References 7, 8, 9 and 10.

To gain insight in a preliminary stage it was decided to build an a priori model of the Citation 500,
based on the available wind tunnel and flight test information, completed with data ol comparable
aircraft and engineering judgement. At that stage it was not clear, shich terms within the models were
relevant for the Citation 500. Therefore rather comprehensive models were developed, in,luding all kinds
of non-linearities and dependencies on the aircraft state.
If particular parts of the model appeared to be insignificant or could not be identified from the test
data, it would be much more simple to set the corresponding coefficients to zero than expanding the model
by means of software changes.
The a priori 'odels were implemented on the moving base flight simulator operated by LRT/DUT. At a result
a complete a priori model for the Citation 500 was available preceding the flight test program.
After integration of the model within the simulation software and off-line testing, it was possible to
fly art "a priori" Citation on-line with the pilot in the loop.
Although. in principle, no on-line simulation is required for the models and data, it was considered ao a
very valuable option both for the a priori and final models. In case of the a priori model confidence
could already be built up with respect to the flyability and/or functioning of the various models.
Furthermore pilots can be familiarized more easily with the maneuvres that are planned in the test
flights.
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The values of the coefficients in the a priori models were gradually replaced by values stemming from
flight data analysis. It appeared that the implementation of the complete final models in the a priori
model structure did not cause any difficulty. In fact the final models were in some cases more simple
than the a priori model. (A more complete description of model structures and the analyses can be found
in Reference 6).

As mentioned In the beginning the FAA requires Proof of Match (POM) data in order to validate the
simulator. For that purpose some specific manoeuvres were flown.
Adopting the same initial conditions for aircraft and atmosphere in the simulation, the input signals of
the flight tests (time histories of the control system) are now used to drive the simulation models. The
resulting model response can then be compared directly with the flight test time histories.
As an example in figures 3.4.4 through 3.4.6 flight test time histories are presented from the POM data
base. Characteristic parameters are shown of a level flight acceleration, an all-engine partial climb and
a normal take-off. Furthermore in figure 3.4.7 a characteristic motion is depicted viz. the Dutch roll.
In the figures also the simulation responses are depicted (dotted lines) as a result of the flight test
measured input signals. As can be noticed a good agreement is achieved. Where appropriate the tolerances
are indicated on the plots as defined by the FAA.
The flight tests were performed in February and March 1987. All models were analysed and delivered before
the end of June 1987. The simulator itself became operational last summer.
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4. FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION AND TEST TECHNIQUES

4.1 Civil programs

After World War 2 the flight test instrumentation equipment that was available in The Netherlands was
concentrated at NIR. The instrumentation for the flight testing of thu F27 Friendship was almost entirely
done with NLR-photopanel-recorders. In 1964 instrumentation was required for the F28 Fellowship. This
time Fokker Eiectronics Labratory provided FM- and ST-recording whereas NLR developed and installed a

In the late seventies Fokker began to think about new generation aircraft and at NLR a new concept for
instrumentation emerged. In 1978 Fokker Flight Department initiated a joint NIR-Fokker approach to the

integrated development of new instrumentation systems and techniques with data processing capabilities to
match. The integrated system to be developed was called .fRVS, the Dutch acronym for "Measuring, Recording
and Processing System". About 2/3 of the system would be realised by NLR and 1/3 b Fokker Etectronics
Lab. The primary function of MRVS was to gather and prcers data from (prototype) test aircraft during
flight test programs, aimed at the evaluation and/or certification of new aircraft-types or aircraft

systems. MRV S should enable the Fokker Flight Test Department to achioce a short flipht tet time, both
in number of test hours and in duration of the flight test program. From the onset it was rlear that MRVS
was going to be a powerfsi, but complex conglomerate of hardware, software. information databases, opera-
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ting procedures and last, but not least, people that would make the whole clockwork tick. More specific:
the tools that MRVS would provide, are:
- a large quantity of airborne instrumentation, enough to have several flight test programs running at

the same time with approximately seven more or less heavily instrumented test aircraft.
- several data reduction stations for digital, analog, vibration and noise data, linked to the Fokker and
NLR computer networks.

- central data bases for the storage of flight test data, management-, calibration- and instrumentation
configuration data.

The major parts of MRVS are operational since 1983. Although MRVS has been specifically designed for
flight testing the Fokker 50 and Fokker 100 prototypes it will be clear that the acquired capabilities
can be used in other programs as well. As a matter of fact instrumenta.ion according to the same concept
has been used for F16 programs, the described Cessna Citation program and the programs in both NLR's
research aircraft.
Figure 4.1.1 gives a general overview of some of the MRVS-features.

FIO F50 7-

big, 4.1.1 MRVS, the Measuring, Recording and Processing System.

Today, all flight test instrumentation and data processing requirements in The Netherlands can be met
with MRVS.

MRVS consists of a number of subsystems, some are airborne, others are ground based. Among the airborne
subsystems are the digital and analog data acquizlton systems, the ARINC 429 avionics multiplexers, the
on-board computer, the take-off and landing trajectory measurement system, trajectory measurement systems
for Autoland and fly-over noise, multi-sensor aircraft positioning system, telemetry, choto and video
systems, interior noise measuring system. More detailed descriptions are given in References II and 12.

Among the ground-based subsystems are the telemetry groundstation with tracking L- and S-band antenna,
the fly-over noise measuring system, the meteorological station and the video replay stations. Some data
processing facilities are also MRVS-subsystems, such as the data preprocessing stations at Fokker and NLR
for digital, analog, noise and vibration data and the central data bases (Ref. 13) for flight test data,
calibrations, instrumentation configuration and management information. MRVS utilizes the NLR- and Fokker
mainframe computer infrastructure for data processing and data transport (Ref. IL).
Both computer networks have been integrated for the rapid transfer of flight test data and the rapid
access to flight test and configuration data bases.

4.2 Military programs

Concerning the military programs the following can be added. As touched upon before, the airborne data
acquisition system in the military programs (Ref. 2) is, for a great deal, based on the MRVS-concepts.
The data acquisition system, capable of recording and telemetering both MIL 1553 A/H mux bus and con-
ventional analog and digital parameters, can he installed in the ammodrum and gun barrel compartment of
both modified aircraft (Fig. 4.2.1).
Other instrumentation necessary for the envisaged programs comprises high speed camera installations in a
tip launcher with two inward-looking camera's, a centre line pylon with internal camera and a special
camera rack with three camera positions (Fig. 4.2.2).

A transportable telemetry ground station with a tracking L- and S-band antenna and real time and quick
look capabilities is available for e.g. flutter testing. Expansion of the processing capabilities by incor-
poration of a powerful Personal Computer Is envisaged in the near future. Data reduction and analysis can
either be permormes in .he telemetry ground station at the air base or in NLR's main frame computer.
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Fig. 4.2.1 dodular instrumentation system in ammo- Fig. 4.2.2 High speed film cameras (in protective
drum compartment of F-16A with tape re- housing) to record stores separation.

corder on top and "patch panel" in gun

barrel space.

4.3 Take-off landing trajectory measurement system

The first MRVS subsystem to be discussed is the system for the determination of the aircraft trajectory
during take-off and landing performance measurements. It was given the Dutch acronym "STALINS" for "Take-
off and Landing Measuring System using INS-data".

The design requirements for STALINS were:
- The accuracy of the distance determination during take-off (from standstill until a height of 10.7 m)

should be better then 0.1 Z (1-sigma) of the distance covered.
- The accuracy of the height measurement during the above mentioned trajectory should be better then

0.15 m.
- It should be possible to extend the measurement of height and distance until a height -f 100 m has been

reached (with reduced accuracy).

- It should be possible to use the STALINS-method on non-instr.'=etd airfields all over the world.
Ground support equipment should be small enough to be carried by the test aircraft itself.

- The measurement results should be available within 24 hours after delivery of the flight tapes to the

data processing station.

STALINS' primary sensor is a Litton LTN-76 Inertial Navigation System. This system measures the accelera-
tions in North-South, East-West and vertical directions and it continuously calculates the corresponding
velocities and the position of the aircraft in a horizontal plane relative to an earth-bound axes-system.

Velocities and distances are obtained by integration of the accelerations.

The horizontal velocity-fnformatfon from the inertial navigation system itself can very well be used as
an input for the STALINS-computation program, provided some corrections are applied in order to obtain
the required accuracies for STALINS. This program runs post-flight in NLR's nain frame computer. Hence
the first integration from acceleration to velocity is left to the inertial system. A number of error
sources contributes to the total error in the velocities calculated by the INS. Some are negligibly small,
others have to be corrected for. These corrections are applied in the STALINS-computation program,
furthermore the corrected North-South and East-West velocities are integrated to obtain distances, covered
since the start of the measurement, as a function of time. The integration of the horizontal velocities
starts from the point of standstill for take-oils.

Direct calculation of the verticaf velocity and height from the INS outputs and the local g-value
obtained from outside sources do not provide the required accuracy. This can be solved by calibrating the
vertical accelerometer during each measurement. The calibration can be established by comparing the

INS-measured height with the actual (geographic) height trajectory of the INS during the ground roll.
The latter can be calculated, if (among other things, but the most important of all) the height-profile
of the runway (which runway is purely horizontal?) is known with great precision and the aircraft posi-

tion in the coordinate system of the runway is known. The aircraft position Is also required to be able
to correctly apply the height-profile of the runway to the aircraft height calculation. The aircraft
position can be determined by recording on board the passage of a small radar marker (Ref. 15), placed
along the runway at a known point. These markers are small enough to be transported by the test aircraft

itself and they can be put into operation within an hour. The runway profile can be measured with stan-

dard geodetic servey methods.

The real-time, in-situ calibration of the vertical acceleration makes the STALINS-method unique. It has

recently proven its merits many times during the certification program of the Fokker 50 and Fokker 100.
The method has been described In detail in Reference 16.

4.4 Non-Steady Measurement method (NSM)

The goal of the NSM method is to determine the performance as well as the stability and control charac-
teristics of an aircraft from dynamic manoeuvres. The method consists of a combination of specially
designed flight test manoeuvres, high-accuracy flight test instrumentation and a sophisticated data
processing technique, using a Two-Step method. The method was developed by the Department of Aerospace
Engineering of Delft University of Technology (LRT/DUT) in the early sixties. In co-opertion with
LRT/DUT, NLR has developed the method into an operational tool, which has been used in a number of flight

test programs.
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Conventional methods for the determination of performance require a large number of measurements in care-
fully controlled steady-state conditions, ranging over all airspeeds, altitudes and aircraft configura-
tions. Even then only a limited number of points on the lift-drag polar curve are obtained. In the NSM
method the complete polar curve for a single configuration and altitude is obtained by accelerating the
aircraft at a constant power setting from low to high speed. This manoeuvre is designed to accelerate the
aircraft very smoothly to ensure that the departure from the steady, trimmed condition is small and the
engine is well stabilized. The residual effect of the departure from the steady, trimmed condition is
corrected for by using the aerodynamic model of the aircraft determined by the same method, as described
below.

The stability and control characteristics are determined from a combination of specially selected control
inputs. The reason for this is that in general no single control input sequence allows the determination
of the complete nonlinear aerodynamic model. The NSM Identification software is designed to allow the
easy combination of (parts of) a large number of manoeuvres.

The NSM method requires highly accurate instrumentation in order to allow the accurate reconstruction of
the complete aircraft state. Especially the inertial measurements (accelerations and angular rates) are
very important, but this requirement is easily met using a modern ring-laser Inertial Reference System
(IRS) with special NLR modifications. The accurate measurement of airspeed and altitude is necessary for
the performance determination, while accurate measurements of the control surface deflections is required
for the stability and control characteristics.

The first step of the data processing starts with the application of the calibrations, the correction for
time shifts and the correction for the effect of accelerations and angular rates on the measured
variables. In addition, the calculation of the mass, e.g. position and moments of inertia during the
actual flight test is very important. Finally the complete state of the aircraft is reconstructed using
all available measurements (inertial, air data and vane angles) with a Kalman filter/smoother using a
square-root information matrix implementation.

In the second step of the data processing the smoothed recordings are analyzed using a parameter
identification program based on linear regression techniques. Since this program is very fast and
flexible, it is possible to evaluate a large number of alternative models of differing complexity based
on many different (combinations of) recordings. The quality of the determined models can be judged 'y
using the built-in graphical facilities of the program to look at residuals and scatter plots.

The philosophy of the Two-Step method is based on the fact that in actual practice using modern instru-
mentation systems, the errors in the identification results are mainly caused by the effects of the non-
steady atmosphere and by modelling errors. Only a small part of the errors is caused by the errors of the
instrumentation system. A consequence of this is that all information needed for the reconstruction of
the aircraft state is available In the measured variables and that knowledge of the aerodynamic model
will not improve this reconstruction.

In many organizations parameter identification of aircraft aerodynamic models is usually performed using
a One-Step method based on output-error techniques. The One-Step method Is very time-consuming, because
the aircraft state is reconstructed anew for each single parameter identification run. Therefore, It is
difficult to evaluate different models and to search for the best parts of the available data in the same
way as can be done with the Two-Step method. In addition, because it is based on the theoretical white-
noise measurement errors, the calculated parameter confidence bounds are generally very much lower than
the actual scatter in the results. In the One-Step method the confidence bounds are calculated using the
actual standard deviations of the residuals and are generally much closer to the actual experimental
scatter. Nevertheless the One-Step method *is used extensively by NLR in those cases where the quality of
the measurements or the lack of complete measurements make accurate reconstruction impossible. An example
of this is the reconstruction of control force models.

In recent years the NSM-method has been applied successfully in the Fokker 50, Fokker 100 and Cessna
Citation flight test programs discussed above. The NSM-method is described in more detail in References 7,
8, 9 and 10.

1.5 Automatic lauding flight path measurement iystem (ALAND)

The Fokker I00 is equipped with a digital Automatic Flight Control and Augmentation System, enabling
Cat.3B automatic landings to be performed. In the Fokker I00 flight test program approximately 300 auto-
marie landings had to be carried out, during which the aircraft trajectory and especially the touch-down
point had to be determined very accurately. For this purpose NLR developed a trajectory measurement
method called ALAND which utilizes a combination of a photogrammetrical method and the inertial method,
already in use for take-off and landing trajectory measurements. Figure 4.1.l gives a schematic
represutation of the method.

The design requirements were as follows:
- 3-Dimenslonal aircraft trajectory measurement during approach, lauding, -oll-out, touci-and-go and go-

atound.
- Accuracy (standard deviation) from threshold:

Position: 0.30 m along-track.
0.15 m cross-track.
0.15 m height.

Velocities:0.025 m/s (cross-track and height).
- First trajectory data available within 12 hours.
- Instrumentation transportable by test aircraft.
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The ALAND instrumentation consists of a forward looking camera, which takes photographs of the runway
lights during the last stage of the landing, an inertial navigation system, a radar altimeter and a pres-
sure encoder. Furthermore the test aircraft has been equipped with its standard flight test instrumenta-
tion system. Time correlation between camera and other sensors is accomplished by recording a common
IRIG-B time-code signal on film and tape. The number of photographs that have to be read, digitized and

p&ucessed per landing could be reduced to approximately 7, by making use of the irertial data. The method
is described in more detail in Reference 17.
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Fig. 4.5, General set-up of the Automatic Landing Flight Path Measurement System.

4.6 Multi-DME positioning system (MDP)

The position of an aircraft can be accurately determined by sequentially measuring the distances to a
number of DME- or TACAN-stations, if at least two factors are taken into account:
- Since the DME- or TACAN-information supplies the oblique distance between aircraft and groundstation
and the desired distance is the projection on the ground of this oblique distance line, a correction
for the aircraft height is necessary.

- Between two distance measurements the aircraft has moved to another position and for a correct determi-
nation of its position, groundspeed and groundtrack since the previous distance-measurement Live to be
taken into account

If this method is combined with an inertial navigation system an accuracy can be obtained of 30 m CEP if
at least three DME-stations are being received.

The implementation of this method at NLR is called NDP, the Multi-PME Positioning system. MDP consists of
a DMP-set and a ROLM 1602B compter. The DME-set on-board the test aircraft is sequentially toned by the
computer to the "visible" DME- or TACAN-stations. After a distance has been read into the computer, it

tunes the set to a following station. The position determination algorithm in the computer requires a

pressure altitude input from an air data sensor and ground track and ground velocity inputs from an

inertial navigation system. In the algorithm the long term drift of the INS can be corrected with DME-

data or vice-versa the jittery DM1-position-error can be smoothed by the INS-position data. The computer
calculates and displays the aircraft position, which is in fact an updated inertial position, and outputs
an ARINC-49 data stream with the position information to the Arinc-multiplexer in the data acquisition
svystem.

The MDP-method wa' ised f,t the performaoce-evaluation and -certificaLion of the navigation and flight
management systems of the Fokker I00 airliner. Resides for flight testing purposes this method is also

tsed in The etheriands and the rSA for calibrating ground based navigation aids. The method is described
in more detail In Reference lb.
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this report an overview is given of the flight testing capabilities in The Netherlands and of the
central role of the National Aerospace Laboratory NLR in this context. As The Netherlands have their own
national aircraft industry Fokker which develops and produces successful civil airliners such as the
Fokker 50 and Fokker 100 the accent is more on the civil side of flight testing than on the military
side.
Yet there is also a considerable expertise in the relevant disciplines for supporting the military air-
craft operators in this country. Generally speaking, the capabilities are much broader than an unprepared

observer from abroad might have expected of such a small country.
The development and realisation of completely new systems and methods for data acquisition, data proces-

sing and data analysis for the Fokker programs have had and will have a considerable spin-off in the

direction of projects for other customers of NLR and Fokker. After the flight testing of these aircraft
has been completed the Fokker and NLR flight test organizations will be available, either combined or

separately, for future projects.
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SUMMARY

The present paper describes the development of a basic flight test capability in Portugal, through the cooperation setween the
PortugueseAir Force (FAP) and Lisbon Technical University (UT'), with support from The National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR)
in the Netherlands and Braunschweig Technical University (TU-5S) in Germany, under the AGARD support programme for the
NATO Southern Flank Nations After indicating in the introduction (SI) the motivations for this programme, we describe (Part !)
the National Flight Test Facility (LNEY), Indicating the forms of proram management (S2) used in the development of he
nstrunmentation stem (M3). we proceed to outline the first research projects (Part I) for which the faility will be usS,

mentioning In sassing aoplication programs, and concentrating on two Prolects of fundamental resech on flight in Perturbed
3tmospheres (54, and non-lineer sability (5). we canclud ($6) by mentioning some of the benefits of the programme
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S I - INTRODUCTION

AGAPE has maitamn sinca 1983 a support program to the NATO Southern Flank Nations. intended to develop the scientific
Iod techical capabilities relevant to the defense of these countries within the Alliance The present paper describes a program
(P45) ,ponsored by the Flight Mechanics Panel (FlIP). and intended to give Portugat a basic, but independent flight test
'asability Before proceeding to a more detailed description (Part I) of the programme, it may be worthwhile to mention in the
ntrouction the way it was initiated.

ThS programme of international cooperation arouse, like many others, from an informal exchange of points--of-view, within
the auspices of AGARD, is the present case among Portuguese and Dutch members of FMP, namely the first author of the present

3per and Mr H ioelke, who was then the head of the Flight Division at the National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) in Amesterden
The NLR is responsable for flight test activities in the Netherlands, both for the Armed Forces and industry The NLR could
transfer to Portugal the flight test instr'nentation (FTI), (Table I), which it has used in th certification of cvw, aircraft (the
.okker F 27 Friendship and F 28 Fellowsoip . and testing of military aircraft (NF-5, the Dutch version of the Northrop Freedom
lighter), in tis perod (1980-2) the NLR wLs starting to develop a new instrumentation system, which would sub.quently be

used in thecartificaton ofao new generation of Dutch civil aircraft (the Fokker 50 and 100) and in the testing uf recent military
aircraft ( the F- 16) The Dutch offer was significant in that it gave the opportunity to achieve a basic, but independent flight test
capability, which would be self-supporting. There has been contacts with another nation about the transfer of small sets of
mnstrumntation, but this would not give the quantum jump in capability needed to make flight test activities feaable using national
ressurces

The utilization of the NLR flight test instrumentation, would require the availailityof asuitable aircraft in Portugal Among
the twenty or so types oppated by the Portuguese Air Force (FAP), the most suitable was the C..A 212 Avlocar (Figure I and
Tuti: ii) a iwn-turbaprop hght transport, with a 2-ton usable payload, I17,5-n

3 
cabin volume and of relatively eonomical

operation During the same period there were contacts between the FAP and the Lisbon Technical University (UTL), concerning the
developement of technological capabilities in Portugal in the field of Aercraut;cs,. ., ;ort -.f these contacts, the Chief-of-Staff
( C-o-S of the FAP Genera Lemos Fprira, hosted a visit by the Rector of UTL, Professor Arantes de Oliveira, to the Air Force
Acedemv (AFA). located at the trainingAir Base in Siotra (BAl ), 25 km west of Lisbon. The base also hosts a flight of four Avioear
aircraft, filted with a comprehensive set of electronics, and used for a wide range of special missions, from aerial photography to
surveillanc O the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) On this ocasion it was suggested that Portugal could acouire a flight test
capablity by fitting the NLR instrumentation on one of the CASA aircraft. The ideelwas immediately taken-up by Chief-of-Staff of
PAP, who directed the Portuguese National Delegate to AGARD, General Bourbon to support it General Lames Ferreira beame soon
ofter Chief-of-Stff of the Armed Purses, and the programme has received unfailing support from subsequent Portuguese National
Delegates namely GeneraI Galvo Borgas and Colonel Aldela Portela.

Tus were paid two basic elements of the programme (i) the support from NLR, maintained as the head of Flight Division
chlanged from H Moelke, to HA. Msoil and J TM van Doern, all FMP panel members, and acting under instructions from the
Chairman end Director of NLR, respectively Professor O H Gealach acd Ir J van der Bliek, both national delegates from the
Netherlands, (11) the continuing cooperation between the UTL and FAP, culminating with the signing of a Memorandum of
,nderstanding on Coperation in Aeronautics by the Rector, Professor Simies Lopes and the Chief-of-Air-Staff General Brocha
de Miranda The third element was the need to train Portuguese enginers it, the use of flight test instrumentation (FTI), involving
a significant man-hour cost. Following an interview with Professor Gero Madelung, who is national delegate from Germany, and
contacts with Dr P Hamel of DFFLR and Professor 0 Schanzer of the Braunschweig Technical University (TU-85), both of whom
are FMP panel members, it was agreed that the "Institut fur Flugfuhrung" (IF) of the latter univet sity wuuid l e"' itm Portuguese
engisers at its own cost Thus the project P45 to give Portugal a flight test capability wan started, with FTI offered by the
Netherlands, techncal training provided by Germany, an aircraft made available by the FAP, technical direction from the instituto
Superior Tcnico ( IST) of UTL, and both international support from AGARD and funding from the National Fundation for Scientific
and Tecnoloical Research (JNICT)

"ART I - THE NATIONAL FLIGHT TEST FACILITY (LNEY)

Since the establishement pill flight test facility in Portugal has involved the coordination of several ntional a,'d international

onrbut:ions, i nlay he appropriate to outline the way in which the programme was manged 12) before proceeding to a
description of the instrumentation system (S3)

S 2 - PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

The management nf theAGARD program P45 to give Portugal a flight test capability may te described at three interconnected
leyels (S2 1 ) as a sequence of three phases, each consisting of three stages (S2 2) through the contributions made by ecn
p-irtiibatiig issiiion (12 3) by the work:nga rrangements associated with the performanceof motor tasks

S2.1 - PHtAESAND STAGESF THE PROGRAM

The proqam is organized in three phases, namely ( i) the training of Portuguese engneers on flight test techniques, ( iI ) the
,ransfer of FTi from NILP in Amsteram to the Laoratbrio deAeronautica ( LA) in Lisbon. (ll) the installation is the aircraft and

P y rif.cakior, Eact phase wan divided into three stages, and in the following we summorize the activities carried out We
'nIr.ie for eri 'ail the Late of the relevant report prepared for AGAkD by the programme director

t
he poase , concerning the training of Portugues engineers, involved the following ihree stae

- .4.' 4 0 A two-week introductory course on Flight Test fw'hnspse wan given in Seplamber 1985 in Lisbon by Dr P
voroirnann and tir D 6runner from the :F of TU-BS The course raied on the experience at TU-85 with a Do. tler DO 28 flight

ot , rraft sinop the replaity a DO 128), nd ricludild discoUlon of which aspects would require adatation to PAP Avio-ar
arcroat Tte course was attended by 14 mechencal and electrical engineers from IS: and FAR, of whom 4 were assignw to the
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_ I b(23 2 1986) In the meantime aconsultant from NLR, Mr Egter von Wiosekerke, come to Portugal in the loot week of
September 1986, toassessthe facito.s avnstobte to instatl the NLR instrumeota!'is in the FAP Aviocar aircraft. tie visited the
Air Force Material Workshops (013t1 at Alverca, 2S km north of Lisbon, and found the facitities more then adeuate to& tire rk
This was hardly surprising since O3f1A employs about 3000 people, has facilities to overhaul ail of tho, 20 or so aircraft types
opierated by the PAP, andderived more then half of ito income from work far foeign clients.

- I c (9 3.1966) The four engineers (2mechionical and2 electrical) assigned to the programme at this stag underwent trainirng
in greeter depth during a 68-toy (October to December t1986) mission to the IF at TlJ-BS. The training included tO hours flight
test time, anda brief visit to NLP inAmsteriem to see the Instrumentation due to he tranofered to Portugal.

The three stage of phase I were completed In leon then a semester.

The phase I I concerning the transfer of FT1 from the Netherlands to Portugal and its verifiction olno consisted of three phones,
eacs lasting one semester

- II. (9.3.1986. The tronsfer of equipment was prearedtiye a1 -mounth mission by Prof. J.J E. Santona of 151 an'.Captain A C
Corvotho of FAP to NLR, where they familiarized with the equipment. In particulor the interfaces and documentation whicn wee
unique to the FTI instrumentation offered by the NLR. The actsel transfer of equipment was somewhat detayed by the nee to obtain

custom cleerances , in spite of the fact that NLI) had officiol permission to offer the equipment to Portugal.

I I1lb (9.3 19871: The FTfI offered by *,he NLP. was moved to the Loboraorlo die Aeronaut ic.- otf ST. which was creuted and eqsiped
with support from the JNiCT The offer of equipment by the NLR woo sobstimciol (see table 1) including a large number of sensors.
signal conditioning electronics, lope recorders end quick-look ground stotions, to total value when sew being in DPL I 175 700
(roughly UJS$ 555,000). It task some time is = all this equipment, the conclusion being that it arrived in remorkably god
condition, with only very minor, easily replaeable items neeinig attention. The verificat ion of the equipment and initial planing
fur the DataAcquisition System were helped by a I -week consultant mission by Dipt-Ing 'I. Brandt of the IF of TU-9S.

1 Ic (20 8 1987) : the detaited ptanning for the instattation of the PT) in the Avlmer oircroft was preparedt by two further
training missions by Portuguese technicians ( I) H.P Ramos and A.A Fonseca spent 3 weeks in September t1987 at the TIJ-BS
during the period of final check out of the instrumentation fittedito the Dornier Do 128 aircraft (which replce the Do 28). (11ii

L A Arontes spent 2 weeks with Mr. P Sevenhusysen at NILR in the North Polder training on the selection and use of strain gauges.
These two missions completed the training of Portuguese technicians in Germany and the Netherlands, encept for a further 2

weeks of prdtati experience on titling of strain gauges arranged through Mr. R. van cdur Weloe at NLR in September 1988. is
complete the training of Mr A. Arantes

The third phase of installation of equipment in the aircraft, also consisted of three stags of six months earh

I fi 0a 9 2 19881 The plans for the installation In the aircraft were reviewed during a 2-week consultant mission by Mr P M N
Hollesfelle, who had been closely involved with the use at NLR of the instrumentation offered to Portugal

II toi (6.9 19881 Three voluminous reports diescribing 000 opecifing the installation of equipment in the aircraft and its
operation were completed by the staff assigned to the protect at (ST; it recived approval by the certification uthorities al PAP
and passed on to GMA wher e construct ion of assemblies begun

- Ill c (firsi nalf of 19891 It isenpectEZd that after the installatian of P11 in the Avtcr aircraft is complete, a Iiul consultant
mission hyMtr PM N Hollestelle from NLP will acompany the last check -outs ann first proving flights.

The programn c45 was planned is three phases of three stags, ears lasting one semester, except for the first .h~ee stays
which could be curried out in one-semester It is expected that this 3- 1/2 year programme approved by AGARD in i 986 will be
comipinted on schiedule in the first half of 1989, with the first flights of the fully instrumented aircraft

The major tasksare illstrateitby abar chart in tablellII

9 2.2 - OGNTIBUTION OF PARtiCIPATING INSTITUTIONS

Tne precieding summairy of the phases and star of ihe program has concentrated on the consultant missions supportea bv
AP-APD, and mentioned in passing some of the Institutions involved in the programme A more oalanced overview of the munir
contribut ions to the poramme follows (FPigure 2) starting with the internationnl support, arid proceing through the not isoni
inslititinns, to the various brooches of the PAP involved

The International and foreign institutions involved were
-AGAPS provieo the forum through which the initial proposal for the programmie above in contacts at ins RPT an,] ere

3QP-,Yed by the Notional Delovafes Boord (NOB) AGARD did timely financing of Ihe varisss Consultant missions, and msosi
[MOOrtaft. ptrsVIL'd CraivI Of inky through which the i ght people for the lab were quicki diad efficiently brought IL work The

'Jocrnertation publinhert by AGARD, such as the AG-I 160 (Plight Test instrumentation) ani AG-300 (PFliqht Test Techniques'
'siumes ron of course been extensively used, in addition to documentat ion specific to the eoipment offered by NLR and natiunol
3ocurentalion Supplied by members of the Plight Test Technigues Working Group (PTTWGI o'AGART5:

ise NUP m~ nthterldans offered aosoluielly freestf charge acomprehensive set of flighI test instrumentation, and provide the
'of Crijcvrese technicians andcnnsultant missions in areas specific to thin equipmen., waiving Ifs man-hus costs on ali

)F.us :-Ile Trec sppor! from NLP has been unfailing at all times, even when it had n particularly high workived. durinQ the
vvnt nv, torecus flight testing "' -e Psi r 50 and tOO aircroft The support from NLP has been, extended to, orso not

)r iaj 1 
Iy envsge, such as the selection and intallafioiiol strain gauges,

- thw Ti5-E.S i- Gernrom, nov Drvvil1 tree-of -charge th more extended general training of DOrIUgueSe technicians on, 'light test
!echniquey. ind has aso supported various consultant missions, these activities complementing very well thoseof NTP The t,,-BS
onaso :ilyes ir ifs considerable experience on the use of Dormier flight test aircraft, including artivities which were latter

s)ertlornse )r tfis 
5

OirugueseAvioSr

rhe riqt. Qduity of is. isation wr Ier liv N Pi for is Pit together with tfie great amountl ot pratical Oeetal Crvii,v,'a no
tv~ t.-y3", fave teen f:,nirvm.ntal in slooningami rariving out the installation in the TAP Aviocar aircraft



The three main national insttutions involved have been-
-the JNICT has financethe program as a3-yeer project for the period 1987-9, unider the Program for National Infrastructures

for Research and Development. its funding has allowed the LA to be created, and has cover-ed the costs of some equipmtent additional
to that received from NLR and alsosme missions not woe d by AGARD, as well as anuisition of services other than those of UTL
end FAP staff which have wcrkett on the pr-ogramine withouwt materal beniefit.
- the 1111, through the 15T, has proviided the work of staff of the Applied tMdlling Group at the Department of Mechanical
Engineering and Systems end Electronics Group at the Depar tment of Electrical Engineering. This wor. includes the testing end
chiecking of instrumentation, the setting-up of aground simulation bench, the preparation of manuels describing ens specifing the
installationi in the aircraft end operation of the system and overall managment of the program,
- the FAP has supported the program atalt levels, frets the contribution to managment mae by the Portuguese notional delegates,
ciodinator and their staff, to theaosigneetents of pilots end technicians from various branches, the allocation of the aircraft end
support eq~uipment, aned the costs of Installation of the FI is the aircraft at OOMA.

It may be worth white to indicate the departmnts of the FAP more directly involved in the programme, at technical level
- the certification of modifications to the aircraft and contracts fz-the execution of work at GfA is the responctimlity of the
Mechanics ( DMA) and Electronics ( DE) Directorates,
- the installation work is carried out by IbSIA at the electrical (AT3) end mechenics (AT2) hangars, us t hasity of detailed
drawings prepared at the design office, in accrdnce with the doumetation for the FTI asd constraints imposedt by the
configuration of the aircraft;
- the aircraft isooperated by operated by Fl ight 401 at Sintra Air Bas, whose pilots have adtvised on aspects of the dataoopuisilion
system related to flying techniques, such as adouble-stick (tronsducer with strain gouges) usedt to measure stick forces; the flight
line support of the aircraft will be provie by a laboratory at AFA, which is co-located with Air Base loat Grania do Mat-gods

S 2.3 - TASKS OF THE WORKINGOGROUP

The invesliment of manpower and ressoorces in this programnme, both by the FAP and UTL, reech is 19870a level where it
prompted the signing of10 Mlemorandum of Understanding (tlnU), by the Rector of UTL end C-of-S of FAP This event was widely
reported is the press, as the tloU foresees a broad runge of cooperative ectivities in eronautical education, research end
development In order to implement the 1101, the C-of-S of FAP and Rector of UTL each named (Figure 3)0a three members to a
taint steering coinmitee, which considers sew cooporation projects groups. At the lime of signing of the MoU the working group
LNEY was alreadjy in operation, and it appears that the sent research and developmtent projects will be in theoareas 01 structures
end electronics, The 1101, whose initial test was prepared by Professor J.M.G S6 do Costa, also foresees ectivities related to the
training of eronautical engineers, wh~ch has been a subject of discussion between UTL end FAP. both within and outside the
steer ing group.

The director of the working group on LNEV coincides with the chairman 0f the steering group from the side of UTL. The
working group consists of ten members, representing the organizations participating in the technical aspects of the programme
(Figure 4):
- two electrical eniginners (H.F. Ramos and A.A. Fonseca) from IST aosigned full time to the program, who have developedi most of
the FTI and its related doumentation,

-two mechanical engineers (Professr JAC. Azinheira and Mr. A. Arantes) from IST, responsobte for mechanical dosign aspects,
-a mechanical (Cap. Carvatheiro) and as electrical (Cap. Damaesio) engineer, from the Logistic Command (LC) is charge o1

certification end contracting;
- a mechanical (M. Domingueu) and an electrical (Cap R.R. Almneido) engineer from OGMA concerned with building up the
instalotion,
-a pilot (Cap. Atmeido) from flight 40 t at Air Bose I who will ba the lending crew member for the test flights,
-a member of staff (LI-Cot. AMS. Cardoso) of the AFA, end also FMP member who ects as liaision to FAP department other than

loose l Isted above.

The method ofsoperation of the working grup with respect toeach major task is as follows ( Figure 5).
- the staff at LA establishas the specifications for each item of the isbtoltation,
- the constraints Imposed tyy the configuration of the aircraft are assessedt with the help of OGMA, and the effects on flying practice,
if anyare taken intoeaccount;
- advice from the pilot,
- the preceding inputs are use to design the installation at LA, and the relevant dicumenutinn is sent to DMA and DE tor
certification,

-these authorize the contrects for detailed drawing, assembly and installation at OGMA, with final verificotion by )5T
in 'operation the flightosupport is providedbyBA I , the on-the-spot laboiotory chec&- 3tIAFA,

-simulations in the ground bench and data processing are centralized at LA

S 3 - INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

The selection of sensors and sources )f data (S3 2) end the arqoitecture of the data apuisition system (S3 3) were performed
in agreement with a set of system designi principles which are outlined first (S3 1)

S 3.1 - SYSTEM DIESIGN PRINCIPLES

The choice and location of sensors was governed bry the following sets of requirements, not eiways easy to reconcile
- the aircraft should he quickly convertible from flight last to operational configuration in order ton omoply with the standard air
bas procedures use at BA I the steps to perform this conversation should be simple end sot require any special tooling (some
sensors and wlrIngare left permanen-ly In place, the DAS andlother sensors aregroupel in removabile recks),
- the sensors are, as (er as possible. Independent and non- interacting with aircraft systems an have the best possible lcation for
signal quality,
- the aircraft In titled with o r #mprefienntve set of standard instrumentation (eg. Inertial Navigation System, Doppler Radar,
AutopilotWeather radr, andso on) in order- to benwfit fully from this equipent, the FTI is allowed toestrct data from aircraft
systems Ie% INS. VHF Nay System) but without its operation - this in done bry using pick-ups which cannot corrupt existing
sigals,

-the instrumentation system is modula and allows installation of new sensors and the disconection of existing ones wita
minimum of reconfguration this is done bry laying the wit-an through the aircraft, ending by standard circular MIL conneclars
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(gathered in connector panels) at a few key locations ( in the wings and at the fuselage nose and tail) These connect to a major
panel under the cabin flc. Te 'he location of the DAS rack (UDCP), as shown in Figure 6 - the DAS is also designed for easy
reconfiguration interfaces also through standard circular MIL connectors and having modular Signal Conditioning Units (SCUs),
-'interference with flying tasks is minimized to avoid cockpit panel congestion and overwork; the Pilot Control Unit (PCU), has
Only an amber tight to warn that the DAS is operating and a switch to disconnect the whole system in an emergency. all other
owitches, panels and quick lask facilities are located In the main rack at the system's operator position (Operator ontrol Unit
(OCU)); control and monitoring capabilities of each crow member are brlfly summarized in Table IV.

As an exnnple of the implementation of these principles, we outline the design of the Air Data Boom
- theAir Data Boom (ADB) carries windvanes for angle-of-attack andside slip, and a pilot tube, the latter can be calibrated using
a trailing cone sensor unreeled from the rear of the aircraft;
- the ADS could not be placed at the nose (to avoid Interference with the weather railr), nor at the fuselage side (because of
propeller slipstream asnymetries), nor at outer wing panels (due to corruption of data by aercelastic effects), nor at the tall (due
to interference from wing/fuselag boundary layer at high angles of attack);
- the location chosen for the ADO is an emergency escape roof hatch, just behind the cockpit, since the ADS is 3,Ore long, it is
braced by two struts connected to the sies of the fuselage nose (Figure 7);
- the emergency hatch remains operational with the ADB boom on it. because the whole assembly Is designed to tilt forward out-of-
the-way If the roof hatch is opened; the roof hatch was origino!!y designed in the standard aircraft for emergency exit on Ihe ground
only;
- the aircraft is converted from the operational to the flight test role by replacing the standard roof hatch by the one with ADS and
struts the whole operation involves only one electrical connection, four screws and two latches
- the length of the boom was dictated by the avoidance of resonances due to atmospheric excitation and the requirement of structural
stiffness for the given weight and distribution of sensors; its length is sufficient to give relatively undist,rbed air da. and no
significant reinforcement of the ref hatch is needed;
- the boom may be extended or shortened, by the insertion of interchangeable tube sections, to give lengths between 2 and 4
meters, for particular types of flight test work

S 3.2 - SENSORSAND INSTALLATION IN THE AIRCRAFT

TheADB is one of the sensors packages on the aircraft, chosen here to illustrate the design principles indicated above Similar
principles were used, as applicable in connection with other items, whose distribution around the aircraft is indicated in Figure 8
Besides the ADB these include
- a rack containing three rate gyros and three linear accelerometers near the C 0, under the floor of the cabin, the location is near
to the platform of the INS of the aircraft;
- two ets of strain gauges (and charge amplifiers in the Straingauge Amplifier Unit (SAUt located as near as possible of the
gauges) are sot ou in the engine mountings, whose 8-bar configuration (Figure 9) lends itself to the measurement of forces and
torques this would allow the in-flight measurement of thrust, provided certain corrections (e g. nacelle drag) are mae;
- the stick, forces are measured by a dummy stick with strain gauges on the test position (starboard) to measure elevator and
aileron forces and strain gauges in the test pilot rudder path to measure the rudder force ( Figure 1 0) the pilots find it acceptable
to use even for take-off and landing, with the safety pilot retaining the unmodified control column and rudder pedals,
- the position of the control surfaces (left and right ailerons, rudder and elevator), are measured by synchros, connected y
frangible couplings to actuation rods;
- navigation and flight path data is extracted fiom the VHF Nay. System (YOR/ILS), INS, Radio Altimeter, Flight Director and
Autopilot,
- the pr opulsion data is extracted from the aircraft's instrumentation

The wiring from the sensors is collected in the four connector panels and make use of the test wires which are ended by
standard circular "IlL connectors (receptacles) in a connector panel under the cabin floor (UDCP I ), near the DAS rock location, a
seDar ate connector panel, (UDCP2), is used to route the data extracted from the aircraft propulsion and nevigation systems, whose
wires also end in standard circular MIL connectors, some sensors, such as the ADB, the trailing cone and the C G reck do not use
the test wires but have their own receptacles this means each parameter has a specific connector which allows the easy connection
of new sensors and disconnection of existing ones by simply wiring the correspondent connector of the UDCP I/UDCP2/transducer
to ihc DA5 input connector, using standard wires ended by two plugs

The navigation, propulsion, strain gauge, gantrol and air data sets add up to a list at 65 paramelers currently measured, whose
ranges are indicated in Table V. While the number of parameters is modest by modern standards, it does comes from a variety of
Bures, has a relatively high sampiing rate (139Hz) and exploits most of the available data recording capability

S 3.3 - THE DATA AQUIS!TION SYSTEM (DAS)

The data aqusittion sstem interfaces with all the sensors indicated inS 3 2, and its block d;agram Is shown in Figure I I i s
a set of units grouped in a stand-alone removable reck, in the port side of the fuselage cabin These units perform the tasks ni
n'gnalconditioning, sampling, codingand data storae for off-ttnedataanalysis The DAS layout is shown in Figure 12

The rack is surmounted by a large patch panel the Main Rack Connector Panel (M RCP) with several MIL circular connectors
thirough which individual sensors can be pluged in and control signals are fed to the DAS The signal conditioning functions are
performed by Signal Conditioning Units (SCUI, SCU2 and SCU3) and a Synchro-Digital Converter Unit (SDCiii The actual DAS
system input capabilities are espicted in Table Y1 The conditioning units output is wired directly to a Northrop Data Aquisition
System i NDAS), Constituted by two units, a Pulse Code Modulator (PCM) and a Digital Control Unit (DCU) - this system samples,
at a fi raf rote of oprox I 39Hz, up to 72 onaiog ( SVYo) signals with I D-b' . esolulon or up to 8 digital 20-bit signals (seeT
able Vit)

The output data stream is a parallel IO-bit, NRZ-L code, PCM 10 format plus a frame sync and a serial time history signal
which is re-codel to NRZ-M prior to recording ina 16-track Kineloguc Model YE tape recorder, whose specifications appear in
Table Vill Power for the equipment is supplied from the aircraft's *28Vd secondary (non-esential) bus inverter,
transformers, rectifiers and fuses/circuit breakers are located in the Power Dstribution Unit (PDU) and fulifill the bower
reuirementsdescribed in table I

The major part of the DAS was used by NLR for flight test work on the Dutch Air Force NF-5 Freeom Fighter prior to being
offered to Portugal The documentation prepared by NLR for this program is very comprehensive and allowed the staff on he

: : "-- --- -- JI-dI I l-I I' l l .
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protect to familiarize themselves with the system without difficulty. Most of the sensors offered by the NLR were used in the
Fokker F-27 Friendship and F-29 Fellowship civil certification prior to transfer to portugal, The NLR also offered two sets of a
quick-lok ground system (figure 13 and 14) which allows the plotting of 8 recorded channels at a ttme. One at the follow-on
tasks of the programme will be to develop an Interface to feed all 72 channels of information on a standard digital computer for
turther analysis

Ahoogih the pre:ast instrumentation system is intended to give no more than a basic flight test capability, we found it
requires over '470 connectors, 3 km of cable, 1 COO pages of manuals, 3000 man-hours of design ana development work and
4000 man-hours of installation work

PART I I - FUNDAMENTAL AND APPLIED RESEARCH PROECTS

it is intended that the flight test capability damonstrated with the Aviear aircraft will be applied to the validation of speciai
equipment pods for fighters operated by the FAP The FTI for these would consist of a smaller number of sensors with a data
auisition system packed into a smaller volume, by comparison with the AvlOcar Two distinct ped development programmes are
under way, but it would be premature to go into detail about these programmes. Instead, we will outline the application of the basic
?light test capability to prolcts of fundamental research in flight mechanics, one concerned with (S4) a severity scale for flight
diturbances, and the second a (SS) non-linear model of pitch stability

S 4 - A SEVERITY SCALE FOR FLIGHT DISTURBANCES

When an aircraft encounters an atmospheric disturbance several flight parameters. eg, ground or airspeed, angle-of-attack
lAoA, and vertical acceleration, change in an interelated way. There is some interest in introducing a single parameter, called the
disturbance intensity, which can be calculated from flight data, and indicates the severity of the perturbation induced by the

atmosphere

S 4.1 - AERODYNAMIC DEFINITION OF DISTURBANCE INTENSITY

The simplest deinitIon ofdisturbace intensiy G would be the relative lift change for flight ina still air L and i a perturbed
atmospere

L-L L

The lift in lil air isgiv,n by

2 
12

'= pL SCLiS).(2

,rel p P IS ire Ieas dsity, S ine referonce area, U the groundspeed (coincident with the dirspeed in still air) and CL Me lift
coefficient, Amict isa linear function ofAoA,& away from thestall; the lift in a longitudinal u and transversew wind is

i m w

L* a ( u) 
2 

. w2) $ CL(0-arc tan({ }) , (3)

where Ire term 'n the ntirst curly brackets is the airspeed squared and the second curly brackets is the slope of the airspeed
relat ;e to the gr undspeed The distur bance intensity is given by

=(IuU)
2  w/U) 2 (-arc an

) CL(S) (4)

iar aroDIrary wind speeds, nor izontal u and vertical w

if he wind spead Ooes not exceed about 30Y of the groundspel u, w, s 0 3U, which is the ;ase of moderate winds uw. u
2

re, Isa lit charge can se obtained by differentiating (2)

JL =p :L(di U OU + i p U
2

S 15)

wit le tallowing interpr etalioi
-(ll tL-: is the lift change,
- d = u is the change is airspeed, re , the longitudinal wind,

-11) the lif slope dCLa 
= 

CL/IS-eo) is, away from the stall, the ratio of lift-cosefficint CL to the effective Ao peff = s-so.
whict IS the lifference between the AAA a and the angle a.O of zero lift,

1 I 'ie lience .ange a = d arclan~w/U+ u)) a w/U, is due to the vertlical wind The lift change

-k='P S CL U uC -I C (6)
2 % -so'

divde by 2 1spcifles the disturbance intensity

r,2 ' - W_ (7)

hir mrroerate winds t or examnple. for an aircraft landing at a groundspeed U 
=  

6Oras at an effectve AoA a-so = 10* (e g AA
sf7' 0 angle of zer ifteo= -3 )andencounterIng a -5ms toil wInd and w 2m/sdownflow, thedisturbance inten5sis



'sC = D 36. e .there Is a 36% lift toss. A negative disturbance intensity corresponds tooa lift toss, due to a dewnftw wrO or
uncompensated taili,. -3, a positive disturbanrce intensity corresponds to a gain in lift, due to an upttow w>h or an
uncompensated heaowind a'S.

It is possible to introduce two critical values of the disturbance intensity, sco, the lift losses whicti would case an aircraft to
stallI at taixe-off opasi (0 1) and at apprc~c'- speed to land (62). Let Vs ha the stalling oftan aircraft

V, = 2w / epS 'san, (8)

where the weight oincides with titt W L Liv straight and tevel ttight A change tn maximum achievabte lift affects the statting

speed

V5 [ .a , L. (9)

CLmav

where the definition 01 didhurbanse inteosity I) was used. The stalling Spe Is increased to unstick spe at take-nff

as= V2 =I toe, for a disturheince intansity (it satisfying It IG I )Iji.e., ht=-O 18, the stalling speed is increased to the

approacst pees thr landing V~ VI = 1 3sC, for a disturbance intensity 62 satisfying )FI -02 = r3ie.,O2=-Oh42. The criticat

disturbance intensitiesl = -0. 18 andG~2=-O 42 represent atmospheric disturbances which, if uncompensated, would cause en
air aft ha stall respectively sn take-off and (aiding.

S 4.2 - FLIGHT PEPIFOtfAoCE Is PERTURB6ED ATMOSPHERES

The dist urbance intensity, which wax defined in terms of aircraft aerodynamics (It). ( 4) ahd ( 7), ceo he related to flight
mechanics ( 91, in several way/s. Consider an aircraft flying straight and level in stilt air, for which weight equals lift~

I 2npg = 7; P 5U CL)i, (1t0)

it the aircraft encounters a distarbance of intensity 0, the groundspeed changes from U to U*, the AoA from a i0 a%, and there may
be a vertical acceleration A

I 2' C~.6)

where thi, lift Lscetficieaf is affected both by the disturbance intensity 0 andochange of incidence

iL(-v-) 1-0)ir~ n CLii (1+ -no ' (12)

5ijbstituing3 112) Into( Ill)and dividing by( 111we obtain toe formulas fnr the dist urbance intensity

I -= U/dl } (1-h), 113)

%r henturhtatios or straight and level flight, involving simultaneosly cnanges in groundseed U to Up, AinA 6& and verticel
a)rc.ieral ir' a

The fonmu.la II 3i sos simple interpretation in thecases whereonly one flight parameter changes at a time.
-10 it the aircraft flies through the disturbance at constant groundspeed U0=U and onstant AoA ua. = 0. then it "-,rences a
vvniral aceleration

J, - i. &m =h A= 6g, (14)

whouseaue rig ps is ihe disturbance intensity 0. this ceuld he used to define the disturoanca intensity.
-'b cIfthin aircraet flies thnroughi the disturoance at constant~o AsHr=O anl without vertical aceleration A = 0, there is a change

se ' eanv in groundspeed Un'0 for positive disfturbance GdO which increase l ift, and an tncroase in groundspeed (l0 is need
to conipensat a negal ian disturbance 6i0 which decreases l ift, the formula (It5) is the same as for the stall Ing spee ( 9), and is

f inu ' Figure IS,
-Cn if the aircraft fl ies through the Olafturbance at constant g, oundifec UahU without verticeltacceeration hiT, the AipA changes

.yi A= ar (r-o)y f I - I) = -0 lrn-rn), (16)1-0

'he -;Iange 1, proportional I the initial ettorlieeho,. and to the disturbarnce intensity, as shown in Figure 16, but with minus sign,
a otalve isrrhace Oan lift toss requires higher AoA urn'S for compensation
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There are also three cases in which only one flight parameter is kept constant:
-(ab) ot constant ACA:

&%=O G= (U/Uo)2 'lA/g) - I, 17)

the groundspeed and vertical accaleration specify the disturbance Intensity by (17),
-(ac) at constant groundspeed

Uo=U 6= I -A/a 8)

1 -

the vertical acceleratlon and change of AoA specify the disturbance intensity by( 18);
-(bc) at zero vertical acceleration:

UI2
U/Us2

A=O: G
=  

- , (19)
I+ -

6-6 0

the groundspeed and change of incidence determine the disturbance intensity.

In general, a disturbance in straight end level flight causes simultaneous changes in groundspeed and angle-of-attack and a
vertical acceleration related by ( 13), which is plotted in Figure 17 in the form

(U/Uo)2 (IA/g) = p . (I.G)(tI*- , (20)

for four values of the modified disturbance parameter p. The formulas and plots above can be used to calculate the disturbance
intensity for perturbations of straight and level flight.

S 4.3 - APPLICATION TO STRAIGHT AND TURNING FLIGHT

As a further example, we indicate how the disturbance intensity may be calculated in level turning flight In the absence of
disturbances, in still air, in a turn at a bank angle a. The radial component of lift

i stn i =irT =' =mW 
2 

I , (21)

balances the centrifugal force, which may be expressed in terms of aceleration r, turn rateia, tangential velocity V and radius R.

In the presence of a disturbance of intensity 0, all guantities may change, e.g., the lift Lt, sank angle 0*, turn radius R*,
instantanecnu turn u*, and tangential velsoity V*

V2 m .2

L*sino*=mr*=
m  "  

- R 2 (22)

Dividing 122) by (21 ) and using ( I ) we obtain a set of formulas:

sin e r R * 2 R*W*2

which specify the disturbance intensity 0 for perturbation of turning flight For example, the formula relating accelerations and
bank angle*

G = -! sine csc* -

Is plotted in Figure 18, and Is valid whether the turn Is taken at constant rate, constant velocity or constant radius

The latter three cases affect the remaining formulas

-1) For a turn taken at constant tangentlial velocity and bank angle

V*:V R:= , *: (I+G), (25a,b)

the turn radius and instantaneous turn rate are related to the disturbance intensity by 125a,b),
-(II) For a turn taken at constant radius and bank angle

R=R Y* = ,Vi , w = .wV' -, (26a.)

the tangential velocity and nstantaneus turn rate are given by ( 26a,b)

-(ill) For a constant turn rate and bank angle

w*= R*=P(IG), v*= V(I10), (27a,b)

toe radius and tngentlal velocity are given by ( 27a,hl
The three caseen(I. IT, Ill) are plotted in Figure 19

-.-- 1I . I.I .B I i I I
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rf an atmospheric perturbation affects a region of airspae through which the aircraft flies, it can deform its ttight path Asa
simpleexampleconsider an aircr'aft performinga turn, in the presenceofawindof constant direction. The track angle X between
the flight path and wind changes the disturbance intensity (0 cosx) between ±G, and the circular turn is transformed into

-(a) a down wind oval of equation

R)) = r (1 .0 csx), (28)

if the turn is performed (27a) at constant rate and bank,
-(b) an upwind oval of equation

R() = r ( I G cosX), (29)

if the turn is taken (25a) at constant tangential velocity and bank angle.
The ovalized flight path are drawn, in Figure 20, for the two cases, in comparison with the circle R(x) = r in still air, for two
non-zero values of the disturbance intensity.

We have indicated .. lle disturbance intensity is defined [ I ] ana calculated in various flight conditions [ 2], we intend to use
flight test data from our aircraft to assess whether
- the disturbance intensity varies more slowly than other flight parameters, e.g, groundspeed, AsA ; vertical acoeleration
changes are related so as to case a smooth or slow evolution of disturbance intensity,
- the disturbance intensity can be related to subjective assessments of "ride confort", or to the ability to perform certain tasks on
board, such as "reading", precise hand movements, etc.

This research complements other work on aircraft flight in perturbed atmospheres, for which some references can be found in
the review paper [ 3]

S 5 - A NON-LINEAR MODEL OF PITCH STABILITY

The preceding account (S4) on flight mechanics in perturbed atmospheres is concerned with conparisons of performance [4]
with the case of still air It is not a substitute for a response calculation (5], which is necessary to calculate flight path changes
[61 due to atmospheric disturbances like windshears [7] The excitation of the phuguid (and short period) mode can be due either
toatmospheric disturbances [8 perturbingan aircraft in steady flight, or to [9] initial conditionsaway for equilibrium Wewill
consider a problem in the latter class [ 10, 11,12], i.e. the determination of the pitch control law which compensates the phugoid
motion due to initial conditions far away from equilibrium.

S5. I - EXACT COMPENSATION OF THE PHUOOID MODE

Consider an aircraft in straight and level flight, which starts a dive. The reason may be to track a target of opportunity, or to
land in a clearing in an emerg.ncy. The dive is started et an inilia) velocity which is generally distinct, and may be far removed,
from the steady flight speeds. If the stick is kept fixed the aircraft will start a phugoid motion [ 13,14]. In order to compensate
completely the phugoid mode, and keep the aircraft on a constant glide slope, the pitch control has to be used appropriaely Our
aim is to determine the AoA schedule (or groundspeed sochedule) as a function of distance (or time) so as to cancel exactly the
phugoid more In practice it would be necessary to cancel the short-period mode [ 15) too, in order to keep on a constant glide
slope In the present work we omit the short-periodmode, by neglecting the rotational inertia of the aircraft Thus we are solving
'an inverse phugoid problem", of exact cancellation of the phugoid mode

The problem of compensation of the phugoid mode is expressed by three equations stating that
-(I) lift balances the component of weight transverse to the flight path of Inclination y ( Figure 21)

W cosy = L = p U
2 

CL(S), (30)

where the incidence 0 is defi ned S=s-%. As the difference between the AoA s and the angle of zero l i ft so,
-(iI) since the rotational inertia of the aircraft is neglected, it is possible to achieve instantaneusl, any combination of speed U
(in still air ) and incidence e (defined above), consistent with constant lift

2 2
U
2 
CL(9) =const - cosy U0 CL(So), (31)

where the constant in ( 31 ) is evaluated for the same aircraft in level flight,
-(iii) the balance of forces along the flight path, including inertia, weight, drag and thrust leads t0

(W/g) =-W siny * T - D, (32)

it being asumed, both in (30) and (32), that the thrust axis ceincides with the drag axis ElTim ating between (30-32) a single
differential equation for the speed Is obtained.

In order to obtain it explicitly we need an aircraft model, i e lift, thrust and drag laws The drag Is given by an expression
similar to lift (30):

D = ; U2 CD(S), (33)

where the drag coefficient in sub-se-Ic fligt Is the sum of three components

CD(s) = CDf " k (CL(S))
2 

. XCL,(), (34)

_. ./I 9I I I •I •II.I I i I



namely
-I) the form drag ceffiint CDf ,due to skin friction,
n(i) the induced dr ag, or oportionai to the square of l ift coefficient. through t he constant k,

-(ii the term linear on the lift cofficient accounts for a non-symmetric lift-drag polar The expressions (34) implies that
the drag-to-lift ratio is given by,

D CO = C( -X - CL().135)
E = CL(S) =CL(S) *kC(l

whichmoy he expressectin terms of speedusing (3!)

cosy CD(#) .- Cpf (U/U) 2 - Xcosy - k CL(So) cos 2 y (U/UO) 2 ~ (36)
CL(S) CL(9n))

We complete the aircraft modl by assuming that the dependence of thrust on speed in oin'.,lur to (36), viz

T(U) =( -FitU2 -f 1 2  
(37)

where the coefficients fo, ft , 1 2 a ail constant.

8 5.2 - CALCULATION OF SPEED AND INCIDENCE SCHEDULE

The "Inverse phugld problem" ( 30-32) for the aircraft model (35-37) can be redue to the sotution of a stngte non- linear
differential equation for speed, which is obtained as foltows: dividing (32) by the weight and using (30) we obtain

dUT I 38
g dt siy~~ CL'

where we may subntitute (36) and ( 37) :

I LL = F(lJ) a a-bU2-_cU2. (39)

where the coefficients in F( U) are given by

an o - sin y - cas y , (40a)

CL(9o) a

c 0f12 + k CL(0o) U2 cs2 y (40c)

Befnre ye prceed to the response problem, it is worth whilea to consider the case of steady flight Steady flight corresponds to zero

acilerat ion L =O. and is possible only for speedsUt which are roots of (39)

2 aU -b c 2 ' 2 20 =F(Ua) - 2 = - (c/V U 2 fU.) (U - U) 141)

I e. ihere are two steady f'light spees (F ioure 22) for which drag is balanced by thrust and weight component along the fl ight path
The steady Iflight speeds are the roots of the bi -qoedratil1 expression in cur ly brackets i n (41)

Ut- 2b '(42)

the siewy flignt is possIble only if

A va2 -4bc 2 0 143)

The "~s a =0 corresponds ti~ the minimum drag speed

0 2 =aO U 1 2 fx -i SM OY 1 441md 0 2 2 ~ f
a2U CL(6OI

theminimum thrust raguiredtosut steady flight isgivenby thecondition a 0, viz

fli 0= 2 f15=0aM 2'1 = 2 cM yk CDt 1451

From 1 42) and 1 441 11 follows thai ih - 'jaresof the minimum drag speed in the arithmetc mean Gt the squares of th steady flighi
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2 2 46)

2 by more than 4 1 - I

this implies that the upper steady flight speed cannot exceed the minimum drag speed U. I UmdV m

If the initial dive velocity UO happens to be to one of the steady flight spees (UoU + or Uo=U- ) the aircraft will remain at that
veilcty, provided it be stable. lo asses stability we consider a Spsed distinct from the steady values. -nd check the sign of the
acceler atisn 39,41

P2 U2 2 2 2I) (471d U U 2 ) ( 
2 
_ u ,

ai- = -icg/U ) 
((

02 
-U _I -U7)

viz it i. oositive between the Steady flight and negative outside

case U U- U-=U<U. U>U+,

acceleritlon U 0 d- 0 U 048

as liustrated in Figure 23. from which it is clear that
-(') the upper steady flight ,p"1 isstable, sincean aircraft at a higher (lower) speed will d c:elerate (accelerate) towards U..
-1) the lower steady flight speed is unstable, since an aircraft at a lower (higher) speed will decelerate (accelerate) away from
it f the initial velocity is far removed fro. the upper steady flight speed we have a non-linear stability problem, if the initial
v',rty oriose to the lower steacy flight speed then lh6 :nsthility may grow into a non-linear regime

S 5.3 - STABILITY CURVES3 FOR CONVERGENCE AND DIVERGENCE

!r, or&r to obtain the stablity or instability curves we have to integrate the equation of motion, eg , for velocity U as a
tinc! on of noTancey along the flight path

di du iu 149)
t dt =

.ub:W*jQ 49) irio 147 he have

(U2) q 2 2
it U ( u - u)( -u ,

u
2

2

C, r' ,y be vr.egi atba usig the chunge of var iable t a U
2

it-LiU) 2 -2

Jos

(U2_ U 
2  

lgQ
)  ,lo tU )U

Wi n'rnqurce the lengthsrale

o /2g

A' hg u2 
- CDt 2

2 o CL0eo)

and try 15nce along the flii path t, when divided by the lengthscale, is given as a fuintion of velocity by

C A [ U ' t 2 -; / j U 2 l2 [ _: 2 2 1J i U - +( 
5 3 )

Nner e t;v) is the speed at distance t, Oo a U(O) is the in ial speed. and the Steady ft igh spePIa ll appear as paramelers The
Prv sixn ! 53) iv highly non-linear, and involves dimensionles ratios of speeds, A is not pyositle Io write speed U(I) as a

fundcon of ,lstarcet, but the inverse form t ( U) in (53) can be used to plot the curves in Figure 24

The expression ( 53: can be linearized it the speeddoes not differ much from the initial values

ut)2 
- 2 <, . U 2 - (541

r'ci-r case' 53) siinlhfies to
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Cc/A u-Uu

which can be inverted to give speed as a function of distance

2 2N ( I[l K )(u S/A)-(56)
in the linear case the stability curves are exponentials with the lengithscale I given by (52); this result could be obt6ined by the
standard methods [12. or laplace transform and linear stability derivatives. It applies only for small ilsturbanies. For large
disturbances the curves (53) are not exponentials, es can be seen in Figure 24

ln Figure 24 we plot the speed nortrnalizedto the minimum dragspeed (57a)

Vs ha(v X . t (57a.b)Umd A

vei isv distance normalized to the lenghtscale (57b) we consider an aircraft whose stable steady flight speed ties 30Z above the
minimum drag speed (58a)

V = 3 V- a -V, 056 (58ab)V •Umd . (58 ',

implvgng by (46) that the unstableSteady speedlies 44% below (58b) If the initial speedequals one of the steady flight speeds
the aircraft rues steadily at that speed on a constant glide slope (horizontal lines V= V). If the initial velocity lies above the
upper steads flight speed VoW. in order to keep a constant glide slope, the aircraft must deccelerate towards Vv along the curves
shown Between the steady flight speeds V-, V ( V, the aircraft accelerates towards the upper steady speed V. witih is stable
there nsan inflexion in the stability curve at the minimum drag speed 0= , ifthe initial velocity is smaller VOi Below the lower
;tedy speed there is a strong instability, i e, rapid speed loss towards the stall

'he theoretical otability (and instability) curves can be plotted for speed or incidence as a function of distance or time, and
compared with data recorded in flight at a given initial velocity along a given constant glide slope, to
- ^heck whether averaging over a time scale larger than the short peried mode, lein to experimental curves consistent with the
theoretical preeiction
- cubtracting the phugoid compersation curve from flight data, the short peried mode Is isolated.
it the latter is of small amplitude, it could be included as a linear perturbation of the present, non-linear theory

S 6 - CONCLUSIONS

Try program to give Portugal a flight test capability should reach within a few months its major milestone the first flight of
the n strumentedAvocar aircraft. It is possible to draw, on the basis of experience to date, the following four conclusions
- the ACAP, -upport program to the NATO southern flank nations can be effectively used to improve their technological crpbility
in ne aprsace field; its success depends on a strong commitment by the supporting nations, as was the Cse in the present
craqrrm wi h the Netherlands through the NLR and Germany throught the TU-8S,
- s! the natonal level there must be close cooperation between developers and the users, in the present case the FAP and UTL, once
this cioperation is established in one program, eg flight testing, it tends to spread to Other fields ( i e electronics, structures)
- the program should provide an independent and self-supporting capability in the supported nation, which it can develop further
'r its own needs, the basic flight test capability gained in Portugal with the Aviocar aircraft may be extended to the
uari!uaion of special equipment in high-performance aircraft;
- Me prs.tical Aoiik on aircraft should be compleiented by scientific modeling, to give a balenced capubility to up-date knowledge
ano Pxperience, in the present case, the instrumented aircraft will be used in connection with fundamental and applied research
nrclects for which it is well suited

The present program has focused scientific and technological capabilities in Portugal to research and development in the
aronahtical field We nope that the international cooperation which made this program possible may continue to support its
further development and apphcations. at a national, multilateral and NATO level
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Po. Qty Description Purchase
nr gear

1 2 PCM data cqUsltion sgStem 75
2 2 PCM Qick Look system 79
3 1 PCM test rack 78
4 1 Punched tape reader 79
5 2 Kinelogic recorder 71
6 2 PCM signal conditiom niq system 77-79
7 140 Electronic interface card 72-78
8 7 Treducteu + pewer supply 66
9 14 Accellerometer Donner 64-76

10 6 Accellerometer SFIM 54-60
11 7 Airspeed transducer Kolsmann 64-70
12 2 Air data computer IDC 66-68
13 1 Altitude/airspeed transducer (minidrum) 77-80
14 2 Altitude transducer Kolsmenn 64
15 1 Redreltmeter Bendix 68
16 2 Slip/attack angle transducer 67
17 41 Position transducer 65-67
18 2 Presure trensducer Gulton 74
19 65 Pressure trenducer ACB 57-71
20 28 Pressure transducer Penng & Giles 64-67
21 8 Pressure treaducer AMA 60
22 14 Pressure transducer SFIti 64-72
23 3 Artnc clock 80
24 4 Contact clock 70
25 1 Transducer for steering force 53
26 1 Temperature transducer 69
28 7 Rate gyro SFIM 64-66

TABLE I - specification of equipment shipped to Portugal

External wing spen 19.00 m (621t 4in)
Dimensions lenght overall 15.20 m (49 ft I0 1/2 in)

height overall 20ftBin (6.30 m)

Internal cabin (between flight deck and rear-loading door)
Dimensions lenght 5.00Dm (16 ft 4 3/4in)

width 2.00m (6ft 61/2in)
height 1.70 m (5 ft 7 in)
volume 17,5 m3 (618cuft)

Weights max pegload 2000 kg (4,410 lb)
max T.O. weight 6300 kg (13,889 1b)
weight empty 3905 kg (8,609 lb)

Performance max never-exceed speed (EAS) 240 knots (276 mph or 445 km/h)
max cusing speed at 194 knos (223 mph or 359 km/h)
12,000 ft (3,660m)
stallinq speed, flaps down 62 knots (112 mph or 116 km/h)
service ceiling 26.700 ft (8,140 m)
TO run 350m (1148ft)
landing run 207 m (6791f)
range at 12,000 ft (3,660 m) 949 mm (298 miles or 480 kin)
with max fuel and
2,303 lb ( 1045 kg) peload

TABLE II - CASA C212 Avocr characteristlcs

TASK

traimng of .. . ..
technicians
transfer &
checki ng of - am
equipment

ground
simulation

bench

Installation
work

1986 1987 1988 1989 YEAR

TABLE II - bar chert of major tasks
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control monltorlmj

pilot -main witch -rot. on
-tet numbr (RC)

operator -rec. on/off sv. -power supply
-run counter (RC) -rc. on

-montorl n of tie recorded
value of eny of 2 channels

TABLE IV - Control and montortin cope lltle ofech crev member

Cabar Wf Peee ller ra I
Olenral O teft TI

02 timane Tel

Atr Dat 05 dlferantllproessur PD ooa

06 stat* pmressur IS /105 ko

Wod tlitWitc OFS on/off
10 a nOF 0/45dog

Control I I eOlator def D -30/+20 dog
1 2 LT Avorn duflootoo DAI -20/020dog
13 RN af on delfeto DA2 -20/+20deg

16 aleron foro. FA -30D/+300N
I7 undd siran A FRI
I8 ruddw strain B FR2

21 raof ya K RY -20/+20 de/S
22 iooehra 'on -dtr) AX -I+1 g

25 mqloof attack AA -35 +35 dg
26 aripleof sld-slfp AS -35/35 deg
27 abgl of pith AP -90/+90deg
R ml 'if rfO(

Propulsion 30 qtw peedL NI 0/41730 rpm
31 efog speed R R12 0/41730 n

34 btbainentoperoiwL TOTI 090
35 lwbio gas tw prat. R TnT2 0/90M z

Auto1Wt 38 ;=o enage AE on/off39 rt FDM 1/5

Navtion 40 dgtrue
41 140 vai.u. Ipl -f HDO a.oW
42 rad 14o alttd RA 0/20 It
43 RA vald eipal RAt of/

,n off
46 Olde deviationdo47 v signal Of ontoff
48 &Mff a OPT -IIC1/ 0 deg
49 OPT vatld a'pal O f on/off

Thrust 50 A montoira aingt FA?
51 O euitrbain Bi FiP

54 E mnt srain FEI
55 P mwnttraoin h FF1
56 0 mont orb m PI

59 B mount stratn .t FB2
60 C mont strain WONte FC2
61 Mount straftI aNg F02

64 0 m TL sta in t 02
1 5 H "mudt stratingu Fl@

TABLE V - Parameter list
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ornlog inputs digitel Inputs
O bit reaolutIon) (20 It reealutlon)

n~ofchnnels Inputtype 68
____________70

42 de voltage 68 2
3 dc current 66 3
II sunchro slgnal 64 4
3 frequncy 62 5
3 variable resistors 60 6
20 discrete stgnels 58 7
3 dlgltal inputs (IS blt) 56 6

TABLE VI- actual Data Acquiition System TABLE VII - mext mum NDAS Input channels
capabilIe usin the erallel output

n fWtrecks 16
input dote type digital
magnetc tape 1.1 MILtapes

I *vide end 46O1t long
tape sped ISips
max recordlng tlme 3600 soc ( h)

TABLE VIII - Ktnelogic Iode YE tape recorder characteristics

unit rkirl uauw pover requIrements

PCM 2A 1600mA
D)CU 28ydc J 230nA

rec 5A 2.5A electronicsU(2YdC 4SW)7.5A O.SA motor

vrlte-ampllliers (55Vdc)
Imflno

Ur - IA 5 d 2A
IA 3A

- 1 LE a 3A

transducers I A 15d

+ 7."Ydc
26ft 400Y

externl W WO
devices 5A 6A I5Y c IkVA

TABLE IX - Power requirements of each unit and breaker's gauges



FIGURE I -three view drewings of the CASA C2 12 Aviocar
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notes
I- pitot tube and static port

2 - two section ctiinrical vane
3 - cilndrical body
4- upper emer goncy exit
5 - temperature sen n),
6 - Connector panet
7 - main supportFIUE7-nebot
8 - supports FGR oebo
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MRCP

A/C
ayionts 

scul
FA/C 267Vd. !SgaMA
I soconckry 1 U5 Tape

bus PCM Recorder

UDCPl

Angular
Position

Trwaduwsl

E - - SCU3

Pilot Operator
Contro Control DCU

Unit LAW
-M

E=u -L-

Dkll

[j j- -H DAS

T (Mat Rack)

FIGURE I I - DAS Internal block diagram

DCU

PCM
PCM

DiSRIAJ

SCILY 1

Tape

FIGURE 12 - Main Rack layout
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REALTIME PROCESSING AND DISPLAY

by
A. Redeker

Aerodata Flugme~technik GmbH
Rebenring 33

D-3300 Braznschweig
Federal Republic of Germany

SUMMARY

Concept and realization of a data system for airborne research and development
applications are presented. Aspects of hardware architecture and software organisation
will be discussed. The system is used for prototype testing and certification and is
also layed out for the operation of research aircraft, where sensor configurations and
measuring instruments are varying fra, one experiment to another.

All system users have access to a pool of comnon sensor- and software re3sources.
Special hard- and software interfaces have been defined for a simple integration of
individual sensor signals and computation algorithms.

The system performs realtime processing, recording, and on-line monitoring of sellsor
d~ta. It is the aim of the system design to enable the operator to perform quick error
detection as well as to optimize th, flight conditions for an experiment.

Examples for flight-mechanical and meteorologigal system applications are given.

1. DEMANDS ON AIRBORNE DATA SYSTEMS FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Airborne data acquisition systems for research aircraft require special attributes
for the execution of effective flight tests. The operation of complex sensor systems
under difficult measuring conditions on board an aircraft is rather expensive. It
becomes more expensive, if flight tests are unsuccessful because the personnel on board
the aircraft is not informed about the quality of the measurement. Thus, the operators
should have a good insight into all sensor data, measuring parameters, and flight con-
ditions. This gives the chance to influence the further operation and to optimize the
conditions of the measurement, but on the other hand it imposes high demands on the
capabilities of the on-board data system.

A scientific user or an engineer, who wants to take the aircraft as a sensor carrier
for his special purpose, is not necessarily a computer specialist. The data acquisition
system is a tool, which has to be transparent for him. From the user's point of view it
is important to be able

- to have access to the standard aircraft states, e.g. position, flight level,
speeds, attitude angles, angular rates, accelerations, flow angles, etc.

- to integrate individual sensor equipment into the data system

- to add private on-line-computation algorithms

- to record user data together with standard data on the same
data carrier

- to have a look into sensor data and on-line computation results

- to initiate and to stop private sensor alignment and calibration procedures

For the realization of an equipment which fulfills these requests, one needs a
powerful computer system, which is flexible and modular in it's hardware and software
components. The lystem architecture has to be outlined in a way, that its components
can develop their performance. Interfaces for additional hardware and software have to
be provided.

2. HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

An important attribute for an on-board data system is its realtime capability. It is
a well known experience that it is not suitable to handle data acquisition and data
processing with the same processor. Even powerful CPUs can't develop their throughput,
if they are disturbed by high interrupt rates, which are unavoidable for a continuous
data sampling from different signal sources.

Therefore data acquisition and data processing should be separated and executed from
different system parts (FIG.l). The main processor is freed from simple but time-
intensive I/O-operations and reserved for complex numerical and monitoring operations.



Both system parts are working in parallel. Once per sampling period they are exchanging
I/O-data arrays.

The data acquisition system is responsible for the signal conditioning, sampling,
conversion and synchronisation of different signals. Data from multichannel serial
datalinks like ARINC-429-busses have to be assorted.

After this data collection process, the
data preprocessor puts the data into an
array of fixed length and structure, which
is transfered once per sampling interval
into the main computer (e.g. every 20
milliseconds, = 50 Hz). Depending on the
physical distance between data acquisition
system and main computer, the data transfer
is either performed as a serial single-line
PCM-signal (PCM=Puls Code Modulation) or by
a parallel data link.

Front-End-
FIG. 2 shows the hardware of a data Data-t/0-Processor

preprocessor, which is used in a so called
METEOPOD. The meteopod is a container moun- Sigrial-Conditioner
ted *'nder the wing of an aircraft. It con-
tains all sensors for the determination of
wind, turbulence, humidity and other
aerological parameters. ManaCompute

Realtime computations on the main com- LSI11/73 or microVAX II
puter have to be carried out within one
single samplimg period. This includes the
decoding and converting of received data
into engineering units as well as the
computation of realtime algorithms, the
production of other secondary data, and data
storage on a computer compatible streamer Pla-a msplay PrIv
tape.

The main computer, a ruggedized airworthy
Q-Bus system, (FIG.3) can be alternatively
equipped with a LSI-11/73 CPU (I megabyte of
main memory, 64 kilobytes of fast cache- FIG.I : Structure of the data
memory), or with a DEC microVax II (8 or 16 acquisition system
megabytes of main memory).

Both versions are working with two 3 1/2" winchester drives (20 megabytes each), two
streamer tapes (60 megabytes), a realtime clock, and different serial ard direct memory
access-interfaces (DMA). Power is supplied directly from the aircraft's 28 Volt DC Bus
or from 115 Volts AC, 400Hz.

FIG. 2 Hardware of a Data Preprocessor FIG. 3: Hardware of a Main Computer
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FIG.4 shows the architecture of the main computer. The configuration can be adapted
according to th. expected rz~altime load, which is approximately proportional to the
product of sampling rate and signal channel number. If this product is small, no
preprocessor is required and the signal converters are installed directly in the main
computer.

.-12V

CPU. FO DMA- WO~o,, 04, T

_a / -?1 K- 2

51 KC.^ S 'y el' , , 60 'By,.

AIRBORNE COMPUTER AD - HR 73

FIG. 4: Configurations of the Main Computer

For most applications, the main computer does not contain signal converters and the
preprocessor Is interconnected by a Direct Memory Access Interface (DMA).

If more power for numerical operations is needed, a vectorprocessor will be
installed in the main computer. It relieves the Central processor from large parts of
the realtime task. The vector processor itself is equipped with an external I/O-port
and replaces the DMA for the preprocessor. It is now directly communicating with the
preprocessor, reads raw data, decodes and converts them into engineering units, and
feeds them by it's own DMA logic into the main computer memory.

Console operation of the computer is done with high-resolution plasma-terminals,
because they have no cathode-ray-tube, which can implode, and there is no high voltage,
which may lead to problems at low air density (e.g. at high altitudes in an unpres-
surized aircraft).

A few words about hardware specifications: A rather safe way concerning reliability
is the use of mil-specified components. They are well suited for all applications,
where a fixed system configuration has to be operated with high reliability for a long
time. However, for the present discussed application they have several disadvantages:
because of the time and cost intensive certification procedures they are very expensive
and generally one or two generations behind the state of the art. Another argument
against the use of mil-spec-components for this purpose is that most measurements for
R&D applications are not really safety critical.

On the other nand, problems of commercial computers with environmental conditions on
board an aircraft are well known, especially those with power supplies, mechanical
loans, and electromagnetic interference. Thus it may be expensive to use cheap
commercial equipment.

The computer hardware of the presented system is not mil-specified. However, the in-
tegrated system hardware differs significantly from commercial computers. Several
measures have been undertaken to make the system airworthy. To ensure the electro-
magnetic compatibility, power supplies are equipped with effective RF-Filters. Elec-
trical connections between main- and preprocessors or serial I/O-lines are isolated by
optocouplers. The mechanical construction is ruggedized and the main computer is
protected against power fails by a battery backup. Thus, the system has an excellent
electrical and mechanical stability.
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3. REQUIREMENTS TO THE SOFTWARE

Besides data storage and processing of on-line calculations the on-board system has
to perform another task, which Is of great importance for effective measurements:
monitoring. A complex measuring system can be operated with far more success, if there
is a way to verify

- that sensors and algorithms work correctly
- that the operating conditions of the whole system are as required

The software for the presented data system is named MODAMS (Modular Data Acquisition
and Monitoring System). For a comfortable monitoring the operator needs a basic set of
instructions to tell the system, what he wants to observe, what kind of calibrations
are to be done, what parts of the realtime process dre activated or switched off, etc.

Software is partitioned into separate processes. For example, there are realtime,
dialogue, and monitoring processes.

Each process itself is divided into a standard part, which is common to all users,
and a user module, where private functions can be implemented. The user has access only
to those data structures, which are defined as public in the respective user interface
of the process.

Standard data processing and monitoring is performed by the use of parameter tables.
The contents of the tables adapts the system to its special applica'ion. Parameter
tables describe the characteristics of sensor data channels as well as the contents of
monitoring menus and the instructions for the operator dialogue.

4. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

It was already stated that the software system has to be modular and requires the
installation of parallel processes.

As it is a very large and complex system, the programming language should give some
support to avoid the typical problems of large software systems. On the other hand the
programming language should be acceptable for a scientist who is not a computer
specialist.

All concurrent software processes including the process-scheduler are part of the
MODAMS-Software. The interfaces to operating system dependent functions are reduced to
a minimum. Therefore HODAMs can be transfered to different computers and operating
systems, which normally don't support concurrent processes. MODAMS is written in the
modern high level language MODULA 2, which combines the advantages of PASCAL and C. The
important difference to PASCAL, C and FORTRAN is a strict modular concept, which for
example allows argument checks already at compilation time even with procedures from
external libraries.

The operating system for MODAMS on the LSI-i is the RTll single-Job monitor, just
now MODAMS is transferred to the microVax under VMS.

5. ORGANISATION OF SOFTWARE PROCESSES

The software system is divided into standard modules and user modules. User modules
have to oe written accordiny to the ayatem conventions, and are linked to the standard
system.

FIG.5 shows the dat, flow between the different processes. The realtime process and
the data recording process are executed with the highest priority. Sampling rates are
normally between 10 Hz and 100 Hz. The remaining processor capacity is used for the
purpose of monitoring, operator dialogue, and for generating the flight test protocol.

The dialogue process receives commands from the system operator, the commaaid line
interpreter decod,-s them and modifies control variables. These variables are
controlling the execution of process-parts (see FIG.5) and the data flow between
different processes, like sampling of realtime data probes for monitoring, and starting
of calibration -outines, etc.

Several system parameters are organized in parameter tables. These tables describe
the attributes of sensor signals, the arrangement of monitorinr menus, the arrangement
of the flight test protocol, etc. The parameters of these tables may be edited by the
user with a special service program before flight. All elements of standard sensors are
predefined and supplied to the user.

The Acronym table contains the following information about each parameter:

- signal name , unit
- sensor offset, gain
- second order coefficient, if necessary
- data type of raw-integer
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Furthermore there are

- graphic menue parameter tables0
- alphanumeric menu parameter tables

printer protocol table -d* c iMD- data recording table |MN

The tables are loaded during the
initialization par t of the on-bord
software and are printed once into the pkww P

flight protocol for the purpose of L J
flight teat documentation.

After receiption of a raw data frame
at the beginning of a time share, raw

data have first to be decoded. Because
the sensor data are collected from 

-

different sensor types, the raw data
frame represents an inhomogeneous sum of
different raw data structures.

The task of raw data decoding is to
transfer all sensor signals to a

cositeant data representation.* The
r.ult of frame decoding is a so called
raw-integer vector, which contains
exactly one 32-bit two's complement

number for each data channel. The
position index of the data channel is

equal to the acronym-number of the FIG.5 Signal flow of MODAMS
channel.

Next step of the realtime processing is the generation of primary physical data by
multiplication of a gain vector and addition of an offset vector. A linear converting
algorithm is adequate for most of the sensor signals. Nonlinear conversion is not a
part of the regular scaling algorithm; it has to be as simple and quick as possible. If
nonlinear equations are to be calculated for the standard sensor equipment (e.g. for
semicoductor temperature probes), there is a module reserved, where these equations can
be explicitly programmed (FIG.6). After the conversion to engineering units has taken
place, there is one real*32bit element in the output-vector for each sensor channel
including all the spare channels of the preprocessor. This output (index from 1..n,
FIG.6) is called primary output data.

The elements with higher index numbers (n+l until n+m) are reserved for secondary
data, which are calculated from primary data in the user module. The user's algorithms
may represent simple combinations of primary data, or they ar more complicated like
observers and Kalman filters.

n Channels

x Words , n Integer*32 bit Real*32 bit

' I 1 __ __ __ 1

Raw Data 06 procesing I

w5d I proc
Il Decoder ildpoint U .c

I 11 n detection a - F

t n+1

t n-
[ Offset

Frames User -. 9 n+rn

I decodingdecodingSensitivity
Table TaLsI k.odule

Tabbe od 1.

FIG. 6: Data Flow of the Realtime Process
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The dashed line of FIG. 6 encloses those parts, which are processed by the vector
processor, if it is available in the system configuration.

The user gets information about data structures and system conventions from a hand-
book and is able to integrate his algorithms in a rather simple way. This means: he is
freed from system-specific work and can take all his efforts for the solution of his
own problems.

Due to the fact that primary and secondary data are situated in the same data struc-
ture, they can be treated equally for all further processing like monitoring and data
registration. The attributes of secondary data are decribed by the same acronym-table
in the same way with only one exception: there is no sense for an allocation of raw
data type, the sensitivity and offset-attributes, because no raw data equivalent exists
for a secondary datum.

The remaining CPU-time is shared by several processes of lower priority:

- an operator dialogue process asks for operator requests

- a monitoring process is continuously displaying a system status menu, alphanumeric
and graphic menus, which were selected i: the operator dialogue.

6. OPERATING CONCEPT

The system may be operated from a single terminal. For this purpose the operator
console is divided into three windows (FIG.7), which are assigned to different
processes. The upper left window (1) is used like a normal small terminal for the
dialogue with the operator. The upper right field (2) is a status window, continuously
keeping all important system states, e.g. status of the data transfer from the pre-
processor, realtime load, time information, event counter, and status of data recor-
ding.

The large window, the so called monitoring window (3), is used for alphanumeric and
graphic monitoring.

A command line interpreter (CLI) decodes operator inputs. User interfaces are de-
fined for the CLI as well. Users can add a private subset of commands and dialogue-
procedures. This is a very helpful feature, it enables the control of the user realtime
parts, whatever they may do.

2O095136 M1 104700 TIM4, 'WM;* V I .00, 44 r

LOST, 00

0, 360.00 .. 'a PI.-0a 1.5 .

Theopeato h7a. th coe -et.5e several 0. oi oiglns 0apauei n

L.0m 560.A"021 11.

(3)0

FIG. 7 :Hardcopy of an alphanumeric FIG. 8 :Hardcopy of a graphic
monitoring menu monitoring menu

The operator has the choice between several monitoring menus: 10 alphanumeric and 6
graphic menus are accessible. FIG. 7 shows the example of an alphanumeric menu.

An Alphanumeric menu shows up to 32 signal channels with their names, values, and
units. A graphic menu up to three channels versus time or two channels plotted versus
another channel. FIG.8 demonstrates a graphic menu with 3 channels displayed versus
time.

Principally each graphic menu is supplied with data buffers for each of its chan-
nels. Sampling of menu data is independent from menu display. Several menus may be
sampled at the same time, but only one menu with up to 3 channels may be displayed at
the time. Sampling of a menu is started with the "start sampling" instruction of the
operator dialogue.

Graphic menus can be operated in two different modes:
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Graphic menus can be operated in two different modes. The modes lead to a different
display handling, if the sampling process arrives at the time maximum, which was selec-
ted for the menu. This is the moment, when the sampling buffer becomes full, or in
other words, the displayed curves arrive at the right limit of the display area. Depen-
ding on the selected mode for the menu, the following happens:

1. Single sample mode: After the sampling buffer has been filled, sampling is stop-
ped. The Menu may be displayed as long and as often as required until a new sampling is
started by the operator.

2. Infinite mode: The whole curve is shifted half a time-axis to the left, the first
half is lost, absolute starting time is updated, and sampling continues. This mode is
only selectable, if channels are displayed versus time.

In the normal case, the arrangement of the different menus has been selected before
flight and remains constant. However, in the case of sensor faults it may be necessary
to change the display mode or the scaling-limits of a menu. For this purpose, a defini-
tion dialogue is designated to change actual menu parameters even during flight.

A flight test protocol has to give a brief overview about the relations of the most
important flight parameters like time, position, and height. Therefore it is a guide
for the later data evaluation.

Before takeoff, some important static information are documented in the flight test
protocol: Date, program version, contents of parameter tables, altimeter setting,
initialization data, etc.

During flight, a data record is periodically printed and contains the following
information: Time, position coordinates, altitude, speed, course, true airspeed and a
list of user selectable data from the data output vector. The time interval is selected
by the user. If the operator hits the so called 'Event-key', an event-counter in the
status display is incremented and an additional record, which is marked with an event-
identifier. Additionally, a one-by-one pixel-hardcopy of the actual display contents
can be sent into the flight protocol at any time, including all monitoring information.

In case of measuring heavy reproduceable phenomena like weather, it is important to
have a discussion base immediately after landing, which enables the scientists to
decide, if something has to be repeated or not. The flight test protocol can be an
illustrative material to do this decision.

7. APPLICATION EXAMPLES

The presented airborne data aqcquisition and monitoring system and its derivatives
have been installed on different research aircraft. They are presently used for thefollowing applications:

- Research aircraft Dornier 128-6 of the Technical University of Braunschweig, FRG,
twin engine turboprop, use for flight guidance, flight-mechanical, meteorological and
air-chemical research.

- Research aircraft Dornier 228 of the Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar Research,
Bremerhaven, FRG; two twin engine turboprops used for research programs in arctic and
antarctic regions.

- Hawker Siddeley HS-125, twin engine jet of Conti Flug GmbH, used by Aerodata GmbH
and Freunhofer Institute of Atmospheric Research, FRG for air-chemical investigations.
This jet will participate in projects of the US Environmental Protection Agency in au-
tumn 1988.

- Research aircraft Dassault FALCON-2 of the German Aerospace Research Organisation
(DFVLR, Oberpfaffenhofen, FRG), twin engine jet. This aircraft is mainly used for
meteorological research.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The presented hardware structure of an airborne measuring system enables powerful
on-line computation and monitoring with state-of-the-art microcomputers. A special
Software has been developed for this purpose.

This software system satisfies the basic requirements of on-line computation,
monitoring, and storage of primary data. The system user has the possibility to add his
individual procedures. It is not necessary for him to have detailed knowledge about the
internal system structure.

On-line monitoring during flight allows immediate verification of flight conditions
and sensor signal quality. The operator can directly influence the actual flight test
and optimize measuring conditions by the selection of better suited flight levels and
operating areas.

4
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SUMMARY

British Aerospace Wsrton has been engaged in the development and testing of a wide range of
Military Fighter Aircraft including Jaguar, Tornado and the E.A.P. During the next decade Warton will
be a major flight test centre for the European Fighter Aircraft E.P.A.

This paper gives an overview of the Instrumentation and Data Processing facilities in current use.
planned development for the next 10 years covering the proposed instrumentation system for E.F.A. It
describes the ground station, computing hardware, specialised analysis capability, onboard equipments,
the extensive use of telemetry for real time processing and intermanoeuvre analysis in real time. Also
included are the facilities for integration of airborne data acquisition systems, together with
procurement, automated calibration and design and development.

CONTENTS

1. INTRODUCTION - LIST OF DEPARTMENTAL RESPONSIBILITIES

2. ADVANTAGES OF TELEMErRY

3. TELEMETRY AT WARTON

o History - A quick background that leads on to the present facilities in the monitor room.
o Airborne Instrumentation Systems.
o Ground System.
o Description of Telemetry Software Process.
O Ground replay and data analysis computers.

a) Primary Analysis
b) Secondary Analysis

4. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION DEPARTMENT
RESPONSIBILITIES

o Airborne Data Acquisition, Recording and Telemetry Transmission systems on JAGUAR, TORNADO, E.A.P.
and E.F.A. aircraft.

o Telemetry Aerials and Receiving equipment.

o Telemetry Monitor Room.

o Ground Replay and Data Analysis Computers.

ADVANTAGES OF TELEMETRY

o Certainty that expected results are captured.

o Quality of manoeuvre fit for purposes.

o Option of repeat.

o Certainty of Instrumentation parameters are serviceable.

o Ability to go to optional tests.

o Flutter clearance in bigger steps (in quasi real-time using Hewlett Packard).

o Load monitoring in critical conditions (limited number of parameters).

o Pilot confidente of having Engineer in the cockpit, especially early in the programe.

o Quick appreciation of results during/Imediately after flight allowe better decisions on next
flight activity etc.

__ ___
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TELEMETRY AT WARTON
HISTORY

LIGHTNING SPINNING 1950' 8 Analogue parameters

JAGUAR SPINNING 1969/1972 14 Analogue parameters

TORNADO 1970's 4K Frame
512 Analogue
240 Bi-level events
16 Frequencies
64 mixed words from
Main Computer
64 D.T.L. mixed words

L.A.P. 1980's 2 * TORNADO DATA RATES
Experimental Aircraft Programme

E.F.A. 1990's 4 * E.A.P. DATA RATES
European Fighter Aircraft

SYSTEM BEVELOPMENT FOR TORNADO

1980 o Decision to replace Sigma computer by VAX system.

1982 o Commenced software development of BAe system based on VAX 11/780 (first VAX installed second
half of 1982).

1984 o Sigma's removed, second VAX 11/780 installed - live VAX Telemetry.

(Dec) o Telemetry 11/780 upgraded to 11/785 giving 60% improvement in throughput.

New Monitor included:-
- New console
- New V.DU's
- New pen recorders

late 1985
- Aircraft position display.

TORNADO

The Inter Dictor Strike Development Programme.

1973 - choice made by three Partner Companies to purchase identical systems based on the U.S. Navy
system at Pax River. Xerox Sigma computer system complete with software.

let Sigma in 1974
2nd In 1976

Antenna System from Scientific Atlanta (1974) - Autotracking in Azimuth and Elevation.

DEVELOPMENT OF TRACKING SYSTEM

1985 o Electronics Department developed software on BBc Micro to provide:-

Aircraft Bearing
Heading
Range
Altitude

- all derived from the St. Annes secondary radar via Warton Control Tower land lines.

Alternatively the aircraft Inertial Navigator position data can now be extracted from the

Telemetry data stream.

1986 o Replacement Main Dish for Scientific Atlanta fixed in position for a total cost of E18,000
giving full 360 degrees coverage.

FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION AIRBORNE DATA GATHERING SYSTEMS
INTRODUCTION

Since the Flight Test Instrumentation department of British Aerospace Warton was formed in 1958, a
large number of diverse recording techniques and transducer types have been used in six generations of
military aircraft produced by the Division.

The earliest system, developed in the late 50's, employed 'Auto-observers'. These were, as their
name suggests, a method of automatically recording the readings of a bank of aircraft gauges, the
recording mdium being cine film. (Prior to this, and indeed concurrently, aircrew/observers were
obliged to note down gauge readings during periods of interest on note-pads). Auto-observers were very
bulky and required fitting in specious accommodation ... In this case the bomb-bay of Canberra jet
bombers. A typical limit on the number of parameters was around 20 to 30.
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The advent of the Lightning interceptor in the early 60's introduced the concept of space
constraints and trace recorders were used for the first time, offering much needed size reduction and
vastly improved duration and frequency response. 4

The TSR2 bomber of the middle 60's employed a combination of trace and analogue recording
techniques. For the first time broadband FM was used, mainly for vibration measurements, complemented
by a 400 parameter mechanically-switched time division multiplex system also recorded on tape.
Predictably, the main weakness of the system was the mechanical switching.

By the late 60's, a combined digital/analogue and trace recording system was used in the early
Jaguar Flight Test program. The analogue (FM) and trace systems were similar to those employed on the
TSR2 aircraft, however, the mechanically-switched TDM system was replaced by an 8 bit parallel PCM
technique (i.e. each of the 8 bits were recorded on a separate track of the tape recorder). The system
had a capacity of 144 analogues, along with hi-level and frequency inputs.

CURRENT SYSTEMS

1. Air Defence Variant Tornado (ADV)

The instrumentation system currently used on the ADV Tornado prototypes was developed for the Inter
Dictor/Strike (IDS) Tornado prototypes in 1974. (Figure 1).

MAJOR SYSTEM COMPONENTSTape Recorder

A 14 track wideband IRIG-standard tape recorder using I" tape on 14" reels fitted with two Direct
Record (DR) tracks and 12 FM wideband 1 tracks. At the usual speed of 7.5 ips, this gives a duration of
4 hours and bandwidths of:

Direct Record :500iz to 125KRz
FM wideband 1 : dc to 5KHz

Data Collector (CCU)

The Central Control Unit of the data gathering system has the following capacities:
8 PA outputs from 8 Signal Conditioner racks (8 x 64 analogues)
16 Frequency inputs
4 Totaliser inputs
24 parallel words inputs (or 24 x I0 events)

the unit provides:
a serial Ri-phase PCM data stream (for recording)
a serial KRZ PCM data stream (for telemetry)

format: word length: 10 bits + odd parity
max data field: 128 words/minor frame

32 minor frames/major frame
I major frame/second

bit rate: 45Kbita/second
packing density: 6Kbits/inch at 7.5 ips

Signal Conditioner Racks

Each signal conditioner rack houses 64 signal conditioners along with voltage stabiliser and
multiplexer cards providing a 64 parameter PAM stream. 29 analogue outputs are available for recording
as FM or FM/FM (Frequency Multiplexed/FM) parameters.

AIIU (Avionic Information IFU)

The AIIU takes information from the aircraft main computer and inserts the parameters into the
existing PCM data stream. Every 1/16th second 63 parameters are stored in the AIIU and the CCU selects
the required parameters from this store.

(is) max. sample rate: 16 samples/second
max. no. parameters: 63 x 16

Each avionic word is 32 bits long and each word is reduced to 2 x 10 bit words for recording on the
FTI system.

FM/FM System

This is a Frequency Multiplex/FM system employing:

21 constant bandwidth subcarrier oscillators BW: 200Hz (mod. index - 5)
I wideband subcarrier oscillator EW: 100KHz (mod. index - 2)
5 mixer amplifiers

Calibration facilities

The constant BW subcarriera are modulated by the analogue parameters, whilst the widaband
subcarrier Is modulated by the NiZ PC4 serial output of the data collector.

A4
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Outputs are therefore available for recording on the PTI tape recorder and for modulation of the
telemetry transmitters.

The number of analogue parameters handled by the system is increased by a factor of 6 by the use of
group select electronics.

Time Code Generator

The Time Code Generator is a self-contained unit which produces IRIGB serial timecode for use by
the data collector and for recording on the tape recorder. Outputs are also available for cockpit time
displays.

Telemetry

Two telemetry transmitters, each on a different frequency, drive two separate antennae (one on the
aircraft top surface, one on the lower).

Camera System

A cine camera system is fitted for weapon release analysis. Sight cine cameras are used overall.
of which six are phase-locked to a central control clock and housed in two external wing pods. All
cameras are individually idented with externally generated events ('weapon gone' etc.) and a comemon
timebase. Camera frame pulses and the timebase are recorded as FM parameters on the tape recorder.

System Variants

Two of the ADV prototypes carry out radar evaluation work, and as a result have need to record high
frequency radar data. This Is accomplished by replacing the 14 track tape recorder with a 28 track
model, and by using 10 of the extra 14 tracks (DR) to parallel radar data. The recorder is run at 4
times normal speed (301ps). the packing density being 16Kbits/in.

2. Production IDS Tornado

The production Tornado instrumentation system was defined in 1980. At this point in the flight
testing program, the number of parameters required for analysis had reduced, ashad the available space
for mounting instrumentation boxes - due in main to the production avionics fit.

A great reduction in the size of the data collector ar.d the signal conditioner racks has been
achieved.

Equipment Changes from ADV Fit
Data Collector

The data collector has the following capabilities:

128 analogue inputs
9 frequency inputs
2 rotaliser inputs
50 event inputs

The unit provides the following outputs:

IRIGB timecode
a serial Si-phase PCH data stream (for recording)
a serial KRZ PC4 data stream (for telemetry)

format: word length: 10 bits + odd parity
max data field: 128 words/minor frame

32 minor frames/major frame
1 major frame/second

bit rate: 45Kbits/second
packing density: 64Kbits/inch at 7.5 ips

Signal Conditioner Racks

The signal conditioner racks accept 8 signal conditioner cards (same cards as used in the ADV
system), along with a power supply unit. The output of each conditioner is available in both filtered
and unfiltered forms, rather than a serial PAM stream.

Advantages of this approach include small size, relative simplicity and loss of only 8 parameters
in the event of a power supply failure.

Avionic Tape Recorder Interface (ATRIU)

The ATRIU Is often used in systems as an alternative to the AIIU where space and cost
considerations outweigh the flexibility given by the AIIU. The unit takes data from the aircraft main
computer and reformats it for recording on the FTI tape recorder,

The data rate from the main computer is 1953 words/second, each word being 32 bits long (i.)
62.SKbits/sac. The ATRIU extracts the 16 data bits from each of these words, converts them into two
words and outputs them in aerial Bi-phase form at a nominal 32Kbita/sec.
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Camera System

The camera system is similar to that fitted or the ADV prototypes except that eight of the ten
cameras are carried in four external wing pods (inboard/outboard). The cameras are all free-running
(non phase-locked).

3. Experimental Aircraft Program (EAP)

(Figure 3)

The instrumentation system for EAP was defined in 1983. On this particular aircraft the trend
towards more data bus monitoring has continued, and needless to say, the space available for mounting FTI
has reduced still further.

The size of the data collector has been greatly reduced from that used in the IDS Tornado, while
the analogue signal conditioning units have returned to a 64 channel capacity, the size reduction being
mainly accomplished by mounting 4 signal conditioning channels on one card (as opposed to using single
channel modules) and by using hybrid/surface mount circuitry.

Major System Components
Data Collector

The data collector selects data from analogue and digital slave units along with bus information
from a data bus interface unit.

The data collector has the following capacities:

3 serial outputs from 3 Analogue Acquisition units (192 parameters)
8 frequency inputs (from the Digital interface unit)
30 event inputs (from the Digital interface unit)

the unit provides:

a serial B-phase PCM data stream (for recording)
a serial NRZ PCM data stream (for telemetry)

format: word length: 10 bits + odd parity
max data field: 256 words/minor frame

32 minor frames/major frame
1 major frame/second

bit rate: 90.lKbits/secondpacking density: 12Kbits/inch at 7.5 ips

Analogue Acquisition Units (AU)

Each AU accepts 64 analogue parameters, conditions and then multiplexes them into a serial data
stream for transmission to the data collector. Each word is 10 bits long.

Digital Interface Unit

This unit accepts data from a Flight Control System (FCS) computer. Protocol is RS422, not 1553
data bus. Up to 124 data words at rates up to 50/second can be acquired and stored in the unit. The
data collector extracts the required parameters at rates from I to 64 samples/sec.

FCS data words are 16 bits long. These are split into two 8 bit bytes and occupy two PCM words in
the data collector output stream.

The unit also houses 8 frequency counters and a 30 input event card.

Data Bus Monitor

The Data bus monitor contains two dual-redundant 1553 databus monitors. It has no ability to
transmit on the bus nd plays no active role in data bus activities.

The data is processed in a similar way to the Digital Interface unit. (Up to 124 data bus words at
rates up to 50/second can be acquired from each data bus),

Other major system components are similar to those described for Tornado.

4. European Fighter Aircraft (EFA)

(Figure 4)

The EPA data acquisition system is currently at the specification stage. However, the main
requirements of the system have been defined and are described below.

Architecture

The PCM Central Control (PCC) will accept data from Remote Data Acquisition Units (RDAU) via a
maximum of 8 FTI data buses. Each bus will accept up to 8 mixed function RDAs, carrying data at rates
up to 50K words/second and will have the capability of addressing 2000 parameters, This implies a
maximum sampling rate of 8192 samples/second.
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Major System Components
PCM, Central Control (PCC)

The unit will be able to communicate with RDAUs over a distance of at least 30 metres.

7 outputs will be available:

4 Bi-phase IRIG standard PCM streams (to tape recorder)
I NRZ IRG standard PCM stream (to telemetry transmitter)
I (probably RS422) PCM stream to video IFU (for data insertion)
1 (probably RS422) data stream to FTI cockpit display

format: word length: ma 12 bits + parity
max data field: 256 words/minor frame

64 minor frames/major frame
1 to 8 major frames/second

bit rae: 500Kbits/second*
packing density: 16.5Kbits/in at 15 ips (2 tracks)

* anticipated maximum required

It will store 6 programs to configure the RDAs and to format the data on the 7 output streams.

Data from 16 parameters will be able to be converted to engineering units for output to the
multifunction cockpit display and video processor.

Self test and program verification facilities will also be available.

Remote Data Acquisition Units (RDAU)

These units will be of modular construction.

A maximum of 64 analogue parameters will be acquired and conditioned by the unit, with a maximum
sampling rate of 8192 samples/second.

Signal conditioner gain, offset and filter cut-off will be programmable (via the PCI).

Transducer excitation will be provided by one of the modules.

The RDAUs will also house Data Bus Processing Modules (DBPM).

Data Bus Processing Modules (DBPM)

Three types of module will be available to capture data from the following data bus types:

MIL-STD 1553B (STANAG 3838) 6 buses
STANAG 3910 2 buses
FCS UCDL 4 buses

The DBPHs will operate as 'eavesdroppers' only and will be able to extract 256 parameters from the
bus.

NIL-STO 15538 modules will connect to dual-redundant buses via two channels of opro-isolarion in
different modules. They will also be programmable to output the total bus for recording via the
Bus-PCM-Video interface.

Time tagging will be available.

Tape Recorder

A conventional Tornado type 14 track tape recorder will be used.

Current anticipated bit rates from the PCC (50OKbit/sec) will be accommodated by using only two of
the available four PCC PCM streams. With the recorder running at 1lips, a duration of 2 hours is
achieved with a half-theoretical maximum bit packing density.

Typical track allocation: 2 PCM (DR)
1 Timecode (lB 1)
I Speech (WR I)
I Tape speed reference (WB 1)
9 Analogue parameters (hB 1)

Telemetry

The telemetry system will be dual channel/space diversity (as Tornado). Unlike Tornado, the PCM
will be on base-band, with sub-carriers for speech and events. The transmission will be encrypted.
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Video Transmission

It is proposed to use a single 10 watt transmitter modulated by a CCIR standard video signal

(encrypted). The video source will be one of:
FTI video camera

Aircraft video source

Aircraft databus (via Bus-PCM-video IFU)

Time Code System

The Time Code generator will output IRIG A or B (selectable) and will give elapsed time from

'START' or, by using an appropriate interface, will be synchronised to the National Time Standard to

give absolute time.

Ti,e time code will be decoded by the PCC and be available in any of the PCM streams for

recording/transmisslon/display.

The system will be integrated with a Global Positioning System (GPS) if available.

Bus-PCM-Video Interface

This is a contingency requirement for recording the entire contents of a MIL-STD 1553B data bus.

The bus information will be reformatted in a form enabling it to be recorded on a standard video

recorder or on up to 4 tracks of the conventional tape recorder.

Multifunction Cockpit Disp 2Z

Thia display will be a software-configured control and display panel upon which FTI status

information will be available, along with the display of up to 5 FTI parometers in engineering units.

Camera System

Up to ten phase-locked cameras are expected to be used, with improved identing (on-film numeric

time display) and ir,creased flexibility of control (multlple groups/programs).

FUTURE TRENDS

Although the first EFA prototypes will use longitudinal type conventional tape recorders, the

second generation test aircraft will be likely to use helical-scan recorders. These will be

particularly suited to handling high speed data such as radar instrumentation. Eventually, optical
recording techniques will probably become the dominant recording method.

Increased use of real-time analysis is an inevitable development, allowing as it does the

sequencing of various inter-dependent rest-points during one test flight. Work ot this type (vibration

analysis) is already carried out as part of the EAP flight testing program.

High speed/high definition video will eventually replace wet-film cine cameras for weapon release

work. Many advantages will accrue from this, such as the reduction in required electrical power (high

speed cine cameras are notoriously greedy for power), increased recording duration (hours instead of

seconds) and ease of installation.

DATA RATES

TORNADO

10 Bits/Word + Parity (ODD)

j2g Words/Main Fr me

12 Main Frames/MajL. Frame

I Major Frame/Second

e.g. 128 C 32 - 4096 Words/Second

DATA RATE - il 0 4096 - 45,056 Bits/Second

N.B. Each Main Computer or Data Transmission Line (T.T.L.) word is 16 bits hence require 2

Instrumentation words (10 & 6 hits).

E.A.P

Data rate twice that of Tornado.

Majority of parameters are from the three MIL 1553 data buses and are present as 16 bit aircraft

words.

Because the Instrumentation word has only (0 blits all data bus words are split into a Coarse and a

Fine half. Each half contains eight data and two status bits.

.. ........ ... .3 ... ....._ . ..,. R am .



CURRENT
E.A.P

o Data Rate twice that of Tornado

o New configu ition display

o Warning panel display
- MIMIC of cockpit display

o Link to Flight Mechanics Computer (F.M.C.)

o Workstations

- Microvax based

Unlike Tornado, attempting to access the loads model in quasi real time.

- Link Lo Flight Mechanics Computer for loads Monitoring.

Slow data sampled at rwice/second throughout flight (6 parameters) gives Aerodynamicist assessment

of flight conditions.

From Pilots countdown, 15 seconds worth of 30 to 40 parameters captured by VAX and then burst sent
to F.M.C.

Based el, the data recovered, calculated loads at various stations in aircraft from control inputs

and aircraft response. From that it is determined if the loads are as predicted.

MICROVAX STATION IN TELEMETRY ROOM

Performs Z Transform analysis

F~om Pilots countdowm 15 seconds wortii of data (6 parameters) is captured by the Microvax. This is

displayed as short time history.

Sample of data required for analysis selected 5) screen cursor.

Results arrive within two minutes of manoeuvre, giving frequency and damping from Dutch Poll

(typical) using small pedal input compared with prediction.

Engineer can then assess whether to proceed to next step using the output plots and tables.

AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS
FM WIDE BAND

o 9 Tracks

o Frequency Range

- DC to 5 KHz

FM/FM SYSTEL

o 21 Channel V.C.O. & Frequency Mixer

- Converts voltage (±2.5%) to frequency (Centre Frequency ±IKHz)
- 4 Kz separation (e.g. 8, 12, 16, ..... 88 gHz)
- 2 KHz Bandwidth
- Frequency Range is DC to 200 Hz

PULSE CODE MODULATION (P.C.M.)

o Sensors

- MIT. 1553 Data Bus Interface(s)
U.S.M.S.
Avionics
F.C.S.

- Events e.g. Undercarriage Up/Down
- Frequencies e.g. Engine Turbine Speed
- Transducers e.g. Fuel. Pressures, Angles
- System Tappings e.g. Hydraulic Pressure

o Data Acquisition (Central Control Unit)

- Signal Conditioning
A/D Conversion

- Multiplexer
Serial P.C.M. outputs Bi-O & NRZ-L



TAPE RECORDER

o 14 (MARS 1400) or 28 (MARS 2000) Tracks

- P.C.M. Bi-i
- FM (9 Tracks)
- FMFM
- Speech
- Time Code IRIG B Standard (I KHz Carrier)

DATA TRANSMISSION

o High Frequency Voltage Control Oscillator (V.C.O.)

- Adds high frequency Carrier to (600 Kz) P.C.M.

o Combiner

- Mixes Speech, P.C.M. and FM/FM

o FM Transmitter

- Adds MHz Carrier
- Frequency Range 1430 MHz to 1540 MHz
- Modulation Type is FM
- 2 per aircraft

One for each Antenna (mounted below and above spine of aircraft)

GROUND SYSTEM

ANTENNA

o 6 foot Dish

o Bandwidth 1438 MHz to 1540 MHz
D Band (previously known as L Band)

o Coverage from West Freugh down to South of Anglesey

o Manual tracking

o Standby Antenna exactly same as main Antenna

o Research by BAe Electronics Department resulted in:-

Dish from Andrews (Worthing)

Gearbox ) Dennords (Fleet)

Drive
Pedestal Sadlers (Lytham)
Electronics BAe (Warton)

Total cost (1983) £30,000

RECEIVERS

o Removes MHz Carrier

o 4 Receivers in all (require only 2 per aircraft)

o All 4 configured for D Band 1435 KHz to 1540 KHz

o Crystal control for only allocated frequencies, but may tune to any frequency within D Band.

FILTERS

o HI-PASS

- Removes all Frequencies < 200 KHz

o LO-PASS

- Removes all Frequencies > 200 KHz

21 CHANNEL DISCRIMINATOR

o Separation of 4 KHz (8, 12, 16 .... 88 KHz)

o Also contains LO-PASS filter (< 2 KHz) for Speech

HI-FREQUENCY DISCRIMINATOR

o Removes 600 KHz carrier from P.C.M.
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EMR 720 BIT SYNCHRONISER

Eliminates "noise" from serial P.C.M. data stream.

o Data Stream

- NRZ-L P.C.M. from Telemetry

- 1~-O P,C.M. from Primary aircraft tape

o Bit Rate

- 45 Kbits/sec for TORNADO
- 90 Kbits/sec for E.A.P.

PMR 710 FRAME FORMATTER

Separates data words from frame synchronisation words and then converts the serial stream into a

parallel data stream.

BAe VAX INTERFACE

"Holes" left by the frame synchronisation words are filled with time and quality words.

The derived parallel stream is input to the VAX computer.

VAX 8600 COMPUTER

Reads data from the DRIIB buffers and drives the various telem-try monitor room displays.

Generates Secondary Tape for Post Flight Analysis.

ICL COMPUTER

Primary function to perform analysis in Batch mode.

MONITOR ROOM

o Front Console

- Meters

- Event lights
- Numerical tubes

- Configuration panel

o Engineer Stations

- Alphanumeric V.D.U.'s

- Heat Sensitive pens (8 track)

o Spinning Station

- Pen hank

- Traffic lights

- Stick Position display

DESCRIPTION OF TELEMETRY SOFTWARE PROCESS

1. SET-UP

loading of calibrations and decommutation of data into memory for subsequent programming of rront

End units.

2. EXTRACTION

Selecting required parameters for display from total transmitted by aircraft.

3. CALIBRATION

Converting raw data into engineering units by applying calibrations to selected parameters.

4. ELABORATION

Combination of several parameters to produce new ones such as airspeed, mach number etc.

5. DISPLAY

The direction of calibrated parameters to analogue outputs, screens, cross plotters etc.

10 man-years of software writing to produce the Real-Time program comprising the above modules.
Total systL' contains approx. 400 modules:

Real time - 250
Z-Transform - 150
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GROUND REPLAY AND DATA ANAIYSIS COMPUTERS

PRIMARY ANALYSIS

o VAX 8600

- Telemetry capability plus quick-look and secondary tape making.
- KDX-1I link to Flight Mechanic's Computer.

o VAX 11/785

- Can be used for telemetry in place of 8600, but mainly used for quick-look and secondary tape

making.

o The two VAX computers are connected together and to the Telemetry Monitor Room Microvax via an

Ethernet.

KDX-i LINK

o Continuous stream

- 20 parameters sampled twice per second are passed continuously throughout flight. Transfer

rare of 160 bytes per second.

o Higher density burst

- Post manoeuvre transfer.

32 parameters sampled at 32 times per second, each for a 15 second period, data held in
memory during manoeuvre.

o Immediately after manoeuvre, data transmitted to Flight Mechanics Computer via the link at an

average rate of 5000 bytes per second.

SECONDARY ?NALYSIS

o ICL 2966 is connected to a terminal network in Flight Test and Instrumentation departments to
provide the following facilities:

- Secondary Analysis system (560 modules) which allows FT engineers to initiate jobs to run in

Batch mode.

- Provides Tertiary tapes to the central NAS XS-80 computer and to external companies.

- Flight Diary database

- Results v abase

- Pre-flight software and database

- Instrumentation Stores database

- General Word Processing Facilities

FUTURE

Telemetry on two aircraft simultaneously

- Two Telemetry Rooms, VAX 8600 running one and the VAX 785 running the other.

Real Time Analysis

- Replacement of ICL 2966 with large VAX computer (current contender, VAX 8820) connected into

existing VAX network via the Ethernet.

- Installation of VAX workstations and terminals throughout the Flight Test department to

provide rapid access to flight data in real and quasi real time for interactive,
inter-manoeuvre analysis. Workstations will have power/capacity for indepth data
manipulation, analysis and presentation of results.

Displays
NEW TEKTRONIX 4325 OLD TDS 4200

Resolution 1280 * 1024 256 * 256
Colours 256 8
Segmentation YES NO
3-D FIRMWARE SOFTWARE
Speed Much faster Slow in comparison
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E.F.A. Data Encryption

Primarily due to information being extracted from the aircraft's six data buses and these being
sampled at up to 256 times per second per parameter. There will be between 600 to 700 parameters
transmitted with the data being encrypted.

o Telemetry on two aircraft simultaneously

o Real Time Analysis

o Displays

- Faster, better graphics
- Rolling time histories on screens
- Cross plots

o P.C.M. Flutter

o E.F.A. data encryption

256
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PLANNED PRIMARY ANALYSIS SYSTEM
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